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Introduction: How to use this book
This book introduces Marshallese to the beginner. It is organized into 102 two-page
lessons, each with a main grammar point and a vocabulary section. There are also Marshallese
dialogues, general tips, and pronunciation practice in many of the lessons. Each lesson is
designed to be a manageable chunk of new material that could be learned in one sitting.
The book is organized in order of usefulness, with the early lessons being crucial for
speaking Marshallese and the later ones merely helping you express yourself better. Since the
most useful lessons are at the beginning, you can go through as many as you like, stopping when
you feel that your level of Marshallese is adequate to your needs. For instance, if you go through
the first 25 lessons, you will know basic Marshallese grammar and about 250 words, which is
enough to get by in many situations. If you go through the first 50 lessons, then you will know
more grammar and about 500 words, which is enough to have decent conversations. If you go
through all 102 lessons, then you will know all of the useful grammar of the language and about
1500 words, which is enough to have intelligent conversations on a wide variety of topics.
The lessons are organized sequentially, with each lesson building on the previous ones.
For this reason you should go through the book in order, especially in the earlier lessons. It is
not essential to completely master each word or construction before moving on, but you should
at least be able to understand it when it comes up in conversation. Even if you can’t produce it
yourself, if you can recognize it in conversation then it will quickly become part of your working
knowledge of the language.
At the end of this book there is a glossary of about 1500 Marshallese words and their
English definitions listed in order of usefulness. It gathers in one place all of the words
introduced in the lessons. This glossary is not intended to be used for looking up words either in
Marshallese or English; for that purpose, you should use the Marshallese-English Dictionary by
Abo, Bender, Capelle, and deBrum, since it is extremely thorough and lists words alphabetically
in both Marshallese and English. But for building your vocabulary, the glossary at the end of
this book is best because it lists only common and useful words, with the most useful words at
the beginning and less useful words at the end.
There are also a small number of books published in Marshallese, and some published
bilingually in Marshallese and English. These are mostly elementary school books with
Marshallese legends and other stories. Although the Marshallese tends to be very advanced,
these books are useful learning resources, and it would be worthwhile to get access to them.
Of course, the best way of all to learn Marshallese is to jump in and speak it with native
speakers, no matter how little of the language you know. This book is only a supplement to that
much more important resource.
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Lesson 1: The Letters and Sounds of Marshallese
On the following two pages is the Marshallese alphabet and how to pronounce all of its
sounds. But before starting, there are a few things you should know:
- Marshallese has two different spelling systems
When missionaries first came to the Marshall Islands, they developed a spelling system
for the language. Although this spelling system was not very consistent or accurate, it has been
the only system until recently. You will still see it in newspapers, signs, and many other places.
Recently a new spelling system has been developed which is much more consistent and much
more closely represents the sounds of the language. It is also the system used by the
Marshallese-English Dictionary by Abo et al, which is the only complete Marshallese dictionary
available. Because of these advantages, this book uses the new system. However, so that you
can learn both systems, they are presented side-by-side on the following two pages. The old
system is in the ‘Old Spelling’ column, and the new system is in the ‘New Spelling’ column.
- Don’t worry about pronouncing all of the sounds perfectly from day one
Marshallese has many sounds that are difficult for English speakers to pronounce. For
this reason I have split the pronunciation into two sections. ‘What it really is’ is the way the letter
is really pronounced by Marshallese people. ‘Good enough’ is an easier way to pronounce the
letter that Marshallese people will usually understand, even though it’s not quite right. In this
lesson, focus on learning the ‘Good enough’ pronunciations. Later you can learn to pronounce
them more accurately. In future lessons there will be more pronunciation practice to help you do
this.
- Letters can be pronounced differently in different contexts
When letters are at the beginning of a word, the end of a word, sandwiched between two
vowels, or in other contexts, they may be pronounced differently. For now, it is most important
to learn the basic sound, and eventually you will get the feel of how the sound changes in
different contexts.
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Old
Spelling

a

New
Spelling

a

s or e
b

dr or r

e

s
b
d
e

i or y

j

i
j

k

k

l

l
v

l

Pronunciation

Practice Words

What it really is: this letter actually stands for two different sounds;
in some words it is like the ‘o’ in cot, and in other words it is halfway
between the ‘o’ in cot and the ‘a’ in cat*
Good enough: always pronounce it cot
What it really is: halfway between pet and pat
Good enough: pronounce it pet

ak
ta
pako

‘but, or’
‘what’
‘shark’

sne
ms

‘island’
‘breadfruit’

What it really is: at the end of words, or when there are two b’s in a
row, pronounce it like an English p, but with the lips slightly rounded
and the tongue pulled back and raised at the back of the mouth, giving
it a ‘darker’ sound; everywhere else, like English b but with the lips
and tongue as described above
Good enough: like English p at the end of words, but b everywhere
else
What it really is: like a Spanish trilled (rolled) r, but the tongue is
right behind the teeth instead of further back
Good enough: like a Spanish untrilled (not rolled) r, or the light t in
English ‘gotta’

ba
baba
jaab

‘say, tell’
‘dad’
‘no’

dik
jidik
ad

‘small,
young’
‘a little’
‘our’

What it really is: this letter actually stands for two different sounds;
in some words it is like pet, and in other words it is halfway between
pet and pit
Good enough: always pronounce it pet
What it really is: like beat at the end of words or when there are two
i’s in a row; like yet at the beginning of words if it is followed by a
vowel; like bit everywhere else
Good enough: pronounce it beat, bit, or yet based on how it sounds in
the word
What it really is: halfway between pats and patch (or mass and mash)
at the beginning or end of a word, or if there are two j’s in a row;
everywhere else, halfway between maze and the second ‘g’ in garage
Good enough: pronounce like English s, sh, or ch at the beginning
and end of words; pronounce it as in garage everywhere else
What it really is: at the beginning or end of a word, or when there are
two k’s in a row, like cot, but with the tongue a little further back;
everywhere else, like got, again with the tongue a little further back
Good enough: when between to vowels, pronounce it like got;
otherwise pronounce it like cot
What it really is: like lull, but NOT like lull; the tip of the tongue
touches the ridge behind the teeth
Good enough: like English l
What it really is: like lull, but NOT like lull; the tip of the tongue
touches the ridge behind the teeth, and the back of the tongue is pulled
back and raised at the back of the mouth, giving it a ‘darker’ sound
Good enough: like English l

etal
men
ne

‘go’
‘thing’
‘foot, leg’

in
ni
ixkwe

‘of’
‘coconut’
‘hello,
love’

*

jahbo
jijet
hcj

‘take a
walk’
‘sit down’
‘finished’

ki
kiki
ek

lo
‘see’
ilo
‘in, at’
al
‘sing, song’
vaddik
‘boy’
tava
‘dollar’
av
‘sun’

‘Halfway’ between one sound and another sound means that the tongue is halfway between where it is in these two
sounds. To get the tongue there, start to pronounce the first sound, slowly turn it into the second sound, and stop
halfway in between. This halfway-point is the position you want.
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‘key’
‘sleep’
‘fish’

m
m
n
g
n
o
c or e

o
b
r
t

u
i or u
w

m
h
n
g
f
o
c
x
p
r
t
u
y
w

What it really is: like an English m
Good enough: same as above

marog
im

‘can’
‘and’

What it really is: like an English m, but with the lips rounded and the
tongue pulled back and raised at the back of the mouth, giving it a
‘darker’ sound
Good enough: like an English m
What it really is: like an English n
Good enough: same as above

haha
ehhan
eh

‘mom’
‘good’
‘house’

What it really is: like sing (the only difference in Marshallese is that
it can be put at the beginning of a syllable, not just at the end)
Good enough: same as above
What it really is: like English n, but with the tongue pulled back and
raised at the back of the mouth, giving it a ‘darker’ sound
Good enough: like English n

ga
hcgs
jag
fo
kcfaan

nana
ioon

‘bad’
‘on’

‘me’
‘eat’
‘cry
‘wave’
‘want,
like’
ef
‘that’
‘run away’
What it really is: this letter actually stands for two sounds; in some ko
‘strong’
words it is tone, with the lips rounded, and in others it is halfway kajoor

between tone and tune, with the lips rounded
Good enough: always pronounce it like tone
What it really is: this letter actually stands for two different sounds;
in some words it is halfway between beat and boot, with the tongue a
little lower, and in other words it is halfway between bet and boat
Good enough: in some words it is like buck, in other words it is like
book
What it really is: like pot, but with the lips rounded (the stereotypical
way that people on the East Coast pronounce August or awful)
Good enough: pronounce it like pot or boat
What it really is: at the end of a word or when there are two p’s in a
row, pronounce it like English p; everywhere else pronounce it like b
Good enough: like English p at the end of words, or b everywhere
else
What it really is: like a Spanish trilled (rolled) r
Good enough: like a Spanish untrilled (not rolled) r, or the light t in
English ‘gotta’
What it really is: at the beginning or end of a word, or when there are
two t’s in a row, like English t, but with the tongue pulled back and
raised at the back of the mouth, giving it a ‘darker’ sound; everywhere
else, like d but with the tongue as described above
Good enough: when between two vowels pronounce it like English d;
otherwise pronounce it like English t
What it really is: like English tune, with the lips rounded
Good enough: same as above

wcn
wcn
hcfcfc

‘turtle’
‘who’
‘happy’

lxjet
ennx

‘ocean’
‘tasty’

pepe
iiep

‘decide’
‘basket’

ripslle ‘American’
ire
‘fight’
iar
‘lagoon’
ti
‘tea’
itok
‘come’
aet
‘yes’

tutu

‘wet, take a
shower, go
swimming’
‘fin’
‘flower’

What it really is: halfway between beat and boot
Good enough: like book

yl
wyt

What it really is: like English w
Good enough: same as above

wa ‘boat, vehicle’
awa ‘hour, time’
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Lesson 2: Hello, How are you, Thank you (Beginning Phrases)
This lesson introduces some common phrases in Marshallese. They are not only useful
for conversation, but also for practicing reading and pronouncing Marshallese. Practice
pronouncing these phrases with a Marshallese person if you can.
Between each phrase and its English meaning, you will see words in smaller print. This
is an intermediate translation step between the Marshallese and the English. It tells you what
each word in the Marshallese phrase means. A ‘/’ shows the break between two words. For
instance, in ‘ixkwe aolep’ (‘hello everyone’), ‘ixkwe’ means ‘love’ and ‘aolep’ means ‘all,’ so
the small print says ‘love/all’ to tell you what each word means. A ‘-’ indicates the break between
two parts of a word. For instance, in ‘elukkuun ehhan’ (‘I’m doing great’), the ‘elukkuun’ is
made up of ‘e’ (‘it’) plus ‘lukkuun’ (‘really’), so the small print says ‘it-really’ to tell you what
each part of ‘elukkuun’ means.
- Hello and goodbye
Ixkwe*
= love
Ixkwe ixkwe = love/love
Ixkwe eok†
= love/you(singular)
love/you(plural)
Ixkwe koh
=
Ixkwe aolep = love/all

= Hello or Goodbye
= Hello
= Hello or Goodbye (to one person only)
= Hello or Goodbye (to more than one person)
= Hello everyone or Goodbye everyone
again/see/you(singular) = See you later (to one person only)
Bar lo eok
=
again/see/you(plural)
Bar lo koh
=
= See you later (to more than one person)
(Note that there is no phrase in Marshallese for ‘Nice to meet you’)
-Good morning, afternoon, evening, and night
Morning!
= (from English)
= Good morning
love/of/afternoon
= Good afternoon
Ixkwe in raelep=
= Good evening
Ixkwe in jota = love/of/evening
Good night! = (from English)
= Good night
- How are you?
Ehhan mour? =
Ej et mour?
=
Ehhan
=
Elukkuun ehhan =
Ehhantata
=
Ebwe
=
Enana
=
Elukkuun nana =
Ak kwe?
=

good/life
it-PRESENT/do what?/life
it-good
it-really/good
it-good-est

= it is the best

it-okay
it-bad
it-really/bad
what about/you

= How are you?
= How are you?
= I’m fine
= I’m doing great
= I’m doing fantastic!
= I’m so-so
= I’m not doing so well
= I’m doing horribly
= How about you?

-What’s your name?
Etah?
Eta in ____

*
†

=
=

name-your
name-my/of/____

= What’s your name?
= My name is _____

‘Ixkwe’ is often spelled ‘yokwe’ according to the old system
‘Eok’ is often spelling ‘yok’ according to the old system
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- Thank you and you’re welcome
Kohhool
Kohhooltata
Kcn jouj
Jouj

=
=
=
=

you-thanked
you-thanked-est
about/kindness
kindness

= Thank you
= Thank you very much
= You’re welcome
= You’re welcome

- No thank you
Kohhool ak ij jab
=
Kohhool ak ij jab kijcr =

you-thanked/but/I-PRESENT/not
you-thanked/but/I-PRESENT/not/take offer

= No thank you
= No thank you

- I’m sorry
Jovxk bcd
Jovxk ac bcd
Ejovxk
Ejovxk ah bcd
Ej ehhan wct
Jab inepata
Ejjevxk jorrssn
Ejjevxk problem

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

throw away/mistake
throw away/my/mistake
it-thrown away
it-thrown away/your/mistake
it-PRESENT/good/still
not/worry
there is no/problem
there is no/problem

= I’m sorry or Excuse me
= I’m sorry or Excuse me
= You’re forgiven
= You’re forgiven
= That’s okay
= Don’t worry about it
= No problem
= No problem

Dialogue
A: Ixkwe eok.
B. Ixkwe. Ehhan mour?
A: Ehhan. Ak kwe?
B: Ebwe. Etah?
A: Eta in Essa. Ak kwe?
B: Eta in Lisson. Bar lo eok.
A: Bar lo eok.

A: Hello.
B: Hi. How’s it going?
A: Good. How about you?
B: So-so. What’s your name?
A: My name is Essa. What about you?
B: My name is Lisson. See you later.
A: See you later.

Vocabulary
Note: There are two main dialects of Marshallese, the Western (Rslik) dialect spoken on the
western chain of atolls, and the Eastern (Ratak) dialect spoken on the eastern chain of atolls. In
the urban centers of Majuro and Ebeye, there are speakers of both dialects. The two dialects are
very similar to each other, but some words are different. Since the Western dialect is considered
more standard, all the vocabulary in this book is listed first in the Western dialect, and an ‘E:’
indicates the form in the Eastern dialect when it is different.
aet
jaab
ixkwe
aolep
lo
ehhan (E: sometimes hchan)
nana
ennx (E: sometimes nenx)
lukkuun

yes
no
hello, goodbye, love
all, every, everything, everybody
see, find
good
bad, inedible
tasty, tastes good, delicious, edible
very, really, absolutely, totally
Ex. Elukkuun ehhan = It is really good
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Lesson 3: One, two, three, four (Numbers, time, age, and price)
The following are the numbers of Marshallese. Occasionally you will see old versions of
some of the numbers, such as ‘jiljilimjuon’ for 7, but these are almost never used today, and not
worth learning.
1 juon

11 jogoul juon

(pronounced
‘jucn’)

(pronounced
‘jogoul jucn’)

10 jogoul

100 jibukwi

1000 juon txujin

2 ruo

12 jogoul ruo

20 rogoul

200 rybukwi

2000 ruo txujin

3 jilu

13 jogoul jilu

30 jilgoul

300 jilubukwi

3000 jilu txujin

4 emsn

14 jogoul emsn

40 egoul

400 eabukwi

4000 emsn txujin

(pronounced
‘jucn txujin’)

or sbukwi

5 valem

15 jogoul valem

50 lemgoul

500 limabukwi

5000 valem txujin

6 jiljino

16 jogoul jiljino

60 jiljinogoul

600 jiljinobukwi

6000 jiljino txujin

(pronounced
‘jijino’)

(pronounced
‘jogoul jijino’)

(pronounced
‘jijinogoul’)

(pronounced
‘jijinobukwi’)

(pronounced
‘jijino txujin’)

7 jimjuon

17 jogoul jimjuon

70 jimjuogoul

700 jimjuonbukwi

7000 jimjuon txujin

8 ralitck

18 jogoul ralitck

80 ralitogoul

800 ralitckbukwi

8000 ralitck txujin

9 ratimjuon

19 jogoul ratimjuon

90 ratimjuogoul

900 ratimjuonbukwi

10 jogoul

20 rogoul

100 jibukwi

1000 juon txujin

9000 ratimjuon
txujin
10000 jogoul txujin

As you can see in the second column, to make number likes 14 or 35, you simply say the word
for the tens column and then the word for the ones column. For example:
jogoul valem
=
jogoul jilu
=
jiljinogoul jimjuon =

ten/one
ten/three
sixty/seven

= eleven
= thirteen
= sixty-seven

For numbers like 156 or 3892, just add together the words like in English:
rybukwi egoul jilu
=
jilu txujin ralitckbukwi =
rogoul valem

two hundred/forty/three
three/thousand/eight hundred
/twenty/five

= two hundred and forty-three
= three thousand eight hundred
and twenty-five

- The following are some phrases that use numbers. They are useful not only for conversation
but also for practicing the numbers you have learned.
Time
Jete awa?
Jete awa kiic?
Jete awa ippah?

=
=
=

how many/time
how many/time/now
how many/time/with you
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= What time is it?
= What time is it now?
= What time do you have?

Ruo awa
=
Ruo awa jogoul minit
=
Ruo awa jimattan
=
Jogoul minit gan ralitck awa =
Jogoul minit jsn ralitck awa =

two/hour
two/hour/ten/minute
two/hour/half
ten/minute/to/eight/hout
ten/minute/from/eight/hour

= Two o’clock
= 2:10
= Half past two
= Ten to eight
= Ten after eight

Age
Jete ah iic? =
____ ac iic =

how many/your/year
____/my/year

= How old are you?
= I am _____ years old

Price
Jete wcfsn?
Jete wcfsn ____ ?
Jiljino tava
Lemgoul jssn
Jiljino tava lemgoul jssn

=
=
=
=
=

how many/price-its
how many/price-of/____
six/dollar
fifty/cent
six/dollar/fifty/cent

= How much does it cost?
= How much does ____ cost?
= Six dollars
= Fifty cents
= $6.50

Dialogue
A: Ixkwe in raelep.
B: Ixkwe ixkwe. Ej et mour?
A: Elukkuun ehhan. Etah?
B: Eta in Tonika.
A: Jete ah iic kiic?
B: Rogoul ac iic.
A: Jete awa ippah?
B: Juon awa jimattan.
A: Kohhooltata. Ixkwe eok.
B: Ixkwe.

A: Good afternoon.
B: Hello. How are you?
A: Great. What’s your name?
B: My name is Tonika.
A: How old are you now?
B: I’m twenty years old.
A: What time do you have?
B: Half past one.
A: Thanks a lot. Goodbye.
B: Bye.

Vocabulary
im
ak or akc
ge ej jab
juon
jsn
gan
kiic
awa (from English)

and
but, what about, or (when asking questions)
or (when expressing the idea of one or the other)
one, a, an
from, off, than
to, for, in order to
now
hour, time, time of the day, o’clock
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Lesson 4: Monday, Tuesday, January, February (Words from English)
Ever since the Marshall Islands has had contact with the outside world, it has adopted
many foreign words. Most things from the outside world, and even some things native to the
Marshall Islands, have been given foreign names. Although some of these ‘loan words’ come
from German, Spanish, and Japanese, the vast majority come from English. This makes learning
Marshallese vocabulary a bit easier for English speakers. However, when these words enter the
language, they become ‘Marshallized’ in order to fit in with normal Marshallese pronunciation.
For instance, since Marshallese has no f or v, these sounds usually become p or b in Marshallese.
In the same way, d becomes t, g becomes k, and h is dropped altogether. So when you say a
word from English, give it the best Marshallese accent that you can muster. And if you don’t
know the word for an object that comes from outside the Marshall Islands, just say the English
word, and you will usually be right.
A good example of these loan words are the names of the days of the week and the
months of the year, which didn’t exist in Marshallese before contact with the outside world.
Although these words come from English, try to say them as they are spelled in Marshallese. By
seeing the difference between the original English word and the way it turned out in Marshallese,
you can get a sense of how the pronunciation of the two languages differs.
Marshallese
Mande
Juje
Wcnje
Taije
Bclaide or Bcraide
Jadede
Jabct (from ‘Sabbath’)

English
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Marshallese
Jsnwcde
Pspode
Haaj
Eprcv
Mse
Juun
Juvae
Xkwcj
Jeptchba
Oktoba
Nobchba
Tijehba

English
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

- Here are some phrases you can use to practice the days and months:
Raan in ta in?
=
Allcg in ta in?
=
Kwaar votak gsst? =

day/this/what/this
month/this/what/this?
you-PAST/born/when?
Juun rogoul juon raan, juon txujin ratimjuonbukwi ralitogoul ruo

= What day is today?
= What month is this?
= When were you born?
= June 21st, 1982

- Here are some of the most useful words in Marshallese that come from English. Looking over
these words is a quick way to build a large starting vocabulary:
jikuuv

school

pileij

Amedka

America

baankek

haha
baba
kain
wiik

mom
dad

tebcv
jipeev
naip
pinana

kind, type

week

plate
pancake
table
spell
knife
banana

peev
boov
msjet
papcvcr
jodi
vaita

bell
full
matches
popular
zorries
lighter
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tyrep
txxl
uklele
bxxk
vsibrsre
haiv

trip, voyage

towel
ukulele
box
library
mile

kea
buruh
jsntcj
tipi
baajkcv
iiavo

care
broom
sentence

TV
bicycle
yellow

iic
awa
kilaj
baamve

peba
nchba
piik
txxl
tava
ki
vak
jssn
taktc
ti
peen
pilaws
pinjev
wynto
minit
pija

year
hour
class
family
paper
number
pig
towel
dollar
key
lock
cent
doctor
tea
pen
flour
pencil
window
minute
picture

tonaaj
luuj
wiin
tyrak
jihaat
jukwa
peet
tihcf
kwcpej
retio
tsskji
teej
bxxj
jea
joob
juub
kuuh
vait
hcrc
borig

donut
lose
win
truck, car

smart
sugar
bed
demon
garbage
radio
taxi
test
boss
chair
soap
soup
comb
elec. light

murder
boring

pssk
aij
jikka
hare
taibuun
wctev
jcct
xxj
reja
tykct
byrae
jxxl
kyriij
tibat
weiv
pair
aha
jebta
karjin
vain

back up
ice
cigarette
marry
typhoon
hotel
shirt
horse
razor
ticket
fry
salt, salty
grease, fat
teapot
oil
fired
hammer
chapter
kerosene
line

pstcre
waj
bakcj
juuj
kiaj
kyta
vaah
pakij
Baibcv
byrinjibcv
aujpitcv
pssk
pejtcbcv
kaal
bah
kxpe
jiit
nuuj
nuujpeba
talboon

battery
wristwatch

bucket
shoe
gas
guitar
lamp
package
Bible
principal
hospital
bag
vegetable
call
pump
coffee
sheet
news
newspaper
telephone

kyre
kyriin
bilu
byrawyn
oran
baijin
jibuun
kavan
kssnjev
wcpij
byvagkcj
at
bato
bxxk
hupi
tyrah
buvajtiik
kyrjin
tyrabcv
lojen

gray
green
blue
brown
orange
poison
spoon
gallon
cancel
office
blanket
hat
bottle
fork
movie
drum
plastic
Christian

trouble
lotion

Vocabulary
kwcle
maro
naginmej
hcfcfc
byrohcj
illu (E: sometimes lilu)
mejki
hck
mijak

hungry, famine
thirsty
sick, sickness, illness, disease
happy, glad
sad
angry
sleepy
tired
scared, scared of, fear

Pronunciation Practice – Double letters
You may have noticed that some words in Marshallese are spelled with two of the same
letter in a row. This is not just a spelling convention (like spelling ‘hammer’ with two m’s in
English) but rather indicates that the sound of the letter is pronounced for twice as long. To get a
feel for this, have a Marshallese person pronounce these common words: ehhan and ennx.
Notice how the speaker holds the ‘h’ and ‘n’ for twice as long as you would expect. To get an
even better sense of how double letters differ from single letters, have a Marshallese person
pronounce these pairs of words which differ only in whether one of the sounds is double or not:
jsn
ehhan
eto
ine

‘from’
‘good’
‘it is a long time’
‘seed’

jssn
ehhaan
etto
inne
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‘money’
‘man’
‘a long time ago’
‘yesterday’

Lesson 5: I am happy, you are happy (Subject pronouns)
In Marshallese there is a set of pronouns that is very much like ‘I,’ ‘you,’ ‘he,’ ‘she,’ ‘it,’
‘we,’ and ‘they’ in English. These are called the ‘subject pronouns.’ In this lesson and future
ones, you will learn how to use these words to make many kinds of sentences. Here they are:
Marshallese
i
kwc or ko
e
je
kcm
koh
re or rc

English
I
You (when talking to one person only)
He, She, or It
We (including the person being spoken to)
We (not including the person being spoken to)
You (when talking to more than one person)
They

As you look at the chart you will notice some important differences from English:
1. Marshallese makes no distinction between ‘he’, ‘she,’ and ‘it’; ‘e’ can mean any of these.
2. Marshallese makes a distinction between ‘you’ referring to only one person (kwc or ko) and
‘you’ referring to more than one person (koh). In English, ‘you’ can be used for any number of
people, but in Marshallese you must always make the distinction between you-singular and youplural.
3. Marshallese makes a distinction between ‘we’ when it includes the person being spoken to (je)
and ‘we’ when it does not include the person being spoken to (kcm). The former is called
‘inclusive we’ and the latter is called ‘exclusive we.’ For instance, if you say ‘You and I are
going to the lagoon,’ you would use ‘je,’ but if you ‘My friend and I are going to the lagoon,’
you would use ‘kcm’.
4. Two of the pronouns (‘you-singular’ and ‘they’) have two different forms. The form that is
used depends on what sounds are in the word that follows. Don’t worry about knowing which
form to use. For now, just use the first form (‘kwc’ for ‘you-singular’ and ‘re’ for ‘they’) but be
aware that they can sometimes be a bit different.
- You can use the subject pronouns to make sentences like ‘I am happy,’ ‘you are sad,’ etc. To
make a sentence like this, just put the pronoun before any adjective. For instance:
i

+ maro =

kwc + maro =
e

+ maro =

je

+ maro =

kcm + maro =
koh + maro =
re

+ maro =

imaro
kwcmaro
emaro
jemaro
kcm maro
koh maro
remaro

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I-thirsty
you(singular)-thirsty
he,she,it-thirsty
we(inclusive)-thirsty
we(exclusive)/thirsty
you(plural)/thirsty
they-thirsty

(Notice that you don’t need any word for ‘am’, ‘is’, or ‘are’!)
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= I am thirsty
= You are thirsty
= He, She, or It is thirsty
= We are thirsty
= We are thirsty
= You guys are thirsty
= They are thirsty

- If the subject of the sentence is something other than a pronoun (for instance, a sentence like
‘Nick is thirsty’ or ‘Brad and Kenzie are thirsty’), just use ‘e’ if the subject is singular and ‘re’ if
it is plural. For example:
Nick emaro
=
Brad im Kenzie remaro =

Nick/he,she,it-thirsty
Brad/and/Kenzie/they-thirsty

= Nick is thirsty
= Brad and Kenzie are thirsty

- If the subject is not a pronoun and is singular, like in ‘Nick is thirsty’, you can also put the
subject after the adjective instead of before:
Emaro Nick

or Nick emaro

=
=

he,she,it-thirsty/Nick
Nick/he,she,it-thirsty

= Nick is thirsty

Vocabulary
jevs

jaje or gak
kcfaan
marog
ban
meveve

dike
hakoko (in)
mevxkvxk

know, know how to, find out
Ex. Ijevs = I know
Ex. Ijab lukkuun jevs = I don’t really know/I’m not sure
not know, not know how to
want, like, do often
can, may, might, possible
cannot, will not, impossible
understand, disentangled, meaning, information
Ex. Meveve in ‘vaddik’, ‘boy’ = ‘Vaddik’ means ‘boy’
Ex. Ta meveve in ‘laddik’? = What does ‘vaddik’ mean?
hate
unwilling (to), refuse (to), really not want (to)
forget

Language Tip – Getting people’s attention
To get someone’s attention in English we say ‘Hey Joe!’ or ‘Hey Stephanie!’. To do the
same in Marshallese you put an ‘e’ or ‘a’ at the end of the name, for instance ‘Joe e!’ or ‘Joe a’.
The proper response when someone says this to you is ‘e!’ If the person is far away, then put ‘o’
instead of ‘e’ at the end of their name, and respond ‘o!’ For example:
Person getting Patrick’s attention: Patrick e!
Patrick’s response: E!
Person getting Patrick’s attention, far away: Patrick o!
Patrick’s response: O!
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Lesson 6: I know, you know (Verbs that work like adjectives)
In the last lesson you learned that you can put adjectives after subject pronouns to get
sentences like ‘I am thirsty,’ ‘you are hungry,’ etc. You can also do the same thing to a few
verbs, but not all verbs. The most common of these special verbs are as follows:
Adjective-like Verbs
jevs
know, know how to
jaje
don’t know, don’t know how to
gak
don’t know, don’t know how to
marog
can, may, might
ban
cannot, will not
meveve
understand
kcfaan
like, want
dike
hate
hakoko
refuse, unwilling
mevxkvxk
forget
- You can make sentences with these verbs (but not most other verbs) in exactly the same way as
you use adjectives. For instance:
i

+ meveve =

kwc + jaje

=

e

+ gak

=

je

+ marog =

kcm + ban

=

koh + kcfaan =
re

+ dike

=

imeveve
=
kwcjaje
=
egak
=
jemarog
=
kcm ban
=
koh kcfaan =
redike
=

I-understand
you(singular)-don’t know
he,she,it-don’t know
we(inclusive)-can
we(exclusive)/cannot
you(plural)/like
they-hate
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= I understand
= You don’t know
= He, She, or It doesn’t know
= We can
= We cannot
= You guys like
= They hate

Vocabulary
etal
itok (E: wstok)
hcgs
idaak
rykaki
rijikuuv
Amedka
hajev
ripslle
rihajev

go
come
eat, food
drink, take (as in swallow [a pill, etc.])
teacher, minister, priest
student
America, the United States
The Marshall Islands, the Marshallese language
American person/people
Marshallese person/people

Language Tip – How to use the Marshallese-English Dictionary
The Marshallese-English Dictionary by Abo, Bender, Capelle, and deBrum is a very
good additional resource for learning the language. However, there are some things that are
useful to know before using it:
- Make sure you find the right Marshallese word
When looking up an English word in the English-Marshallese section of the dictionary,
you will often find several Marshallese words listed. Usually only one of these words is in
common use, or the words have very different meanings that only happen to translate to the same
word in English. For this reason, always look up all of the words back in the MarshalleseEnglish part of the dictionary. This way you can see other meanings of each word, example
sentences, and so forth that will tell you which Marshallese word is the real equivalent of the
English word that you looked up.
- Watch out for rare and archaic words
The dictionary marks some words as ‘archaic,’ meaning that they were used historically
in the Marshall Islands but are now very uncommon. Always look to see if a word is marked this
way, and if it is, don’t try to use it in normal conversation. The dictionary also lists many words
that are very formal, specialized or uncommon for some other reason. These are not marked as
such, so it is best to ask someone who speaks Marshallese whether people actually use the word.
- Use a person rather than the dictionary when you can
For all the reasons listed above, it is better to ask a person who speaks both English and
Marshallese how to say something than it is to look it up in the dictionary. A person will give
you only words that people actually use, and can give you examples. If you know someone who
grew up speaking both Marshallese and English, that is ideal.
In the next lesson there are more tips for using the dictionary.
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Lesson 7: I am running, you are running (The present tense)
You learned in the last lesson that the subject pronouns can be used with adjectives and a
few verbs. In this section you will learn to use the subject pronouns with all kinds of verbs, and
also with nouns.
In order to do this, you need to put a little marker on the end of the pronoun. This marker
is ‘j’ (on a few pronouns it comes out as ‘ij’) and it means ‘present tense.’ When you add this to
the subject pronouns, it comes out as follows:
i

+ j =

kwc + j

=

e

+ j =

je

+ j =

kcm + j =
koh + j =
re

+ j =

ij
=
kwcj =
ej
=
jej
=
kcmij =
kohij =
rej
=

I-PRESENT TENSE
you(singular)-PRESENT TENSE
he,she,it-PRESENT TENSE
we(inclusive)-PRESENT TENSE
we(exclusive)-PRESENT TENSE
you(plural)-PRESENT TENSE
they-PRESENT TENSE

After these you can put any verb (except the ones listed in the last lesson, which work like
adjectives) or any noun. Unlike Spanish or French, you do not conjugate the verb. For example:
Ij hcgs
Kwcj idaak
Ej hcgs

=
=
=

I-PRESENT/eat
you(singular)-PRESENT/drink
he,she,it-PRESENT/eat

Jej idaak
Kcmij rihajev

=
=

Kohij rykaki
Rej rijikuuv

=
=

we(inclusive)-PRESENT/drink
we(exclusive)-PRESENT/
Marshallese person
you(plural)-PRESENT/teacher
they-PRESENT/student

= I am eating or I eat
= You are drinking or You dirnk
= He, She, or It is eating or
He, She, or It eats
= We are drinking or We drink
= We are Marshallese people
= You guys are teachers
= They are students

There are a few things to notice here:
1. Marshallese makes no distinction between ‘I eat’ vs. ‘I am eating,’ ‘You eat’ vs. ‘You are
eating.’ For both you use the subject pronoun with the present tense marker.
2. Just like with adjectives in the last lesson, you don’t need any word for ‘am’, ‘is’, or ‘are.’
- Like with adjectives, if you have a subject that is not a pronoun (for instance ‘Jolina is eating’
or ‘Ronald and Junior are students’) then you use ‘ej’ if the subject is singular and ‘rej’ if it is
plural.
Jolina ej hcgs
=
Ronald im Junior =
rej rijikuuv

Jolina/he,she,it-PRESENT/eat
Ronald/and/Junior/they-PRESENT/students

= Jolina is eating
= Ronald and Junior
are students

There is only one important exception to this. If the subject of the sentence is the word for
‘name,’ then you use the word ‘in’ (which usually means ‘of’) instead of ‘ej’:
Correct: Eta in Alfred = name-my/of/Alfred = My name is Alfred
Incorrect: Eta ej Alfred
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Vocabulary
hcj

finished, done
Ex. Ehcj = It’s finished
ba
say, tell
kchhan
do, make, fix
ewcr or elcg
there is, there are
ejjevxk
there is none, there are none, there is no ___, there are no ___, none,
nothing, nobody
jikuuv (from English) school, go to school (either as a student or a teacher), attend class
hcn jikuuv
school building
ms
breadfruit, breadfruit tree
ni
coconut, coconut tree
men
thing

Language Tip – More tips on how to use the Marshallese-English Dictionary
- Looking up Marshallese words can be difficult
When you hear a word and want to look it up in the dictionary, it may be very hard to
find because it is so difficult to hear all of the sounds correctly. If you don’t find the word on
your first try, try looking it up with v’s instead of l’s, h’s instead of m’s, f’s instead of n’s, b’s
instead of p’s, d’s instead of r’s, y’s instead of c’s, and so forth. If that doesn’t work, try
doubling some of the letters (for instance, look up ‘jcct’ instead of ‘jct’). Also, if there is a
double consonant near the beginning of the word, look it up starting with the double consonant
(for instance, look up ‘ehhan’ as ‘hhan’). If you want to know why these words are listed this
way, and what is really going on with them, look at Lesson 82.
- You can safely ignore the phonetic transcription of Marshallese words
Next to each Marshallese word you will see a phonetic transcription. (For instance,
‘ixkwe’ is transcribed as ‘yi’yaqey.’) This shows the real underlying sounds of the word.
However, it is extremely difficult to pronounce a word based on the phonetic transcription, and
much easier to just use the normal spelling, which looks very close to how it is pronounced. So
unless you happen to have an advanced degree in linguistics, it’s best to just ignore the phonetic
transcription.
- Some words are never used by themselves
You will notice that some Marshallese words are listed with a ‘–’ at the end. This
indicates that the word is not complete by itself, but rather is a stem that needs some other word
attached to the end of it. If the dictionary says ‘with directionals,’ then attach one of the words
listed in Lesson 41 to mean ‘to me,’ ‘to you,’ etc. If the dictionary shows the ‘–’ but doesn’t say
‘with directionals,’ then attach the endings listed in Lessons 66-71 to mean ‘my,’ ‘your’, etc.
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Lesson 8: I ate, you ate (The past tense)
In the last lesson you learned that you can put the marker ‘j’ onto subject pronouns to
make the present tense for verbs and nouns. In this lesson you will learn another marker that you
can put onto the subject pronouns, this one for the past tense. This marker is ‘ar.’ When you put
it on the subject pronouns, it comes out as follows:
i

+ ar

=

kwc + ar

=

e

=

+ ar

iaar
kwaar
eaar

=
=
=

I-PAST TENSE
you(singular)-PAST TENSE
he,she,it-PAST TENSE

(usually
pronounced ‘aar’)
je

+ ar

=

kcm + ar

=

koh + ar

=

re

=

+ ar

jaar
kcmar
kohar
raar

=
=
=
=

we(inclusive)-PAST TENSE
we(exclusive)-PAST TENSE
you(plural)-PAST TENSE
they-PAST TENSE

(Note that a few changes take place when you add the ‘ar’ marker; for instance re + ar ends up as
‘raar,’ not ‘rear’)
After these you can put any adjective, verb, or noun. For example:
Iaar hcfcfc
=
Kwaar hcgs
=
Eaar jaje
=
Jaar rijikuuv
=
Kcmar rykaki
=
Kohar byrohcj =
Raar marog
=

I-PAST/happy
you(singular)-PAST/eat
he,she,it-PAST/don’t know
we(inclusive)-PAST/student
we(exclusive)-PAST/teacher
you(plural)-PAST/sad
they-PAST/can

= I was happy
= You were eating or You ate
= He, She, or It didn’t know
= We were students
= We were teachers
= You guys were sad
= They could

There are a few things to notice:
1. Marshallese makes no distinction between ‘I ate’ vs. ‘I was eating,’ ‘You ate’ vs. ‘You were
eating,’ etc.
2. Just like with ‘am’, ‘is’, or ‘are,’ you don’t need any extra word for ‘was’ and ‘were.’
3. Unlike in the present tense, there is no distinction between adjectives and verbs. Any adjective
and any verb (even those few verbs mentioned in Lesson 6 that work like adjectives) can go after
the past tense form of the pronoun.
- Like in the previous lessons, if you have a subject that is not a pronoun (for instance ‘Bobson
was drinking’ or ‘Roselinta and Jania were happy’) then you use ‘eaar’ if the subject is singular
and ‘raar’ if it is plural. For example:
Bobson eaar idaak
Roselinta im Jania
raar hcfcfc

=
=

Bobson/he,she,it-PAST/drink
Roselinta/and/Jania/they-PAST/happy

= Bobson was drinking
= Roselinta and Jania
were happy

- There is another way to make the past tense which has the same meaning. It is rarely heard in
the Western atolls (the Ralik chain) of the Marshall Islands, but more common in the Eastern
atolls (the Ratak chain). This is one of many small differences between these two major dialects
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of Marshallese. In this way of forming the past tense, the marker ‘kar’ is added to the pronoun
instead of ‘ar’:
i

+ kar =

kwc + kar =
e

+ kar =

je

+ kar =

kcm + kar =
koh + kar =
re

+ kar =

ikar
kwckar
ekar
jekar
kcmikar
kohikar
rekar

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I-PAST TENSE
you(singular)-PAST TENSE
he,she,it-PAST TENSE
we(inclusive)-PAST TENSE
we(exclusive)-PAST TENSE
you(plural)-PAST TENSE
they-PAST TENSE

Vocabulary
iukkure (E: kukure)
ilo
in
ioon
aebcj
sne
iar
lik
bwebwenato
bck

to play, game
in, at
of
on, on top of
drinking water
island, islet, land
lagoon, at the lagoon, lagoon beach, at the lagoon beach
ocean side of an island, at the ocean side of an island, beach on the
ocean side, at the beach on the ocean side
talk, have a conversation, chat
take, get, receive, minus (in arithmetic)

Pronunciation Practice – Extra vowels
You may have already noticed that some words seem to have an extra vowel sound that
the spelling doesn’t show. For instance, ‘ajri’ (‘child’) is pronounced ‘ajcri,’ ‘jerbal’ (‘work’) is
pronounced ‘jercbal,’ and ‘lemgoul’ (‘fifty’) is pronounced ‘lemcgoul.’ As you can see from
these examples, an extra ‘c’ (pronounced like the ‘oo’ in ‘book’) is inserted between two
adjacent consonants, which breaks it up and makes it easier to pronounce. This happens between
any two adjacent consonants, even if they are between words; for instance ‘etal gan’ (‘go to’) is
pronounced ‘etalcgan.’ The only time this doesn’t happen is when the two adjacent consonants
are the same consonant or very similar to each other. For instance, you do not put an extra vowel
between the two h’s in ‘ehhan’ because they are the same letter. You also don’t put an extra
vowel between nt, hb, mp, gk, bw, hw, kw (and a few others) because the two sounds are
pronounced in the same part of the mouth and thus are easy to pronounce together.
Here are some words with vowels inserted. Have a Marshallese person say them and
notice where the extra vowels are:
Amedka
armej
bcktok

‘America’
‘person’
‘bring’

kcnke
vcmfak
oktak

‘because’
‘think’
‘different’

rogjake
hokta
kcrkcr
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‘listen’
‘before’
‘canoe’

tipgcl
etke
karjin

‘canoe’
‘why?’
‘kerosene’

Lesson 9: I will run, you will run (The future tense)
The last two lessons introduced two markers that can be added to the subject pronouns in
order to make the present tense (‘j’) and the past tense (‘ar’ or ‘kar’). This lesson introduces the
marker for the future tense. This marker is usually written as ‘naaj,’ but much more often
pronounced ‘nsj’ or ‘nij.’ In this book it will be written as ‘naaj’ since this is the normal
spelling, but bear in mind that it is usually pronounced differently. Here are the subject pronouns
in the future tense:
i

+ naaj

=

kwc + naaj

=

e

+ naaj

=

je

+ naaj

=

kcm + naaj

=

koh + naaj

=

re

=

+ naaj

inaaj
kwcnaaj
enaaj
jenaaj
kcminaaj
kohinaaj
rcnaaj*

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I-FUTURE TENSE
you(singular)-FUTURE TENSE
he,she,it-FUTURE TENSE
we(inclusive)-FUTURE TENSE
we(exclusive)-FUTURE TENSE
you(plural)-FUTURE TENSE
they-FUTURE TENSE

As with the past tense, after these pronouns in the future tense you can put any adjective, verb, or
noun. For example:
Inaaj byrohcj

=

Kwcnaaj hcgs

=

Enaaj rijikuuv

=

Jenaaj kwcle

=

Kcminaaj iukkure =

Kohinaaj rykaki

=

Rcnaaj hcfcfc

=

I-FUTURE/sad

=

I will be sad
or I am going to be sad
you(singular)-FUTURE/eat
= You will eat
or You are going to eat
or You will be eating
he,she,it-FUTURE/student
= He, She, or It will be a student
or He, She, or It is going to be a
student
we(inclusive)FUTURE/hungry = We will be hungry
or We are going to be hungry
we(exclusive)-FUTURE/play = We will play
or We are going to play
or We will be playing
you(plural)-FUTURE/teacher = You guys will be teachers
or You guys are going to be teachers
they-FUTURE/happy
= They will be happy
or They are going to be happy

Note the following:
1. Just as Marshallese makes no distinction between ‘I eat’ vs. ‘I am eating,’ it also makes no
distinction between ‘I will eat’ vs. ‘I am going to eat’ vs. ‘I will be eating.’ Use the future tense
‘naaj’ for all of these.

*

Remember from Lesson 5 that ‘re’ (‘they’) is sometimes ‘rc’ instead. ‘Rcnaaj’ is an example of a word where this
change happens.
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2. Just like with ‘am,’ ‘is,’ ‘are,’ ‘was,’ and ‘were,’ you do not need to add any extra word for
‘be.’ For instance ‘inaaj hcgs’ means ‘I will eat’ and ‘inaaj hcfcfc’ means ‘I will be happy.’
In Marshallese you simply say ‘I will happy’ to mean ‘I will be happy’ or ‘I will teacher’ to
mean ‘I will be a teacher.’
3. As you can see from this lesson and the lessons on the present and past tenses, verbs in
Marshallese do not conjugate. There is nothing in Marshallese equivalent to the –ing or –ed
endings in English, or the conjugations in Spanish or French. The verbs stay the same for past,
present, and future. The only thing that changes is the pronouns when you add the past, present,
or future marker. In a sense, what you are doing is conjugating the pronouns instead of the
verbs.
- As in the present and past tense, if you have a subject that is not a pronoun (for example
‘Stevenson is going to play’ or ‘Jela and Jose will be sad’) then you use ‘enaaj’ if the subject is
singular and ‘rcnaaj’ if it is plural:
Stevenson enaaj iukkure = Stevenson/he,she,it-FUTURE/play
Jela im Jose
= Jela/and/Jose/they-FUTURE/sad
rcnaaj byrohcj

= Stevenson is going to play
= Jela and Jose will be sad

Vocabulary
jerbal

exgcd
haha (from English)
baba (from English)
jokwe
mour
kcrs
ehhaan (E: hchaan)
leddik
vaddik
ajri

work (in both the sense of ‘do work’ and ‘function’), job
Ex. Ij jerbal = I am working
Ex. Ej jab jerbal = It doesn’t work
to fish, to go fishing
mom, mother
dad, father
to live (as in, to live in a certain place)
Ex. Ij jokwe ilo Ujae = I live on Ujae
to live (as in, to be alive), life, alive, cured
Ex. Emour = It is alive
woman
man
girl
boy
child, kid, toddler
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Lesson 10: I am about to go, you are about to go (Near future tense)
The last lesson introduced the future tense. There is also another way to make the future
tense, with a slightly different meaning. Instead of adding ‘naaj’ (or ‘nsj’ or ‘nij’), add ‘itcn.’
This is usually used for the near future, and could be translated in English as ‘about to,’ ‘intend
to,’ or ‘going to.’ Here is how this marker is combined with the subject pronouns:
i

+ itcn

=

kwc + itcn

=

e

+ itcn

=

je

+ itcn

=

kcm + itcn

=

koh + itcn

=

re

=

+ itcn

itcn
kwcton
eitcn
jeitcn
kcmitcn
kohitcn
reitcn

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I-NEAR FUTURE
you(singular)-NEAR FUTURE
he,she,it-NEAR FUTURE
we(inclusive)-NEAR FUTURE
we(exclusive)-NEAR FUTURE
you(plural)-NEAR FUTURE
they-NEAR FUTURE

This is usually used only with verbs. For example:
Itcn iukkure

=

I-NEAR FUTURE/play

Kwcton idaak

=

you(singular)-NEAR FUTURE/drink

Eitcn exgcd

=

he,she,it-NEAR FUTURE/fish

Jeitcn jerbal

=

we(inclusive)NEAR FUTURE/work

Kcmitcn hcgs =

we(exclusive)-NEAR FUTURE/eat

Kohitcn exgcd =

you(plural)-NEAR FUTURE/fish

Reitcn jerbal

they-NEAR FUTURE/work

=

= I am going to play
or I am about to play
= You are going to drink
or You are about to drink
= He, She, or It is going to fish
or He, She, or It is about to fish
= We are going to work
or We are about to work
= We are going to eat
or We are about to eat
= You guys are going to fish
or You guys are about to fish
= They are going to work
or They are about to work

- You can also put ‘itcn’ after the past tense marker to get sentences like ‘I was going to leave’ or
‘You were about to eat.’ For instance:
Kwaar itcn hcgs =

you(singular)-PAST/NEAR FUTURE/eat

Raar itcn jerbal

they-PAST/NEAR FUTURE/work

=
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= You were going to eat
or You were about to eat
= They were going to work
or They were about to work

Vocabulary
brother (from English)
sister (from English)
raan
jibbog
raelep
jota
bog
hcgs in jibbog
hcgs in raelep
hcgs in jota
ek

brother
sister
day
morning
Ex. Ejibbog kiic = It is morning now
noon, afternoon
Ex. Eraelep kiic = It is the afternoon now
evening, yesterday evening
Ex. Ejota kiic = It is the evening now
night, last night
Ex. Ebog kiic = It is night now
breakfast, eat breakfast
lunch, eat lunch
dinner, eat dinner
fish (noun)

Language Tip - Or
‘Or’ in English is usually translated into Marshallese is ‘ak.’ However, you should be
careful when using it. It only means ‘or’ when you are asking questions, such as ‘Kwaar jerbal
ak iukkure’ (‘Did you work or did you play?’). (You can also use ‘ke’ in place of ‘ak’ to mean
the same thing.) But if you are making a statement like ‘I will eat rice or breadfruit,’ meaning
that one or the other is a possibility, use ‘ge ej jab’ (‘if it’s not’) instead of ‘ak.’ For instance,
say ‘Inaaj hcgs raij, ge ej jab, ms.’
Also, if you are saying ‘or’ in the sense of ‘nor,’ as in ‘I don’t want to rest or sleep,’ then
you should say ‘jab’ (‘not’) instead. Otherwise it will come out sounding like ‘I don’t want to
rest, but rather sleep.’
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Lesson 11: I am in Majuro, you are in Ebeye (Location)
In the previous lessons you learned that you do not need any extra word for ‘be,’ ‘am,’
‘is,’ ‘are,’ ‘was,’ or ‘were.’ To say ‘I am happy’ you just say ‘I happy.’ To say ‘I will be a
teacher’ you just say ‘I will teacher.’ But there is one important exception to this. When you are
talking about where something is located, like in the sentences ‘He is in the church,’ or ‘You will
be in the school’ you must add a special word in place of the English ‘to be.’ This word is ‘psd’
and it means ‘to be located.’ Thus, in order to say ‘He is in the church’ you must say ‘He is
located in the church.’ The word ‘psd’ always goes after the present, past, or future tense
marker. Here are some examples:
Ij psd ilo Majuro
=
(not Ij ilo Majuro)
Kwaar psd ilo
=
Amedka
Jackson enaaj psd =
ioon Ujae
Reitcn psd ioon Lae=

I-PRESENT/located/in/Majuro

= I am in Majuro

you(singular)-PAST/located/in
/America
Jackson/he,she,it-FUTURE/located
/on/Ujae
They-NEAR FUTURE/located/on/Lae

= You were in America
= Jackson will be on Ujae
= They are going to be on Lae

- In the present tense, ‘psd’ can also be put directly after the subject pronoun, like an adjective.
Thus, both of the following are correct and have the same meaning:
Kwcj psd ilo Majuro =
Kwcpsd ilo Majuro =

you(singular)-PRESENT/located/in/Majuro
you(singular)-located/in/Majuro

= You are in Majuro
= You are in Majuro

Vocabulary
kiki
kilep
dik
ge
jidik
bcb
aikuj
aikuj in
armej
bcktok

sleep, asleep, to live (in a certain place)
big, fat
small, young
if, when (as in ‘I will be sad when I leave,’ not for asking questions like
‘When are you leaving?’)
a little, a little bit
pandanus, pandanus tree
need
need to, have to, should
person, people
bring
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Language Tip - But
The word ‘ak’ can mean ‘but’ in two senses. The first sense is ‘however,’ as in ‘I went to
the airport, but the plane didn’t come.’ When you don’t want this meaning to get confused with
the ‘or’ meaning of ‘ak,’ say ‘bctab’ (‘however, but’) instead of ‘ak.’ The second sense of ‘but’
is ‘but rather.’ For instance, to say ‘it’s not a shark, but rather a fish’ or ‘it’s not a shark, it’s a
fish,’ say ‘Ej jab pako ak ek’ (‘It’s not shark but rather fish’).

Pronunciation Practice - g
‘g’ is a hard letter for many English speakers to pronounce. However, it is very
important to learn to pronounce it because some very common words, such as ‘ga’ (‘me’), ‘gan’
(‘to’), ‘ge,’ (‘when, if’) and ‘gak’ (‘don’t know’) use it. The good news is that we have the same
sound in English: it is the ‘ng’ of ‘sing.’ (Although we spell it with two letters in English, it is
really only one sound.) What makes it hard for English speakers is that in English we only have
this sound at the end of syllables, whereas in Marshallese it can appear at the beginning of
syllables as well. For instance, we have the word ‘sing’ in English, but we would never have the
word ‘ngis.’ So the challenge is to learn to pronounce this English sound at the beginning of
syllables, like in ‘ga’ or ‘gan.’
First try pronouncing ‘g’ at the end of syllable, as in ‘jag’ (‘cry’) or ‘elcg’ (‘there are’).
Remember that this is just like the ‘ng’ in ‘sing.’ Once you are comfortable with this, try it in the
middle of a word, such as ‘hcgs’ (‘eat’) or ‘iggs’ (‘yes’). The first one should be pronounced
like ‘mung-ay’ and the second like ‘ing-ay.’ Now get rid of the sounds before the ‘g’ and just
say ‘ge’ (‘if’) and ‘ga’ (‘me’).
If this doesn’t work, try repeating English ‘ing’ over and over into each ‘ing’ blends with
the next one. Now stop and hold the ‘ng’ sound for a while without saying the ‘i’ sound. This is
the ‘g’ of Marshallese, and if you just put a vowel after it, you have ‘ga’ or ‘ge.’
If you still can’t get it, repeat English ‘ing’ over and over again and notice what your
mouth is doing when you say the ‘ng.’ The back of your tongue is going up to the top of your
mouth at the back. It is blocking the air coming out of your throat, and letting the air only escape
through your nose. Consciously make your tongue do this in order to master the ‘g’ sound.
Here are some words to practice on:
gan
ge
gsst
gak

‘to’
‘if, when’
‘when?’
‘don’t know’

hcgs
naginmej
jogoul
rogoul

‘eat’
‘sick’
‘ten’
‘twenty’
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jagin
iggs
marog
jibbog

‘not yet’
‘yes’
‘can’
‘morning’

bog
allcg
jipag
aelcg

‘night’
‘month’
‘help’
‘atoll’

Lesson 12: Me, you, him, her (Object pronouns)
In English, we use different pronouns before verbs than after verbs. For instance, you say
‘I like Alfred’ but you don’t say ‘Alfred likes I.’ Instead you say ‘Alfred likes me.’ The first
kind of pronoun (‘I,’ ‘you,’ ‘he,’ ‘she,’ etc.) is called a ‘subject’ pronoun and the second kind
(‘me,’ ‘you,’ ‘him,’ ‘her,’ etc.) is called an ‘object’ pronoun. In Marshallese it works exactly the
same way. You already know the subject pronouns from Lesson 5. This lesson introduces the
object pronouns. Here they are:
Object Pronouns
Me
You (singular)
Him, Her, or It

ec*
†
eok
e

(after some verbs, it is i instead)
Us (inclusive)
Us (exclusive)

kcj
kcm

(in the Eastern dialect: kcmmem)
You (plural)

koh

Them

(in the Eastern dialect: kcmi)
er (when referring to humans)
i (when referring to non-humans)

Some things to notice:
1. Like in the subject pronouns, you have to distinguish between ‘you’ referring to one person
(singular) and ‘you’ referring to more than one person (plural), and also between ‘us’ including
the person you are talking to (inclusive) and ‘us’ not including the person you are talking to
(exclusive).
2. Unlike with the subject pronouns, you have to distinguish between ‘them’ when referring to
human beings and ‘them’ when not referring to human beings. For instance, if you say ‘I
brought them’ referring to some children, you would say ‘Iaar bcktok er,’ but if you are referring
to some fish, you would say ‘Iaar bcktoki.’
3. You may be puzzled by the fact that ‘him/her/it’ can be both ‘e’ and ‘i.’ For now, don’t
worry about why this is, or what the correct form is after different verbs. Just use ‘e’ always for
‘him/her/it.’ As you listen to the language more you will start to notice when ‘e’ and ‘i’ are
used. If you want to know now, you can look ahead at Lessons 88-89. Also, if you notice that
verbs seem to change forms sometimes, you can look at the same lessons to find out why.
Otherwise, don’t worry about these fine points for the time being.

*
†

The ‘e’ is pronounced here like a ‘y,’ and the ‘c’ is like the oo in ‘book’
Often spelled ‘yok’ or ‘yuk’ according to the old spelling system
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- Here are some examples of how to use the object pronouns:
Ij ixkwe eok
=
(not Ij ixkwe kwc)
Kwcj ixkwe ec
=
(not Kwcj ixkwe i)
Raar kchhane =
Redike kcj
=
(not Redike je)

I(subject)-PRES/love/you(object)

= I love you

you(subject)-PRES/love/me(object)

= You love me

they(subject)-PAST/do-it(object)
they(subject)-hate/us(object)

= They did it
= They hate us

Vocabulary
kajin
kajin pslle or pslle or Iglij
kajin hajev or hajev
katak or ekkatak
katakin
tutu
tutu iar
tutu lik
hcttan jidik
raij (from English)

language, language of, dialect, dialect of
English language
Marshallese language
learn, study
teach
wet, get wet, take a shower, take a bath
go swimming in the lagood, take a bath in the lagoon
go swimming on the ocean side of an island, take a bath on the
ocean side of an island
soon, in a little bit
rice

Language Tip – What then? Where then? Who then?
The word ‘ak’ can mean ‘but,’ ‘or,’ and ‘what about.’ However it also has one other
extremely useful and common meaning. This other meaning is used after someone says a
negative statement like ‘I didn’t cook today.’ Then you can say ‘ak?’ to mean ‘so what did you
do? ‘given that you didn’t cook today, what did you do today?’ In the same way, if you say ‘I’m
not going to my house,’ and the person responds ‘ak?’, that means ‘where then?’ ‘where are you
going?’ ‘given that you’re not going to your house, where are you going?’

Pronunciation Practice – When ‘i’ sounds like ‘y’
You may have noticed that Marshallese ‘i’ is sometimes pronounced like the English ‘i’
in ‘bit’ but is also sometimes like English ‘y’ in ‘yes.’ Marshallese ‘i’ sounds like English ‘y’
when it is between two vowels, or when it is before a vowel and at the beginning of the word.
Here are some common words where ‘i’ is pronounced like English ‘y’:
iaar
iar
iaraj
ial

‘I-PAST’
‘lagoon’
‘taro’
‘road’

ioon
iu
iukkure
ixkwe

‘on’
‘coconut seedling’
‘play’
‘love’
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iovap
iien
iiep
iioon

‘middle’
‘time’
‘basket’
‘meet’

Lesson 13: Me, you, him, her (again?) (The emphatic pronouns)
In previous lessons you learned about subject pronouns (which are like ‘I, you, he, she’ in
English) and object pronouns (which are like ‘me, you, him, her’ in English). Unfortunately,
Marshallese has yet a third set of pronouns, which does not have a close equivalent in English.
These are called the ‘emphatic’ pronouns. The good news is that most of them are identical to
the object pronouns, so there are only a few new ones to memorize. Here are the pronouns first,
and then you will learn what they are used for:
Me
You (singular)
Him, Her, or It
Us (inclusive)
Us (exclusive)

ga
kwe
e
kcj
kcm

(in the Eastern dialect: kcmmem)
You (plural)

koh

(in the Eastern dialect: kcmi)
Them

er

These pronouns are used in the following ways:
1. Outside of a sentence
If you are referring to someone outside of a sentence, you use the emphatic pronouns. For
instance, in English if you say ‘Who wants ice cream?’ you would respond ‘Me!’ rather
than ‘I!’ In Marshallese, you would respond ‘ga!’, not ‘i’ or ‘ec.’
2. After anything other than a verb
After a word like ‘to’ (‘gan’), ‘from’ (‘jsn’) ‘what about’ (‘ak’), ‘and’ (‘im’) and
anything else other than a verb, use an emphatic pronoun. For instance, say ‘ak kwe?’
(‘how about you?’) not ‘ak eok?’ Say ‘gan kwe’ (‘to you’) not ‘gan kwc.’
3. Before a subject pronoun, to add a little more emphasis
If the emphatic pronoun is different than the subject pronoun (ga, kwe, kcj, and er) than
you can put it in front of the subject pronoun, no matter if it’s in the present, past, or
future tense. This adds a little emphasis but doesn’t change the meaning in any important
way. For instance:
ga ihcfcfc
ga ij iukkure
kwe kwaar naginmej
kcj jenaaj exgcd
er remaro

ihcfcfc
ij iukkure
kwaar naginmej
jenaaj exgcd
remaro

is the same as
is the same as
is the same as
is the same as
is the same as

Adding the emphatic pronoun before the subject pronoun is always optional, but is very
common with ‘ga,’ for instance in ‘ga ihcfcfc’ or ‘ga ij iukkure.’
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4. Directly before a noun, to make a sentences like ‘I am a NOUN’
In Lesson 7 you learned that you can use the present tense to make sentences like ‘I am a
teacher’ (‘ij rykaki’) or ‘You are a student’ (‘kwcj rijikuuv’). The emphatic pronouns
provide another common way to say this kind of sentence. Just put the emphatic pronoun
directly before a noun, and you get sentences like ‘I am a teacher.’ For instance:
Ga rykaki
Kwe rihajev
Kcj rijikuuv
Koh ripslle
Er rykaki

=
=
=
=
=

me/teacher
you(singular)/Marshallese person
us/student
you(plural)/American
them/teacher

= I am a teacher
= You are a Marshallese person
= We are students
= You are Americans
= They are teachers

Vocabulary
kain (from English)

sinwct
aolep iien
wiik (from English)
allcg
iic (from English)
lale
letok
lewcj
levxk

kind (in the sense of ‘type,’ not ‘nice’), kind of
Ex. Juon kain ek = A kind of fish
Ex. Aolep kain = All kinds/All kinds of things
like (as in ‘it is like an apple’), similar to
Ex. Pako rej sinwct ek = Sharks are like fish
always
Ex. Aolep iien kwcj jikuuv = You always come to school
week
month, moon
year
look, look at, watch
give to me/us
Ex. Letok juon ni = Give me a coconut
give to you
give to him/her/it/them
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Lesson 14: I am not playing, you are not playing (Negatives)
So far you have learned how to say positive sentences (like ‘I am happy’ or ‘You go to
school,’) but not negative sentences (like ‘I am not happy,’ ‘You don’t go to school’).
- To make a negative sentence add the word ‘jab,’ which means ‘not,’ ‘don’t,’ or ‘doesn’t.’
Although this word is always spelled ‘jab,’ it is usually pronounced ‘jeb.’ It goes right before
the adjective, verb, or noun. For example:
Positive Sentence Meaning
Ihcfcfc
I am happy
Imeveve
I understand
Ekcfaan
He likes
Kwcj rykaki
You are a teacher
Raar iukkure
They played

Negative Sentence
Ijab hcfcfc
Ijab meveve
Ejab kcfaan
Kwcj jab rykaki
Raar jab iukkure

Meaning
I am not happy
I don’t understand
He doesn’t like
You are not a teacher
They didn’t play

There are a few exceptions to this:
1. If the sentence is of the type ‘ga rykaki’ (‘I am a teacher’) or ‘kwe rijikuuv’ (‘You are a
student’), (that is, if it has an emphatic pronoun and then a noun), then you add ‘ej jab’ before
the emphatic pronoun to make the negative. You do not add ‘jab’ after the emphatic pronoun.
For instance:
Correct: Ej jab ga rykaki
=
Incorrect: Ga jab rykaki
Correct: Ej jab kwe rijikuuv =
Incorrect: Kwe jab rijikuuv

it-PRES/not/me/teacher

= I am not a teacher

it-PRES/not/you/student

= You are not a student

2. In the future tense, you do not put ‘jab’ after the future marker ‘naaj’ to say ‘will not.’ Instead
you replace the ‘naaj’ with ‘ban,’ which means ‘will not’ or ‘will not be’:

*

Positive
sentence

Meaning

Negative
sentence

Meaning

inaaj
kwcnaaj
enaaj
jenaaj
kcminaaj
kohinaaj
rcnaaj

I will
You (singular) will
He, She, or It will
We(inclusive) will
We(exclusive) will
You(plural) will
They will

iban
koban*
eban
jeban
kcm ban
koh ban
rcban

I will not
You (singular) will not
He, She, or It will not
We(inclusive) will not
We(exclusive) will not
You(plural) will not
They will not

Remember from Lesson 5 that ‘kwc’ (‘you’) is sometimes ‘ko’ instead. ‘Koban’ is an example of this.
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Vocabulary
jipag
aelcg
bavuun
(from English
‘baloon’)
aiboojoj
eh
iien
alwcj
rainin
ilju
inne

to help
atoll, single island (not part of an atoll), country
airplane
beautiful (of things only, not people)
house, building
time, time of, time for, chance, chance for
Ex. Iien jikuuv = Time for school
look at, watch
today
tomorrow, the future
yesterday

Language Tip – Nouns that can also be verbs
In Marshallese many nouns are also used as verbs. For instance, ‘jikuuv’ means ‘school’
but also ‘go to school, attend class.’ Pay attention to both ways that the word can be used, and
you will quickly increase the number of ideas that you can express. If you want to know about
more nouns that can be used as verbs, see Lesson 48.
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Lesson 15: Wrapping up pronouns and tenses
In the last ten lessons you have learned the present, past, and future tenses and three sets
of pronouns. This section reviews this material. (‘E’ stands for ‘Eastern dialect’ when there is a
different form in this dialect.)
All the pronouns
Me
You (singular)
Him/Her/It
Us(inclusive)
Us(exclusive)
You(plural)
Them

Subject

Object

Emphatic

i
kwc or ko
e
je
kcm
koh
re or rc

ec
eok
e or i
kcj
kcm (E: kcmmem)
koh (E: kcmi)
er
(non-human: i)

ga
kwe
e
kcj
kcm (E: kcmmem)
koh (E: kcmi)
er

When to use each set of pronouns
Subject
- Before an adjective (or one of a few special verbs) in the present tense
- Before the marker for present, past, or future tense
Object
- After a verb (as in ‘Alfred likes me’)
Emphatic - Outside of a sentence
- After anything other than a verb (like ‘to,’ ‘from,’ ‘and,’ ‘what about’)
- Directly before a subject pronoun (to add a little emphasis)
- Directly before a noun (to make a sentence like ‘I am a teacher’)
All the tenses (positive forms)
Present
Past
ij
iaar
Me
kwaar
You (sing.) kwcj
ej
eaar
Him/Her/It
jej
jaar
Us(incl.)
kcmij
kcmar
Us(excl.)
kohar
You(plural) kohij
rej
raar
Them
All the tenses (negative forms)
Present
Past
ij
jab
iaar jab
Me
kwaar jab
You (sing.) kwcj jab
ej
jab
eaar
jab
Him/Her/It
jej jab
jaar jab
Us(incl.)
kcmij jab kcmar jab
Us(excl.)
You(plural) kohij jab kohar jab
rej
raar jab
Them

Past (alternate form)

Future

ikar
kwckar
ekar
jekar
kcmikar
kohikar
rekar

inaaj
kwcnaaj
enaaj
jenaaj
kcminaaj
kohinaaj
rcnaaj

Past (alternate form)

Future

ikar jab
kwckar jab
ekar jab
jekar jab
kcmikar jab
kohikar jab
rekar jab

iban
koban
eban
jeban
kcm ban
koh ban
rcban
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Also remember:
1. Before an adjective (or the verbs ‘jevs,’ ‘jaje,’ ‘gak,’ ‘meveve,’ ‘marog’ and a few others) in the
present tense, you use a subject pronoun by itself. (‘Ikwcle,’ not ‘Ij kwcle’; ‘Ejevs’ not ‘Ej jevs’)
2. If you are talking about where someone or something is located, add ‘psd’ (‘to be located’).
(‘Ij psd ilo Majuro,’ not ‘Ij ilo Majuro’)
3. When the emphatic pronoun is different from the subject pronoun, you can put the emphatic
pronoun right before the subject pronoun. (‘Ga ij iukkure’ is the same as ‘Ij iukkure’)
Congratulations! Now you can say anything in the past, present and future.

Vocabulary
lxjet
jouj
kcnke
kajjitck
kilaj
kilaj juon/kilaj ruo
/kilaj jilu/etc.
vcmfak

vcmfak in
metak
hanit

ocean (in a general sense, including both the lagoon and the open ocean)
nice, friendly
because
ask, question
Ex. Kajjitck ippsn Alfred = Ask Alfred
class, grade (as in ‘first grade,’ ‘second grade,’ not as in ‘A/B/C/D/F’)
first grade/second grade/third grade/etc.
think (in both the sense of ‘think about something’ and ‘be of the
opinion’)
Ex. Ij vcmfak = I am thinking
Ex. Ij vcmfak inaaj etal = I think I will go
plan to
Ex. Ij vcmfak in exgcd rainin = I am planning to go fishing today
to hurt (as in ‘my leg hurts,’ not as in ‘don’t hurt me’)
Ex. Emetak = It hurts
custom, culture, tradition, manner
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Lesson 16: Are you eating? Are you happy? (Yes/No questions)
In the previous lessons you learned how to make statements in the present, past, future
tenses. Now you will learn how to make questions like ‘Are you a teacher?’ ‘Did you eat?’ and
so forth. We call these ‘Yes-No’ questions because they can be answered with a ‘yes’ or ‘no,’
unlike questions such as ‘Where are you going?’ In Lesson 19 you will learn about the latter
type of question (with question words like ‘who,’ what,’ and ‘where’) but in this lesson we will
focus on yes-no question.
- To make a yes-no question, you add a special word ‘ke’ to the sentence. The placement of this
word is somewhat variable. Here are some examples:
Statement
Kwcj hcgs

Meaning
You are eating.

Kwaar hcgs

You ate.

Kwaar kwcle

You were hungry

Kwcnaaj hcgs

You will eat

Kwcnaaj kwcle

You will be hungry

Kwcmaro
Kwcjevs
Kwe rykaki

You are thirsty
You know
You are a teacher

Yes-No Question
Kwcj ke hcgs?
or Kwcj hcgs ke?
Kwaar ke hcgs?
or Kwaar hcgs ke?
Kwaar ke kwcle?
or Kwaar kwcle ke?
Kwcnaaj ke hcgs?
or Kwcnaaj hcgs ke?
Kwcnaaj ke kwcle?
or Kwcnaaj kwcle ke?
Kwcmaro ke?
Kwcjevs ke?
Kwe ke rykaki?
or Kwe rykaki ke?

Meaning
Are you eating?
Did you eat?
Were you hungry?
Will you eat?
Will you be hungry?
Are you thirsty?
Do you know?
Are you a teacher?

As you can see, you can put ‘ke’ before or after the verb, adjective, or noun. The only time you
can’t put ‘ke’ before the verb or adjective is if it is fused to the subject pronoun. For instance
you can’t put ‘ke’ before ‘jevs’ in ‘kwcjevs’ or before ‘maro’ in ‘kwcmaro’ because these words
are fused onto the pronouns. The important thing to know for now is that you add ‘ke’ to make
yes-no questions; as you listen to the language you will get a better feel for where it is usually
placed in the sentence.
- If you put ‘ke’ at the end of a sentence, with a rising, ‘questioning’ intonation, it means ‘right?’
or ‘isn’t that true?’ For example:
Rej exgcd ke? = Are they fishing?

but
Rej exgcd, ke? = They are fishing, right? or They are fishing, aren’t they?

Also, if you put ‘ke’ between two nouns or adjectives or verbs, it means ‘or’ (‘ak’ is also used to
mean ‘or’):
Ehhaan ke kcrs? = Man or woman?
Jerbal ke kiki?
= Working or sleeping?
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Dialogue
A: Ixkwe in jota. Ej et mour?
A: Good evening. How are you doing?
B: Elukkuun nana.
B: Really bad.
A: Kobyrohcj ke?
A: Are you sad?
B: Ijab.
B: No, I’m not.
A: Ak?
A: What then?
B: Ilukkuun naginmej
B: I’m really sick.
A: Kwaar ke taktc?
A: Did you see a doctor?
B: Iaar jab.
B: No, I didn’t
A: Kwctcn taktc kiic ke?
A: Are you going to see a doctor now?
B: Ij vcmfak in etal ilju.
B: I’m planning to go tomorrow
A: Kwcj aikuj in kohhane rainin. Ge kwcj A: You should do it today. If you don’t, you
jab, koban marog kiki.
won’t be able to sleep.
B: Ekwe. Ga itcn etal kiic.
B: Okay. I’m going to go now.

Vocabulary
naan
oktak (jsn)
rog
rogjake
wia
wia kake
kcjerbal
aebcj lav
aebcj jimeef
baantuun
ippsn

word
different (from), unusual
hear, understand what somebody says
Ex. Ij jab rog = I can’t hear/I don’t understand what you’re saying
listen, listen to
buy
sell
use, employ
well (in the ground for drinking water)
cistern (for catching and storing rain water for drinking)
water catchment (for catching and storing rain water for drinking)
with

Language Tip – Question intonation
Marshallese people use different intonation when asking questions than English speakers.
When asking a question with ‘ke,’ often the tone of voice gets lower before the ‘ke,’ and then
goes up at the ‘ke.’ When the person asking the question is pretty sure that the answer is yes,
often the ‘ke’ is left out, and the tone of voice starts high and falls down. Listening for and
imitating these intonations will help you sound more Marshallese.
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Lesson 17: Do you know?, Yes I know, No I don’t know
This lesson will introduce you to the word ‘know’ in Marshallese and its many other
uses.
- The word for ‘know’ in Marshallese is ‘jevs.’ To say ‘don’t know,’ you can say ‘jab jevs’ or
‘jaje’ or ‘gak.’ Remember from Lesson 6 that these words go right after the subject pronoun,
like an adjective:
Kwcjevs ke?
Ijevs
Ijab jevs
Ijaje
Igak

you-know/?
I-know
I-not/know
I-don’t know
I-don’t know

Do you know?
I know
I don’t know
I don’t know
I don’t know

- ‘Jevs’ can also mean ‘know how to’ or ‘be good at,’ and ‘jab jevs/jaje/gak’ can mean ‘don’t
know how to’ or ‘not be good at.’ There is also a word ‘hckade’ which means ‘to be really
good at’:
Kwcjevs ke exgcd?
Ijevs exgcd
Ijevs exgcd jidik
Ilukkuun jevs exgcd
Ihckade exgcd
Ijab jevs exgcd
Ijab lukkuun jevs exgcd
Ijaje/igak exgcd
Ilukkuun jaje/gak exgcd

= Do you know how to fish? or Are you any good at fishing?
= I know how to fish or I am good at fishing
= I know how to fish a little or I am okay at fishing
= I really know how to fish or I am really good at fishing
= I am really good at fishing
= I don’t know how to fish or I am bad at fishing
= I don’t really know how to fish or I’m not very good at fishing
= I don’t know how to fish or I am bad at fishing
= I really don’t know how to fish or I am really bad at fishing

- If you use these same phrases with the name of a language, then ‘jevs’ means ‘speak’ and
‘jaje/gak’ means ‘not speak’:
Kwcjevs ke kajin hajev? =
Ijevs kajin hajev
=
Ilukkuun jevs kajin hajev =
Ijaje kajin hajev
=

you-know/?/language of/Marshall

I-know/language of/Marshall
I-really/know/language of/Marshall
I-don’t know/language of./Marshall

= Do you speak Marshallese?
= I speak Marshallese
= I speak Marshallese really well
= I don’t speak Marshallese

- If you want to say ‘I know [Name of a Person]’ in the sense of ‘I am acquainted with,’ then you
must add ‘kajjien’ before the name of the person:
Kwcjevs ke kajjien Lauren?

you-know/?/identity of/Lauren

= Do you know Lauren?

I-know/identity of/Lauren

= I know Lauren

I-don’t know/identity of/Lauren

= I don’t know Lauren

(not Kwcjevs ke Lauren?)

Ijevs kajjien Lauren
(not Ijevs Lauren)

Ijaje/igak kajjien Lauren
(not Ijaje/Igak Lauren)
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Dialogues
A: Kwcjevs ke exgcd?
A: Do you know how to fish?
B: Igak. Ak kwe?
B: I don’t know how. What about you?
A: Ilukkuun hckade exgcd.
A: I’m really good at fishing.
B: Kwchckade kcnke kwe rihajev. Aolep B: You’re really good because you’re
ehhaan in hajev rcjevs.
Marshallese. Every Marshallese man knows

how.
A: Aet. Ak kwe, kwcgak kcnke kwe ripslle. A: Yes. And you don’t know how because
Ripslle relukkuun jaje exgcd.
you’re an American. Americans are terrible at

fishing.
B: Aet, ak ga inaaj ekkatak. Hcttan jidik B: Yes, but I’m going to learn. Soon I’ll be
ilukkuun naaj jevs.
really good.

A: Kwcjevs ke kajin hajev?
B: Jidik. Kwcjevs ke kajin pslle?
A: Ijab lukkuun jevs.
B: Ekwe, ga inaaj katakin eok kajin pslle im
kwe kwcnaaj katakin ec kajin hajev.
Ehhan ke?
A: Ehhan. Hcttan jidik ga inaaj jevs kajin
pslle sinwct ripslle, im kwe kwcnaaj jevs
kajin hajev sinwct rihajev.
B: Elukkuun ehhan.

A: Do you speak Marshallese?
B: A little. Do you speak English?
A: I don’t speak it very well.
B: Okay, I’ll teach you English and you’ll teach
me Marshallese. Okay?
A: Good. Soon I’ll speak English like an
American, and you’ll speak Marshallese like a
Marshallese person.
B: Great.

Vocabulary
etan

bclen
baamve (from English)
bok (from English)
bwil
hcvo
pix
jeje
riit (from English)
ac

name of, its/his/her name, ‘um…’ (when you’re pausing to think of
something while speaking)
Ex. Ijaje etan = I don’t know his/her/its name
Ex. Etan ‘coconut’ ilo hajev? = How do you say ‘coconut’ in
Marshallese?
maybe, possibly, probably
family
book
hot, get burned
cold (of things only)
Ex. Ehcvo rainin = It’s cold today
cold (of humans only)
Ex. Ipix = I’m cold
write
read
swim
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Lesson 18: Can you?, Yes I can, No I can’t
The word for ‘can’ or ‘be able’ in Marshallese is ‘marog.’ It goes right after the subject
pronoun, like a few other verbs:
Imarog
(not Ij marog) =
Remarog (not Rej marog) =

I-can
they-can

= I can
= They can

- To say ‘cannot’ you can say ‘jab marog,’ ‘marog jab,’ or ‘ban.’ For example:
ijab marog = imarog jab = iban = I cannot

Notice that this ‘ban’ is the same as the ‘ban’ that means ‘will not.’ Thus, a sentence like ‘iban’
is ambiguous: it could mean either ‘I cannot’ or ‘I will not.’ If you want to make sure that it is
understood as ‘cannot,’ then use ‘jab marog’ or ‘marog jab’ instead of ‘ban’
- ‘Marog’ can also mean ‘possible,’ and ‘ban’ can mean ‘impossible.’
common phrases (the first is especially common):
Emarog =
Eban =

This leads to two

it-possible
it-impossible

= It’s possible or Maybe
= It’s impossible or No way!
(‘Bclen’ is also used to mean ‘maybe’)
- If you want to make a question like ‘Can you ___?,’ ‘Can I ___?’, just add ‘ke’ after ‘marog’:
Kwcmarog ke jerbal? =
Imarog ke iukkure? =

you-can/?/work
I-can/?/play

= Can you work?
= Can I play?

- ‘Marog’ can also mean ‘may, might.’ For instance:
Imarog rxxl ilju
=
Remarog exgcd rainin =

I-may/leave/tomorrow
they-may/fish/today

= I might leave tomorrow
= They may go fishing today

- If you mean ‘can’ in the sense of ‘know how to,’ or ‘cannot’ in the sense of ‘don’t know how
to,’ then using ‘jevs’ or ‘jaje/gak’ is better than ‘marog’ and ‘ban’ (remember the previous
lesson):
Kwcjevs ke ac? =
Ijevs ac
=
Ijaje ac
=

you-know/?/swim
I-know/swim
I-don’t know/swim

= Can you swim?
= I can swim
= I can’t swim

- Sometimes ‘jevs’ is used for ‘can’ and ‘jaje/gak’ is used for ‘cannot’ in ways that we would
never use ‘know’ and ‘don’t know’ in English:
Iaar jaje kiki =

I-PAST/don’t know/sleep
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= I couldn’t sleep

Vocabulary
al
keroro
likyt
mat
ofsn or wcfsn

peba
wa
wct

ekwe
ibwij
psst

sing, song
Ex. Al juon al = Sing a song
be noisy, chatter, talk noisily
Ex. Jab keroro! = Be quiet!
put
full (of food after eating)
Ex. Kwomat ke? = Are you full?
price, price of, salary, salary of
Ex. Jete wcfsn? = How much does it cost?
Ex. Jete wcfsn rykaki? = How much do teachers get paid?
paper, card
boat, canoe, any vehicle
only, just, still
Ex. Juon wct = Only one
Ex. Rej hcgs wct = They are still eating
okay then, well then, well, then
high tide
Ex. Eibwij = It is high tide
low tide, shallow
Ex. Epsst = It is low tide

Language Tip - Ekwe
‘Ekwe’ is a very useful word which is close to ‘well then,’ ‘okay,’ or ‘okay then’ in
English. If someone tells you to do something, and you want to indicate that you will do it, say
‘ekwe’ (‘okay’). If you are about to go away, and want to indicate that the conversation is
coming to a close, say ‘ekwe’ (‘well then’). Often Marshallese people will leave after just
saying ‘ekwe,’ without saying ‘goodbye’ or ‘see you later.’ If you are indicating that something
has been agreed upon, decided, and understood, you can say ‘ekwe ehhan’ (‘all right then’).
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Lesson 19: Where are you going? What are you doing? (Wh-questions)
The last lesson dealt with yes-no questions. In this lesson you will learn how to say
questions with question words like ‘who,’ ‘what,’ and ‘where.’ These are called wh-questions
because they have a question word that usually starts with ‘wh.’
- Wh-questions work differently in Marshallese than in English. In English we normally put the
question word at the beginning of the sentence. For instance, we say ‘What are you eating?’ but
we don’t usually say ‘You are eating what?’ But in Marshallese the opposite is true. Question
words usually go somewhere other than the beginning of the sentence. For example:
How you say it in English
What are you eating?
Who is she talking to?
When are you going to Majuro?
Where are they going?

How you would say it in Marshallese
You are eating what?
She is talking to who?
You are going when to Majuro?
or You are going to Majuro when?
They are going to where?

Here are the most common question words:
Basic Question Words
ta
what? or do what?
et
do what?
ia
where?
gsst
when?
wcn
who?
etke
why?
jete
how many?
(‘How’ and ‘how much’ work a little differently. See Lesson 38)
All of these words normally go somewhere other than the beginning of the sentence, except for
‘etke’ (‘why’) which always goes at the beginning like in English. Here are some examples:
Kwcj hcgs ta?
Kwcj ta?
Kwcj et?
Kwcj etal gan ia?
Rcnaaj exgcd gsst?
Raar jokwe ippsn wcn?
Kwaar idaak jete ni?

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

you-PRES/eat/what?
you-PRES/do what?
they-PRES/do what?
you-PRES/go/to/where?
they-FUTURE/fish/when?
they-PAST/live/with/who?
you-PAST/drink
/how many/coconuts

Etke ebyrohcj?

=

why?/she-sad

= What are you eating?
= What are you doing?
= What are you doing?
= Where are you going?
= When are they going to fish?
= Who did they live with?
= How many coconuts did you
drink?
= Why is she sad?

Notice that in order to say ‘What are you doing?’ you use the word ‘et’ (‘do what?’) or ‘ta’
(‘what?’ or ‘do what?’). You say ‘Kwcj et?’ or ‘Kwcj ta?’ (‘You do what?’ = ‘What are you
doing?’).
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Dialogue
A: Kwcj itok jsn ia?
B: Ij itok jsn Amedka.
A: Kwe ke PeaceCorps?
B: Jaab, ej jab ga PeaceCorps.
A: Ak?
B: Ga WorldTeach. Kwcjevs ke kajjien
WorldTeach?
A: Igak.
B: Ekwe, WorldTeach ej sinwct
PeaceCorps, ak WorldTeach rej jerbal
iuhwin juon wct iic.
A: O. Kwcnaaj et ilo Hajev?
B: Inaaj jerbal ilo Aelcgvapvap. Inaaj rykaki
in kajin pslle.
A: Kwcnaaj jokwe ippsn wcn?
B: Inaaj jokwe ippsn juon baamve in hajev.
A: Kwcj etal gsst?
B: Juje.
A: Wow! Jeraahhan gan kwe.

A: Where are you from?
B: I’m from the United States.
A: Are you a PeaceCorps volunteer?
B: No, I’m not a PeaceCorps vounteer
A: What then?
B: I’m a WorldTeach volunteer. Do you know
what WorldTeach is?
A: I don’t know.
B: Well, WorldTeach is like PeaceCorps, but
WorldTeach volunteers work for only one year.
A: Oh. What are you going to do in the
Marshall Islands?
B: I’m going to work on Ailinglaplap. I’m
going to be an English teacher.
A: Who are you going to live with?
B: I’m going to live with a Marshallese family.
A: When are you going?
B: Tuesday.
A: Wow! Good luck to you.

Vocabulary
jahbo
hool

riab

nchba (from English)
piik (from English)
tiha (from English
‘steamer’)
txxl (from English)
tava (from English)
wct
rxxl

take a walk, stroll around, wander around aimlessly, go on a trip,
trip, travel, voyage, journey
true, sure, tell the truth
Ex. Ehool = It is true
Ex. Kwcj hool ke? = Are you sure?/Really?
Ex. Ga ij hool = I’m sure/I’m telling the truth
Ex. Kwcj hool = You’re telling the truth/You’re right
(Note: to say ‘I’m not sure’ say ‘Ijab lukkuun jevs,’ not ‘Ijab hool’)
false, lie
Ex. Eriab = It is false
Ex. Ej riab = He is lying
Ex. Ga ij riab = I’m lying/Just kidding
Ex. Ga ij jab riab = I’m not lying/I’m not kidding/I’m serious
number
pig
ship (noun)
towel
dollar
rain, to rain
Ex. Ewct = It is raining
to leave (in the sense of ‘go away’, not in the sense of ‘leave
something somewhere’)
Ex. Raar rxxl inne = They left yesterday
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Lesson 20: Where are you? Where is it? (More about wh-questions)
This lesson introduces a few more ways to ask wh-questions in Marshallese.
- If you want to ask where something or someone is, remember that you must use ‘psd’ which
means ‘to be located.’ For instance:
Kwcpsd ia?
=
Susan epsd ia? =

you-located/where?
Susan/she-located/where?

= Where are you?
= Where is Susan?

- There is another way to ask where something is other than with ‘ia.’ You can use the following
words, which always go at the beginning of the sentence:
More Question Words
ewi
where is it/she/he? or
erri
where are they?
or

where is ______?
where are______?

For example:
Ewi?
=
Ewi Ronald? =
Erri?
=
Erri ni?
=

Where is it? or Where is she? or Where is he?
Where is Ronald?
Where are they?
Where are the coconuts?

- If you want to say ‘who is NAME?’ or ‘what is NOUN?’, you can say the following:
Even More Question Words
ta in _____?
what is ____?
wcn in _____?
who is ____?
For example:
Ta in ‘bwiro’?
Wcn in Kessai Note?
Ijevs ta in bwiro
Ijaje wcn in Kessai Note

=
=
=
=

What’s ‘bwiro’?
Who’s Kessai Note?
I know what bwiro is
I don’t know who Kessai Note is

This is one of a few strange cases where ‘in’ can mean ‘is.’
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Vocabulary
hokta
Anij
bao
bao in mejatoto
bao in lav
bwebwe
iggs or iiyg
jijet
ki
vak

before (when by itself, not before a noun or verb), first
Ex. Iaar ba hokta = I said before
God
bird, chicken
bird (specifically)
chicken (specifically)
crazy, stupid
yes (alternate forms of ‘aet’)
sit, sit down
key
lock, to lock, locked

Language Tip – What did you say?
When you don’t understand what someone said or couldn’t hear, you can say ‘ta?’
(‘what?’) with a rising, questioning intonation, just like in English. However, you can also say
‘e!’ with a falling, non-questioning intonation. If you just listen to its intonation, this phrase
sounds like it would mean ‘Yes, I understand,’ but it really means ‘What did you say? Could
you repeat that?’

Pronunciation Practice – ‘o’ and ‘u’
‘o’ and ‘u’ are similar to the ‘o’ in English ‘tone’ and the ‘u’ in English ‘tune.’ However,
they are a little different and it is worthwhile to try to pronounce them more accurately. If you
speak Spanish with a good accent, then use Spanish ‘o’ and ‘u’ for these sounds, and you will be
much closer to the correct Marshallese pronunciation than English ‘tone’ and ‘tune.’
If you don’t speak Spanish, try the following: say English ‘tone’ over and over and pay
attention to how you are saying the ‘o’ sound. Notice how you start out saying one vowel sound
and then turn it into another, and also how your lips start out normal and then start to pucker.
Now say English ‘tune’ over and over and pay attention to the ‘u.’ Again, you are starting out
with one sound and moving to another, and the lips are puckered for only some of that time.
In Marshallese ‘o’ and ‘u’ are not this complicated. Hold the position for ‘o’ (in ‘tone’)
and ‘u’ (in ‘tune’), without moving your tongue around. Find a steady, pure tone, and keep your
lips puckered (rounded) the whole time. (This lip rounding is exactly like the lip rounding of
‘x.’) These are the ‘o’ and ‘u’ of Marshallese.
Practice on these words:
lo
ioon
to
bog
ok

‘see’
‘on’
‘long time’
‘night’
‘net’

lukkuun
tutu
kuuj
ruuh
juuj

‘very’
‘wet’
‘cat’
‘room’
‘shoe’
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Lesson 21: One boy, two boys, the boy, the boys (‘a,’ ‘the,’ and plurals)
- In Marshallese the word for ‘a’ or ‘an’ is the same as ‘one’: juon. (Remember that it is usually
pronounced ‘jucn,’ although it is not spelled this way.) Like in English it goes before the noun:
juon ni =

one coconut or a coconut

- Unlike in English, if you have more than one of the noun (a plural noun), the noun stays the
same. You do not add ‘s’ or anything else to make it a plural:
juon ni =
ruo ni =
jilu ni
=

one coconut or a coconut
two coconuts
three coconuts

etc.
- However, with the word for ‘the,’ you must use a different word if the noun is singular than if it
is plural (like in Spanish and French). If the noun is plural, you also must use a different word if
the noun refers to a human than if it refers to a non-human. Also, you must put the word for
‘the’ after the noun. Here are the three words for ‘the’:
‘The’
eo
ro
ko

the (singular)
the (plural, for humans only)
the (plural, for non-humans only)

For example:
rykaki eo
rykaki ro (not rykaki ko)
ni eo
ni ko (not ni ro)

=
=
=
=

the teacher
the teachers
the coconut
the coconuts

The words for ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ and ‘those’ also work this way. You will learn them in
Lessons 58-59.
- If you have an adjective with the noun, you must put it after the noun (like Spanish or French)
but usually before the word for ‘the’:
juon ni nana
ni nana eo
ajri nana ro
ni nana ko

=
=
=
=

a bad coconut
the bad coconut
the bad children
the bad coconuts

- Some adjectives change when they are placed with a noun. For instance ‘dik’ (‘small’)
becomes ‘jidikdik’ for singulars and ‘jiddik’ for plurals, and ‘kilep’ (‘big’) becomes ‘kileplep’ for
singulars and ‘killep’ for plurals. If you want to know about more words that do this, see Lesson
98.
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Vocabulary
pinjev
jovxk

kappok or pukot
jssn (from English)
mej
psd wct
taktc (from English)
pevvxk
kapevvxk
ti
ruhwij

pencil
throw away, take off (an article of clothing), quit, get rid of, break up
with, get divorced from, spend, waste
Ex. Jovxk ek eo = Throw away the fish
Ex. Jovxk iien = Waste time
Ex. Jovxk keroro! = Quit talking/Be quiet!
look for, search for
cent, money
die, dead
stay
doctor, see a doctor
Ex. Iaar taktc inne = I went to the doctor yesterday
open, unlocked
to open
tea
late, slow

Language Tip - Gestures
Marshallese is not all verbal. Look for and imitate these common Marshallese gestures,
which are very different than what English speakers use:
‘Yes’ – eyebrows raised, head may be tilted slightly up
(Not a nod of the head like in English)
‘No’- frown, lips sticking out a bit, sometimes a slight shake of the head
(Not just a shake the head like in English)
‘I don’t know’ – sides of the mouth pulled out and back to form a grimace
(Not a shrug of the shoulders like in English)
‘Come here’ – one hand extended forward with the palm down, then brought down and towards
the body quickly
(Not one hand held out palm up, and fingers drawn towards the body, like in English)
‘It was this big’ – right hand is held up, then the side of the left hand is put somewhere along the
right hand or arm to indicate how big or long something is, measured from the tip of the right
hand fingers to wherever the left hand is.
(Not both hands held up in front of the body, with the distance between them indicating the size,
like in English)
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Lesson 22: My, your, his, her (Possessives)
- In Marshallese there are words for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ ‘his,’ ‘her,’ etc. These are called ‘possessives.’
Here they are:
ac
ah
an
an Jeremy
an Anna im Natalie
ad
am
ami
aer

my or mine
your or yours (when referring to only one person)
his, her, hers, or its
Jeremy’s
Anna and Natalie’s
our or ours (including the person being talked to)
our or ours (not including the person being talked to)
your or yours (when referring to more than one person)
their or theirs

Things to notice:
1. Marshallese makes no distinction between ‘my’ vs. ‘mine,’ ‘your’ vs. ‘yours’ etc. It
has the same word for both.
2. ‘An’ by itself means ‘his/her/its,’ but if you put it before a name or noun, it is like ’s in
English. For example ‘an Luke’ = ‘Luke’s’
3. Like with all the pronouns, you must distinguish between singular ‘your’ (‘ah,’
referring to just one person) and plural ‘your’ (‘ami,’ referring to more than one person),
and between inclusive ‘our’ (‘ad,’ including the person being talked to) and exclusive
‘our’ (‘am,’ not including the person being talked to).
4. As you listen to Marshallese you might notice that there are many other ways to say
‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. For instance, with food, drinks, houses, parts of the body, and many
other things, the way to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. is very different. For now you don’t have
to know about these complications, but if you want to know now you can look at Lessons
66-79.
- If you want to put ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. with a noun (for instance, to say ‘my book,’ or ‘your
pencil’), you usually put ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. after the noun, and put the word for ‘the’ in between.
For example:
baamve eo ac
=
pinjev eo ad
=
bok eo an Becca =

family/the(singular)/my
pencil/the(singular)/our
book/the(singular)/his,her,its/Becca

= my family
= our pencil
= Becca’s book

If it is a plural noun (for instance in ‘my books’) use the plural word for ‘the’ (‘ro’ for humans,
‘ko’ for non-humans):
bok ko ah
=
brother ro ac =

book/the(plural)/your
brother/the(plural)/my

= your books
= my brothers
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- You can use the English words ‘brother,’ ‘sister,’ ‘cousin,’ ‘uncle,’ ‘aunty’ (for ‘aunt’),
‘mama’ (for ‘mother’) and ‘baba’ (for ‘father’) in Marshallese. For instance:
uncle eo ac =
aunty ro aer =
sister eo an =

uncle/the(singular)/my
aunt/the(plural)/their
sister/the(singular)/his,her,its

= my uncle
= their aunts
= his sister or her sister

(Remember to say ‘brother,’ ‘sister,’ etc. with a Marshallese accent, even though they come from
English!)
There is another, more ‘Marshallese’ way to refer to relatives, but using it requires delving much
more deeply into possessives. If you are curious now, look at Lessons 66-79.

Vocabulary
jar
kxxt
jook
kcppojak (gan)
juon men
aolep men
juon armij
aolep armij
juon jikin
aolep jikin

to go to church, to attend a church service, to pray
steal
shy, embarrassed, ashamed
to get ready (for), to prepare (for) (also a euphemism for going to the
bathroom)
something
everything
somebody
everybody
somewhere
everywhere

Language Tip – Kinship words
The Marshallese system of kinship terms is very different than what you are used to in
English. The word for ‘mother’ is used for your real mother as well as your mother’s sisters, and
the word ‘father’ is used for your real father as well as your father’s brothers. In the same way,
all the children of your mother’s sisters and your father’s brothers are considered to be your
brothers and sisters. For other aunts, uncles, and cousins, different terms are used that have no
equivalent in English. These days, Marshallese people understand and sometimes use the
English categories ‘cousin,’ ‘aunt,’ and ‘uncle,’ but if you want to refer to relatives in the most
Marshallese way, you might want to ask a Marshallese person about the real system of
Marshallese kinship.
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Lesson 23: House of, time of, place of
- In Marshallese in order to say a phrase like ‘school time’ you would say instead ‘time of
school’ (like in Spanish or French). The word for ‘of’ is ‘in.’ For example:
awa in jikuuv
=
menninmour in lxjet ____ =
vaddik in hajev
=

time/of/school
animal/of/ocean
boy/of/Marshall

= school time, time for school
= sea animal
= Marshallese boy

- Sometimes when you add ‘in’ to a noun, the word changes:
eh

+ in =

hanit + in =
iar

+ in =

hcn or ihcn
hantin
arin

= house of
= custom of, culture of, manner of
= lagoon of

- On other words you don’t have to add ‘in’ in order to say ‘of’:
jikin
iien
kajin
kain

=
=
=
=

place or place of
time or time of
language or language of
kind or kind of

- These words lead to some common phrases:
hcn jikuuv
hcn jar
hcn tutu
hcn kcppojak
hcn kuk
hcn wia
hcn hcgs
hcn taktc
hantin hajev
hantin pslle
jikin volleyball
iien jikuuv
kajin hajev
kajin pslle
kajin Jaina

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

house of/school
house of/pray
house of/take a shower
house of/get ready
house of/cook*
house of/buy
house of/eat
house of/doctor
custom of/Marshall
custom of/American
place of/volleyball
time of/school
language of/Marshall
language of/English
language of/China

= school house
= church
= shower house
= outhouse, bathroom
= cook house
= store
= restaurant
= hospital, medical dispensary
= Marshallese custom/culture
= American custom/culture
= volleyball court
= school time, time for school
= Marshallese (language)
= English (language)
= Chinese (language)

- ‘In’ also has a few other meanings. If you put it after a sentence it means ‘in order to’:
Iaar etal gan iar =
in exgcd

*

I-PAST/go/to/lagoon/
of/fish

The usual word for ‘cook’ is ‘kcmat,’ not ‘kuk’
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= I went to the lagoon
in order to fish

- If ‘in’ is before the word for ‘morning,’ ‘afternoon,’ ‘evening,’ or ‘night,’ it means ‘in’ or ‘at’:
in jibbog
in raelep

= in the morning
= in the afternoon

in jota
in bog

= in the evening
= at night

- You can put ‘in’ after some verbs, where it is meaningless like English ‘to,’ or after adjectives:
aikuj in ___
hakoko in ___
hcfcfc in ___
hck in ___
jook in ___

= need to ____
= refuse to ____, unwilling to ____
= glad to ____
= tired of ____
= too shy to ____, too embarrassed to ____

Vocabulary
amihcno
alikkar
irooj
lerooj
jorrssn or
problem

kssl
hor
rytto
kidu
kuuj

handicrafts, make handicrafts
clear, obvious
chief, king
chieftess, queen
problem, have a problem, hurt, get hurt, not working, out of order
Ex. Ejorrssn = It’s broken
Ex. Ejjevxk jorrssn = No problem
Ex. Kwcnaaj jorrssn = You’ll get hurt
new, fresh
old (of things only)
old (of people only), adult
dog
cat
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Lesson 24: With me, with you
- The word in Marshallese for ‘with’ is ‘ippsn.’ However, it changes when you say ‘with me,’
‘with you,’ etc.:
‘With’
ippa
ippah
ippsn
ippsn Dan
ippsn Greg im Brian
ippsd
ippsm
ippsmi
ippser

with me
with you (singular)
with him or with her or with it
with Dan
with Greg and Brian
with us (inclusive)
with us (exclusive)
with you (plural)
with them

(You might notice that these words bare a resemblance to ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. in the last lesson.
This is not a coincidence. If you want to know why see Lessons 66-71).
- If you want to say ‘with’ in the sense of ‘using,’ like in the sentence ‘I hit the nail with the
hammer’ (as opposed to the sense of ‘accompanied by,’ like in the sentence ‘I went to the lagoon
with you’), then use ‘kcn’ for ‘with’ and ‘kake’ for ‘with it.’ For example:
Iaar jeje kcn pinjev eo =

I-PAST/write/with/pencil/the

= I wrote with the pencil

(not Iaar jeje ippsn pinjev eo)

Iaar jeje kake

= I-PAST/write/with it

(not Iaar jeje ippsn)
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= I wrote with it

Vocabulary
hckaj or ehhckaj
(E: hckaj or hchkaj)
hckaj gan iien
nuknuk
ruuh (from English)
peen (from English)
pen
pidodo
pilaws (from English)
pinjev (from English)
teegki
wynto (from English)

fast, on time, early
on time, on time to ___
Ex. Hckaj gan iien jikuuv = On time to school
clothes
room, space
pen
hard (in both the physical sense and the sense of ‘difficult’)
easy, soft
flour, bread
pencil
flashlight
window

Pronunciation Practice – The two c’s
The letter ‘c’ in Marshallese actually stands for two different sounds. To hear the
difference between these sounds, have a Marshallese person say these two words:
wcn

‘turtle’

wcn

‘who?’

Notice that the first ‘c’ sounds close to the ‘oo’ in ‘book,’ but the second ‘c’ sounds like
the ‘u’ in ‘buck.’ In the Marshallese-English Dictionary, the first sound is indicated in the
phonetic transcription of a word by an ‘e’ with a hook under it, and the second sound is indicated
by an ‘e’ with no hook. Here are some common words with ‘c’ sorted by which sound it stands
for:
Book
wcn
wct
hcj
bcd
kcn
kcnke
kwcle

Buck
‘turtle’
‘rain’
‘finished’
‘wrong’
‘about’
‘because’
‘hungry’

wcn
wct
elcg
ewcr
hcgs
kchhan
kcrs

Book
‘who’
‘only’
‘there is’
‘there is’
‘eat’
‘do’
‘woman’
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hcvo
kcto
aebcj

Buck
‘cold’
‘wind’
‘water’

kiic
kcfaan
bck
hcfcfc
exgcd
vcmfak

‘now’
‘want’
‘take’
‘happy’
‘to fish’
‘think’

Lesson 25: I like, I don’t like
In the last lesson you learned the words for ‘with me,’ ‘with you,’ etc. These words can
also mean ‘in my opinion,’ ‘in your opinion,’ etc. For instance:
Eaiboojoj ippa

=

it-beautiful/with me

Ennx ippsn Dan =

= It is beautiful in my opinion
or I think it is beautiful
= It is tasty in Dan’s opinion
or Dan thinks it tastes good
or It tastes good to Dan

it-tasty/with/Dan

- You can use this meaning with the words for ‘good’ (‘ehhan’) and ‘bad’ (‘nana’) to make
sentences like ‘I like it,’ ‘I don’t like it’:
Ehhan ippa

=

it-good/with me

Enana raij ippser =

= It is good in my opinion
or I like it
= Rice is bad in their opinion
or They don’t like rice

it-bad/rice/with them

- To make it into a question (like ‘do you like rice?’) just use ‘ke’:
Ehhan ke ippah? =
Ehhan ke exgcd
ippser?

=

it-good/?/with you

= Is it good in your opinion?
or Do you like it?
it-good/?/fish/with them = Is fishing good in their opinion?
or Do they like fishing?

- If you leave out the word for ‘with’ and just say ‘ehhan ke?’, it becomes a general way to say
to ‘Do you like it?’ ‘How is it?’:
Ehhan ke?
=
Ehhan ke Arno? =

it-good/?
it-good/?Arno

= Do you like it?
or How is it?
= Do you like Arno? or How is Arno?

You can answer this with ‘ehhan’ (‘It’s good,’ ‘I like it’) or ‘enana’ (‘It’s bad,’ ‘I don’t like
it’).
- If you put ‘ehhan ke?’ at the end of a sentence it means ‘okay?’:
Q: Ga itcn exgcd, =
ehhan ke?
A: Ehhan
A: Enana

me/I-NEAR FUTURE/going to/fish/,
/it-good/?

it-good
it-bad

= I’m going to fish,
okay?
= Okay.
= No, that’s not okay.

- ‘Kcfaan’ is another way to say ‘to like,’ and ‘jab kcfaan’ is another way to say ‘to not like.’
‘Kcfaan’ also means ‘to want,’ so it is a bit ambiguous:
Ikcfaan exgcd
=
Ijab kcfaan exgcd =
Kokcfaan ke exgcd? =

I-like,want/fish
I-not/like,want/fish
You-like/?/fish?

= I like to fish or I want to fish
= I don’t like to fish or I don’t want to fish
= Do you like to fish? or Do you want to fish?
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Dialogue
A: Ehhan ke Hajev ippah?
B: Elukkuun ehhan ippa. Aolep rihajev
relukkuun jouj.
A: Ak ennx ke hcgs in hajev ippah?
B: Ennx aolep kain hcgs in hajev ippa: raij,
ek, ms, bcb...
A: Ak ennx ke hcgs in hajev ippsn baamve
eo ah ilo Amedka?
B: Ejab lukkuun ennx hcgs in hajev ippser.
Ennx hcgs in pslle ippser. Ak elukkuun
aiboojoj Hajev ippser.

A: Do you like the Marshall Islands?
B: I like it a lot. All Marshallese people are
very nice.
A: But do you like Marshallese food?
B: I like all kinds of Marshallese food: rice,
fish, breadfruit, pandanus…
A: Does your family in America like
Marshallese food?
B: They don’t like Marshallese food very
much. They like American food. But they
think the Marshall Islands is very beautiful.

Vocabulary
wailcj
(from English ‘wireless’)
deks
babu
bait or ire
etetal
iiep
jutak
kajutak
minit (from English)
pako

talk on a short-wave radio, use a short-wave radio
rock, stone, pebble, boulder, gravel
lie down
to fight
to walk
basket
to stand up
to raise
Ex. Kajutak peih = Raise your hand
minute
shark
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Lesson 26: There is, there are, there are many
- To say a sentence like ‘there are sharks or ‘there is a lot of breadfruit’ in Marshallese, you use
the equivalent of the phrases ‘there is,’ ‘there are,’ ‘there are many,’ etc. in English. As in
English, they go at the beginning of the sentence:
ewcr*
ewcr juon
ewcr ruo/jilu/emsn/...
ewcr jet
ejjevxk
elcg
elukkuun lcg
eboov
eiiet
evap
edik
ebwe
ejabwe
emaat

there is, there are
there is one
there are two/three/four/…
there are some, there are a few
there is no, there are no, there is none, there are none
there is, there are (occasionally means: there are many)
there are many
there are many
there are few
there is a lot
there is not very much
there is enough, there are enough
there is not enough, there are not enough
there is no more, there is none left

For example:
Ejjevxk ms ilo Amedka =
Ewcr armej ilo Bikini =
Emaat ni
=

there is no/breadfruit/in/America

there are/people/in/Bikini
there are no more/coconut

= There is no breadfruit in America
= There are people on Bikini
= There are no coconuts left

- To make a question like ‘Are there ___?’, ‘Is there___?’ add the question marker ‘ke’:
Ewcr ke bcb? =
Elcg ke ek?
=
Ebwe ke raij? =
Emaat ke ms? =

there is/?/pandanus
there is/?/fish
there is enough/?/rice
there is no more/?/breadfruit

= Is there any pandanus?
= Are there any fish?
= Is there enough rice?
= Is the breadfruit all gone?
or Is there any breadfruit left?

- To make a sentence like ‘There will be ___’ ‘There was ___’ put the future or past tense
marker after the ‘e’ in the word:
Enaaj wcr armej =
Eaar ejjevxk ni =
Ekar vap jssn
=

it-FUTURE/there are/people
it-PAST/there are no/coconut
it-PAST/there is a lot of/money

= There will be people
= There were no coconuts
= There was a lot of money

- When you want to put a word like this in the middle of a sentence (for instance, to say ‘I ate a
lot of breadfruit’ or ‘I saw a few sharks’), the words are sometimes different:

*

Spelled ‘eor’ in the Marshallese-English Dictionary
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jet
bwijin
elcg
eboov
jejjo
evap
jidik

some, a few
many
many*
many
few
a lot of
a little

For example:
Iaar lo elcg pako
=
Kwaar hcgs jidik ms =

I-PAST/see/many/shark
you-PAST/ear/a little/breadfruit

= I saw many sharks
= You ate a little breadfruit

Dialogue
A: Ewcr ke ek ilo Amedka?
A: Are there any fish in America?
B: Elcg. Elukkuun lcg ek ilo lxjet in B: Yes there are. There are many fish in the
Amedka.
oceans of America.
A: Ak pako? Elcg ke?
A: What about sharks? Are there any?
B: Eiiet pako.
B: There aren’t very many sharks.
A: Ak ms? Ewcr ke ms ilo Amedka?
A: What about breadfruit?
Is there any
B: Ejjevxk. Ripslle rej jab hcgs ms.
A: Ak bao?
B: Eboov bao ilo Amedka, sinwct Hajev.

breadfruit in America?
B: No, there is none. Americans don’t eat
breadfruit.
A: What about birds?
B: There are many birds in America, like the
Marshall Islands.

Vocabulary
tallcg
ettoon (E: sometimes tctoon)
erreo (E: sometimes rcreo)
karreo
ettcr (E: tctcr)
pija (from English)
pileij (from English)
nignig
waini
wctvxk (E: bugvxk)

to climb
dirty, messy
clean
to clean, clean up
to run
picture, drawing, photograph, to draw, to take a picture, to get
one’s picture taken, camera
plate
baby
brown coconut (older than a green coconut), copra
fall, fall down

*

Notice that in the middle of a sentence this means ‘many’ but at the beginning of a sentence it usually means ‘there
is’ or ‘there are’
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Lesson 27: I have, you have, I don’t have, you don’t have
- The way to say ‘I have,’ ‘you have,’ etc. in Marshallese is very different from English. There
is no word for ‘have.’ Instead of saying ‘I have a pencil,’ you say ‘there is my pencil.’ Instead
of saying ‘I don’t have a pencil’ you say ‘there is no my pencil.’ Use the words from Lesson 26
for ‘there is’ (‘ewcr’ or ‘elcg’) and ‘there is no’ (‘ejjevxk’):
‘Have’
Ewcr ac __ or Elcg ac __
Ewcr ah __ or Elcg ah __
Ewcr an __ or Elcg an __
Ewcr an Marcy __
or Elcg an Marcy__
Ewcr ad __ or Elcg ad __
Ewcr am __ or Elcg am __
Ewcr ami __ or Elcg ami __
Ewcr aer __ or Elcg aer __

=
=
=
=

there is/my/__
there is/your(sing.)/__
there is/his,her,its/__
there is/her/Marcy/__

= I have a ____
= You (singular) have a ____
= He, She, or It has a ____
= Marcy has a ____

=
=
=
=

there is/our(incl.)/__
there is/our(excl.)/__
there is/your(plur.)/__
there is/their/__

= We (inclusive) have a ____
= We (exclusive) have a ____
= You (plural) have a ____
= They have a _____

‘Don’t Have’
Ejjevxk ac __
Ejjevxk ah __
Ejjevxk an __
Ejjevxk an Marcy __
Ejjevxk ad __
Ejjevxk am __
Ejjevxk ami __
Ejjevxk aer __

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

there is no/my/__
there is no/your(sing.)/__
there is no/his,her,its/__
there is no/her/Marcy/__
there is no/our(incl.)/__
there is no/our(excl.)/__
there is no/your(plur.)/__
there is no/their/__

= I don’t have a __
= You (singular) don’t have a __
= He, She, or It doesn’t have a__
= Marcy doesn’t have a __
= We (inclusive) don’t have a __
= We (exclusive) don’t have a __
= You (plural) don’t have a __
= They don’t have a __

- To say ‘I will have a ___’ use ‘enaaj wcr/lcg’ instead of ‘ewcr/elcg.’ To say ‘I had a ___’ use
‘eaar wcr/lcg’ or ‘ekar wcr/lcg’ instead of ‘ewcr/elcg.’ To say ‘I won’t have a ___’ use ‘enaaj
ejjevxk’ instead of ‘ejjevxk’ To say ‘I didn’t have a ___’ use ‘eaar ejjevxk’ or ‘ekar ejjevxk’
instead of ‘ejjevxk.’
- You might notice that people say ‘I have,’ ‘You have,’ ‘Do you have?’ etc. in different ways
when they are talking about food, drinks, vehicles, and many other things. If you want to know
about this now, look at Lessons 66-80.
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Vocabulary
beautiful woman, beautiful (of women only)
good-looking man, good-looking (of men only)
here
there, over there
there (near you)
there (far away)
there (in the sense of, ‘the place we are talking about’)
ex. A: Iaar etal gan Mejit = I went to Mejit
B: Kwaar ta ie?
= What did you do there?
sinwct juon
the same, never mind, it doesn’t matter
baru
crab
jako
gone, missing, lost, disappeared
dsn
water, any liquid
dsnnin ni
coconut juice
wiiken (from English) weekend
likatu
vakatu
ijin
ijo
ijcfe
ijjuweo
ie

Language Tip - Interjections
Marshallese has a variety of ‘interjections’ (like ‘wow!’, ‘darn!’ etc. in English). Using
them in the right situations, but not too liberally, will make you sound much more Marshallese.
Here are some of the most common ones and their meanings:
crrcr / crrcrcr / cllcl / cllclcl / edded / eddeded = annoyance, frustration
crcr = ‘oops’
ykyk = annoyance
alo / aluo = telling someone that what they’re doing is annoying and unacceptable
warrar / warrarar = when you are surprised and impressed
ekcvck / wau (from English) = amazement, ‘wow’
sssss (like the ‘a’ in ‘pat,’ but harsh and nasal) = getting the attention of a child in order

to scold him or her
io = surprise when something sudden and unexpected happens
sssss = shooing away animals
ooooo = ‘oh,’ ‘I see,’ ‘that’s interesting’ (when someone tells you something)
ooo, icp! = giving the signal for everyone to start something at the same time
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Lesson 28: I have a pencil with me, You have a book with you
In the last lesson you learned how to say ‘I have,’ ‘you have’ etc. There is another way
to say these kinds of sentences. If you mean ‘I have a ___ with me’ or ‘I am carrying a ____’ (as
opposed to ‘I own a ___’ or ‘There is a ___ that belongs to me’), then you use the word for ‘with
me,’ ‘with you,’ etc. instead of the word for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. Instead of saying ‘there is my
pencil’ you would say ‘there is pencil with me’:
‘Have’
Ewcr __ ippa or Elcg __ ippa
Ewcr __ ippah or Elcg __ ippah
Ewcr __ ippsn or Elcg __ ippsn
Ewcr __ ippsn Marcy
or Elcg __ ippsn Marcy
Ewcr __ ippsd or Elcg __ ippsd
Ewcr __ ippsm or Elcg __ ippsm
Ewcr __ ippsmi or Elcg __ ippsmi
Ewcr __ ippser or Elcg __ ippser

=
=
=
=

there is/__/with me/
there is/__/with you(sing.)
there is/__/with him,her,it
there is/__/with/Marcy

= I have a __
= You (sing.) have a __
= He, She, or It has a __
= Marcy has a __

=
=
=
=

there is/__/with us(incl.)
there is/__/with us(excl.)
there is/__/with you(plur.)
there is/__/with/them

= We (incl.) have a __
= We (excl.) have a __
= You (plur.) have a __
= They have a __

‘Don’t Have’
Ejjevxk __ ippa
Ejjevxk __ ippah
Ejjevxk __ ippsn
Ejjevxk __
ippsn Marcy
Ejjevxk __ ippsd
Ejjevxk __ ippsm
Ejjevxk __ ippsmi
Ejjevxk __ ippser

=
=
=
=

there is no/__/with me/
there is no/__/with you(sing.)
there is no/__/with him,her,it
there is no/__/with/Marcy

= I don’t have a __
= You (singular) don’t have a __
= He, She, or It doesn’t have a__
= Marcy doesn’t have a __

=
=
=
=

there is no/___/with us(incl.)
there is no/__/with us(excl.)
there is no/__/with you(plur.)
there is no/__/with/them

= We (inclusive) don’t have a __
= We (exclusive) don’t have a __
= You (plural) don’t have a __
= They don’t have a __

- If you are talking about who has a specific thing at the moment (like when someone asks you
‘Who has the book?’ and you answer ‘I have the book’ or ‘You have it’) then you say ‘The book
is with me,’ or ‘It is with you’:
Bok eo epsd ippsn =
wcn?
Bok eo epsd ippa =

book/the/it-located/with/who =

Epsd ippah

it-located/with you

=

book/the/it-located/with me =
=
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Who is the book
with?
The book is
with me
It is with you

= Who has the book?
= I have the book
= You have it

Dialogue
A: Kwcj ta?
B: Ga ij pukot ki ko ac. Rejako.
A: Rejab psd ippah?
B: Aet, rejab psd ippa.
A: Erri?
B: Igak. Bclen repsd ippsn Peter.
A: Etke repsd ippsn?
B: Kcnke aolep iien ej kxxt men ko ac.

A: What are you doing?
B: I’m looking for my keys. They’re gone.
A: You don’t have them with you?
B: That’s right, I don’t have them with me.
A: Where are they?
B: I don’t know. Maybe Peter has them.
A: Why does he have them?
B: Because he’s always stealing my things.

Vocabulary
ksvxk
eo
baankek
jinoe
jinoin
kakkije
keemem
menninmour
kcto
ekkctoto
(E: sometimes kckctoto)

to fly, to jump, to jump out of a boat into the water
here you go (said when giving something to someone)
pancake
start, start it
beginning, beginning of
rest, relax, take a break, recess, go to recess
traditional party held on an infant’s first birthday, to attend or put
on such a party, birthday party
animal
wind
windy
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Lesson 29: I have one, I have two, I have many
In the last two lessons you learned how to say ‘I have a ___,’ ‘you have a ___.’ In this
lesson you will learn how to say ‘I have one ___,’ ‘I have two ___,’ ‘I have many ___.’
- In order to say ‘I have many___,’ ‘I have few___,’ ‘I have some ___,’ etc., use the words for
‘there are many,’ ‘there are few,’ ‘there are some’ that you learned in Lesson 26. For instance,
instead of saying ‘I have many ___,’ say ‘there are many my ___.’ For example:
Eboov ac sister
Eiiet ac brother
Ewcr jet ah sister
Ebwe an Rostiana pinjev
Emaat ad pinjev

=
=
=
=
=

there are many/my/sister
there are few/my/brother
there are/some/your/sister
there are enough/’s/Rostiana/pencil

there are no more/our/pencil

= I have many sisters
= I have few brothers
= You have a few sisters
= Rostiana has enough pencils
= We have no more pencils
or We are out of pencils

- There is another way to say ‘I have many ___.’ Instead of saying ‘there is many my ___’
(‘eboov ac ___’), you can just say ‘many my ___’ (‘bwijin ac ___’). For instance:
Bwijin ac pinjev =
Bwijin ah brother =

many/my/pencil
many/your/brother

= I have many pencils
= You have many brothers

- To say ‘I have one ___,’ ‘I have two ____,’ etc., you can say ‘there is one my ____’ (‘ewcr
juon ac ___’) or just say ‘one my ___’ (‘juon ac ___’):
Ewcr ruo ac sister
or Ruo ac sister
Ewcr jogoul ah pinjev
or Jogoul ah pinjev

=
=
=
=

there are/two/my/sister
two/my/sister
there are/ten/your/pencil
ten/your/pencil

= I have two sisters
= You have ten pencils

- To say any of these phrases in the past or future, add ‘kar’ or ‘naaj’:
Enaaj boov ac sister =
Ekar jabwe ad jssn =
Naaj ruo ah brother =
Kar bwijin ac pinjev =

it-FUTURE/there are many/my/pencil

it-PAST/there is not enough/our/money
FUTURE/two/your/brother
PAST/many/my/pencil
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= I will have many sisters
= We didn’t have enough money
= You will have two brothers
= I had many pencils

Vocabulary
kweilxk
libbukwe
ruuv (from English)
nabcj
nabcjin
ettcg (E: tctcg)
rup
tyh
tebcv (from English)
tcgal
turxg

meeting, to have a meeting, to attend a meeting
shell (as in, the shells you find on the beach, not the shell of an egg)
rule
outside
outside of
laugh, smile
break, broken
to break, broken (of long, thin objects like string, grass, etc.)
table, desk
sweet
spearfish, go spearfishing

Language Tip – Things they just don’t say, and things they love to say
Learning how to express ideas in Marshallese is just one part of learning the language.
Another important part is learning which ideas to express. Anything in English can be translated
into Marshallese and vice-versa, but that doesn’t mean that people say the same things in both
languages. For instance, if someone is telling you something in English, you would commonly
say ‘that’s interesting.’ In Marshallese, even though there is a word for ‘interesting’ (‘ksitoktoklimo’), you would rarely say ‘that’s interesting.’ Instead you might say ‘ooo’ (‘oh’). In the same
way, in Marshallese if something has not been successful yet, you will often say ‘mcttan jidik’
(‘soon’). In English, even though we have the word ‘soon,’ we would rarely say it in this
context. So, instead of looking for exact Marshallese equivalents of common English phrases (or
vice-versa), listen to what Marshallese people commonly say in different situations, and imitate
them. You will sound much more Marshallese if you do this.
For example, here are some very common English phrases that could be said in
Marshallese, but rarely are. You should avoid trying to say these in Marshallese, even if we
would say them in English:
Nice to meet you
That’s interesting
That’s strange

That makes sense
That doesn’t make sense
Probably

Probably not
I think so
I don’t think so

I wonder if…

And here are some very common Marshallese phrases that could be said in English, but rarely
are. You should say these often, even if we wouldn’t say them in English:
Ehhan
Enana
Ehcj
Ejagin alikkar
Hcttan jidik

‘good,’ ‘fine,’ ‘okay then,’ ‘good idea,’ ‘I approve’
‘bad,’ ‘I don’t like it,’ ‘that’s a bad idea,’ ‘I don’t approve of it’
‘it’s finished,’ ‘I already did it,’ ‘stop!’ ‘that’s enough’
‘it’s not clear yet, we haven’t decided yet, I don’t know yet’
‘soon, almost, you’ve almost got it’
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Lesson 30: Do you have? How many do you have?
- To make questions with ‘have’ (like ‘do you have a pencil?’ or ‘does she have any sisters?’)
just add ‘ke’ after ‘ewcr’ or ‘elcg’:
Ewcr ke ah ___?
=
or Elcg ke ah ___?
Ewcr ke an ___?
=
or Elcg ke an ___?
Ewcr ke an Emily ____? =
or Elcg ke an Emily ____?

there is/?/your/___

= Do you have a ____?

there is/?/his,her,its/___

= Does he/she/it have a ___?

there is/?/her/Emily/___

= Does Emily have a ____?

etc.
- You can do the same thing with ‘ebwe,’ ‘eboov,’ ‘emaat,’ etc.
Eboov ke ah brother?
=
Ebwe ke aer pinjev?
=
Emaat ke an Emily peen? =

there are many/?/your/brother
there is enough/?/their/pencil
there is no more/?/’s/Emily/pen

= Do you have many brothers?
= Do they have enough pencils?
= Does Emily have no more pens?
or Does Emily have any pens left?

- To answer a question like ‘Ewcr ke ah pinjev?’ (‘Do you have a pencil?’) you can respond in
full ‘Aet, ewcr ac pinjev’ (‘Yes, I have a pencil’) or ‘Jaab, ejjevxk ac pinjev’ (‘No, I don’t have a
pencil’). However, you can also just say ‘Ewcr’/‘Elcg’ (‘Yes I do’) or ‘Ejjevxk’ (‘No I don’t’).
- To ask ‘How many ___ do you have?’, use ‘jete’ at the beginning of the sentence:
Jete ah sister? =
Jete aer pinjev? =

how many/your/sister
how many/their/pencil

= How many sisters do you have?
= How many pencils do you have?

- This also allows you to say ‘How old are you?’:
Jete ah iic?
Jilgoul ac iic
Jete an Tamlino iic ?
Jiljino an Tamlino iic

=
=
=
=

how many/your/year
thirty/my/year
how many/his/Tamlino/year
six/his/Tamlino/year
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= How old are you?
= I’m thirty years old
= How old is Tamlino?
= Tamlino is six years old

Dialogue
A: Ewcr ke ah brother?
B: Juon ac brother.
A: Ak sister? Jete ah sister?

A: Do you have any brothers?
B: I have one brother.
A: What about sisters? How many sisters do you
have?
B: Ejjevxk ac sister.
B: I don’t have any sisters.
A: Warrar. Eiiet ah brother im sister. A: Wow. You don’t have very many brothers
Jete an brother eo ah iic?
and sisters. How old is your brother?
B: Rogoul ralitck an iic kiic.
B: He is 28 now.
A: Ak kwe? Jete ah iic?
A: What about you? How old are you?
B: Rogoul jilu ac iic.
B: I’m twenty-three years old.
A: Ekcvck! Kwclukkuun dik.
A: Wow! You’re really young.

Vocabulary
wavxk
tulxk
jipeev (from English)
uno
bwe
naip (from English)
kiil or kiili
kilck
av
ettovxk (E: sometimes
tctovxk)

happen, occur, appear, rise (of the sun or the moon)
to dive, to dive down, to set (of the sun)
spell, spelling
medicine, paint
so-so
Ex. Ehhan mour? Ebwe = How’s it going? So-so.
knife
to close, to memorize
closed, memorized
Ex. Ekilck = It is closed
sun
far away
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Lesson 31: Not yet and never
- Marshallese has a word ‘jagin’ (or ‘jsgin’) that means ‘not yet.’ It goes before the verb or
adjective:
Ehcj
=
Ejagin hcj
=
Ij exgcd
=
Ij jagin exgcd =

it-finished
it-not yet/finished
I-PRES/fish
I-PRES/not yet/fish

= It is finished
= It isn’t finished yet
= I am fishing
= I haven’t fished yet

- This leads to a very common phrase meaning ‘It hasn’t been decided yet,’ ‘We’re not sure yet,’
‘I’m not sure yet’:
Ejagin alikkar =

it-not yet/clear

= It hasn’t been decided yet
or I’m/we’re not sure yet

For instance, if someone asks you when you are going back to America, and you have decided
yet, say ‘ejagin alikkar.’
- ‘Jagin’ can also mean ‘never,’ but only in certain circumstances. To see how to use ‘jagin’ as
‘never,’ and other ways to say ‘never,’ look at the following examples:
Iaar jagin exgcd

=

I-PAST/not yet/fish

Ij jagin exgcd

=

I-PRES/not yet/fish

Iban exgcd

=

I-will not/fish

Aolep iien ij jab exgcd =

all/time/I-PRES/not/fish

= I hadn’t fished yet
or I never fished
= I haven’t fished yet
or I have never fished
= I will not fish
or I will never fish
= Always I don’t fish
= I never fish

- With adjectives, you can also use ‘jaje’ or ‘gak’ (‘don’t know’) to mean ‘never’:
Ijaje mijak =
Egak hck =

I-don’t know/afraid
She-don’t know/tired

= I don’t know how to be afraid
= She doesn’t know how to be tired

= I am never afraid
= She is never tired

As you can see, there is no general word for ‘never,’ but with the phrases above you can express
‘never’ in many ways.
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Vocabulary
pinana (from English)
kain rot or kain rct (E: kain tor)
tonaaj (from English)
jag
kcrkcr
tipgcl
luuj (from English)
wiin (from English)
msj
tyrak (from English)

banana
what kind?
donut
to cry, make a noise, be played on the radio
small outrigger canoe, paddled or with a sail
larger outrigger canoe, with a sail
lose
win
eye, face, mask, snorkeling mask, glasses
truck, car

Pronunciation Practice – The two e’s
The letter ‘e’ in Marshallese actually stands for two different sounds. To hear the
difference between these sounds, have a Marshallese person say these words:
ne

‘leg’

sne

‘island’

Notice that the first ‘e’ sounds like the ‘ai’ in English ‘bait,’ but the ‘e’ in ‘sne’ sounds
halfway in between ‘ai’ in English ‘bait’ and ‘ea’ in English ‘beat.’ In the Marshallese-English
Dictionary, the second kind of ‘e’ is indicated in the phonetic transcription of a word by an ‘e’
with a hook under it, and the first kind of ‘e’ is indicated by an ‘e’ with no hook.
If you want to perfectly pronounce the kind of ‘e’ that is in ‘sne,’ start by pronouncing
the ‘ai’ in English ‘bait,’ and then slowly turn it into the ‘ea’ in English ‘beat.’ If you stop
halfway in between, you have the Marshallese ‘e’ in ‘sne.’ (Sometimes it is halfway between
‘bet’ and ‘bit’ instead.) However, this sound is very close to the ‘ea’ in ‘beat’ or the ‘i’ in ‘bit’
so you can pronounce it that way as well.
Here are some common words with ‘e’ sorted by which sound it stands for:
Bait or
Bet

Bait/Beat
or Bet/Bit

Bait or
Bet

ne
etal
etke
lale

‘leg’
‘go’
‘why’
‘look’

sne
ek
eh
armej

‘island’
‘fish’
‘house’
‘person’

men
jevs

‘thing’
‘know’

mejki
mej

‘sleepy’
‘dead’

meveve
jete
bwebwe

Bait/Beat
or Bet/Bit
‘understand’
‘how many’
‘tuna’

pen
jokwe
bwebwe
jaje
eddeb
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‘hard’
‘live’
‘stupid’
‘don’t
know
‘to
husk’

Lesson 32: I have eaten, you have eaten
- In Marshallese the following are expressed in the same way:
I am finished eating
I have eaten
I already ate
I have already eaten
To make sentences like this, say ‘It is finished my eat,’ ‘It is finished your eat,’ etc.:
Ehcj ac hcgs

=

it-finished/my/eat

Ehcj ah hcgs

=

it-finished/your(sing.)/eat

Ehcj an hcgs

=

it-finished/his,her,its/eat

Ehcj an Colleen hcgs =

it-finished/her/Colleen/eat

Ehcj ad hcgs

=

it-finished/our(incl.)/eat

Ehcj am hcgs

=

it-finished/our(excl.)/eat

Ehcj ami hcgs

=

it-finished/your(plur.)/eat

Ehcj aer hcgs

=

it-finished/their/eat

= I am finished eating
or I have eaten
or I already ate
= You(sing.) are finished eating
or You(sing.) have eaten
or You(sing.) already ate
= He, She, or It has finished eating
or He, She, or It has eaten
or He, She, or It already ate
= Colleen is finished eating
or Colleen has eaten
or Colleen already ate
= We(incl.) are finished eating
or We(incl.) have eaten
or We(incl.) already ate
= We(excl.) are finished eating
or We(excl.) have eaten
or We(excl.) already ate
= You(plur.) are finished eating
or You(plur.) have eaten
or You(plur.) already ate
= They are finished eating
or They have eaten
or They already ate

- If you want to emphasize that the thing has already happened, then you can add ‘kadede’
(‘beforehand, already,’) to a sentence like ‘Ehcj ac hcgs’:
Ehcj ac hcgs kadede =

it-finished/my/eat/already
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= I already ate
or I have already eaten

Vocabulary
uwaak
wcd
iakiu or baseball (from English)
volleyball
basket
outer island (from English) or
aelcg ko ilikin
bcd

jovxk bcd
jihwe
kcjsm

answer (noun or verb), reply
coral, coral reef, coral head
baseball
volleyball
basketball
outer islands
wrong, error, mistake, make a mistake, fault
Ex. Ebcd = It is wrong
Ex. Kwaar bcd = You were wrong/You made a mistake
Ex. Ah bcd = It’s your fault
I’m sorry, to apologize
correct, right, straight
door, gate
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Lesson 33: I haven’t eaten, you haven’t eaten
- Similar to what you learned in the last lesson, in Marshallese the following are all said in the
same way:
I am not finished eating
I am not finished eating yet
I haven’t eaten
I haven’t eaten yet
I have never eaten
To express this, you must say ‘It is not yet finished my eat,’ ‘It is not yet finished your eat,’ etc.
For ‘not yet’ use ‘jagin’:
Ejagin hcj ac hcgs

=

it-not yet/finished
/my/eat

Ejagin hcj ah hcgs

=

it-not yet/finished
/your(sing.)/eat

Ejagin hcj an hcgs

=

it-not yet/finished
/his,her,its/eat

Ejagin hcj an Colleen hcgs =

it-not yet/finished
/her/Colleen/eat

Ejagin hcj ad hcgs

=

it-not yet/finished
/our(incl.)/eat

Ejagin hcj am hcgs

=

it-not yet/finished
/our(excl.)/eat

Ejagin hcj ami hcgs

=

it-not yet/finished
/your(plur.)/eat

Ejagin hcj aer hcgs

= it-not yet
/finished/their/eat

= I am not finished eating
or I have not eaten
= You(sing.) are not finished
or You(sing.) have eaten
= He, She, or It is not finished eating
or He, She, or It has not eaten
= Colleen is not finished eating
or Colleen has not eaten
= We(incl.) are not finished eating
or We(incl.) have not eaten
= We(excl.) are not finished eating
or We(excl.) have not eaten
= You(plur.) are not finished eating
or You(plur.) have not eaten
= They are not finished eating
or They have not eaten

- There is also another construction that means ‘I haven’t eaten,’ ‘I haven’t eaten yet,’ or ‘I have
never eaten’ but not ‘I am not finished eating’:
Ij jagin hcgs
=
Kwcj jagin hcgs
=
Ej jagin hcgs
=
Colleen ej jagin hcgs =
Jej jagin hcgs
=
Kcmij jagin hcgs
=
Kohij jagin hcgs
=
Rej jagin hcgs
=

I-PRES/not yet/eat
you(sing.)-PRES/not yet/eat
he,she,it-PRES/not yet/eat
Colleen/she-PRES/not yet/eat
we(incl.)-PRES/not yet/eat
we(excl.)-PRES/not yet/eat
you(plur.)-PRES/not yet/eat
I-PRES/not yet/eat
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= I haven’t eaten (yet)
= You(sing.) haven’t eaten (yet)
= He, She, or It hasn’t eaten (yet)
= Colleen hasn’t eaten (yet)
= We(incl.) haven’t eaten (yet)
= We(excl.) haven’t eaten (yet)
= You(plur.) haven’t eaten (yet)
= They haven’t eaten (yet)

Vocabulary
doon
ippsn doon
jihaat (from English) or mslctlct
jukwa
kab
kajoor
kweet
lav
ilav
fah (E: jokwajok)

each other
together, with each other, to cooperate
smart
sugar, use sugar
and also
strong, powerful
octopus
ground
on the ground
mosquito

Pronunciation Practice - x
‘X’ is difficult for some English speakers to pronounce. If you come from the East Coast
of the United States, then you may already pronounce this vowel in English. Say the words ‘cot’
and ‘caught.’ If you pronounce them differently, then you speak a dialect of English that has the
‘x’ sound. It is the ‘au’ in ‘caught,’ and you can simply pronounce Marshallese ‘x’ this way.
However, if you pronounce ‘cot’ and ‘caught’ the same way, then you speak a dialect of English
that does not have the ‘x’ sound, and you will need to learn to pronounce it.
To learn to pronounce ‘x,’ first say the ‘oa’ in English ‘boat.’ Hold the vowel sound and
notice what your lips are doing. They are scrunching together slightly to form a circle. Now
pronounce the ‘o’ in ‘lot.’ Hold the vowel sound and pucker your lips like you did with the ‘oa’
in ‘boat,’ and you have ‘x.’ It is just the ‘o’ in ‘lot’ with your lips rounded.
Here are some words to practice on:
lxjet
ixkwe
kxpe

‘ocean’
‘love’
‘coffee’

kxxt
txxl
rxxl

‘steal’
‘towel’
‘leave’

bxxk
bxxj
devxg
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‘box’
‘boss’
‘enter’

turxg ‘spearfish’
ennx ‘tasty’
‘feel cold’
pix

Lesson 34: Have you fished? Have you ever fished?
- Similar to the last two lessons, in Marshallese all of the following are said in the same way:
Are you finished eating?
Have you eaten?
Did you already eat?
Have you already eaten?
Just add ‘ke’ after ‘ehcj’ in the phrases you learned in Lesson 32:
Ehcj ke ah hcgs

=

it-finished/?/
your(sing.)/eat

Ehcj ke an hcgs

=

it-finished/?/
his,her,its/eat

Ehcj ke an Colleen hcgs =

it-finished/?/
her/Colleen/eat

= Are you(sing.) finished eating?
or Have you(sing.) eaten?
= Is he/she/it finished eating?
or Has he/she/it eaten?
= Is Colleen finished eating?
or Has Colleen eaten?

etc.
- There is another phrase which means ‘Have you ____?’ or ‘Have you ever ____?’, but not ‘Are
you finished ____?’:
Kwcnagin ke ____?
Enagin ke ____?
Renagin ke ____?

Have you ____?
or Have you ever _____?
Has he/she/it ____? or Has he/she/it ever ____?
Have they ____?
or Have they ever ____?

etc.
- To answer any of these questions, use what you learned in the previous two sections:
Meaning
Are you finished eating?
or Have you eaten?

Possible answers

Ehcj ke
ah hcgs?

Question

Kwcnagin
ke exgcd?

Have you ever fished?

Aet, ehcj ac exgcd
Jaab, ejagin hcj ac exgcd
Jaab, ij jagin exgcd

Aet, ehcj ac hcgs
Jaab, ejagin hcj ac hcgs
Jaab, ij jagin hcgs

Meaning
Yes, I am finished eating
No, I am not finished yet
No, I haven’t eaten
Yes, I have fished
No, I have never fished
No, I have never fished

- You can also just answer with ‘ehcj,’ ‘ejagin,’ or ‘ij jagin’:
Meaning
Are you finished eating?
or Have you eaten?

Possible answers

Ehcj ke
ah hcgs?

Question

Kwcnagin
ke exgcd?

Have you ever fished?

Ehcj
Ejagin hcj
Ij jagin

Ehcj
Ejagin
Ij jagin
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Meaning
Yes (I am finished eating)
No (I am not finished yet)
No (I haven’t eaten)
Yes (I have fished)
No (I have never fished)
No (I have never fished)

Dialogues
A: Kwcnagin ke psd ilo Amedka?
A: Have you ever been to America?
B: Ij jagin psd ilo Amedka, ak ehcj ac B: I’ve never been to America, but I’ve been to
psd ilo Ebeye.
Ebeye.
A: Ehcj ke ah psd ilo outer island?
A: Have you been on the outer islands?
B: Ehcj. Ehcj ac jahbo gan Arno.
B: Yes. I’ve taken a trip to Arno.
A: Kwaar ke tutu iar im alwcj wcd ko?
A: Did you swim in the lagoon and look at the
B: Iaar jab, kcnke imijak pako.

coral?
B: I didn’t, because I’m afraid of sharks.

A: Ehcj ke ah jerbal?
B: Ejagin hcj.
A: Kwcj ta?
B: Ga ij kohhane juon ekkatak gan ilju.
A: Ekwe. Ne ehcj, jenij kakkije im
bwebwenato ippsn doon.

A: Are you finished working?
B: Not yet.
A: What are you doing?
B: I’m making a lesson for tomorrow.
A: Okay. When you’re done, we’ll relax and chat
together.

Vocabulary
le
ve
liha

vcha

peet (from
English)
tihcf
hane
wyt
wcjke
bwiro

informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to a woman or girl
Ex. Kwcj etal gan ia le? = Where are you going, girl?
informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to a man or boy
Ex. Kwcj etal gan ia ve? = Where are you going, man?
informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to more than one
woman or girl
Ex. Ixkwe liha = Hi girls
informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to more than one man
or boy
Ex. Ixkwe vcha = Hi guys
bed
demon
hit, spank, kill
flower, flower headdress
tree
preserved breadfruit (a common food)

Language Tip – le, ve, liha, and vcha
In the vocabulary above you saw the words ‘le,’ ‘ve,’ ‘liha,’ ‘vcha.’ These are used
between people who are on friendly and informal terms with each other. Use them in these
circumstances and you will sound very Marshallese. Use them in the wrong circumstances and
the worst that is likely to happen is that people will laugh at you.
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Lesson 35: I walk fast, I walk slow, I fish often, I fish sometimes
In the last three lessons you learned how to use ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. to say sentences like ‘I
have eaten,’ ‘you have eaten.’ In this lesson you will learn how to use them to say sentences like
‘I walk fast,’ ‘you walk slow,’ ‘I fish often,’ ‘I fish sometimes’:
- In Marshallese, instead of saying ‘I walk fast’ you would say ‘it is fast my walk.’ For instance:
Ehckaj ac etetal
=
Eruhwij ah etetal
=
Ehhan ah kchhane =
Enana aer kchhane =

it-fast/my/walk
it-slow/your/walk
it-good/your/do-it
it-bad/their/do-it

= I walk fast
= You walk slow
= You do it well
= They do it badly

- In the same way, you can make sentences like ‘I fish often,’ ‘I usually fish,’ etc. Here are some
words you can use in this way:
emakijkij
ejxkkutkut
ekks wct
eto

=
=
=
=

often
seldom
usually, very often
for a long time

evap
=
edik
=
juon/ruo/jilu alen
=
or juon/ruo/jilu katten

a lot
little
one/two/three times

For example:
Emakijkij ac exgcd
=
Ejxkkutkut am exgcd =
Ekks wct an naginmej =
Eto ac psd ilo Tcks
=
Eto ac jab lo eok
=
Eto ac jagin lo eok
=
Evap ad idaak
=
Evap an Merina ekkatak =
Edik am hcgs
=
Ruo katten ac psd ilo Je =
Jete katten am exgcd? =

often/my/fish
seldom/your/fish
very often/his/sick
long time/my/located/in/Taka

long time/my/not/see/you
long time/my/not yet/see you

a lot/our/drink
a lot/her/Merina/learn
little/your/eat
two/time/my/located/in/Je
how many/time/your/fish?

= I fish often
= You seldom fish
= He is sick very often
= I have been on Taka a long time
= I haven’t seen you for a long time
= I haven’t seen you for a long time
= We drink a lot
= Merina learns a lot
= You don’t eat very much
= I have been in Je twice
= How many times have you fished?

- For a few words, you can just put them at the end of the sentence like in English:
jidik
jet ien
aolep iien

a little, for a little while
sometimes
always

juon/ruo/jilu alen
or juon/ruo/jilu katten
lcg alen

one/two/three times
often, many times

For example:
Kwcj hcgs jidik
=
Ij iukkure jet ien
=
Iaar etal gan Ebeye juon alen =

you-PRES/eat/a little
I-PRES/play/sometimes
I-PAST/go/to/Ebeye/one/time
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= You eat a little
= I play sometimes
= I went to Ebeye once

Vocabulary
keememej
jibwe
byby
jihha
kcvvs
kcmat
mat
kybwe
kwcpej (from English)
votak

remember
Ex. Ij keememej = I remember
to take, to grab, to touch
grandma
grandpa
to pay, to get paid
to cook
cooked (not raw)
feces
garbage
to be born

Pronunciation Practice – r and d
Marshallese ‘r’ and ‘d’ are very different from English ‘r’ and ‘d,’ but very similar to
each other. To start being able to pronounce them, say the following sentence over and over:
‘dead-headed Ed edited it.’ As you do it faster and faster, you will notice that your tongue is
going up towards the ridge behind your teeth and quickly tapping it before going back down.
This is equivalent to the untrilled (not rolled) ‘r’ in Spanish, and is very close to both ‘r’ and ‘d’
in Marshallese. If you can master this untrilled ‘r’ then you can use it for both ‘r’ and ‘d,’ and
Marshallese people will usually understand you.
If you want to be able to pronounce Marshallese ‘r’ and ‘d’ even better, than you need to
learn to trill (roll) your r’s. Say ‘oughta’ over and over, and feel your tongue tapping against the
ridge behind your teeth. Eventually, you will find the right tongue position where the air coming
out of your mouth makes your tongue vibrate against the ridge behind your teeth. Practice it
every day until you get it.
If you want to pronounce Marshallese ‘r’ and ‘d’ perfectly, then you need to learn the
slight difference between them. ‘d’ is the same as ‘r’ except that ‘d’ is pronounced with the
tongue a little bit closer to the front of the mouth. ‘r’ is articulated on the ridge behind the teeth,
but ‘d’ is articulated right at the top of the teeth. This is a very difficult contrast to master, but it
is worth trying.
Here are some words to practice on:
rihajev
ripslle
ire
hcrc
karreo
jorrssn
iar
kcttar

‘Marshallese person’
‘American’
‘fight’
‘kill’
‘to clean’
‘problem’
‘lagoon’
‘wait’

dik
dsn
idaak
jidik
leddik
vaddik
ad
psd

‘small’
‘liquid’
‘drink’
‘a little’
‘girl’
‘boy’
‘our’
‘located’
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Lesson 36: Pretty big, very big, big enough, too big
In the last lesson you learned how to make sentences like ‘I fish often’ by saying ‘it is
often my fish.’ You can also do the same sort of thing with adjectives, to say things like ‘It is
very good,’ ‘it is pretty good,’ etc. Here are some words you can use this way:
evap
edik
ebwe
ejabwe

very
not very
somewhat, pretty, fairly, enough
not enough

For example:
Evap an ehhan
Edik an ehhan
Ebwe an kilep
Ejabwe an kilep
Evap ah naginmej
Ejabwe aer aetok
Evap an kilep

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

it-big/its/good
it-small/its/good
it-enough/its/big
it-not enough/its/big
it-big/your/sick
it-not enough/their/tall
it-big/its/big

= It is very good
= It is not very good
= It is pretty big or It is big enough
= It is not big enough
= You are very sick
= They are not tall enough
= It is big

- If you want to say sentences like ‘It is big enough,’ ‘I walk slowly,’ or ‘I eat a lot’ in the past or
future, then put ‘naaj’ or ‘kar’ either with the first word or after the word for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc.:
Ekar bwe an kilep
or Ebwe an kar kilep
Ekar hckaj ac etetal
or Ehckaj ac kar etetal
Enaaj vap ah hcgs
or Evap ah naaj hcgs

=
=
=
=
=
=

it-PAST/enough/its/big
enough/its/PAST/big
it-PAST/fast/my/walk
it-fast/my/PAST/walk
it-FUTURE/big/your/eat
it-big/your/FUTURE/eat

= It was big enough
= I walked fast
= You will eat a lot

- There are also a few words like this that go right before the adjective, like in English:
lukkuun
or lukkuun in
jab lukkuun
or jab lukkuun in

very, really
not very

kanooj
or kanooj in
jab kanooj
or jab kanooj in

very, really

kadik

particularly, too

not very

For example:
Elukkuun kilep
=
Ejab lukkuun ehhan =
Kwckanooj in jouj
=
Ekadik kilep
=
Ekadik lcg
=

it-very/big
it-not/very/good
you-very/of/nice
it-particularly,too/big
it-particularly,too/there are
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= It is very big
= It is not very good
= You are very nice
= It is particularly big or It is too big
= There are too many

Vocabulary
retio (from English)
tsskji (from English)
teej (from English)
psstvxk
ibwijtok
kafahfah
kabbcl
kun
jabdewct
marok
kctvxk

radio
taxi
test, exam, take a test
tide going out (getting lower)
tide coming in (getting higher)
mosquito coil
to turn on (a light, lamp, etc.)
to turn off (a light, lamp, etc.)
any, anything, anybody
dark
let, allow, let go, release

Language Tip - Too much, too big
To say phrases like ‘too much,’ ‘too many,’ or ‘too big’ in Marshallese, you can use
‘kadik’ for ‘too.’ But you can also just say ‘a lot,’ ‘very many,’ ‘very big,’ and context indicates
that you mean ‘too much,’ ‘too big.’ For instance:
Elukkuun lcg armej

=

it-very/there are/people

Ekadik lcg armej
Evap ah idaak

=
=

it-too/there are/people
it-big/your/drink

Ekadik vap ah idaak =

it-too/big/your/drink

= There are many people
or There are too many people
= There are too many people
= You drink a lot
or You drink too much
= You drink too much

If you want to say ‘it is too big to carry’ or ‘the tide is too low to fish’ just use ‘lukkuun’
for ‘too’ and ‘gan’ for ‘to’ :
Elukkuun psst gan exgcd=

it-very/low tide/for/fishing
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= The tide is too low to go fishing

Lesson 37: After you go, before you go, I see you go, I watch you go
- You can use ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. in yet another way in Marshallese. To say ‘after you go,’ or
‘before you go,’ you say instead ‘after your go,’ ‘before your go’. Here are the words for ‘after’
and ‘before’:
slikin or hcjin
hokta jsn

after
before

For example:
hcjin jerbal
hcjin am jerbal
hokta jsn iukkure
hokta jsn aer iukkure

=
=
=
=

after/work
after/your/work
before/play
before/their/play

= after working
= after you work
= before playing
= before they play

- You can also use ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. to say ‘I let you go’ (‘I let your go’) ‘I watch you go (‘I
watch your go’) or ‘I wait for you to go’ (‘I wait for your go’), etc.:
Rej kctvxk ah iukkure
=
Ij alwcj am iukkure
=
Kwaar lo ac etal
=
Raar rog ad bwebwenato =
Ij kcttar ah kcmat
=

they-PRES/let/your/play
I-PRES/watch/your/play
you-PAST/see/my/go
they-PAST/hear/our/talk
I-PRES/wait for/your/cook

= They let you play.
= I am watching you play
= You saw me go
= They heard us talking
= I am waiting for you to cook

- You can also use ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. after the word for ‘because of’ (‘kcn’) to make a phrase like
‘because you are sick,’ ‘because you are working’:
kcn am naginmej =
kcn an Alino jerbal =

because of/your/sick
because of/her/Alino/work

= because you are sick
= because Alino is working

(You can also just say ‘kcnke’ or ‘bwe’ to mean ‘because,’ as in ‘kcnke kwcnaginmej’ (‘because
you are sick.’)
- This can also be used to say ‘Thank you for ____’
Kohhool kcn hcgs eo
=
Kohhool kcn ah jipag ec =

thank you/because of/food/the
thank you/because of/your/help/me
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= Thank you for the food
= Thank you for helping me

Vocabulary
kinaak
bxxj (from English)
bar
bcran
inepata
jea (from English)
jitto
jittak

to tell on, to report someone to an authority figure
boss, leader
head, head hair
head of, head hair of, tip of
worry, worried, upset
Ex. Jab inepata = Don’t worry
chair
western half of an island
eastern half of an island

Pronunciation Practice – ‘j’
Marshallese ‘j’ sounds something like English ‘s,’ ‘sh,’ ‘z,’ ‘j,’ ‘ts,’ ‘ch,’ or ‘garage,’ but
it is not quite any of these. To learn how to pronounce it more accurately, say English ‘s’ and
then ‘sh.’ Say one and then the other over and over again and notice what your tongue is doing.
In both sounds the tongue is near the top of the mouth, and a little bit of air is escaping over it,
making a hissing sound. With ‘s,’ the tongue is behind the teeth, but with ‘sh’ it is farther back,
behind the ridge that is behind the teeth. Now pronounce ‘s,’ hold it, and slowly turn it into ‘sh.’
If you stop halfway in between, then you have Marshallese ‘j.’
‘j’ sometimes sounds different than this, but it is always pronounced in the same place in
the mouth, halfway in between where English ‘s’ and ‘sh’ are pronounced. Another
pronunciation of ‘j’ other than the one described in the paragraph above is as follows: pronounce
English ‘ts’ (like in ‘pots’) over and over and slowly change it into ‘ch’ (like in ‘chat’). If you
stop halfway in between, you will have this other pronunciation of ‘j.’ Try saying these words
with either the s/sh pronunciation or the ts/ch pronunciation:
jaab
juon
jsn

‘no’
‘one’
‘from’

‘finished’
hcj
aebcj ‘drinking water’
‘dead’
mej

ejjevxk
kajjitck
kajjiog
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‘there are no’
‘question’
‘try’

Lesson 38: How, how much, how long, how big (More about questions)
In Lesson 19 you learned some common questions words (‘who,’ ‘what,’ etc.) and
learned that they can be put in many places in the sentence, not just at the beginning. There are
some exceptions to this. For the words for ‘how,’ ‘how much,’ ‘how long,’ and a certain word
for ‘why,’ you must put them at the beginning of the sentence. Here are these words:
ewi wsween
or enret
or slmen

ewi jogan
ewi toon
ta unin

how?

how much?
how long? (in time, not length)
why?

To use these words, put ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. afterwards. For instance:
Enret ami kchhane?
Ewi jogan ah jevs
kajin hajev?
Ewi toon ah psd ilo
Majuro?
Ta unin ami hcfcfc?

=
=

how/your(plural)/do-it
how much/your/know
/language of/Marshall

= How do you guys do it?
= How much Marshallese do
you know?
= how long/your/located/in/ = How long have you been
Majuro
in Majuro?
= why/your(plur.)/happy
= Why are you guys happy?
(Remember that there is another word for ‘why’ [‘etke’] which is used exactly like in English:
‘Etke kwcj jerbal?’ means ‘Why are you working?’)
- ‘Ewi jogan’ can also be used for the ‘how’ in ‘how big?’ ‘how tall?’ ‘how small?’ etc.:
Ewi jogan an kilep?
=
Ewi jogan ah naginmej? =

how much/its/big
how much/your/sick

= How big is it?
= How sick are you?

- If you want to say any of these sentences in the past or future, add ‘kar’ or ‘naaj’ either before
the question word, or after the word for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc.:
Naaj enret aer kchhane?
or Enret aer naaj kchhane?
Kar ewi jogan am naginmej?
or Ewi jogan am kar naginmej?

=
=
=
=

FUTURE/how/their/do-it
how/their/FUTURE/do-it
PAST/how much/your/sick
how much/your/PAST/sick

= How will they do it?
= How sick were you?

- You must be careful when you want to say ‘how.’ If you mean ‘how’ in the sense of ‘in what
way,’ ‘by what means,’ use ‘ewi wsween,’ ‘enret,’ or ‘slmen.’ If you mean ‘how’ in the sense
of ‘is it good?’ ‘do you like it?’, then use ‘ehhan ke’ (‘is it good?’). If you mean ‘how’ in the
sense of ‘what’s it doing?’ ‘what is its condition?’, then use ‘ej et’ (‘it does what’). For example:
Ewi wsween ah =
hcgs ms?
Ehhan ke
=
Havoevap?
Ej et lag?
=

how/your/eat/breadfruit
it-good/?/Maloelap
it-PRES/do what/weather
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= How do you eat breadfruit?
(In what way? By what means?)
= How’s Maloelap?
(Is it good? Do you like it?)
= How’s the weather?
(What is it doing? What is its condition?)

Vocabulary
joob (from English)
joob in tutu
joob in kwavkov
kijeek
ps
pedped
tcmak

wcn
bcjrak
kxkkure

soap
soap for bathing
soap for washing
fire
hand, arm, wing
reef, foundation
believe
Ex. Ij jab tcmak eok = I don’t believe you
Ex. Ij tcmak bwe kwcnaaj bar itok = I think you will come back
turtle
stop
to mess up (something), waste, break (a rule), violate, hurt, ruin,
damage, harm

Pronunciation Practice – More about j
In the Pronunciation Practice in the last lesson, you learned that ‘j’ is pronounced halfway
in between ‘s’ and ‘sh,’ or ‘ts’ and ‘ch.’ The only time when this isn’t true is when ‘j’ is
surrounded by vowels on both sides, such as in the words ‘hajev’ and ‘mijak.’ In this case ‘j’ is
pronounced halfway in between English ‘j’ (as in ‘jam’) and the ‘g’ in ‘mirage.’ Start by
pronouncing an English ‘j’ (as in ‘jam’) and slowly turn it into the ‘g’ in ‘mirage.’ If you stop
halfway in between, then you have the pronunciation of Marshallese ‘j’ when it is between
vowels.
Here are some words to practice on:
hajev ‘Marshall Islands’
mijak ‘scared’

rijikuuv
kajin

‘student’
‘language’
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kcjerbal
bwijin

‘use’
‘many’

Lesson 39: Which fish, what kind of fish, you and who else?
There are even more ways to make questions in Marshallese.
- To say ‘which ___’ or ‘what kind of ____’, use the following words after the noun:
ta
rot
or rct
or tor

which?
what kind of?

For example:
Sne ta? =
Ek rct? =

island/which
fish/what kind

= Which island?
= What kind of fish?

- There is a question word that means ‘and who else?’:
et

and who else?

For example:
Kwe et? =
Amy et? =

you/and who else
Amy/and who else

= You and who else?
= Amy and who else?

- There is yet another word for ‘why,’ which is used in a special way:
jaah

why?

You must put it right after a subject pronoun. For example:
Ejaah jerbal? =
Kwcjaah jevs =
kajin hajev?

he-why/work
you-why/know/
language of/Marshall

= Why is he working?
= Why do you know Marshallese?
(i.e. How do you know it? How did you learn it?)
(As you can see from the second example, ‘jaah’ can sometimes imply ‘how.’)
- There are some question words that always go by themselves, never with a sentence:
Ewcr ta?
Eita?
Eita ___?
Eet?
Tu ia?

What’s up? What’s happening?
What’s the matter?
What’s the matter with ___?
What’s the matter?
Where exactly?
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Ebajeet?
Bwe?
Bwe ta?
Bwe et?
Im ta?

Why?
Why?
Why?
Why?
In order to do what?

Vocabulary
devxg
diwcj
jimattan
kcn menin
jovxk iien or kxkkure iien
karjin (from English)
lav in
vain (from English)
hcttan ___
peev (from English)

to enter, to go inside
to exit, to go outside
half, half of
so (as in ‘I was sick, so I didn’t go to school’), therefore
waste time
kerosene
the world, the Earth
line, clothesline, line up, form a line
in (a certain amount of time), ___ remaining
Ex. Hcttan ruo = Two left/two more
bell

Pronunciation Practice – How to pronounce the name of your island correctly
This book uses the new spelling system, which spells words very close to how they are
pronounced. The only exception is the names of places, which have been spelled according to
the old system for so long that they are almost never spelled with the new system. However, so
that you can pronounce the names of atolls, islands, and parts of Majuro correctly, here are the
real pronunciations. As you can see, some of them are quite far from the normal spelling:
Usual
Spelling
Ailinginae
Ailinglaplap
Aerok
Je
Woja
Arno
Ine
Kilane
Tinak
Aur
Bikar
Bikini
Ebon
Taka
Eniwetak
Erikub
Jabwot
Jaluit

Actual
Pronunciation
Aelcginae
Aelcgvapvap
Aerck
Je
Wcja
Arfo or Affo
Ine
Kilage
Tinak
Aur
Pikaar
Pikinni
Epoon
Tcks
Snewstak
Sdkup
Jebat
Jslwcj or Jslooj

Usual
Spelling
Jemo
Kili
Knox
Kwajalein
Ebeye
Lae
Likiep
Majuro
Ajeltake
Delap
Ejit
Enemanit
Laura
Rairok
Rita
Rongrong
Uliga
Woja

Actual
Pronunciation
Jsmx
Kcle
Fadikdik
Kuwajleen
Ibae
Lae
Likiep
Msjro
Ajeltake
Tevap
Sjej
Snehanct
Vora
Rairck
Rita
Rogrog
Wylka
Wcja
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Usual
Spelling
Maloelap
Mejit
Mili
Namorik
Namu
Majkin
Rongelap
Rongerik
Taka
Ujae
Ujelang
Utirik
Wotho
Wotje
Wodmej

Actual
Pronunciation
Havoevap
Msjeej or Mejeej
Mile
Nahdik
Naho
Hajkcn
Rogvap
Rogdik
Tcks
Wyjae
Wyjlag
Utrck
Wctto
Wcjjs
Wcdmeej

Lesson 40: When you come, when you came, what, where, and if
In Lesson 19 you learned that the word for ‘when’ is ‘gsst.’ However, if you want to say
‘Leave when it is finished’ or ‘I’ll fish when it is low tide’ (that is, when the word ‘when’ is not
implying a question), then use the word ‘ge’:
Rxxl ge ehcj
=
(not Rxxl gsst ehcj)
Inaaj exgcd ge epsst =

leave/when/it-finished

= Leave when it is finished

I-FUTURE/fish/when/it-low tide

= I will fish when it is low tide

(not Inaaj exgcd gsst epsst)

- If you are saying ‘when’ in the past tense, such as in the sentence ‘I didn’t know how to fish
when I came,’ then you must use ‘ke’ (not ‘ge’) for ‘when’. Since this is only used for the past
tense, having the past tense afterward is optional:
Iaar jaje exgcd ke ij itok

=

(not Iaar jaje exgcd ge ij itok)
or Iaar jaje exgcd ke iaar itok =
(not Iaar jaje exgcd ge iaar itok)

I-PAST/not know/fish
/when(past)/I-PRES/come
I-PAST/not know/fish
/when(past)/I-PAST/come

= I didn’t know how to fish
when I came

- ‘Ge’ can also mean ‘if,’ so there is some ambiguity:
Bojrak ge kwchck

=

stop/when,if/you-tired

= Stop when you’re tired
or Stop if you’re tired
they-FUTURE/eat
Rcnaaj hcgs ge rckwcle =
= They will eat when they are hungry
/when,if/they-hungry or They will eat if they are hungry
If you want to make sure that you say ‘if,’ not ‘when,’ then say ‘evagge,’ which means only ‘if.’
- If you are saying ‘if’ in a sentence like ‘I don’t know if they are working’ or ‘I am going to see
if they are studying’ you can use either ‘evagge’ or make the phrase into a question by adding
‘ke’:
Ijaje evagge rej
=
jerbal
or Ijaje rej ke
=
jerbal
Inaaj lale evagge =
rej ekkatak
or Inaaj lale rej ke =
ekkatak

I-don’t know/if/theyPRES/work
I-don’t know
/they-PRES/?/work
I-FUTURE/look/if
/they-PRES/study
I-FUTURE/look
/they-PRES/?/study
1

= I don’t know if
they are working
= I don’t know are
they working?

= I don’t know if they
are working

= I will look if they
are studying
= I will look are they
studying?

= I am going to see if
they are studying

- If you are using the word ‘what’ without implying a question (such as in the sentence ‘I know
what you did’) then do not use ‘ta,’ but rather ‘men eo’ (‘the thing’) or ‘men ko’ (‘the things’):
Ijevs men eo kwaar kchhane=
Rogjake men ko ij ba
=

I-know/thing/the/you-PAST/did-it
listen to/thing/the(plural)/I-PRES/say

= I know what you did
= Listen to what I say

- If you are using the word ‘where’ without implying a question (such as in the sentence ‘Go to
where there are fish’ then do not use ‘ia,’ but rather ‘ijo’ (‘there’) and put ‘ie’ at the end of the
sentence:
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Etal gan ijo ewcr ek ie =

go/to/there/there are/fish/in-it

= Go to where there are fish

it-good/there/I-PAST/born/in-it

= I like where I was born

(not Etal gan ia ewcr ek)

Ehhan ijo iaar votak ie =
(not Ehhan ia iaar votak)

Vocabulary
hwilav
pejpej
uklele (from English)
kautiej
baro (from English)
innsm vak hcj
kadek
ek in kadek
dsnnin kadek

deep, profound
shallow
ukulele, to play the ukulele
respect, to treat respectfully
borrow
and then
poisonous (of fish), poisoned (from eating fish), intoxicated,
drunk, get drunk
poisonous fish
alcohol

Pronunciation Practice – ‘t’
You have already learned some Marshallese letters that are pronounced differently in
different contexts. For instance, ‘j’ usually sounds like a cross between ‘s’ and ‘sh,’ but when it
is right between two vowels it sounds like a cross between ‘z’ and the ‘g’ in ‘mirage.’
Marshallese ‘t’ is another letter that is pronounced differently in different contexts.
Usually it is pronounced close to an English ‘t.’ But listen to the way that Marshallese people
say the following word: ‘tutu.’ The first ‘t’ sounds a lot like an English ‘t,’ but the second one
sounds more like English ‘d.’ (If they are speaking very carefully and deliberately, both t’s may
be like English ‘t.’) Thus, Marshallese ‘t’ usually sounds like English ‘t,’ but when it is right
between two vowels, it sounds more like English ‘d.’
Here are some words to practice on:
Sounds like
English ‘t’
tutu
tata
ti
etto
rytto
hanit
lxjet

Sounds like
English ‘d’
‘take a shower’
‘-est’
‘tea’
‘a long time ago’
‘old’
‘culture’
‘ocean’

tutu
tata
itok
katak
jota
letok
ralitck

‘take a shower’
‘-est’
‘come’
‘learn’
‘evening’
‘give to me’
‘eight’
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Lesson 41: To me, to you (Directionals)
- To say ‘to me,’ ‘to you,’ etc. in Marshallese, you can sometimes just say ‘gan ga,’ ‘gan kwe,’
etc. like in English. However, you can also use the following words:
Directionals
tok
wcj or waj
vxk

to me/us (towards where I am or where we are)
to you (towards where you are)
to him/her/it/them (away from where you are and where I am)

These can be put after most verbs involving the movement of something from one place to
another. For example:
ac =
actok =

swim
swim to me/us or swim to here

acwcj=
acvxk =

swim to you or swim to where you are
swim to him/her/it/them or swim away

- There are some verbs that always have one of these words attached to them. They cannot exist
without them. Here are some of these verbs:
ileks-

go
give
fly, jump

reilojo-

look at
visit
throw

jilkinevpo-

send
pay attention to, take seriously
to arrive in a boat

For example:
letok =
lewcj =
levxk =
kstok =
ksvxk =

give-to me,us

give-to you
give-away
fly-to me,us
fly-away

= give to me/us
= give to you
= give to him/her/it/them
= fly to here
= fly away

reiwcj =
lotok
=
jovxk
=
jilkinwcj =
evtok
=

look at-to you
visit-to me,us
throw-away
send-to you
pay att.-to me

= look at you
= visit me/us
= throw away
= send to you
= pay att. to me

- Sometimes when you put these directionals onto a word, we would use a different word in
English. For example:
iitok
iwcj
ivxk*

go
go to me/us = come
go to you = come with you
go to anywhere other than me
or you = go or go away
delxg
enter
delxgtok enter to me/us = come in
delxgwcj enter to you = come in to
where you are
delxgvxk enter to anywhere other than
me or you = go in

*

bck
bcktok
bckwcj
bckvxk
rxxl
rxxltok
rxxlwcj
rxxlvxk

take
take to me/us = bring
take to you = bring to you
take to anywhere other than me or you =
take to him/her/it/them
leave
leave to here => return (to here)
leave to where you are = return (to where
you are)
leave to there = return (to there)

The word ‘etal’ (‘go’) is more commonly used for the same meaning.
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- If you put ‘vxk’ at the end of other verbs, it means ‘hurry up and’:
hcgs vxk =
itok vxk =

hurry up and eat
hurry up and come

- There are directionals other than ‘tok,’ ‘wcj,’ and ‘vxk.’ There are ones meaning ‘forward,’
‘backward,’ ‘to the lagoon,’ ‘to the ocean,’ and so forth. These are in Lesson 100.

Vocabulary
men in le- (with -tok,
-wcj, and -vxk)
kimej
bxxk (from English)
bwilcg or ilbck
kekcb
vsibrsre (from English)
haiv (from English)
pstcre
waj (from English)
wcnhaanvxk
epaak (gan)

gift, present
Ex. Juon men in lewcj = A gift for you
palm frond
box
surprised, amazed
dipper
library
mile
battery
wristwatch
to go forward, to go on, to continue
near (to), close (to)

Pronunciation Practice – ‘p’
In the last Pronunciation Practice you learned that Marshallese ‘t’ sounds like English ‘d’
when it is sandwiched between two vowels. A very similar thing happens with Marshallese ‘p.’
Have a Marshallese person say the following word: ‘pepe.’ The first ‘p’ sounds like an English
‘p,’ but the second one sounds more like English ‘b.’ Normally, Marshallese ‘p’ sounds like
English ‘p,’ but if it is sandwiched directly between two vowels, it sounds like English ‘b.’
Here are some words to practice on:
Sounds like
English ‘p’
pepe
psd
ippsn
kappok
kilep

Sounds like
English ‘b’
‘decide’
‘located’
‘with’
‘look for’
‘big’

pepe
ripslle
tcpar
tipi
wcpij

‘decide’
‘American’
‘get to a place’
‘television’
‘office’
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Lesson 42: Big, bigger, biggest (Comparatives and superlatives)
Saying sentences like ‘I am bigger,’ ‘I am bigger than you,’ ‘I am the biggest’ works very
much like in English. These are the words you need:
-vxk*

-er

-tata

-est

jsn

than

For example:
kilep
kilepvxk (jsn kwe)
kileptata

limo
limovxk (jsn jerbal)
limotata

big
bigger (than you)
the biggest

fun
more fun (than working)
the most fun

- There is one difference from English. If you have ‘jsn’ (‘than’), then the ‘vxk’ or ‘tata’ is
optional:
Ekilep jsn Aur =
Ekilep jsn aolep =

it-big/from/Aur
it-big/from/all

= It is bigger than Aur
= It is the biggest

- To say ‘much bigger,’ use ‘lukkuun’ (‘very’) for ‘much’:
Elukkuun kilepvxk (jsn ga) =

it-very/big-er(/from/me)

= It is much bigger (than me)

- You can also use ‘vxk’ and ‘tata’ on some verbs to get meanings that we would express
differently in English:
Ijevs exgcd
=
Ijevsvxk exgcd (jsn kwe) =
Ijevstata exgcd
=
Ijaje exgcd
=
Ijajevxk exgcd (jsn kwe) =
Ijajetata exgcd
=

I-know/fish
I-know-more/fish(/than/you)
I-know-most/fish
I-not know/fish
I-not know-more/fish(/than/you)

I-not know-most/fish

= I know how to fish
= I am better at fishing (than you)
= I am the best at fishing
= I don’t know how to fish
= I am worse at fishing (than you)
= I am the worst at fishing

- If you want to say ‘there are more NOUN,’ ‘there are the most NOUN,’ then use ‘elcg’ with
‘vxk’ and ‘tata’:
Elcgvxk ek ilo Hajev =
(jsn Amedka)
Elcgtata ek ilo Hajev =

there are-more/fish/in
/Marshall (/than/America)
there are-most/fish/in/Marshall

= There are more fish in the Marshall Islands
(than America)
= There are the most fish in the Marshall Islands

- You can also use ‘evap’ to make sentences like ‘it is bigger,’ ‘it is biggest’:
Evap ac aetok jsn kwe
=
Evap ah naginmej jsn ga =

it-big/my/tall/than/you
it-big/your/sick/than/me

= I am taller than you
= You are sicker than me

- Saying ‘less big,’ ‘least big’ works differently. See Lesson 95.
*

Not to be confused with the ‘vxk’ that means ‘to him/her/it/them’ or ‘hurry up and.’
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Dialogue
A: Ehhan ke Jonathan ippah?
B: Elukkuun ehhan. Ehhanvxk jsn Bob.
A: Kobwebwe* ke? Elukkuun ehhan Bob jsn
Jonathan.
B: Ejab. Ejouj Jonathan jsn Bob, im elukkuun
jevsvxk kajin hajev.
A: Ak Bob evap an jevs exgcd, eddeb, im
basket jsn Jonathan.

A: Do you like Jonathan?
B: I like him a lot. He’s better than Bob.
A: Are you crazy? Bob is much better than
Jonathan.
B: No he’s not. Jonathan is nicer than Bob,
and he speaks much better Marshallese.
A: But Bob is better at fishing, husking
coconuts, and playing basketball than
Jonathan.
B: Kwcj hool, ak ehhantata Jonathan ippa B: You’re right, but I like Jonathan best
bwe evakatutata.
because he’s the best-looking.

Vocabulary
ahwin
bakcj (from English)
hoktata
sliktata
jaki
kcjak

to wash one’s hands
bucket
first (in a series of things)
last (in a series of things)
mat
joke, funny, strange
Ex. Ekcjak = It’s funny
Ex. Ij kchhan kcjak = I’m making a joke/I’m just kidding
juuj (from English)
shoe
keinabbu
papaya
kiaj (from English)
gas
jevs hanit
polite
jaje hanit or gak hanit rude

*

Notice that ‘bwebwe’ is one word where you use ‘ko’ for ‘you’ instead of ‘kwc.’
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Lesson 43: Again, back, also, else
There is an extremely useful word in Marshallese: ‘bar.’ The basic meaning is ‘again,’
and you put it before the verb:
Ij bar kchhane
=
Iban bar kchhane =

I-PRES/again/do-it
I-will not/again/do-it

= I am doing it again
= I won’t do it again

- With some words, we would translate it instead as ‘back’:
Bar itok =
Bar etal =
Bar letok =
Bar lewcj =

again/come
again/go
again/give-to me
again/give-to you

= Come back
= Go back
= Give back to me
= Give back to you

- In other contexts we would translate it as ‘too/also’ or ‘either’:
Bar ga
=
Bar kwe
=
Bar ga ij kchhane =
Ibar naginmej
=
Ijab bar naginmej =

again/me
again/you
again/me/I-PRES/do-it
I-again/sick
I-not/again/sick

= Me too
= You too
= I do it too
= I am sick again or I am sick too
= I am not sick again or I am not sick either

- If ‘bar’ is before a question word, it is like English ‘else’:
Bar ta? =
Bar wcn? =

again/what
again/who

= What else?
= Who else?

- Sometimes ‘bar’ means ‘more’ (but not ‘more’ in the sense of ‘more beautiful’ or ‘more
people,’ as you learned in Lesson 42):
Bar jidik
Bar juon
Bar juon alen
Bar lewcj jidik

=
=
=
=

again/a little
again/one
again/one/time
again/give-to you/a little

= A little more
= One more
= One more time
= Give you a little more

- ‘Jab bar’ (‘not again’), can be used to say ‘Don’t do that again’ or ‘Stop doing that’:
Jab bar iukkure =

not/again/play

= Don’t play again or Stop playing!

- As you can see, ‘bar’ has many different meanings in different contexts, but the basic meaning
is always ‘again.’ If you want to make sure that you say ‘also,’ and not any of the other
meanings, say ‘barsinwct’ instead. If you want to make sure that you say ‘again,’ and not any of
the other meanings, say ‘bar juon alen.’
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Dialogue
A: Kwcj hcga ta?
B: Ga ij hcgs raij im ms.
A: Ennx ke raij?
B: Ennx. Ebar ennx ms.
A: Ehhan. Ehcj ke ah hcgs?
B: Ejagin. Inaaj bar hcgs jidik.
A: Ga ij bar lewcj jidik raij?
B: Aet, bar letok jidik.
A: Im bar ta?
B: Im jidik ms barsinwct.
A: Ekwe. Ga itcn bar bcktoke jsn hcn kuk
eo.
B: Kohhooltata.
A: Kwcbar ehhool.
B: Ebajeet?
A: Kcnke kwcj ekkatak hcgs im bwebwenato
in rihajev.

A: What are you eating?
B: I’m eating rice and breadfruit.
A: Is the rice good?
B: It’s good. The breadfruit is also tasty.
A: Good. Are you finished eating?
B: Not yet. I’m going to eat a little more.
A: Should I give you a little more rice?
B: Yes, give me a little more.
A: And what else?
B: And a little breadfruit also.
A: Okay. I’ll bring it back from the cook
house.
B: Thank you very much.
A: Thank you too.
B: Why?
A: Because you are learning to eat and talk like
a Marshallese person.

Vocabulary
lag
mejatoto
vaah (from English)
ne
pakij (from English)
to
wctcr (from English)
Baibcv (from English)
byrinjibcv (from English)
avav
kyta (from English)

sky, weather
sky, air, climate
lamp
leg, foot (both the part of the body and the unit of measurement)
package
rope, string
to order something over the radio
Bible
principal
wood, stick of wood
guitar, to play the guitar
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Lesson 44: Another coconut, the other coconut, the other coconuts
In the last lesson you learned the word ‘bar’ and its many uses. There is another use of
the word ‘bar’ to mean ‘other’:
bar juon
or juon bar
bar ruo/jilu/emsn
or ruo/jilu/emsn bar
bar jet
or jet bar

=
=
=
=
=
=

again/one
one/again
again/two,three,four
two,three,four/again
again/some
some/again

= another
= two/three/four other
= some other, a few other

For example:
Bar juon ni
=
Jiljino bar ehhaan =
Bar jet armej
=

again/one/coconut
six/again/man
again/some/person

= Another coconut
= Six other men
= Some other people

- If you are using these phrases with a verb, put ‘bar’ before the verb:
Bar letok juon ni =
Bar jerbal juon iic =

again/give-to me/one/coconut
again/work/one/year

= Give me another coconut
= Work another [one more] year

- If you want to say ‘the other coconut,’ or ‘the other coconuts,’ you do not use ‘bar.’ You must
use the word for ‘the’ followed by ‘juon’ (if singular) or ‘jet’ (if plural). (Also remember that
there are three words for ‘the’ depending on whether it is singular or plural, and human or nonhuman). For example:
ni eo juon
leddik eo juon
ni ko jet
leddik ro jet

=
=
=
=

coconut/the(singular)/one
girl/the(singular)/one
coconut/the(plural, non-human)/some
girl/the(plural, human)/some

= the other coconut
= the other girl
= the other coconuts
= the other girls

- You use the same words to make phrases like ‘everyone else,’ ‘everything else’:
Aolep armej ro jet =
Aolep men ko jet =

all/person/the/some
all/thing/the/some
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= all the other people
= all the other things

= Everyone else
= Everything else

Vocabulary
iuhwin

jemjem
kcjparok
pojak
keinikkan
va-

li-

harhar
ehhcvovo (E: sometimes
hchcvovo)
uwe

under, for (a certain amount of time)
Ex. Iuhwin tebcv eo = Under the table
Ex. Iuhwin juon awa = For an hour
to sharpen
to protect, to take care of, to treat gently, to conserve
Ex. Kcjparok ah mour = Take care of yourself
ready
plant (noun)
informal word attached to the beginning of a male name, to refer
to a man or boy in an informal, familiar, or affectionate way
Ex. VaAli = Ali (referred to in an informal way)
informal word attached to the beginning of a female name, to refer
to a woman or girl in an informal, familiar, or affectionate way
Ex. LiTonika = Tonika (referred to in an informal way)
necklace
cool (in the sense of ‘pleasantly cold’)
to get on (a boat, car, etc.), to ride

Language Tip – Va- and LiIn the vocabulary above you saw the words ‘va’ and ‘li,’ which you attach to the
beginning of male and female names, respectively. These add more familiarity, informality, and
affection to the name. With some names, ‘va’ and ‘li’ are almost always added, to the point
where they become almost part of the name. Often nicknames are made with ‘va’ and ‘li’ by
adding some other word afterwards; for instance ‘vakuuj’ is like calling someone ‘Catman,’
‘Catboy,’ or ‘Mr. Cat’ and ‘likuuj’ is like calling them ‘Catwoman,’ ‘Catgirl,’ or ‘Ms. Cat.’ (A
scientist who studied pandanus in the Marshall Islands was given the nickname ‘vabcb,’ meaning
‘Pandanus Man.’)
In any of these cases, if you are on familiar and informal terms with the person, you can
use these words to good effect. If not, it is best not to use them, but if you do you are much more
likely to amuse the person than to offend them.
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Lesson 45: I want you to go, let me go (The subjunctive)
In earlier lessons you learned that ‘j,’ ‘ar,’ ‘kar,’ and ‘naaj’ are markers that can be put on
subject pronouns to get the present, past, and future tenses. There is one more of these markers,
‘n.’ In other books it is translated as ‘should,’ but this is not the best way to think about it
(‘aikuj’ is the usual word for ‘should’). It is better to think of it as the subjunctive, similar to that
of Spanish or French. (If you know what the ‘subjunctive’ is, then it might help you with this
lesson, but if you don’t, don’t worry about it.) Putting the ‘n’ marker on the subject pronouns
give you these forms:
i

+ n =

kwc + n =
e

+ n =

je

+ n =

kcm + n =
koh + n =
re

+ n =

in
kwcn
en
jen
kcmin
kohin
ren

= I-SUBJUNCTIVE
= you(singular)-SUBJUNCTIVE
= he,she,it-SUBJUNCTIVE
= we(inclusive)-SUBJUNCTIVE
= we(exclusive)-SUBJUNCTIVE
= you(plural)-SUBJUNCTIVE
= they-SUBJUNCTIVE

- These forms can be used to make sentences like ‘I want you to work’ ‘I need you to work,’ ‘I
tell you to work,’ etc. Use the word ‘bwe’ before the subjunctive form of the pronoun:
Ikcfaan bwe kwcn jerbal =
Ij aikuj bwe ren jerbal
=
Rej kajjitck bwe in jerbal =
Kwaar ba bwe ren jerbal =
Ij kchhan bwe ren jerbal =

I-want/that/you-SUBJUN./work
I-PRES/need/that/they-SUBJUN./work
they-PRES/ask/that/I-SUBJUN./work
you-PAST/tell/that/they-SUBJUN./work
I-PRES/make/that/they-SUBJUN./work

= I want you to work
= I need them to work
= They ask me to work
= You told them to work
= I make them work

- If you make the same kind of sentence with ‘lale’ (‘watch’) then it means ‘make sure that ___’:
Lale bwe kwcn jab wctlxk =

watch/that/you-SUBJUN./not/fall

= Make sure you don’t fall

- The same kind of construction can mean ‘so that’:
Ij ba gan kwe bwe kwcn jevs =

I-PRES/say/to/you/so that
/you-SUBJUN./know

Iaar bcke bwe ga in marog
kcjerbale

I-PAST/take-it/so that/me
/I-SUBJUN./can/use-it

=

= I am telling you so that you
know
= I took it so that I could use it

- If the word ‘bwe’ is used without the subjunctive after it, it means ‘because’:
Ij exgcd bwe ihcfcfc =
Ij exgcd bwe in hcfcfc =

I-PRES/fish/because/I-happy
I-PRES/fish/so that/I-SUBJUN./happy

= I am fishing because I am happy
= I am fishing so that I will be happy

- If you say ‘ga in’ (‘me/I-SUBJUNCTIVE’) by itself it means ‘let me ___’:
Ga in kchhane =
Ga in lale
=

me/I-SUBJUN./do-it
me/I-SUBJUN./look at
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= Let me do it
= Let me look at it or Let me see

Vocabulary
to get off (a boat, car, etc.), to come down, to climb down
to reach (a place), to get to (a place), to arrive at (a place)
Ex. Raar tcpar Majuro inne = They got to Majuro yesterday
turun msj
face
aetok
long, tall (of people)
kadu (E: kanu)
short, brief
buvcn mar or buvcn wojke jungle, forest
to
tcpar or tcprak

or buvcn jungle

aujpitcv (from English)
bwilxk
aorck
kwalxk

hospital
snapped, broken (of long thin hard objects, like pencils)
important, precious, valuable
to show

Pronunciation Practice – ‘k’
In the last two Pronunciation Practices you learned that Marshallese ‘t’ sounds like
English ‘d’ and Marshallese ‘p’ sounds like English ‘b’ when they are right between two vowels.
A similar thing happens with Marshallese ‘k.’ Have a Marshallese person say the word ‘kiki.’
The first ‘k’ sounds like an English ‘k,’ but the second one sounds more like English ‘g’ as in
‘go.’ Usually, Marshallese ‘k’ sounds like English ‘k,’ but if it is surrounded on both sides with
vowels, it sounds like English ‘g’ as in ‘go.’
Practice with these words:
Sounds like
English ‘k’
kiki
koko
kuku
lukkuun
kakkije
ak
ek

Sounds like English
‘g’ in ‘go’
‘sleep’
‘chocolate’
‘ride piggyback’
‘very’
‘to rest’
‘but’
‘fish’

kiki
koko
kuku
rogjake
slikin
pako
jikin
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‘sleep’
‘chocolate’
‘ride piggyback’
‘listen’
‘after’
‘shark’
‘place’

Lesson 46: Go, please go, let’s go (Commands, requests, and suggestions)
In this lesson you will learn to make commands and requests in both direct ways and
more polite ways. You will notice that some of these constructions use the subjunctive that you
learned in the last lesson. When ‘kwc’ is used, it is only for one person, and when ‘koh’ is used,
it is for more than one person:
Very direct
More polite

Very polite

Etal!
=
Kwcn etal
=
Kohin etal
=
Etal hck
=
Kab etal
=
Jouj im etal
=
Kwcn jouj im etal
=
Kohin jouj im etal
=
Kwcmarog ke etal? =
Koh marog ke etal? =

go
you-SUBJUN./go
you(plur.)-SUBJUN./go
go/please
and also/go
kind/and/go
you-SUBJUN./kind/and go
you(plur.)-SUBJUN./kind/and go
you-can/?/go
you(plur.)-can/?/go

= Go!
= Please go
= Please go
= Please go
= Be kind and go
= Please be kind and go
= Could you go?

- To make a negative command ‘don’t do that!’ or ‘please don’t do that,’ just add ‘jab’ before the
verb. For example:
Jab iukkure!
=
Kwcn jab byrohcj =
Jouj im jab lahcj =

not/play
you-SUBJUN./not/sad
kind/and/not/shout

= Don’t play!
= Don’t be sad
= Please don’t shout

- To make suggestions, such as ‘you should,’ or ‘you should have,’ use these constructions:
Kwcj aikuj ekkatak
Kwcj jab aikuj ekkatak
Ehhan ge kwcj ekkatak

=
=
=

you-PRES/need/study
you-PRES/not/need/study
it-good/if/you-PRES/study

Ehhan ge kwcj jab ekkatak=

it-good/if/you-PRES/not/study

Kwcn kar ekkatak

you-SUBJUN./PAST/study

=

= You should study
= You should not study
= It would be good for you
to study
= It would be good for you
to not study
= You should have studied

- To say ‘let’s ___,’ use ‘jen’ (the subjunctive form of ‘we-inclusive’):
Jen jerbal =
Jen iukkure =

we-SUBJUN./work
we-SUBJUN./play

= Let’s work
= Let’s play

- The only exception to this is the word for ‘let’s go’:
jemoot =

we(incl.)-gone

= Let’s go
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Vocabulary
iwcj (E: wswcj)
kab
kcnnaan or kcnono
kajjiog

kien
kwavkov
lahcj
lxje
kahool
lxgi
hwil

go to where you are, come with you, go over to your house
Ex. Ga ij iwcj = I’m coming with you
cup
to talk
to try (to) (in both the sense of ‘attempt to’ and ‘test something out’)
Ex. Iaar kajjiog bwiro = I tried some preserved breadruit
Ex. Iaar kajjiog tallcg ni eo = I tried to climb the coconut tree
government, government of, rule, rule of
Ex. Kien Hajev = Government of the Marshall Islands
wash
shout
stomach, belly
to make sure
mouth
behavior

Language Tip - Should
As you can see from the last two lessons, there is no single way to say ‘should’ in
Marshallese. Instead there are several ways to say it, with slightly different meanings. If you are
making a suggestion, as in ‘We should talk,’ then say ‘Ehhan ge jej bwebwenato.’ If you are
making a strong suggestion or an ethical statement, like ‘you should respect your teacher,’ say
‘Kwcj aikuj kautiej rykaki eo ah.’ (‘Jab aikuj’ means ‘should not.’) For ethical statements you
can also use ‘ehhan’ and ‘nana,’ for instance in ‘Ehhan an armej jar’ (‘People should go to
church’) or ‘Enana ah iukkure’ (‘You shouldn’t play’). If you are asking for advice, for
instance by saying ‘What should I do?’, you can just say ‘What can I do?’ (‘Imarog ta?’) or
‘What do I do?’ (‘Ij ta?’)
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Lesson 47: I know that you are playing, it is good that you are playing
The word for ‘that’ in Marshallese, as in the sentence ‘I know that you are fishing’ is ‘ke’
or ‘bwe.’ Make sure not to confuse this ‘ke’ from the one that is used to make yes-no questions,
and also don’t confuse this ‘bwe’ from the one that means ‘so that’ and the one that means
‘because.’
- After some verbs, you can only use ‘ke’ for ‘that.’ Here are some of those verbs:
jevs
jaje
gak
lo
kallihur
vcmfak
kile

‘know’
‘don’t know’
‘don’t know’
‘see’
‘promise’
‘think’
‘realize’

For example:
Ijevs ke kwcj iukkure

=

I-know/that/you-PRES/play

= I know that you are playing

they-PAST/see/that/I-PAST/play

= They saw that I was playing

(not Ijevs bwe kwcj iukkure)

Raar lo ke iaar iukkure =
(not Raar lo bwe iaar iukkure)

- After some verbs, you can only use ‘bwe’ for ‘that’ Here are some of them:
kcjatdikdik
keememej
tcmak

‘hope’
‘remember’
‘believe’

For example:
Ij kcjatdikdik bwe kwchcfcfc =

I-PRES/hope/that/you-happy

(not Ij kejatdikdik ke kwchcfcfc)

Rej keememej bwe inaginmej =

they-PRES/remember/that/I-sick

(not Rej keememej ke inaginmej)

= I hope that you are
happy
= They remember that I
am sick

- After ‘ba’ (‘say’), you can use either ‘ke’ or ‘bwe’:
Kwaar ba bwe kwcnaaj itok =
or Kwaar ba ke kwcnaaj itok

you-PAST/say/that/you-FUTURE/come

= You said that you
will come

- If you want to say it ‘it is good that…’ or ‘it is bad that…’ do not say ‘ehhan ke…’ or
‘ehhan bwe…’ Instead use the words for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc., as in the following:
Ehhan ah itok
=
Enana aer naginmej =

it-good/your/come
it-bad/their/sick
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= It is good that you came
= It is bad that they are sick

Vocabulary
pssk (from English)
tarifae
leen wcjke
pejtcbcv (from English)
uhha
unin
kanck
sinwct ___

alikkar ____

kaal (from English)

bag
to fight a war, to fight in a war
fruit
vegetable
kiss
reason, reason of, cause, cause of
to pull
it seems that ___
Ex. Sinwct inaginmej = It seems that I’m sick/I feel sick
Ex. Sinwct ejjevxk ek = It seems that there are no fish/There seem
to be no fish
it must be the case that ___, obviously ___
Ex. Alikkar enaaj wct = Obviously it’s going to rain
Ex. Alikkar evap ah jssn = You obviously have a lot of
money/You must have a lot of money
call on the radio, call on the telephone

Pronunciation Practice – ‘b’
In the last three Pronunciation Practices you learned that Marshallese ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k’
sound like English ‘d,’ ‘b,’ and ‘g’ when they are between two vowels. There is another letter
that does a similar thing: Marshallese ‘b.’ Listen to the word ‘bcb.’ The first ‘b’ sounds like an
English ‘b,’ but the second one sounds like English ‘p.’ Now listen to the word ‘babbyb.’ The
first ‘b’ sounds like English ‘b,’ but the double ‘b’ in the middle and the ‘b’ at the end sound like
English ‘p.’ Thus, Marshallese ‘b’ normally sounds like English ‘b,’ but at the end of a word, or
when there are two b’s in a row, it sounds like English ‘p.’
Practice with these words:
Sounds like
English ‘b’
bcb
babbyb
ba
bck
aebcj
jerbal

Sounds like
English ‘p’
‘pandanus’
‘butterfly’
‘say’
‘take’
‘drinking water’
‘work’

bcb
babbyb
jaab
jab
libbukwe
jibbog
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‘pandanus’
‘butterfly’
‘no’
‘not’
‘shell’
‘morning’

Lesson 48: I am partying, you are coffeeing
In Marshallese many nouns can also be used as verbs. Here are some of the most
common of these, many of which come from English:
Word
jikuuv
pxde
keemem
kxpe
amihcno
kajin hajev
kajin pslle
baseball
or iakiu
volleyball
basket
jipiij
kyta
taktc

Meaning as a noun
school

Meaning as a verb
go to school, attend class (as
either as a student or teacher)
party
attend a party, have a party
birthday party, traditional attend a keemem
party on child’s first birthday
coffee
drink coffee
handicrafts
make handicrafts
Marshallese (language)
talk in Marshallese
English
talk in English
baseball
play baseball
volleyball
basketball
speech
guitar
doctor

play volleyball
play basketball
give a speech
to play the guitar
to go and see a doctor

- Sometimes a noun will change when it is used as a verb, usually by doubling part of the word:
Noun form
jcct
juuj
msj
waj
at
wyt
riig
kagyr
mxxr
peen
pet
jiit
joob
kxxj
wa
kab
xxj

Meaning
shirt
shoe
mask, glasses
watch (for telling time)
hat
flower, flower headdress
ring
belt
bait
pen
pillow
sheet
soap
blanket
boat, vehicle
cup
horse

Verb form
jcctct
juujuj
msjmsj
wajwaj
atat
wytwyt
riigig
kagyrgyr
mxxrxr
peenen
petpet
jiitit
joobob
kxxjoj
wawa
kabkab
xxjoj
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Meaning
wear a shirt
wear shoes
wear a mask, wear glasses
wear a watch
wear a hat
wear a flower headdress
wear a ring
wear a belt
use bait
use a pen
use a pillow
use a sheet
use soap
use a blanket
use a boat, use a vehicle
use a cup
ride a horse

- If you put a noun after the verb forms, you can say things like ‘use ___ as a pillow’:
petpet ni
=
kxxjoj jaki
=
hxxrxr kweet =

use a pillow/coconut
use a blanket/mat
use bait/octopus

= Use a coconut as a pillow
= Use a mat as a blanket
= Use octopus as bait

- You can also say ‘ekkcfak’ before any article of clothing to mean ‘wear’ or ‘put on.’

Vocabulary
bah (from English)
kijog

ikkij (E: kykij)
barsinwct
di
kcbaatat
degct
iu
kxpe (from English)
jiit (from English)
kadkad

pump, to pump
often do something, usually do something
Ex. Kwaar kijog hcgs ta ilo Amedka? = What did you usually eat in
America?
bite
also
bone
to smoke
spank
coconut seedling (when a coconut has hit the ground and started to
sprout leaves), the meat of a coconut seedling (a common food)
coffee, to drink coffee
sheet
to throw
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Lesson 49: Hunting for crabs, looking for shells (The ka- prefix)
There is a little word in Marshallese that means ‘to hunt for,’ ‘to look for’ when you put
it before nouns. This word is ‘ka’ but it sometimes becomes ‘kc,’ ‘kx’, or ‘ks.’ Here are some
common uses of this word:

ka + bavuun

=

kabao
kabaru
kalibbukwe
kcbavuun

ka + kweet

=

kxkweet

ka + bao

=

ka + baru

=

ka + libbukwe =

=
=
=
=

hunt for-bird
hunt for-crab
hunt for-shell
hunt for-airplane

=

hunt for-octopus

= hunt for birds
= hunt for crabs
= look for shells
= go to the airport and wait for
the airplane
= hunt for octopus

- Sometimes when you put ‘ka’ on a noun, the noun changes:
ka + raj

=

ka + wcn

=

ka + iu

=

ka + waini =

karajraj
kawcnwcn
ksiuiu
kcwainini

=
=
=
=

hunt for-whale,dolphin
hunt for-turtle
hunt for-coconut seedling
hunt for-brown coconut

= hunt for whales
= hunt for turtles
= look for coconut seedlings
= look for brown coconuts

- You can also say ‘kappok’ to mean ‘to look for’:
kappok jerbal
=
kappok juon peen =

look for/work
look for/one/pen

= look for a job
= look for a pen
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Dialogue
A: Kwaar et wiiken eo?
B: Iar jahbo gan sne jiddik ko ippsn
Lisson, Essa, im Steven
A: Kohar etal gan sne ta?
B: Kcmar etal gan Wcjjak
A: Kohar ta ie?
B: Kcmar kabaru, kabao, im ksiuiu.
A: Kohar ke kawcr lik in bog?
B: Kcmar, ak ekar ejjevxk.
A: Kwaar ke kalibbukwe?
B: Iaar. Eboov ac libbukwe kiic.

A: What did you do last weekend?
B: I took a trip to the small islands with Lisson,
Essa, and Steven.
A: What island did you guys go to?
B: We went to Wojjak.
A: What did you guys do there?
B: We hunted crabs, hunted birds, and looked for
coconut seedlings.
A: Did you guys look for lobsters on the ocean
side at night?
B: We did, but there weren’t any.
A: Did you look for shells?
B: I did. I have lots of shells now.

Vocabulary
raan
livvap
vavvap
ennaan (E: ncnaan) or nuuj
(from English)
nuujpeba (from English)
fo
pata (from English ‘battle’)
pata eo kein karuo
pijek
raut

on top of
old woman
old man
news
newspaper
wave
Ex. Evap fo rainin = The waves are big today
war
World War II
to defecate
to urinate, urine
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Lesson 50: Make you happy, make you sad (The ka- prefix again)
In the last lesson you learned that you can add ‘ka’ before a noun to mean ‘to hunt for, to
look for.’ You can also put ‘ka’ before an adjective or verb to mean ‘to cause to’ or ‘to cause to
be’:
ka + naginmej =
ka + rxxl

=

kanaginmej =
karxxl
=

cause to be-sick
cause to-leave

= to cause to be sick, to make sick
= to cause to leave, to make leave

- Sometimes when you do this the word ends up as something we would translate differently in
English (also notice that the adjective sometimes changes a bit when you add ‘ka’):
ka + ettoon

=

ka + erreo

=

ka + jihwe

=

ka + mat

=

ka + maat

=

ka + diwcj

=

ka + delxg

=

ka + hcj

=

ka + jehlxk

=

ka + bwilcg

=

ka + ilbck

=

ka + utiej

=

ka + hcfcfc

=

ka + ehhan

=

ka + bwebwe

=

ka + jevs

=

ka + jeraahhan=
ka + keememej =

kattoon
karreo
kajihwe
kcmat
kamaat
kadduoj
kaddelxg
kahcj
kcjjehlxk

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

make-dirty
make-clean
make-right
make-cooked
make-all gone
make-exit
make-enter
make-finished
make-end

= to make dirty => to dirty up
= to make clean => to clean
= to make right => to correct
= to make cooked => to cook
= to make all gone => to use up
= to make exit => to take out, to remove
= to make enter => to put in, to insert
= to make finished => to finish
= to make end => to bring to an end, to
spend time with people before leaving for a
long time
kabwilcg
= make= to make surprised, amazed => to surprise,
amazed,surprised to amaze
kailbck
= make= to make surprised, amazed => to surprise,
amazed,surprised to amaze
kautiej
= make-high
= to make high => to treat respectfully
kahcfcfc = make-happy
= to make happy => to amuse
kahanhan = make-good
= to make good => to improve (something)
kabwebwe = make-stupid
= to make stupid => to fool
make-know
kcjjevs
=
= to make know => to announce,
announcement
make-good
luck
kcjeraahhan=
= to make good luck => to congratulate
kakeememej = make-remember = to make remember => to remind

- You can also do this with adjectives like ‘bigger’ or ‘smaller’:
ka + dik + vxk

=

ka + kilep + vxk

=

ka + ehhan + vxk =

kadikvxk
=
kakilepvxk
=
kahanhanvxk =

make-small-er
make-big-er
make-good-er

= to make smaller
= to make bigger
= to make better

- You can use these constructions to make commands like ‘speak slowly!’ or ‘speak more
slowly!’:
Karuhwij ah kcnono
Karuhwijvxk ah kcnono
Kahckaj ah jerbal

=
=
=

make-slow/your/speak
make-slow-er/your/speak
make-fast/your/work
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= Speak slowly!
= Speak more slowly!
= Work fast!

Kahckajvxk ah jerbal
Kadikvxk ah jeje
Kakilepvxk ah jeje

=
=
=

make-faster/your/work
make-small-er/your/write
make-big-er/your/write

= Work faster!
= Write smaller!
= Write bigger!

Vocabulary
telephone, to call on the telephone
trip, voyage, excursion
to eat (for pandanus only)
to care
Ex. Ij jab kea = I don’t care
wall, side of a house
hurry up
nose
broom, to sweep
heavy, responsibility
Ex. Ah eddo = It’s your responsibility
to meet (a person), to come across, to encounter, to find (without
looking for the thing)

talboon (from English)
tyrep (from English)
wcdwcd
kea (from English)
kein eh
kckairir
bxxti
buruh
eddo
(E: sometimes dedo)
iioon

Pronunciation Practice – ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k’
You learned before that ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k’ are pronounced like English ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k,’
except between vowels. However, even when ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k’ are not between vowels, they are a
little different from English ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k.’ If you speak Spanish with a good accent, then use
Spanish ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and hard ‘c’ for Marshallese ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k.’ If not, do the following.
First put the palm of the hand an inch in front of your mouth. Now say the English word
‘tan.’ Feel the puff of air on the palm of your hand when you say the ‘t’ of ‘tan.’ Now say
‘stan.’ Notice that there is much less of a puff of air when you say the ‘t’ in this word. That puff
of air is called ‘aspiration.’ Now say English ‘pin’ and then ‘spin.’ Notice that in the first word
the ‘p’ is aspirated but in the second it is not. Now say English ‘kim’ and ‘skim,’ and notice
when the ‘k’ is aspirated.
As you can see, English ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k’ sometimes have aspiration. However, in
Marshallese, ‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k’ never do. Consciously try to eliminate the puff of air, pronouncing
‘t,’ ‘p,’ and ‘k’ like you do in English ‘stan,’ ‘spin,’ and ‘skim,’ but not ‘tan,’ ‘pin,’ and ‘kim.’
Practice on these words, putting the palm of your hand in front of your mouth to make
sure you are not aspirating ‘t,’ ‘p,’ or ‘k’:
ti
to
ta

‘tea’
‘rope’
‘what?’

pen
ps
pako

‘hard’
‘arm’
‘shark’

ki
ke
ko

‘key’
‘question marker’
‘run away’
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Lesson 51: Person of, person who (The ri- prefix)
There is a very useful word in Marshallese, ‘ri,’ which means ‘person of,’ ‘person who,’
or ‘person who is.’ (In some words it becomes ‘ry.’) It never appears by itself, but rather is put
right before an adjective, noun, or verb. Before an adjective, it means ‘person who is’ or ‘people
who are’:
ri + naginmej =
ri + kilmeej

=

rinaginmej =
rikilmeej
=

person who is-sick
person who is-black

= sick person/people
= black person/people

- Sometimes the word that results is one we would translate differently in English:
riutiej = person who is-high
rinana = person who is-bad

ri + utiej =
ri + nana =

= high person => honored person, VIP
= bad person => criminal, outcast, delinquent

- Before nouns, ‘ri’ means ‘person of’ or ‘people of.’ This can be used to make words for
nationalities as well as other words:
ri + hajev

=

ri + Amedka=
ri + Jaina

=

ri + Jaluit

=

ri + kalibuuj =
ri + jikuuv

=

rihajev
riAmedka
riJaina
riJaluit
rikalibuuj
rijikuuv

=
=
=
=
=
=

person of-Marshall
person of-America
person of-China
person of-Jaluit
person of-jail
person of-school

= Marshallese person/people
= American person/people
= Chinese person/people
= Person/people of Jaluit
= Person/people of jail => inmate
= Person/people of school => student

- Before verbs, ‘ri’ means ‘person who,’ ‘people who’:
ri + kxxt

=

ri + jerbal

=

rikxxt
rijerbal

=
=

person who-steal
person who-work

= person who steals => thief
= person who works => worker,
employee, commoner
ri + tarifae =
person
who-fight
in
war
ryttarifae=
= person who fights in a war =>
soldier
ri + exgcd =
riexgcd = person who-fish
= person who fishes => fisherman
ri + lo + tok =
rilotok = person who-visit-to here
= person who visits here => visitor
(to here)
ri + lo + vxk =
rilovxk = person who-visit-to there
= person who visits there => visitor
(to there)
(Notice that ‘ri’ is sometimes equivalent to the -er ending in English.)
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Vocabulary
ekkag
(E: sometimes kckag)
ekkcb
(E: sometimes kckcb)
jsntcj (from English)
kxuwctata
vog
vxg
mejsnwcd (E: jenx)
piit (from English ‘beat’)
tipi (from English)
psrcn (from English)

sharp
dull
sentence
dangerous
ant
fly (the insect)
medium-sized clam with very brightly-colored inside, lives on
coral
dance (Western style), common type of dancing to Western music
for holiday celebrations
TV, television, TB, tuberculosis
parent (used only in the context of PTA meetings, school, etc.)

Pronunciation Practice – ‘t’ again
There is a habit that English speakers have that you should get rid of when you speak
Marshallese. Say English ‘writer’ and ‘rider.’ If you say these words naturally, without thinking
too hard about it, both the ‘t’ of ‘writer’ and ‘d’ of ‘rider’ become the same sound. This happens
whenever English ‘t’ and ‘d’ are right between two vowels. This sound is produced by tapping
the tongue very quickly against the top of the mouth, and is equivalent to a Spanish unrolled ‘r’
and close to Marshallese ‘r.’ You should resist the temptation to do the same in Marshallese.
Remember that a Marshallese ‘t’ between vowels is pronounced like an English ‘d,’ not the light
tapping sound in ‘writer’ or ‘rider,’ which sounds like a Marshallese ‘r.’ Consciously practice
keeping this sound like an English ‘d’ instead of turning it into the light tapping sound.
Here are some words to practice with:
tutu
tata
katak

‘wet’
‘-est’
‘learn’

katakin
jota
letok

‘teach’
‘evening’
‘give to me’
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Lesson 52: Thing for working, thing for playing
Marshallese has a very useful word ‘kein’ which means ‘thing for.’ It is placed before
verbs. For instance:
Kein tutu
Kein turxg
Kein jerbal
Kein iukkure
Kein jikuuv

=
=
=
=
=

thing for/take a shower

Kein hcgs
Kein exgcd
Kein jeje
Kein ac

=
=
=
=

thing for/eat
thing for/fish
thing for/write
thing for/swim

Kein keememej=

thing for/spearfish
thing for/work
thing for/play
thing for/attend school

thing for/remind

= thing for taking a shower => dipper, bucket, etc.
= thing for spearfishing => fishing spear
= thing for working => tool
= thing for playing => toy
= thing for attending school => school supplies,
school materials
= thing for eating => eating utensils
= thing for fishing => fishing pole
= thing for writing => writing utensils
= thing for swimming => swimming flippers, life
preserver
= thing for reminding => reminder, memento

- If you don’t know the word for something, think of what the thing does, and then use the word
‘kein’ before the word for what it does. For instance, if you don’t know that the word for
‘dipper’ is ‘kekcb,’ just say ‘kein tutu’ (‘thing for taking a shower’). It might not be the best
word for the thing, but you will at least be understood. This is one of the reasons that ‘kein’ is so
useful.
- ‘Kein’ also means ‘for’ in the sense of ‘used for the purpose of’:
Kein hcgs
Kein idaak
Kein ta?
Kein ad jeje
Kein ah iukkure

=
=
=
=
=

for/eat
for/drink
for/what
for/our/write
for/your/play

= for eating
= for drinking
= what for?
= for us to write with
= for you to play with

- ‘Kein’ can also be used to make words like ‘first,’ ‘second,’ ‘third’ etc. Put ‘ka’ right before
the number, and ‘kein’ at the beginning:
Kein kajuon =
Kein karuo =
Kein kajilu =

thing for/make-one
thing for/make-two
thing for/make-three

= First
= Second
= Third

etc.
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Vocabulary
byrcrc
oran (from English)
iiavo (from English)
kyriin (from English) or maroro
bilu (from English)
piolet (from English ‘violet’)
mouj
kilmeej
kyre (from English)
byrawyn (from English)

red
orange (the color or the fruit)
yellow
green
blue
purple
white
black
gray
brown

Pronunciation Practice – ‘y’
In Lesson 1 the sound ‘y’ was described to be close to the ‘oo’ in English ‘book.’ This is
true, but if you want to pronounce it better, do the following. Pronounce ‘ea’ as in ‘beat,’ and
slowly change it into the ‘u’ in ‘tune.’ Stop halfway in between and you have Marshallese ‘y.’
Another way to get the same sound is to say the ‘u’ in ‘tune,’ and stop puckering your lips but
keep everything else the same. This sound is also very close to the ‘c’ that sounds like ‘book’
(not the ‘c’ that sounds like ‘buck’).
Practice with these words:
yl
ylyl
byby

‘fin’
‘axe’
‘grandma’

rykaki
kyta
wyt

‘teacher’
‘guitar’
‘flower’

rytto
tyh
byrohcj
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‘old’
‘break’
‘sad’

Lesson 53: The two of you, the three of us (Numeratives)
In Marshallese, to say ‘the two of you,’ ‘the three of you,’ ‘the two of us,’ ‘the three of
us,’ etc., you add a little marker after the pronoun to indicate the number. Here are these
markers, which are always optional to add to the pronoun:
-ro
-jeel (Eastern dialect: -jel)
-eag (Eastern dialect: -msn)
-wcj

two
three
four or more
five or more

- You can put these on any plural emphatic pronoun or plural object pronoun, but not on subject
pronouns. Here are the markers put on the subject/object pronouns (‘E:’ indicates the form in the
Eastern dialect when it is different from the Western dialect):
kcj
kcjro
kcjjeel
kcjeag
kcjwcj

us(inclusive)
the two of us (including you)
the three of us
the four, five, six, seven, etc. of us
the five, six, seven, eight, etc. of us

(E: kcjjel)
(E: kcjmsn)

kcm
(E: kcmmem)
kcmro
kcmjeel (E: kcmjel)
kcmeag (E: kcmmsn)
kcmwcj

us(exclusive)
the two of us (not including you)
the three of us
the four, five, six, seven, etc. of us
the five, six, seven, eight, etc. of us

koh
(E: kcmi)
kohro
(E: kcmiro)
kohjeel (E: kcmijel)
koheag (E: kcmimsn)
kohwcj (E: kcmiwcj)

you(plural)
the two of you
the three of you
the four, five, six, seven, etc. of you
the five, six, seven, eight, etc. of you

er
erro
erjeel
ereag
erwcj

them
the two of them
the three of them
the four, five, six, seven, etc. of them
the five, six, seven, eight, etc. of them

(E: erjel)
(E: ermsn)

- Although you cannot put these number markers onto subject pronouns, you can still use them
like subjects if you put ‘e’ (‘he/she/it’) after it:
Koheag ej iukkure

=

you-four+/it-PRES/play

=

us(incl.)-two/it-FUTURE/work

= The four/five/six etc. of you
are playing
= The two of us will work

=

them-three/it-PAST/cook

= The three of them cooked

(not Koheag kohij iukkure)

Kcjro enaaj jerbal
(not Kcjro jenaaj jerbal)

Erjeel eaar kcmat
(not Erjeel raar kcmat)
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- However, if you put these words before an adjective (or a verb that works like an adjective,
such as ‘jels’ or ‘marog’), then you do not add ‘e’:
Koheag nana

=

you-four+/bad

= The four/five/six etc. of you are bad

=

us(incl.)-two/can

= The two of us can

=

them-three/don’t know

= The three of them don’t know

(not Koheag enana)

Kcjro marog
(not Kcjro emarog )

Erjeel jaje
(not Erjeel ejaje)

- You can also use these number markers to say things like ‘you and me,’ ‘me and Crystal,’ ‘you
and Crystal’:
Kcjro
Kcmro Crystal
Kohro Crystal

=
=
=

us(incl.)-two
us(excl.)-two/Crystal
you-two/Crystal

= You and me
= Me and Crystal
= You and Crystal

Dialogue
A: Kohro ej ta?
B: Kcmro ej kakkije. Ak kohjeel?
A: Kcmjeel eitcn baseball. Kohro kcfaan
ke iukkure ippsm?
B: Iggs. Kcjeag marog jinoe kiic.

A: What are you two doing?
B: We’re resting. What about the three of you?
A: We’re going to play baseball. Do the two of
you want to play with us?
B: Yes. We can start now.

Vocabulary
kcbavuun
abfcfc
kaabfcfc
baajkcv (from English)
baijin (from English)
jslele
jibuun (from English)
kcjagjag
jikin kallib
kcmmeveve

to go to the airport and wait for an airplane to come
uncomfortable, bothered
to bother, to make uncomfortable
bicycle, to ride a bicycle
poison, poisoned, poisonous
meat for eating, meat course of a meal
spoon
to play (a musical instrument)
garden, farm
to explain, to disentangle, instructions
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Lesson 54: Just one, I just left, I am just taking a walk
- The word for ‘just’ or ‘only’ in Marshallese is ‘wct.’ Put it after the noun or verb:
Juon wct =
Kwe wct =
Ij jijet wct =

one/only
you/only
I-PRES/sit/only

= only one, just one
= only you, just you
= I am only sitting

- If you want to say a sentence like ‘I am just taking a walk’ implying that it is not very
important, use ‘bajjek’:
Ij jahbo bajjek
=
Joel ej lale bajjek =

I-PRES/take a walk/just
Joel/he-PRES/look/just

= I am just talking a walk
= Joel is just looking

- If you want to say ‘I just came,’ ‘I just saw you,’ meaning that it happened very recently, use
‘kab’ before the verb. This can also mean ‘for the first time’:
Rej kab itok

=

they-PRES/just/come

Ij kab hcgs pako =

I-PRES/just/eat/shark

= They just came
or They just came for the first time
= I just ate shark
or I just ate shark for the first time

- ‘Wct’ also has some other meanings. After a verb it can mean ‘still’ (not just ‘only’) or ‘to
keep doing something’:
Ij jerbal wct =
Jerbal wct! =
Etal wct!
=

I-PRES/work/only,still
work/still
go/still

= I am only working or I am still working
= Keep working!
= Keep going!

- If you put ‘wct’ after ‘psd’ (‘psd wct’ = ‘be located still’), then the phrase means ‘stay’:
psd wct =

be located/still

= stay

- After a word like ‘my/your/his/her,’ ‘wct’ means ‘own’:
ac wct
=
ah wct
=
ah wct pepe =

my/only
your/only
your/only/decision

= My own
= Your own
= Your own decision => It’s up to you

- To say, ‘the only ___’, say ‘wct ___’ or ‘wct ___ eo’:
Ga wct ripslle ilo Ujae
= me/only/American/in/Ujae
or Ga wct ripslle eo ilo Ujae = me/only/American/the/in/Ujae
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= I am the only American on Ujae

Vocabulary
kckkssl
kckkssl nuknuk
kavan (from English)
kssnjev (from English)
limo
hade
hwijhwij
hwijbar
tov
wcpij (from English)

to change (in the sense of ‘switch,’ ‘replace’)
to change clothes
gallon
cancel, cancelled
fun (adjective)
spear
to cut, cut (as in, a small wound on the body)
to get a haircut, to cut someone’s hair
mountain, hill
office

Pronunciation Practice – ‘l’ vs. ‘v’
The difference between ‘l’ and ‘v’ is fairly subtle, but learning it will help you make
yourself understood better. To hear the difference, have a Marshallese person pronounce these
two pairs of words:
le
ve

‘informal word used with women’
‘informal word used with men’

al
av

‘sing’
‘sun’

To begin to learn how to pronounce the two, say the English word ‘low’ over and over
and then hold the ‘l’ sound. You will notice that your tongue is touching the ridge behind your
teeth. Make a conscious effort to keep it there when you say either Marshallese ‘l’ and ‘v.’
Now say English ‘lull’ and pay attention to what your tongue is doing when you
pronounce the l’s. For most speakers of English, the ‘l’ at the beginning and the ‘l’ at the end
are a little different. When pronouncing the ‘l’ at the end, the tip of the tongue is still touching
the ridge behind the mouth, but the back of the tongue is raised up at the back of the mouth.
Marshallese ‘l’ is very close to the ‘l’ at the beginning of ‘lull’ (without the tongue raised at the
back) and Marshallese ‘v’ is very close to the ‘l’ at the end of ‘lull’ (with the tongue raised at the
back).
Here are some words to practice with:
al
valem
lav
leddik
lik
pslle

‘sing’
‘five’
‘ground’
‘girl’
‘ocean side’
‘English’

av
valem
lav
vaddik
vcmfak
kcvvs

‘sun’
‘five’
‘ground’
‘boy’
‘think’
‘pay’
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Lesson 55: Same and different
- Marshallese has some unusual ways to say ‘same’ and ‘different.’ Look at the following
examples:
A ej sinwct B
=
Eoktak A jsn B
=
A im B rej sinwct juon =
Sinwct A wct B
Sin A wct B
Ejjevxk oktak

=
=
=

Ejjevxk oktak A jsn B

=

A/it-PRES/like/B
it-PRES/different/A/from/B
A/and/B/they-PRES/
like/one
like/A/just/B
its likeness/A/just/B
there is no/difference
there is no/difference/
A/from/B

= A is like B
= A is different from B
= A and B are the same
= A and B are the same
= A and B are the same
= There is no difference or It is
the same
= There is no difference between
A and B or A and B are the same

As you can see, there is no one phrase for ‘the same as,’ but this idea can be expressed in various
ways.
- There is another phrase for ‘the same size’:
A im B rej jogan wct juon =
Jogan A wct B

=

A/and/B/they-PRES
/size/just/one
size-of/A/just/B

= A and B are the same size
= A and B are the same size

- The phrase ‘the same ___’ (as in, ‘the same time,’ ‘the same person’ etc.) can be expressed in
more than one way:
Ilo juon wct iien
=
Juon wct armej
=
jaar loe
Juon wct aer baba =

in/one/only/time
one/only/person
/we-PAST/see-it
one/only/their/father

= In only one time
= There was only one
person we saw
= They have only one
father

Ilo raan eo wct,
iaar exgcd
Men eo wct eaar
bar wavxk gan ga

=

in/only/day/the/,
/I-PAST/fish

= On just the day, I fished

=

thing/the/only/it-PAST
/also/happen/to/me

= Just the thing also
happened to me
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= At the same time
= We saw the same person
= They have the same
father
= On the same day, I went
fishing
= The same thing
happened to me

Vocabulary
byvagkcj (from English) blanket
or kxxj
ajej
to divide, to divide up, to pass out (something to a group of people),
at (from English)
ilo ien eo
jekaro
jehlxk
jehvxkin
jeraahhan
jerata
kcjota

divided by (in arithmetic)
hat
at that time, while
coconut sap (drunk as a beverage or used in cooking)
to end, ended, done, over
end (noun)
good luck, lucky, fortunate, rich
bad luck, unlucky, unfortunate, poor
eat dinner

Pronunciation Practice – ‘e’ vs. ‘s’
The difference between ‘e’ and ‘s’ can be difficult to master. Have a Marshallese person
say the word ‘psst’ (‘low tide’) and ‘peet’ (‘bed’). ‘e’ is like the ‘e’ in English ‘bet’ (except
when it is the other ‘e,’ when it is halfway between ‘bet’ and ‘bit’), whereas ‘s’ is halfway
between the ‘e’ in English ‘bet’ and the ‘a’ in English ‘bat.’ Start by pronouncing the ‘e’ in
English ‘bet’ and slowly turn into the ‘a’ in English ‘bat.’ If you stop halfway in between, this is
Marshallese ‘s.’
Practice with these words:
psst
jsn
ms
jssn
kssl
sne
wsween
hcgs
kcrs

‘low tide’
‘from’
‘breadfruit’
‘money’
‘new’
‘island’
‘way’
‘eat’
‘woman’

peet
jen
me
men
teej
teegki
peev
etal
peen

‘bed’
‘let’s’
‘that, which’
‘thing’
‘test’
‘flashlight’
‘bell’
‘go’
‘pen’
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Lesson 56: None, some, most, all
This lesson introduces words for ‘none,’ ‘some,’ ‘most,’ and ‘all.’ The first column of
words is the most important to know, but the other columns allow you to say things more
exactly:
ejjevxk
juon
jet
enagin
aolep
aolep

ejjevxk iaan
none
none of __
juon iaan __
one
one of __
jet
iaan
__
some
some of __
almost all or enagin
almost all of __
aolep
__
most
or most of __
all, every, aolep __
all of ____,
both
both of ___
(Note that in Marshallese ‘all’ and ‘both’ are the same.)

ejjevxk iaer
juon iaer
jet iaer
enagin
aolepser
aolepser

none of them
one of them
some of them
almost all of them,
most of them
all of them, both of
them

For example:
Ejjevxk iaan bok ko
=
Juon iaan armej ro
=
Jet iaan leddik ro
=
Enagin aolep vaddik ro =
Aolep pinjev ko
=

none/of/book/the(plur.)
one/of/person/the(plur.)
some/of/girl/the(plur.)
almost/all/boy/the(plur.)
all/book/the(plur.)

= None of the books
= One of the people
= Some of the girls
= Almost all of the boys, Most of the boys
= All the books

- You can put ‘aolep’ after emphatic pronouns to get phrases like ‘all of you,’ ‘all of us’:
Koh aolep =
Kcj aolep =

you(plur.)/all
us(incl.)/all

= All of you
= All of us

- If you are talking about quantities of things (like rice, water, etc.), there are some other words
you can use:
jidikin
enagin aolepsn
aolepsn

a little bit of it, some of it

most of it
all of it, the whole thing

jidikin __
enagin aolepsn __
aolepsn __

a little bit of __, some of __
most of ___
all of __, the whole ___

For example:
Jidikin raij eo
= a little bit of/rice/the
Enagin aolepsn aebcj eo = almost/all of/water/the
Aolepsn wiik eo
= all of/week/the

= A little bit of the rice
= Almost all of the water, Most of the water
= All of the week, The whole week

- ‘Aolep’ vs. ‘aolepsn’ can be used to distinguish between ‘every day’ vs. ‘all day,’ etc.:
Aolep raan
Aolepsn raan
Aolep iic
Aolepsn iic

=
=
=
=

every/day
all of/day
every/year
all of/year

= Every day
= All day
= Every year
= All year
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Vocabulary
soup
to harass, tease, heckle
sunburned
to try hard, exert oneself, put effort into something, effort
giant clam (edible species of clam that can be several feet
across)
kuuh (from English)
comb
lukwi
real one, real thing
Ex. Luwki eo = The real one
lukkuun or hool in
real
Ex. Juon lukkuun armej = A real person
vait (from English)
electric light
voon (from English ‘launch’) motorboat
juub (from English)
kakytctc
kakilkil
kate (E: sometimes kakkct)
kapwor

or buh-buh

Pronunciation Practice – ‘tt,’ ‘pp,’ ‘bb,’ and ‘kk,’
In a previous Pronunciation Tip you learned that two of the same letter in a row simply
means that you pronounce the sound twice as long. This is easy enough for vowels and
consonants like ‘m,’ ‘n,’ and ‘l,’ which you can simply hold for twice as long, but it is not as
easy for sounds like ‘t,’ ‘p,’ ‘b,’ and ‘k.’ To see why, pronounce the ‘t’ in English ‘tea’ over and
over and pay attention to what your tongue is doing. It is touching the top of your mouth behind
the teeth and blocking off all of the air coming out of your mouth, and then suddenly letting all
that air out. English ‘p,’ ‘b,’ and ‘k’ also block off and then suddenly release the air, although in
different places in the mouth. Marshallese ‘t,’ ‘p,’ ‘b,’ and ‘k’ do the exact same thing. So when
you pronounce ‘tt,’ ‘pp,’ ‘bb,’ and ‘kk,’ you need to block of the air as usual, and then keep it
blocked for twice as long before releasing the air. While you are blocking the air, there is no
sound at all coming from your mouth.
Practice with these words:
rytto
ettcr
ettcg

‘old’
‘run’
‘laugh’

‘with’
ippsn
‘with you’
ippah
kcppojak ‘get ready’

jibbog
libbukwe
ebbcl
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‘morning’
‘shell’
‘shine’

lukkuun ‘very’
iukkure ‘play’
kakkije ‘rest’

Lesson 57: Someone, everyone, no one, anyone
- In Marshallese you can put ‘juon,’ (‘one’) ‘aolep,’ (‘every’) ‘ejjevxk,’ (‘none’) and
‘jabdewct’ (‘any’) together with ‘armej’ (‘person’), ‘men’ (‘thing’) and ‘jikin’ (‘place’) to get
words like ‘someone,’ ‘anyone,’ ‘nothing,’ ‘everywhere,’ etc.:
juon armej
aolep armej
ejjevxk armej
jabdewct armej

=
=
=
=

one/person
every/person
none/person
any/person

= someone
= everyone
= no one
= anyone

juon men
aolep men
ejjevxk men
jabdewct men

=
=
=
=

one/thing
every/thing
none/thing
any/thing

= something
= everything
= nothing
= anything

juon jikin
aolep jikin
ejjevxk jikin
jabdewct jikin

=
=
=
=

one/place
every/place
none/place
any/place

= somewhere
= everywhere
= nowhere
= anywhere

- You can often just say ‘aolep’ by itself to mean ‘everyone,’ ‘everything,’ or ‘everywhere.’ In
the same way, ‘ejjevxk’ by itself can mean ‘no one,’ ‘nothing,’ or ‘nowhere,’ and ‘jabdewct’ by
itself can mean ‘anyone,’ ‘anything,’ or ‘anywhere.’ Context determines what the meaning is.
For example:
Q: Wcn ej kcmat?
A: Ejjevxk
Q: Kwaar hcgs ta?
A: Ejjevxk
Q: Kwcj etal gan ia?
A: Ejjevxk

=
=
=
=
=
=

Q: who/it-PRES/cook
A: none
Q: you-PAST/eat/what
A: none
Q: you-PRES/go/to/where
A: none

= Q: Who is cooking?
= A: No one
= Q: What did you eat?
= A: Nothing
= Q: Where are you going?
= A: Nowhere

- There is another less common word for ‘every,’ ‘wctcmjej,’ which goes after the noun:
Men wctcmjej
=
Raan ko wctcmjej =

thing/every
day/the(plur.)/every
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= Everything
= Every day

Vocabulary
makmake
hcrc (from English ‘murder’)
pilih (from English)
ruj
karuj
utiej
riutiej
etts (E: sometimes tcts)
wyjooj
borig (from English)

favorite
Ex. Pinjev eo ac makmake = My favorite pencil
kill, murder, murderer
film (that you put in a camera, not that you watch)
wake up
to wake (somebody) up
high
‘high person,’ honored person, VIP
low
grass
bored, boring

Pronunciation Practice – ‘n’ vs. ‘f’
The contrast between Marshallese ‘n’ and ‘f’ is difficult to master. To hear it, have a
Marshallese person say these words: ‘ne’ (‘leg’) and ‘fe’ (‘that near you’). ‘n’ is just like an
English ‘n,’ but with ‘f’ the back of the tongue raised at the back of the mouth, just like in
Marshallese ‘v’ or English ‘l’ in ‘lull.’ To pronounce ‘f,’ make sure that the tip of your tongue is
touching the ridge behind your teeth (just like in English ‘n’ and Marshallese ‘n’), and then raise
the back of your tongue so that it almost touches the soft part of the top of your mouth, near the
back.
Practice with these words:
ne
ni
in
nah
kcnnaan
kcnono

‘leg’
‘coconut’
‘of’
‘pond, lake,
secondary lagoon’
‘talk’
‘talk’

fe
fo
ef
fah

‘that near you’
‘wave’
‘that’
‘mosquito’

kcfaan
hcfcfc

‘want’
‘happy’
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Lesson 58: The fish, this fish, that fish (Singular demonstratives)
Marshallese has words for ‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ and ‘those’ like in English.
However, while English has only five of these words, Marshallese has at least 18. This is
because Marshallese makes finer distinctions between different locations than English does. For
instance, there are different words for ‘that – near you’ vs. ‘that – near neither you nor me,’ ‘this
– near me, but not near you’ vs. ‘this – near both you and me.’ This is one of the more
challenging aspects of Marshallese, but it is worth knowing not just for saying ‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’
etc., but also ‘here,’ ‘there,’ etc. (see Lesson 63).
This section introduces just the singular words of this type (‘the,’ ‘this,’ and ‘that’). In
the next section you will learn the plural ones. Here are the singular words, including one that
you already know (‘eo’ = ‘the’):
eo
e
in
fe
ef
uweo

‘the’ (at some unknown location, or no specific location)
‘this’ (near me but not near you)
‘this’ (near both me and you – either between us or around both of us)
‘that’ (near you but not near me)
‘that’ (near neither you nor me)
‘that’ (near neither you nor me, and pretty far away)

(often pronounced uwo)

- These words always go after the noun, unlike in English:
ni eo =
ni e
=
ni in
=
ni fe =
ni ef =
ni uweo=

coconut/the
coconut/this
coconut/this
coconut/that
coconut/that
coconut/that

= the coconut (at an unknown location, or no specific location)
= this coconut near me (but not near you)
= this coconut between us
= that coconut near you (but not near me)
= that coconut over there (near neither you nor me)
= that coconut over there (pretty far away)

- To help you understand when each word is used, here are some examples:
The boy who could be anywhere at the moment is:
The coconut that I am holding is:
The coconut that you are holding is:
The boat that we are both riding on is:
The coconut that we can both see over there on the
other side of the room is:
The coconut that we can both see way over there
on the beach is:
The thing that you are talking about is:
The thing that someone else is talking about is:
The present week is:
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vaddik eo
ni e
ni fe
wa in
ni ef
ni uweo
men fe
men ef
wiik in

Vocabulary
boov (from English)
abwinmake
byreejtcn (from English)
ainikien
diaka
imminene (E: sometimes
miminene)
jamminene
jerak
jerakrck
kuvuv

full
afraid of demons, afraid of being alone at night
president
sound, sound of, voice, voice of
cart, wheelbarrow
accustomed to
not accustomed to, not used to
to leave (in a boat), to leave (of boats only), to sail away, to hoist
sail
to go sailing
cockroach
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Lesson 59: The, these, those (Plural demonstratives)
The last lesson introduced the words for ‘the’, ‘this,’ and ‘these.’ In this lesson you will
learn the plural equivalents: ‘the(plural),’ ‘these,’ and ‘those.’ Like with the singular words,
there are distinctions based on whether the thing is near me but not near you, near you but not
near me, near both of us, etc. Also note that there are two different forms for when you are
talking about humans vs. non-humans. These work exactly like ‘ro’ and ‘ko’ (‘the(plural)’ in
Lesson 21). Here are these plural words, including ‘ro’ and ‘ko’ which you already know. The
singular words that you learned in the last lesson are on the left so that you can see their
similarity to the plural words:
Singular

Plural
human

Plural
non-human

Meaning of Plural Words

eo

ro
rs
rein

ko
ks
kein

rafe
raf
roro

kafe
kaf
koko

‘the’ (at some unknown location, or no specific location)
‘these’ (near me but not near you)
‘these’ (near both me and you – either between us or
around both of us)
‘those’ (near you but not near me)
‘those’ (near neither you nor me)
‘those’ (near neither you nor me, and pretty far away)

e
in
fe
ef
uweo (uwo)

- The singular word vs. the plural word is used to distinguish between singular and plural nouns,
just like with the singular and plural words for ‘the’ from Lesson 21:
Ni eo
=
Ni ko (not Ni ro)
=
Leddik ef
=
Leddik raf (not Leddik kaf) =
Bok in
=
Bok kein (not Bok rein)
=

coconut/the(singular)
coconut/the(plural non-human)
girl/that
girl/those(human)
book/this
book/these(non-human)
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= The coconut
= The coconuts
= That girl
= Those girls
= This book
= These books

Vocabulary
lcg
lav
msjet (from English)
jcmar (from English)
kattcr or tyraip
(from English)
pepe (in)

raj
tcprak

ukot or ukct
wsween
papcvcr (from English)

up, up there
Ex.: Epsd lcg = It’s up there
down, down there
Ex: Epsd lav = It’s down there
matches
summer, to spend a summer (somewhere)
drive
decide (to), decision
Ex: Iar pepe in rxxl = I decided to leave
Ex: Ah pepe or Ah wct pepe = It’s up to you/It’s your decision
whale, dolphin
results, success, successful
Ex: Evap tcprak = It was very successful/It really worked
Ex: Ejjevxk tcprak = There was no success/It didn’t work
Ex: Ejagin wcr tcprak = There haven’t been any results yet/It
hasn’t worked yet
Ex: Etcprak = It’s successful/It works
to change (in the sense of ‘alter’)
Ex. Iaar ukct ac lcmfak = I changed my mind
way, manner, way of, manner of
Ex: Ilo bwijin wsween ko = In many ways
popular
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Lesson 60: This one, that one, like this, like that
This lesson introduces some more ways in which you can use the words for ‘the,’ ‘this,’
‘that,’ etc. that you learned in the last two lessons.
- In English we can put ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ and ‘those’ by themselves, as in ‘Give me that,’
‘This is good’ etc. In Marshallese you can express the same thing by putting the word ‘this,’
‘that,’ etc. with the word for ‘men’ (‘thing’):
Letok men fe =
Ehhan men in =
Men kaf renana =

give-to me/thing/that(near you)
it-good/thing/this(near both of us)

= Give me that thing => Give me that
= This thing is good => This is good
= Those things are bad => Those are bad

thing/those(near neither of us)/they-bad

- The same kind of phrase means can be used to mean ‘this one,’ ‘that one,’ etc.:
Men in
=
Men fe
=
Men bilu eo =

thing/this(near both of us)
thing/that(near you)
thing/blue/the

= This one (near both us)
= That one (near you)
= The blue one

- When you make sentences like ‘this is mine,’ ‘that is a shark,’ etc. the phrase for ‘this’ or ‘that’
usually goes at the end of the sentence, and you don’t need any word for ‘is’:
Ac men e
= my/thing/this(near me)
Pako men fe
= shark/thing/that(near you)
Ej jab pako men kaf = it-PRES/not/shark/thing/those(near neither of us)

= This is mine
= That is a shark
= Those are not sharks

- You can also put ‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc. together with ‘kain’ (‘kind’) to get phrases like ‘that kind of
thing’ or ‘like that’:
Enana kain fe
=
Kchhane kain e

it-bad/kind/that(near you)
do-it/kind/this(near me)

= That kind of thing (that you are doing) is bad
= Do it like this (the way I am doing it)

- ‘Kain fe’ (‘that kind of thing near you’) is also used to mean ‘do that’:
Jab kain fe! =

not/kind/that(near you)

= Don’t do that!

- You can also use ‘rct’ with ‘this,’ ‘that’ etc. to say the same sorts of things:
Kwcn rct e =

you-should/kind/this(near me)

= Do this (what I am doing)

- ‘Ro’ by itself means ‘those who,’ and ‘eo’ by itself means ‘he who, she who, the one who’:
Ro rekcfaan rxxl =
remarog rxxl
Ehcfcfc eo ej rog =
jsn eo ej loe

those who/they-want/leave
/they-can/leave
it-happy/the one who/it-PRES/hear
/than/the one who/it-PRES/see-it
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= Those who want to leave can leave
= He who hears is happier than he
who sees (Proverb)

Vocabulary
evaptata
aet

bct

ksslct
eddeb (E:dedeb)
bwiin
jaah
uraak
jodi (from English)
kabbokbok

especially, most of all, in particular
current (in a body of water)
Ex: Evap aet = There’s a strong current
Ex: Edik aet = There’s not much of a current
Ex: Ejjevxk aet = There’s no current
naughty, to be naughty, disobey, misbehave
Ex: Ebct = He is naughty
Ex: Ej bct = He is being naughty/He is disobeying
choose, elect
to husk coconuts
smell, smell of, it smells like ___
Ex: Bwiin bwiro = It smells like bwiro
why? (always put after the pronoun)
Ex: Kwcjaah kchhan iiep? = Why are you making baskets?
to move (oneself to a place)
zorries, flip-flops
to clap, applause
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Lesson 61: This island, this house (Irregular demonstratives)
In the last three lessons you learned about words like ‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ and
‘those.’ You can put these words onto any noun, but sometimes when you do the noun changes.
You can think of these as irregulars.
- With some nouns, there is only one of these irregulars:
jibbognin
raelepniin
+ in = jxtiinin
+ in = bugniin

jibbog + in =

raelep + in =
jota
bog

= morning/this
= afternoon/this
= evening/this
= night/this

= this morning
= this afternoon
= this evening
= this night => tonight

- With the word ‘sne’ (‘island, islet’), there are only three irregulars:
sne + eo =
sne + in =
sne + ef =

sneo
snin
snef

= island/the
= island/this(near both of us)
= island/that(near neither of us)

= the island
= this island (that we are both on)
= that island (near neither of us)

The word ‘ri’ (‘people of’, from Lesson 51) is often put onto ‘snin’ to get ‘risnin’ (‘people of this
island’). This is a very common word.
- With the word ‘eh’ (‘house, building’), every form is irregular. The most important ones to
know are indicated with a *:
eh + eo

=

*hweo

eh + e

=

eh + in

=

eh + fe

=

eh + ef

=

hwe
*hwiin
hcfe
*hweef
muweo
*hcko
hcks
hckein
hckafe
hckaf
hckoko

eh + uweo =
eh + ko

=

eh + ks

=

eh + kein =
eh + kafe =
eh + kaf

=

eh + koko =

= house-the
= house-this(near me)
= house-this(near both of us)
= house-that(near you)
= house-that(near neither of us)
= house-that(far from both of us)
= house-the(plural)
= house-these(near me)
= house-these(near both of us)
= house-those(near you)
= house-those(near neither of us)
= house-those(far from both of us)

= the house
= this house (near me)
= this house (near both of us)
= that house (near you)
= that house (near neither of us)
= that house (far from both of us)
= the houses
= these houses (near me)
= these houses (near both of us)
= those houses (near you)
= those houses (near neither of us)
= those houses (far from both of us)

For example:
The house that we are both in
That house that you are standing next to

=
=

hwiin
hcfe

- You can put ‘ri’ (‘people of,’ from Lesson 51) with these words to get ‘people of this house,’
‘people of that house, etc.’ (notice that ‘ri’ changes forms to ‘ry’ in this context):
ri + eh + in =
ri + eh + ef =

ryhwiin
ryhweef

= people of/house/this
= people of/house/that

= people of this house, people who live in this house
= people of that house, people who live in that house
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Vocabulary
ko
kajjirere
vaita (from English)
hakytkyt or ehhakyt
(E: hakytkyt or hchakyt)
kchhakyt
obrak
ok
pssk (from English)
rarc
taifah

run away, flee
to make fun of, to laugh at, to ridicule
lighter
to move, to move around
to move (something)
full, no room left for people or things
net
back up
to clean up an area
mosquito netting

Pronunciation Practice – ‘m’ and ‘p’ vs. ‘h’ and ‘b’
In the last Pronunciation Tip you learned that the difference between ‘n’ and ‘f’ is that
with ‘f’ the back of the tongue is raised up. This is the same as the difference between ‘l’ and ‘v’
that you learned before. It is also the difference between Marshallese ‘p’ and ‘b’ and the
difference between Marshallese ‘m’ and ‘h.’ ‘b’ has the tongue raised in the back, whereas ‘p’
does not, and ‘h’ has the tongue raised in the back, whereas ‘m’ does not. In addition, ‘b’ and
‘h’ (but not ‘p’ and ‘m’) are pronounced with the lips slightly puckered as if you are
pronouncing an ‘o.’
In addition, you should raise up the tongue as you do for ‘f,’ ‘v,’ ‘h’ and ‘b’ with the
Marshallese sounds ‘t’ and ‘k.’ Here is a summary of how to pronounce all of these sounds:
Normal
sounds

Sounds with
tongue raised
at the back of
mouth

Sounds with tongue
raised at the back of
mouth and the lips
rounded

m
p
n
l
/
/

/
/
f
v
t
k

h
b
/
/
/
/
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Lesson 62: This guy, that guy (Personal demonstratives)
There are a few other words that are irregular when you put ‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc. on
them. These are the words for ‘woman/girl’ and ‘man/boy/guy’:
live-

lihavcha-

woman, girl
man, boy, guy

women, girls
men, boys, guys

These words are special in that they are not used by themselves. They must have a word like
‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc. after them. For instance, you cannot say ‘juon li’ to mean ‘one woman’ or
‘jilu vcha’ to mean ‘three men.’ To say things like this, use the normal words for ‘man’
(‘ehhaan’), ‘woman’ (‘kcrs’), ‘boy’ (‘vaddik’) and ‘girl’ (‘leddik’). But if you want to say ‘the
man,’ ‘this woman,’ ‘that girl,’ etc., you can use ‘li-,’ ‘le-,‘ ‘liha-,’ and ‘vcha-.’ Here are these
words with ‘the,’ ‘this,’ etc. fused to them (the especially important ones are marked with a *):
li + eo

=

*lio

lie
li + in
=
liin
li + fe
= *liefe
li + ef
= *lief
li + uweo =
luweo
liha + ro = *liharo
liha + rs =
lihars
liha + rein =
liharein
liha + rafe=
liharafe
liha + raf =
liharaf
liha + roro =
liharoro
li + e

=

ve + eo

=

*veo

ve + e

=

ve + in

=

ve + ne

=

ve
vein
*vcfe
*veef
vuweo
*vcharo
vchars
vcharein
vcharafe
vcharaf
vcharoro

ve + en

=

ve + uweo

=

vcha + ro

=

vcha + rs

=

vcha + rein =
vcha + rafe =
vcha + raf =
vcha + roro =

= woman,girl-the
= woman,girl-this(near me)
= woman,girl-this(near both of us)
= woman,girl-that(near you)
= woman,girl-that(near neither of us)
= woman,girl-that(far from both of us)
= women,girls-the(plural)
= women,girls-these(near me)
= women,girls-these(near both of us)
= women,girls-those(near you)
= women,girls-those(near neither of us)
= women,girls-those(far away)

= the woman/girl
= this woman/girl (near me)
= this woman/girl (near both of us)
= that woman/girl (near you)
= that woman/girl (near neither of us)
= that woman/girl (far from both of us)
= the women/girls
= these women/girls (near me)
= these women/girls (near both of us)
= those women/girls (near you)
= those women/girls (near neither of us)
= those women/girls (far away)

= man,boy-the
= man,boy-this(near me)
= man,boy-this(near both of us)
= man,boy-that(near you)
= man,boy-that(near neither of us)
= man,boy-that(far from both of us)
= men,boys-the(plural)
= men,boys-these(near me)
= men,boys-these(near both of us)
= men,boys-those(near you)
= men,boys-those(near neither of us)
= men,boys-those(far away)

= the man/boy
= this man/boy (near me)
= this man/boy (near both of us)
= that man/boy (near you)
= that man/boy (near neither of us)
= that man/boy (far from both of us)
= the men/boys
= these men/boys (near me)
= these men/boys (near both of us)
= those men/boys (near you)
= those men/boys (near neither of us)
= those men/boys (far away)

- These words are often used just to mean ‘he’ or ‘she’
Q: Wcn eaar kxxte? =
A: Veef
=
A: Lief
=

who/it-PAST/steal-it
man,boy-that
woman,girl-that
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= Who stole it?
= That man => He did
= That woman => She did

- These words can also used to distinguish between ‘he’ and ‘she,’ since Marshallese doesn’t
automatically make the distinction:
Ej ettcr
=
Veo ej ettcr =
Lio ej ettcr =

he,she-PRES/run
man-the/he-PRES/run
woman-the/she-PRES/run

= He is running or She is running
= The man is running => He is running
= The woman is running => She is running

Vocabulary
uh
uhuh
kamminene
kcmmslmel
aij (from English)
dipen
ilowaan
edik wcfsn
evap wcfsn
ejjevxk wcfsn

oven, underground oven
to bake
to practice, to get used to
to practice, to test (something out)
ice
strong (of people only)
inside of
cheap
expensive
free (no charge)
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Lesson 63: Here and there (Locative demonstratives)
There is another word in Marshallese that must always have a word like ‘the,’ ‘this,’
‘that,’ etc. fused to it. This word is ‘ij’ and it means ‘place.’ It cannot be used by itself; for
instance, you cannot say ‘juon ij’ (‘one place’) or ‘ij ehhan’ (‘good place’). For this you should
use the normal word for place, ‘jikin.’ However, if you want to say ‘the place,’ ‘this place,’ ‘that
place’ etc., use ‘ij.’ This is also the way to say ‘here’ and ‘there,’ since ‘this place’ implies ‘here’
and ‘that place’ implies ‘there’:
Here and there
ij + eo

=

ij + e

=

ij + in

=

ij + fe

=

ij + ef

=

ij + uweo

=

ijo
ije
ijin
ijcfe
ijef
(or ijo)
ijjuweo
(or ijjuwo)

= place-the
= place-this(near me)
= place-this(near both of us)
= place-that(near you)
= place-that(near neither of us)

= the place
= here (near me)
= here (near both of us)
= there (near you)
= over there (near neither of us)

= place-that(far from both of us)

= way over there (far from both of us)

Notice that ‘ijo,’ which you would expect to mean only ‘the place,’ can also mean ‘over there,
near neither of us,’ and is synonymous with ‘ijef.’
(If you ever hear other forms like ‘ijiic’ or ‘ijcfefe’ and are wondering what these mean, see
Lesson 84.)
- You can also put the words ‘the(plural),’ ‘these,’ and ‘those’ onto ‘ij.’ This creates words like
‘these places’ and ‘those places,’ which are a little more vague than ‘this place’ and ‘that place,’
and therefore could be translated as ‘around here’ and ‘around there’:
Around here and around there
ij + ko

=

ij + ks

=

ij + kein =
ij + kafe =
ij + kaf

=

ij + koko =

ijcko
ijcks
ijckein
ijckafe
ijckaf
(or ijcko)
ijckoko

= place-the(plural)
= place-these(near me)
= place-these(near both of us)
= place-those(near you)
= place-those(near neither of us)

= the places
= around here (near me)
= around here (near both of us)
= around there (near you)
= around there (near neither of us)

= place-those(far from both of us)

= around there (far from both of us)

- If you want to say ‘there,’ meaning ‘at the place we are talking about,’ instead of ‘over there’
(for instance, if someone says ‘I went to Ebeye’ and you say ‘What did you do there?’), then use
‘ie’ (‘in it, at it’). For example:
A: Iaar jahbo gan Arno =
B: Kwaar ta ie?
=

A: I-PAST/take a trip/to/Arno
B: you-PAST/what/there
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= A: I took a trip to Arno
= B: What did you do there?

Dialogue – In a taxi
A: Bcjrak hck ijcfe.
B: Ije ke?
A: Jaab. Ijef, iturun hweef. Ehhan.
Jete wcfsn ac uwe?
B: Ejjevxk wcfsn.
A: Kwcj hool ke? Ejaah ejjevxk wcfsn?
B: Bwe kwclukkuun hckade kajin hajev.

A: Stop there please.
B: Here?
A: No. There, next to that house. Good. How
much does it cost for me to ride?
B: It’s free.
A: Are you sure? Why is it free?
B: Because you speak excellent Marshallese.

Vocabulary
and an unnamed other person (often the spouse of the first person
mentioned)
Ex: Lisson im men = Lisson and his wife
Ex: Elina im men = Elina and her husband
moot or mootvxk
gone, gone away
emootvxk (for singulars), ago
remootvxk (for plurals)
Ex: Juon iic emootvxk = One year ago
Ex: Ruo iic remootvxk = Two weeks ago
hare (from English)
to marry, married
pet
pillow
taibuun (from English)
typhoon, big storm
etteig (E: tcteig)
to fill up, put liquid in a container
utahwe
busy, unable to do something due to a prior obligation, in
mourning after a death
wctev (from English)
hotel, very big building
vxk gan
to (in lists of things)
Ex: Kilaj juon vxk gan ralitck = Grades one to eight
im men
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Lesson 64: What’s this? What’s that? (More about questions)
This lesson introduces yet another way that you can use ‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that’ etc. You can
put them onto question words like ‘what’ and ‘who’ to get questions like ‘what’s this?’ ‘who’s
that?’ For example:
Ta in?
=
Ta fe?
=
Ta kaf?
=
Wcn ef? =
Wcn fe? =
Wcn raf? =

what/this(near both of us)
what/that(near you)
what/those(near neither of us)
who/that(near neither of us)
who/that(near you)
who/those(near neither of us)

= What’s this (thing near both of us)?
= What’s that (thing near you)?
= What are those (things near neither of us)?
= Who’s that (person near neither of us)?
= Who’s that (person near you)?
= Who are those people (near neither of us)?

- If you do this, you must put the question word at the beginning of the sentence, like in English:
Ta fe kwcj kchhane? =

what/that(near you)/you-PRES/do-it

(not Kwcj kchhan ta fe?)

Ta eo rcnaaj ba?
(not Rcnaaj ba ta eo?)

=

what/the/they-FUTURE/say

= What’s that you are doing?
or What are you doing?
= What will they say?

- There is another useful way that ‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc. can be used. If you put one of these
words after a noun, and put the word ‘rct’ or ‘rot’ in between, you get phrases like ‘this kind of
fish,’ ‘that kind of fish,’
Ek rct e
Ek rct fe
Ek rct eo
Wcjke rct ef

=
=
=
=

fish/kind/this(near me)
fish/kind/that(near you)
fish/kind/the
tree/kind/that(near neither of us)

= This kind of fish (near me)
= That kind of fish (near you)
= The kind of fish
= That kind of tree (near neither of us)

Remember that without the word for ‘the,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘rct/rot’ means ‘what kind?’:
Ek rct?
Ek rct ef

=
=

fish/what kind
fish/kind/that(near neither of us)
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= What kind of fish?
= That kind of fish

Vocabulary
bclck
ekkcfak (E: kckcfak)
entak
jerkak
ehhoj (E: hchcj)
kumi
jikka (from English ‘cigar’)
jiha
joiu

leaf
to wear, to put on (an article of clothing), to love
to climb a coconut tree and retrieve green coconuts
to get up (in the morning after waking up)
to vomit
group, team, gang
cigarette, cigar
and a little bit more (put after numbers)
Ex: Rogoul jiha = Twenty some/A little over twenty
soy sauce
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Lesson 65: This week, next week, last week (Useful time phrases)
This lesson presents useful time phrases such as ‘this week,’ ‘next week,’ ‘last week,’
and many others. As you look at the tables of words, pay attention for these recurring phrases:
__ in lav

next___ hcttan __

emootvxk

in ___

ago
(if singular)
remootvxk ago
for __
(a certain amount of time)
(if plural)
(a certain amount of time)

__ eo vxk
or __ eo

last ___ iuhwin __

Days
raan
rainin
ilju
jekvaj
raan ef turun jekvaj
hcttan 4/5/6... raan
ilju im men
inne
inne eo vxk juon
raan eo turun inne eo vxk juon
4/5/6... raan remootvxk

Weeks, Months, Years
wiik
week
wiik in
this week
wiik in lav
next week
hcttan
in 2/3/4…
2/3/4... wiik
weeks
wiik eo vxk
last week
2/3/4... wiik
2/3/4 weeks
remootvxk
ago

day
today
tomorrow
the day after tomorrow
the day after the day after tomorrow
in 4/5/6… days
in the next few days
yesterday
the day before yesterday
the day before the day before yesterday
4/5/6… days ago
allcg
allcg in
allcg in lav
hcttan
2/3/4... allcg
allcg eo vxk
2/3/4... allcg
remootvxk

month
this month
next month
in 2/3/4…
months
last month
2/3/4 months
ago

iic
iic in
iic in lav
hcttan
2/3/4... iic
iic eo vxk
2/3/4... iic
remootvxk

year
this year
next year
in 2/3/4…
years
last year
2/3/4… years
ago

Morning, afternoon, evening, night
jibbog
raelep
bog
morning
afternoon jota
evening
night
in jibbog
in raelep
in jota
in bog
in the
in the
in the
at night
morning
afternoon
evening
in jibbogtata in the
early
morning
jibbognin
raelepniin this
jxtiinin
bugniin
this
this
tonight
or ge eraelep
or ge ebog
or ke ejibbog morning
afternoon or ge ejota evening
jibbogin
yesterday raelepin
yesterday jota
yesterday bog
last
inne
inne
morning
afternoon
evening
night
tomorrow
jibbogin ilju
tomorrow raelepin
tomorrow jxteen
tomorrow bogin
night
ilju
ilju
morning
afternoon ilju
evening
(‘Raelep’ can also mean ‘noon,’ and ‘slikin raelep’ is used to mean ‘afternoon’ specifically.)
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Now, soon, and later
kiic
ejjab kiic
kiic kiic wct
kiicvxk
kokein vxk jidik
kiicvxk jidik
hcttan jidik
tokslik
ge ebogvxk
juon iien
bar juon iien
jsn kiic im etal
jsn iien eo haantak
jsn iien eo haanvxk

now, very recently, very soon
not now
right now, immediately
recently
recently
a little while ago
soon, in a little while
afterwards
later in the day
sometime
some other time, later
from now on
from then on (in the past)
from then on (in the future)

Past and Present
raan kein
jehaan
etto

these days, in the present times
a while ago (anywhere from a few months to many years), in the past
a long time ago (many years), in olden times

- To say ‘for a long time,’ remember ‘eto’ from Lesson 35:
Eto ac exgcd =

long time/my/fish

= I have been fishing a long time

- To say ‘for a while,’ just say ‘jidik’ (‘a little’). To say ‘for (a certain amount of time)’ use
‘iuhwin’ (‘under’):
Iuhwin juon allcg =
Iuhwin ruo wiik
=

under/one/month
under/two/week

= For a month
= For two weeks

- You can use the word ‘jovxk’ (‘throw away’) to mean ‘spend (a certain amount of time)’:
Inaaj jovxk juon allcg ilo Bikini =

I-FUTURE/throw away
/one/month/in/Bikini
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= I’m going to spend a month on Bikini

Lesson 66: My grandfather, your grandfather (Inalienable nouns)
In Lesson 22 you learned the words for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ ‘his,’ ‘her,’ etc. These words are
commonly used, but in many cases different words are used. For parts of the body, relatives,
food, drinks, vehicles, and many other things, you must say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. differently. In the
next 14 lessons, you will learn how to do this.
The first thing you need to know is that there are two different kinds of nouns. Some
nouns are called ‘inalienable’ because they inherently belong to you. These include things like
parts of the body, names, and relatives. For instance, your arm is always your arm, and you
cannot give it to anyone else. In the same way, your mother is inherently your mother, not just
something that you own at the moment. Other nouns are called ‘alienable’ because they do not
inherently belong to you. These include food, drinks, houses, vehicles, and anything else other
than inalienable nouns. For instance, your pencil may belong to you at the moment, but you
could give it to someone else, and it would no longer be yours, so it is called ‘alienable.’ There
are some exceptions to these general rules about what inalienable and alienable nouns are, but
the important point is that there are two kinds of nouns, and the way to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. is
different for them. In the next six lessons you will learn how to do so for inalienable nouns.
To say ‘my,’ ‘your’ etc. for inalienable nouns, you conjugate them like verbs in Spanish
or French. Take the inalienable noun (for instance ‘jihh-,’ which means ‘grandfather’) and add
these letters to them:
aa-stem endings
-ac
my
-aah
your (when referring to only one person)
-aan
his, her, its
-aan Erin Erin’s
-aad
our (including the person being talked to)
-aam
our (not including the person being talked to)
-aami
your (when referring to more than one person)
-aaer
their

For example, with the word for ‘grandfather’ (‘jihh-’), you get the following conjugations:
jihh + ac

=

jihh + aah =
jihh + aan

=

jihh + aad

=

jihh + aam =
jihh + aami =
jihh + aaer =

jihhac
jihhaah
jihhaan
jihhaan Erin
jihhaad
jihhaam
jihhaami
jihhaaer

= grandfather-my
= grandfather-your(sing.)
= grandfather-his,her,its
= grandfather-her/Erin
= grandfather-our(incl)
= grandfather-our(excl.)
= grandfather-your(plur.)
= grandfather-their

= my grandfather/grandfathers
= your (sing.) grandfather/grandfathers
= his/her/its grandfather/grandfathers
= Erin’s grandfather/grandfathers
= our (incl.) grandfather/grandfathers
= our (excl.) grandfather/grandfathers
= your (plur.) grandfather/grandfathers
= their grandfather/grandfathers

- Another noun that works this way is ‘kcnw-’ (‘neck’). It is conjugated as follows:
kcnwac, kcnwaah, kcnwaan, kcnwaad, kcnwaam, kcnwaami, kcnwaaer
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Vocabulary
jedxujij (from English ‘trousers’)
jcct (from English)
jcctct
jiiglij
likko
likko lowaan
kuwata (from English)
tilekek or kyttiliek (E: kattilcklck)
meram
xxj (from English)

pants
shirt
to wear a shirt
t-shirt
skirt
underskirt, slip
quarter (the kind of coin)
to hide, to hide (something)
bright, light (adjective)
horse
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Lesson 67: My name, your name (a-stem inalienable nouns)
In the last lesson you learned that inalienable nouns conjugate like Spanish or French
verbs when you are saying ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. Also like in Spanish or French, there are different
patterns of conjugation for different words. Just as Spanish has ‘-ar verbs’, ‘-er verbs’, and ‘-ir
verbs’, Marshallese has ‘aa-stem nouns,’ ‘a-stem nouns,’ ‘s-stem nouns’ ‘e-stem nouns,’ and ‘istem nouns.’ Luckily, the five different patterns of conjugation are very similar to each other, so
they are not too hard to memorize. You already know the aa-stem conjugations from the last
lesson. This lesson introduces the a-stem conjugations. Here they are:
a-stem endings
-a
my
-ah
your (when referring to only one person)
-an
his, her, its
-an Erin Erin’s
-ad
our (including the person being talked to)
-am
our (not including the person being talked to)
-ami
your (when referring to more than one person)
-aer
their

For example, with the word for ‘name’ (‘et-’), you get the following conjugations:
et + a

=

et + ah =
et + an

=

et + ad

=

et + am =
et + ami =
et + aer =

eta
etah
etan
etan Erin
etad
etam
etami
etaer

= name-my
= name-your(sing.)
= name-his,her,its
= name-her/Erin
= name-our(incl)
= name-our(excl.)
= name-your(plur.)
= name-their

= my name/names
= your (sing.) name/names
= his/her/its name/names
= Erin’s name/names
= our (incl.) name/names
= our (excl.) name/names
= your (plur.) name/names
= their name/names

- Here are some other inalienable nouns that use the a- stem:
Word

Meaning

bcrkoovin
bcrjer-

head, head hair
head hair

hctt-

boy/girlfriend,
best friend
friend

Conjugations
My

Your(sing)

His/Her/Its

Our(incl)

Our(excl)

Your(plur)

Their

bcra
koovin
bcra
jera

bcrah
koovin
bcrah
jerah

bcran
koovin
bcran
jeran

bcrad
koovin
bcrad
jerad

bcram
koovin
bcram
jeram

bcrami
koovin
bcrami
jerami

bcraer
koovin
bcraer
jeraer

hctta

hcttah

hcttan

hcttad

hcttam

hcttami

hcttaer

- ‘Et-‘ (‘name’) and its various conjugations can be used to ask questions about names:
Etah?
=
Etaer?
=
Etan __ ilo kajin hajev? =

name-your
name-their
name-its/__/in/language of/Marshall
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= What’s your name?
= What are their names?
= How do you say __ in Marshallese?

- To answer use the word ‘in’ as ‘is’:
Etaer in deBrum =

name-their/of/deBrum

= Their name is deBrum

Vocabulary
reja (from English)
ettcfak (E: tctcfak)
tykct (from English)
kadede
ipevaakin
bukwcn
eddek or eddekvxk
(E: dedek or dedekvxk)
ryttovxk
koba
kobaik or kakobaik
aidik or ainig
byrae (from English)

razor, to shave
to dream, dream (noun), daydream
ticket
beforehand, already
around, surrounding
state, province, part of a country
to grow, to sprout, to germinate
to grow (of humans only), to grow up, to get older
together, plus (in arithmetic)
to put together, to join (something to something else)
thin (of things or people)
to fry
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Lesson 68: My father, your father (s- stem inalienable nouns)
This lesson introduces another pattern of conjugations, the s- stem
s-stem endings
-a
my
-ah
your (when referring to only one person)
-sn
his, her, its
-sn Erin
Erin’s
-sd
our (including the person being talked to)
-sm
our (not including the person being talked to)
-smi
your (when referring to more than one person)
-ser
their

For example, with the word for ‘father’ (‘jem-’), you get the following conjugations::
jem + a

=

jem + ah

=

jem + sn

=

jem + sd

=

jem + sm

=

jem + smi =
jem + ser

=

jema
jemah
jemsn
jemsn Erin
jemsd
jemsm
jemsmi
jemser

= father-my
= father-your(sing.)
= father-his,her,its
= father-her/Erin
= father-our(incl)
= father-our(excl.)
= father-your(plur.)
= father-their

= my father
= your (sing.) father
= his/her/its father
= Erin’s father
= our (incl.) father/fathers
= our (excl.) father/fathers
= your (plur.) father/fathers
= their father/fathers

Although in earlier lessons you learned that ‘baba’ means ‘father,’ and you can say ‘baba eo ac’
to mean ‘my father,’ the pattern above is a more common and much more Marshallese way of
saying ‘father.’
- Here are some other inalienable nouns that use the s- stem:
Word

Meaning

Conjugations
My

mejturun
mejipp-

eye, eyes, face meja
turun
face
meja
ippa
with

Your(sing)

His/Her/Its

Our(incl)

Our(excl)

Your(plur)

Their

mejah
turun
mejah
ippah

mejsn
turun
mejsn
ippsn

mejsd
turun
mejsd
ippsd

mejsm
turun
mejsm
ippsm

mejsmi
turun
mejsmi
ippsmi

mejser
turun
mejser
ippser

Remember ‘ipp-‘ (‘with’) from Lesson 24. Although it seems strange to conjugate ‘my,’ ‘your,’
etc. for ‘with,’ this is the way that Marshallese does it. For instance, ‘with-my’ (‘ippa’) means
‘with me’ and ‘with-their’ (‘ippser’) means ‘with them.’
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Vocabulary
anmiig
anmoof
kxxnpiip (from English)
jirog
likao
bwe
jxxl (from English)
kalbuuj (from English
‘calaboose’)
ikctaan
kile
wcr
kyriij (from English)

left (when referring to body parts)
right (when referring to body parts)
corned beef, euphemism for peeping on someone
young woman (usually unmarried)
young man (usually unmarried)
leftovers, what’s left, the rest
salt, salty
jail, prison, be in jail, go to jail, put in jail
between
recognize, realize
lobster
grease, fat (noun)
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Lesson 69: My nose, your nose (i- stem inalienable nouns)
This lesson introduces yet another pattern of conjugations, the i- stem:
i-stem endings
-y
-yh
-in
-in Erin
-id
-im
-imi
-ier

my
your (when referring to only one person)
his, her, its
Erin’s
our (including the person being talked to)
our (not including the person being talked to)
your (when referring to more than one person)
their

- The i-stem is a very common pattern of conjugation. Here are some of the inalienable nouns
that use it:*
Word
bxxtlxglxjilggipeaddaddin
peittlikdikilkapsnbwinn-

jatjejibwriturjikhwil-

Meaning Conjugations
nose
mouth
ear
tooth
hand, arm
finger, toe

finger
breast
back
bone
skin
buttocks
body
younger
sibling
older
sibling
grandmother
neighbor
place
behavior

My

Your(sing)

His/Her/Its

Our(incl)

Our(excl)

Your(plur)

Their

bxxty
lxgy
lxjilgy
giy
peiy
addy
addin
peiy
itty
liky
diy
kily
kapy

bxxtyh
lxgyh
lxjilgyh
giih
peih
addyh
addin
peih
ittyh
likyh
diih
kilyh
kapyh

bxxtin
lxgin
lxjilgin
giin
pein
addin
addin
pein
ittin
likin
diin
kilin
kapin

bxxtid
lxgid
lxjilgid
giid
peid
addid
addin
peid
ittid
likid
diid
kilid
kapid

bxxtim
lxgim
lxjilgim
giim
peim
addim
addin
peim
ittim
likim
diim
kilim
kapim

bxxtimi
lxgimi
lxjilgimi
giimi
peimi
addimi
addin
peimi
ittimi
likimi
diimi
kilimi
kapimi

bxxtier
lxgier
lxjilgier
giier
peier
addier
addin
peier
ittier
likier
diier
kilier
kapier

snbwinny

snbwinnyh

snbwinnin

snbwinnid

snbwinnim

snbwinnimi

snbwinnier

jaty

jatyh

jatin

jatid

jatim

jatimi

jatier

jeiy

jeih

jein

jeid

jeim

jeimi

jeier

jiby

jibuh

jibwin

jibwid

jibwim

jibwimi

jibwier

ritury
jiky
hwily

rituruh
jikyh
hwilyh

riturun
jikin
hwilin

riturid
jikid
hwilid

riturim
jikim
hwilim

riturimi
jikimi
hwilimi

riturier
jikier
hwilier

- The words for ‘older sibling’ (‘jat-‘) and ‘younger sibling’ (‘je-’) are more common and
traditional ways of talking about brothers and sisters than using the words ‘brother’ and ‘sister’
*

You may notice a few seeming irregularities in the conjugations of ‘gi-,’ ‘pe-,’ ‘di-,’ ‘je-,’ and ‘jibw-.’ These are
actually due to the imperfect way in which the language is spelled, but it is easier to simply memorize them as
irregulars. In any case, the difference in pronunciation is so small that it is not worth worrying about.
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from English. Notice that you do not need to specify the sex of the sibling, but you do need to
specify whether it is older or younger. If you want to narrow it down to older brothers or sisters,
or younger brothers or sisters, then add ‘vaddik,’ ‘leddik,’ ‘kcrs,’ or ‘ehhaan’ to specify the sex:
Jaty
Jaty leddik
Jeih
Jeih ehhaan

=
=
=
=

younger sibling-my
younger sibling-my/girl
older sibiling-my
older sibiling-my/man

= My younger brother or sister
= My younger sister
= My older brother or sister
= My older brother

- The word ‘jik-’ (‘place’) is used in a variety of senses. It can mean the place one sits in the
classroom, one’s hometown, or one’s country of origin.

Dialogue
A: Kwe ke jemsn Junior?
B: Aet. Ej jikuuv ippah ke?
A: Aet, ga rykaki eo an. Evap an mslctlct,
ak enana hwilin. Ej jab rogjake ilo iien
kilaj.
B: Ej bct ke?
A: Ej. Ge ij kadduoje, ehakoko in duoj.

A: Are you Junior’s father?
B: Yes. Does he attend class with you?
A: Yes, I am his teacher. He’s very smart, but his
behavior is bad. He doesn’t listen during class.

B: Does he disobey?
A: He does. When I send him out, he refuses to
leave.
B: Ak Apija? Ehhan ke hwilin?
B: What about Apija? How is his behavior?
A: Ehhan. Evap an rogjake im kate.
A: It’s good. He really listens and tries hard.
B: Ekwe ehhan. Inaaj kcnnaan ippsn B: All right then. I’ll talk to Junior. Thanks for
Junior. Kohhool kcn ah ba gan ga.
telling me.

Vocabulary
pinneep
slikin raelep
ekcn
tibat
kcmpclein (from English)
uwarog
wsto
weiv (from English)
pair (from English)
ae
bok
bokbok

coconut oil
afternoon (as opposed to ‘raelep,’ which can mean both
‘afternoon’ and ‘noon’)
used to (do something in the past)
teapot
complain
annoyed (by noise only)
land tract (usually a strip of the island extending from the lagoon
side to the ocean side, always with a name)
oil
fired, expelled
to gather, to collect
sand
sandy, covered with sand
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Lesson 70: My mother, your mother (e- stem inalienable nouns)
This lesson introduces the last pattern of conjugations, the e- stem
e-stem endings
-c
-ch
-en
-en Erin
-ed
-em
-emi
-eer

my
your (when referring to only one person)
his, her, its
Erin’s
our (including the person being talked to)
our (not including the person being talked to)
your (when referring to more than one person)
their

- Here are some inalienable nouns that use the e- stem:*
Word
jinneaddin
nelxjiublotibyrukajjihwei-

Meaning
mother
leg, foot
toe
stomach
chest
tongue
lips
throat, gills
identity
personal
belongings

Conjugations
My

Your(sing)

His/Her/Its

Our(incl)

Our(excl)

Your(plur)

Their

jinc
nec
addin
nec
lxjic
ubc
loc
tic
byruc
kajjic
hweic

jinch
neeh
addin
neeh
lxjieh
uboh
looh
tieh
byruoh
kajjieh
hweieh

jinen
neen
addin
neen
lxjien
ubwen
loen
tien
byruon
kajjien
hweien

jined
need
addin
need
lxjied
ubwed
loed
tied
byrued
kajjied
hweied

jinem
neem
addin
neem
lxjiem
ubwem
loem
tiem
byruem
kajjiem
hweiem

jinemi
neemi
addin
neemi
lxjiemi
ubwemi
loemi
tiemi
byruemi
kajjiemi
hweiemi

jineer
neeer
addin
neeer
lxjieer
ubweer
loeer
tieer
byrueer
kajjieer
hweieer

- ‘Byru-’ can mean literally the throat or gills, but it can also be metaphorically the seat of
emotions. In English we say ‘heart’ both to mean the organ and the place where our emotions
lie. In Marshallese ‘throat’ is used instead. Instead of saying ‘She has a good heart,’ they would
say ‘She has a good throat.’ For example:
Byruc ej ba =
ij ixkwe eok

throat-my/it-PRES/say/
I-PRES/love/you

= My heart says I love you [from a song]

- You might remember ‘kajjien’ from Lesson 17. Now you can use ‘kajji-’ to say ‘I know you,’ ‘I
know them’ etc.:
Ijevs kajjieh
Ijevs kajjieer
Rcjevs kajjic
Kwcjaje kajjien Steve
*

=
=
=
=

I-know/identity-your
I-know/identity-their
they-know/identity-my
you-don’t know/identity-his/Steve

= I know you
= I know them
= They know me
= You don’t know Steve

Like with the i- stem, you will see a some irregularities, but they are not very important to know about.
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Dialogue – at the health clinic
A: Ixkwe eok. Kwcnaginmej rct?
B: Emetak bcra im byruc.
A: Ak lxjieh?
B: Ejab metak lxjic.
A: Ekwe, kwcn jab inepata. Idaak uno in ruo
alen ilo juon raan. Hcttan jidik enaaj jako
ah naginmej. Ge ejab, kwcn kab bar itok im
taktc ippa.
B: Kohhooltata.

A: Hello. What kind of sickness do you have?
B: My head and throat hurt.
A: What about your stomach?
B: My stomach doesn’t hurt.
A: Okay, don’t worry. Take this medicine
twice a day. Soon your illness will be gone. If
not, come and see me again.
B: Thanks a lot.

Vocabulary
bat
aha (from English)
eo
sj
kcdx
jebta (from English)
jifo (from English)
kijdik
maag
parijet
rijerbal

ukood

slow
hammer
fishing line
to weave
cloud
chapter (in a book or of a church)
snow
mouse, rat
pandanus leaves (used for making mats and handicrafts)
shore, beach
worker, employee, one of the three types of owners of land in
Marshallese society (highest is irooj/lerooj, second highest is avap,
lowest is rijerbal)
raw, to eat something raw
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Lesson 71: Wrapping up inalienable nouns
In the last five lessons you learned the five patterns of conjugation for inalienable nouns.
Here are all these patterns so that you can review:

my
your (singular)
his, her, its
Erin’s
our (inclusive)
our (exclusive)
your (plural)
their

aa-stem
-ac
-aah
-aan
-aan Erin
-aad
-aam
-aami
-aaer

a-stem
-a
-ah
-an
-an Erin
-ad
-am
-ami
-aer

s-stem
-a
-ah
-sn
-sn Erin
-sd
-sm
-smi
-ser

i-stem
-y
-yh
-in
-in Erin
-id
-im
-imi
-ier

e-stem
-c
-ch
-en
-en Erin
-ed
-em
-emi
-eer

Here are the most common words that conjugate according to each pattern:
aa-stem
jihh-

a-stem
grandfather

etbcr-

kcnw-

neck
koovin
bcrjer-

hctt-

s-stem
jem-

name
head, head
hair
head hair
girlfriend,
boyfriend,
best friend

i-stem
father

mej-

eyes,
face

turun
mej-

face

ipp-

with

friend

bxxtlxglxjilggipeadd-

e-stem
nose
mouth

ear
teeth
arm,
hand
finger,
toe

addin
pe-

finger

itt-

breast
back
bone

likdi-

kilkapsnbwinnjatjejibwriturjikhwil-

skin
buttocks
body
younger
sibling
older
sibling
grandmother

jinneaddin
nelxjiublotibyru-

neighbor

place

kajji-

behavior

hwei-

mother
leg, foot
toe
stomach
chest
tongue
lips
throat,
gills
identity
personal
belongings

- The stems and endings above allow you to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for inalienable nouns.
However, if you want to say one of these words without ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc., (for instance, to say
‘the name,’ instead of ‘my name,’ or ‘many names,’ instead of ‘his name’) then use the
following:
When by
itself

With
‘my’ etc.

When
by itself

With
‘my’
etc

st
jihha
bar
baba
msj
turun msj

etjihhbcrjemmejturun mej-

bxxti
lxgi
lxjilgi
gi
ps
addi

bxxtlxglxjilggipeadd-

When
by itself

With
‘my’ etc

When by
itself

With
‘my’ etc

When
by itself

With
‘my’
etc

addin ps

addin peittlikdijibwijik-

hwil
haha
ne
addin ne
lxje
ob

hwiljinneaddin nelxjiub-

lo
tie
bcro
hweiuk

lotibyruhwei-

ittyt
lik
di
byby
jikin

All the other words you have learned in the last five sections cannot go by themselves. You
must put an ending on them for ‘my,’ ‘your’ etc. It is simply not possible to say a word like
‘friend’ without saying ‘my friend,’ ‘your friend,’ etc. For instance you cannot say ‘hctt eo’ to
mean ‘the friend.’ This makes sense because a friend cannot exist unless it belongs to a certain
person.
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- In the Marshallese-English Dictionary you will find most of these words listed under the form
that you use by itself, if it exists. Then, number 1 in the parentheses will tell you what form you
use for making ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. For example, the word for ‘name’ is listed as ‘st,’ and next to
number 1 it says ‘eta-,’ meaning that you can use this stem to make ‘my name’ ‘your name,’ etc.
The ‘a-’ in ‘eta-’ indicates that it conjugates according to the a- pattern. In the same way, an
‘e-’ at the end (such as in ‘jine-,’ ‘mother’) indicates that it conjugates according to the epattern, an ‘i-’ indicates the i- pattern, and an ‘aa-’ indicates the aa- pattern. (The dictionary
does not make any distinction between a- stems and s-stems: they are both listed as ‘a-’)
- For all inalienable nouns, there is no distinction for singular vs. plural. For instance, ‘etaer’
can mean both ‘their name’ or ‘their names,’ and ‘meja’ can mean both ‘my eye’ and ‘my eyes.’

Vocabulary
wctcmjej
kinej
kinejnej
dsp or haj
bxbo
bato (from English)
bwil
bxxk (from English)
ejjevxkun wct
jsnij
kcjatdikdik

all, every
wound, scar
wounded
eel
to catch
bottle
chewing gum
fork
except for
trade, exchange, switch
hope

Language Tip – Faking it with inalienable nouns
It can be hard to remember which of the five conjugation patterns each inalienable noun
belongs to. If you forget the conjugation pattern for a word, try to ‘fake it’ in the following way:
For ‘my,’ just add ‘c.’ If people don’t understand, add ‘a.’
For ‘your,’ just add ‘ch.’ If people don’t understand, add ‘ah.’
For all the other conjugations, just follow the general pattern above. Use ‘c’ plus the next letter
or letters that you would add for that conjugation. If that doesn’t work, use ‘a’ instead of ‘c.’
For instance, if you want to say ‘his father’ but don’t remember how to conjugate it, just say ‘jem
+ c + n = jemcn.’ If you want to say ‘their mother’ say ‘jin + c + er = jincer.’ These aren’t quite
right (‘jemsn’ and ‘jineer’ are the correct forms) but you will usually be understood.
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Lesson 72: My, your, his, her (again?) (Alienable nouns)
In the last six sections you learned how to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for inalienable nouns like
parts of the body and family members. This lesson introduces how to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for
alienable nouns, which are objects that you can own, but do not inherently belong to you. For
instance, you can own a pencil or a book, but they do not inherently belong to you like parts of
your body or your relatives. Thus, alienable objects include everything other than inalienable
objects.
The way to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. with alienable nouns is different than with inalienable
nouns. Instead of conjugating them like Spanish or French verbs, you add on separate words for
‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc., like in English. However, unlike in English, there are different words for
‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for different categories of objects. The most important of these categories are:
food, drinks, houses, vehicles, and toys/electronic devices. For everything other than these kinds
of things, you use the ‘general classifier.’ This general classifier is what you learned for ‘my,’
‘your,’ etc. all the way back in Lesson 22. Here it is again:
The General Classifier
ac
my or mine
ah
your or yours (singular)
an
his, her, hers, or its
an Erin
Erin’s
ad
our or ours (inclusive)
am
our or ours (exclusive)
ami
your or yours (plural)
aer
their or theirs
(You can see that this is just like an inalienable noun conjugated according to the aa- pattern.)
- Remember from before that these words go after the noun, and you put the word for ‘the’ in
between the noun and the word for ‘my,’ ‘your’:
Pinjev eo ac = pencil/the/my = My pencil
Bok eo aer = book/the/their = Their book

- Remember that in order to distinguish between singular and plural nouns, you use the singular
or plural word for ‘the’ (unlike with inalienable nouns, where no distinction is made):
Pinjev eo ac = pencil/the(singular)/my
Pinjev ko ac = pencil/the(plural)/my

= My pencil
= My pencils

- You can also the words for ‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc. from Lessons 58-59 in place of ‘the’ in order to be
more specific:
Peen fe ah = pen/that(near you)/your
Pinjev kaf aer = pencil/those(near neither of us)/their
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= Your pencil (which is there by you)
= Their pencils (which are over there
by neither of us)

Vocabulary
kcpooj
kijerjer
hct
hupi (from English)
pslele
rxg
tyrah (from English)
ebbcl (E: bcbcl)
rabclbcl
bctcktck
ekkokowa (E: lejxgjxg)

to prepare (something), to get something ready
anxious
what house?
movie, watch a movie
marriage, married
hole
drum
to shine
shiny
blood, bleed, menstruation
juggle, juggling
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Lesson 73: My food, your food (Classifier for food)
In the last lesson you learned that you say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for alienable nouns by
putting a separate word for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. next to the noun, like in English. You also learned
that you use different words for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. based on what kind of thing the noun is. In the
last lesson you learned the words for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. when the noun is something other than
any of the other categories of things (food, drinks, vehicles, toys, etc.). This lesson introduces
the way to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for food and cigarettes only. Here it is:
Classifier for food and cigarettes
kijc
my or mine
kijch
your or yours (singular)
kijen
his, her, hers, or its
kijen Erin
Erin’s
kijed
our or ours (inclusive)
kijem
our or ours (exclusive)
kijemi
your or yours (plural)
kijeer
their or theirs
Notice that this is the word ‘kij-’ conjugated like an inalienable noun according to the e- pattern.
This makes it easier to memorize.
- You use these words exactly like the general classifier (‘ac,’ ‘am,’ etc.), except only for food
and cigarettes:
Hcgs eo kijc

=

food/the/my(food)

= My food

=

cigarette/the/your(food)

= Your cigarette

=

crab/the(plural)/our(food)

= Our crabs

=

fish/that(near you)/your(food)

= Your fish (there by you)

(not Hcgs eo ac)

Jikka eo kijch
(not Jikka eo ah)

Baru ko kijed
(not Baru ko ad)
Ek fe kijch
(not Ek fe ah)

- It the noun is something other than food or cigarettes, do not use the classifier for food and
cigarettes:
Pinjev eo ac

=

pencil/the/my

= My pencil

=

brother/the(plural)/your

= Your brothers

(not Pinjev eo kijc)

Brother ko ah
(not Brother ko kijch)
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Vocabulary
buvajtiik (from English)
iju
jarom
jekdoon
jekdoon ta
jekdoon ge or sinwct juon
ge
jekdoon ge __, ak __
or

sinwct juon ge __, ak __

evvao (E: sometimes
vcvao)
kyrjin (from English)
kwcdeak
byrxro
ehhool (E: hchool)

plastic
star, planet
electricity
ignore, no matter ___, it doesn’t matter
no matter what
even if, no matter if
even if ___, ___.
even though ____, ____.
Ex: Jekdoon ge epen, ak inaaj high school = Even if it’s hard, I
will go to high school
Ex: Sinwct juon ge ewct, ak inaaj exgcd = Even if it rains, I will
go fishing
seasick, nauseous
Christian, member of a church in good standing
beard, moustache
pregnant
thanked, to be thanked
Ex: Kwolukkuun ehhool = You are really thanked/Thank you
very much
Ex. Koheag ehhool = Thank you (to four or more people)
Ex. Kwcbar ehhool = Thank you too
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Lesson 74: My water, your water (Classifier for drinks)
In the last lesson you learned how to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for food and cigarettes. In this
lesson you will learn how to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for drinks and medicine. Drinks and medicine
are classified together because the word for ‘take’ (as in ‘take a pill’) is the same as the word for
‘drink’: ‘idaak.’ Here is the classifier for drinks and medicine:
Classifier for drinks and medicine
limc
my or mine
limch
your or yours (singular)
limen
his, her, hers, or its
limen Erin
Erin’s
limed
our or ours (inclusive)
limem
our or ours (exclusive)
limemi
your or yours (plural)
limeer
their or theirs
This is the word ‘lim-’ conjugated like an inalienable noun according to the e- pattern.
- You use these words just like the general classifier (‘ac,’ ‘ah,’ etc.) and the classifier for food
(‘kijc,’ ‘kijch,’ etc.) except only for drinks and medicine:
Aebcj eo limc

=

drinking water/the/my(drink)

= My drinking water

=

medicine/the/your(drink)

= Your medicine

=

tea/that(near neither of us)/his(drink)/Joe

= Joe’s tea (which is over
there near neither of us)

=

coffee/this(near both of us)/our(drink)

= Our coffee (which is here
near both of us)

(not Aebcj eo ac)
(not Aebcj eo kijc)

Uno eo limch
(not Uno eo ah)
(not Uno eo kijch)

Ti ef limen Joe
(not Ti ef an Joe)
(not Ti ef kijen Joe)

Kxpe in limed
(not Kxpe in ad)
(not Kxpe in kijed)
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Vocabulary
pelav
pelcg
pevxk
eppepe (E: pepepe)
tyrabcv (from English)
lojen (from English)
akkxun (from English)
iih
bajinjea (from English)
ile
injin (from English)
kwalxk mool

sink down
float up to the surface
drift at sea, lose direction while traveling at sea, miss destination
while at sea
to float
trouble
lotion (such as mosquito repellant or sunscreen)
charge to an account
fast
passenger
string for stringing fish while fishing
engine
tell the truth
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Lesson 75: My house, your house (Classifier for houses)
This lesson introduces yet another set of words for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. This is the classifier
for houses and buildings. Here it is:
Classifier for houses and buildings
ihc
my or mine
ihch
your or yours (singular)
ihcn
his, her, hers, or its
ihcn Erin
Erin’s
ihcd
our or ours (inclusive)
ihcm
our or ours (exclusive)
ihcmi
your or yours (plural)
ihweer
their or theirs
This is the word ‘ih-’ conjugated like an inalienable noun according to the e- pattern, but with
some small irregularities.
- You use these words just like the general classifier (‘ac,’ ‘ah,’ etc.), the classifier for food
(‘kijc,’ ‘kijch,’ etc.), and the classifier for drinks (‘limc,’ ‘limch,’ etc.) except only for houses
and buildings. Just like with all other alienable nouns, you put the word for for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc.
after the noun, and in between you put the word for ‘the’ (or ‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc.). However, there
is a slight complication with houses. Remember from Lesson 61 that when you add the word for
‘the’ (or ‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc.) after the word for ‘house,’ there is some irregularity: ‘eh + eo’ =
‘hweo.’ Thus, here is how you say ‘my house,’ ‘your house,’ etc.:
Hweo ihc

=

house-the/my(house)

= My house

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

house-the/your(singular)(house)
house-the/his,her,its(house)
house-the/his(house)/Justin
house-the/our(inclusive)(house)
house-the/our(exclusive)(house)

= Your (singular) house
= His, her, or its house
= Justin’s house
= Our (inclusive) house
= Our (exclusive) house
= Your (plural) house
= Their house

(not Hweo ac)
(not Hweo kijc)
(not Hweo limc)

Hweo ihch
Hweo ihcn
Hweo ihcn Justin
Hweo ihcd
Hweo ihcm
Hweo ihcmi
Hweo ihweer

house-the/your(plural)(house)
house-the/their(house)

- You can use the word for ‘the(plural)’ (‘ko’) to get phrases like ‘my houses,’ ‘your houses,’
etc., but remember that ‘eh + ko’ = ‘hcko’:
Hcko ihcmi =
Hcko ihweer =

house-the(plural)/your(plural)(house)
house-the(plural)/their(house)
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= You guys’ houses
= Their houses

- You can also use the words ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ and ‘those,’ in place of ‘the,’ to be more
specific, but again remember the irregularities when you add these words to ‘eh’:
Hweef ihc =
Hwiin ihwed =

house-that(near neither of us)/my(house)

house-this(near both of us)/our(house)

= My house (over there near neither of us)
= Our house (here near both of us)

Vocabulary
jsje
jevsvxkjef
jajevxkjef
kanne
lep
kwalxk kcn
kaluuj
mslim
piiv tyrep (from English)
roba (from English)
wcdwcd
wctbai (from English
‘autobike’)

machete, sword
education, knowledge, conscious
ignorance, ignorant, unconscious
to fill up (often said of plates being filled with someone’s portion
of food)
egg
tell about
to make lose, to beat (somebody) at a game
permission, allowed, legal
field trip, field trip ships that deliver supplies to outer islands
rubber, rubber tube at the end of a fishing spear
covered with coral, teeming with coral
motorcycle
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Lesson 76: My boat, your boat, my watch, your watch (More classifiers)
This lesson introduces several more classifiers. The two most common of these are the
classifiers for vehicles (including boats, cars, airplanes, bicycles, carts, and anything else that can
be ridden on), and the classifier for toys, electronic devices (including radios and watches),
musical instruments, pet animals, and Bibles. Here they are:
Classifier for toys, electronic devices,
Classifier for vehicles
musical instruments, pets, and Bibles
wac
my or mine
nejy
my or mine
waah
your or yours (singular)
nejyh
your or yours (singular)
waan
his, her, hers, or its
nejin
his, her, hers, or its
waan Erin
Erin’
nejin Erin Erin’s
waad
our or ours (inclusive)
nejid
our or ours (inclusive)
waam
our or ours (exclusive)
nejim
our or ours (exclusive)
waami
your or yours (plural)
nejimi
your or yours (plural)
waaer
their or theirs
nejier
their or theirs
(The first is the word ‘w-’ conjugated according to the aa- pattern, and the second is the word
‘nej-’ conjugated according to the i- pattern.)
- These are used as you would expect:
Tyrak eo wac

=

truck/the/my(vehicle)

= My truck

=

guitar/the/your(toy,etc.)

= Your guitar

(not Tyrak eo ac/kijc/limc/ihc/nejy)

Kyta eo nejyh
(not Kyta eo ah/kijch/limch/ihch/waah)

- There are other less common classifiers for things like utensils, islands, and so forth. It is not
necessary to use these (you can just use the general classifier ‘ac,’ ‘ah,’ etc. and you will be
understood) but it is good to at least recognize them when they are used:
Word

Conjugations

mejsnegijikkxjkiniutdkof-

meja, mejah, mejsn, mejsd, mejsm, mejsmi, mejser
snec, sneeh, sneen, sneed, sneem, sneemi, sneer

giy, giih, giin, giid, giim, giimi, giier
jiky, jikyh, jikin, jikid, jikim, jikimi, jikier
kxjc, kxjch, kxjen, kxjed, kxjem, kxjemi, kxjeer
kinic, kinieh, kinien, kinied, kiniem, kiniemi, kinieer
utc, utch, uten, uted, utem, utemi, uteer
dac, daah, daan, daad, daam, daami, daaer
kofac, kofaah, kofaan, kofaad, kofaam,
kofaami, kofaaer
dic, dieh, dien, died, diem, diemi, dieer
pslly, psllyh, psllin, psllid, psllim, psllimi, psllier

Used for
Glasses, snorkeling masks, lids
Islands
Eating utensils, plates, bowls, cups

Places of personal origin
Blankets
Mats, mattresses
Bathing water, shower water
Pandanus (kij- is also used for this)
Gifts, contributions to a shared
effort
diEarrings
psllHeaddresses
kctka, kctkah, kctkan, kctkad, kctkam, kctkami, kctkaer
kctkPlants
kapitc,
kapitch,
kapiten,
kapited,
kapitem,
kapitemi,
kapiteer
kapitPerfume, lotion
For everything other than these categories, use the general classifier: ‘ac,’ ‘ah,’ etc.
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Vocabulary
wylio
aen (from English)
deel
deelel
bu
kor
agkc (from English)
empivoob (from English)
or kilin leta
kcmmour or keotak
kahhoolol
iuut (from English)
or jxdikdik
kyrijhcj (from English)

good-looking (of men only)
iron, metal
fan (noun)
to fan (verb)
gun, to shoot
to tie
anchor, to anchor
envelope
to give birth
to thank
youth, young person
Christmas
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Lesson 77: My husband, my wife (Classifiers that add meaning)
In the last five lessons you have learned different ways to say ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. based on
what kind of thing the noun is. So far, using different classifiers hasn’t changed the meaning of
the word. For instance, using the classifier for drinks when saying ‘my tea’ doesn’t add any new
information, since tea is always a drink (it is a never a food, a house, a vehicle, etc.). But
sometimes a classifier does add meaning. One example of this is ‘kof-’, which is used for
catches of fish, birds, crabs, or any other animal:
Classifier for catches of fish, birds, etc.
kofa
my or mine
kofah
your or yours (singular)
kofan
his, her, hers, or its
kofan Erin
Erin’s
kofad
our or ours (inclusive)
kofam
our or ours (exclusive)
kofami
your or yours (plural)
kofaer
their or theirs
This is the word ‘kof-’ conjugated like an inalienable noun according to the a- pattern.
- You can use these words like any other classifier, but it adds the information of who caught the
animal:
Ek eo kofa
=
Baru eo kofah
=
Bao eo kofan Joja =
Kofan wcn ek eo? =

fish/the/my catch
crab/the/your catch
bird/the/his catch/Joja
his,her catch/who/fish/the

= My fish (that I caught)
= Your crab (that you caught)
= Joja’s bird (that he caught)
= Who caught the fish?

- Here are some other classifiers that change the meaning (you will recognize some of these from
before, but notice the new meanings):
Word
nejpsleippnukw-

Conjugations

Used for
nejy, nejyh, nejin, nejid, nejim, nejimi, nejier
Sons, daughters
pslec, psleeh, psleen, psleed, psleem, psleemi, paleer Wives, husbands
ippa, ippah, ippsn, ippsd, ippsm, ippsmi, ippser
nuky, nukuh, nukwin, nukwid, nukwim, nukwier

Wives, husbands, girl/boyfriends

Relatives

You can use these words to say things like ‘my son,’ ‘my daughter,’ ‘my wife,’ ‘my husband,’
etc.:
Leddik eo nejy
Vaddik eo nejy
Ajri ro nejy
Kcrs eo palec
Ehhaan eo palec
Kcrs eo ippa
Ehhaan eo ippa
Armej eo nuky

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

girl/the/my offspring
boy/the/my offspring
child/the(plural)/my offspring
woman/the/my spouse
man/the/my spouse
woman/the/my spouse, significant other
man/the/my spouse, significant other
person/the/my relative
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= My daughter
= My son
= My children (offspring)
= My wife
= My husband
= My wife or girlfriend
= My husband or boyfriend
= My relative

(Notice that in order to distinguish between son/daughter and wife/husband, you use either girl or
boy, man or woman as the noun.)

Vocabulary
sjmour
jipiij (from English)
kwalxk naan
haan
ihaan
haantata
itulikin
pssgkcv
pilo
tof
joda
wcda

health
speech, to deliver a speech
to deliver a speech
front
in the front, in front of
at the very front, first
behind
bracelet
blind, not see well
tune, melody
unable to catch many fish, not very good at fishing
able to catch many fish, good at fishing
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Lesson 78: My grandson, my granddaughter
In the last lesson you learned some classifiers that change the meaning of the noun, such
as ones for catches of animals, sons and daughters, spouses, and relatives. There are other words
that you can use this way, which you will remember from earlier lessons on inalienable nouns.
Here they are again, with the same meanings but used with alienable nouns:
Word
jejatjinjemjihhjibwjerhctt-

Conjugations

Used for
Older siblings
Younger siblings
Mothers
jema, jemah, jemsn, jemsd, jemsm, jemsmi, jemser
Fathers
jihhac, jihhaah, jihhaan, jihhaad, jihhaam, Grandfathers
jeiy, jeih, jein, jeid, jeim, jeimi, jeier
jaty, jatyh, jatin, jatid, jatim, jatimi, jatier
jinc, jinch, jinen, jined, jinem, jinemi, jineer

jihhaami, jihhaaer
jiby, jibuh, jibwin, jibwid, jibwim, jibwimi, jibwier
Grandmothers, grandchildren
jera, jerah, jeran, jerad, jeram, jerami, jeraer
Girlfriends, boyfriends, best friend
hctta, hcttah, hcttan, hcttad, hcttam, hcttami, Friends
hcttaer

To see how these words are used, look at the following examples:
Livvap eo jinc
Jinc
Vavvap eo jihhac
Jihhac
Leddik eo jiby
Livvap eo jiby
Jiby

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Leddik eo jatyh
=
Jatyh
=
Ehhaan eo hcttah=
Hcttah
=

old woman/the/my mother
my mother
old man/the/my grandfather
my grandfather
girl/the/my grandmother,grandchild
old woman/the/my grandmother,grandchild
my grandmother,grandchild

girl/the/your younger sibling
your younger sibling
man/the/your friend
your friend

= My mother (who is an old woman)
= My mother
= My grandfather (who is an old man)
= My grandfather
= My granddaughter
= My grandmother
= My grandmother or my granddaughter
= Your younger sister
= Your younger brother or sister
= Your friend (who is a man)
= Your friend

- Instead of saying ‘leddik/vaddik,’ ‘kcrs/ehhaan,’ ‘livvap/vavvap,’ etc. you can just say ‘lio’ (‘the
girl/woman’), ‘veo’ (‘the boy/man’), ‘liharo’ (‘the girls/women’), or ‘vcharo’ (‘the boys/men’)
(remember these from Lesson 62):
Lio jera
Veo jaty
Liharo hcttah
Vcharo jeih

=
=
=
=

girl,women-the/my significant other
boy,man-the/my younger sibling
girls,women-the/your friend
boys,men-the/your older sibling

= My girlfriend
= My younger brother
= Your female friends
= Your older brothers

- You can also use just ‘ro’ (‘the[plural, human]’) for multiple people, without saying what sex
they are (this is a very common and useful pattern):
Ro nuky
=
Ro hcttah =
Ro nejy
=

the(plural, human)/my relative
the(plural, human)/my friend
the(plural, human)/my offspring
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= My relatives
= Your friends
= My children (sons and daughters)

Dialogue
A: Etan jinch im jemah?

A: What are the names of your mother and
father?
B: Etaer in Ruth im Howard
B: Their names are Ruth and Howard.
A: Ak ro jeih im jatyh?
A: What about your older and younger siblings?
B: Etan veo jeiy in Carl, im etan lio jaty in B: My older brother is named Carl, and my
Francis.
younger sister is named Francis.
A: Ak etan ro hcttah ilo Amedka?
A: What about the names of your friends in
America?
B: Etaer in Luke, Grace, Becca, Jeremy...
B: Their names are Luke, Grace, Becca,
Jeremy…
A: Kwckijerjer ke in lo er?
A: Are you anxious to see them?
B: Aet. Ge ij bar psd ilo Amedka, inaaj lo B: Yes. When I’m back in America I will see
aolep ro nuky kab aolep ro mctta.
all of my relatives and all of my friends.

Vocabulary
lcb
kobban
al in jar
bar
bwidej
anck
bcks
kyr or kyri
ebbcj (E: sometimes
bcbcj)
bxun (from English)
door(e)

tomb, grave
contents, contents of
Ex: Ejjevxk kobban = It’s empty
hymn, song sung at church
rocky area of a beach, reef, or lagoon (above water at least part of
the time)
dirt, land
to copy, imitate
tide
to call, to call someone to come, to summon
swollen
pound (unit of weight)
to put (something) down, to leave (something somewhere)
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Lesson 79: Wrapping up alienable nouns
This lesson reviews what you learned in the last seven lessons. Below are all of the
classifiers for alienable nouns, and all of the words that work like classifiers but change the
meaning. The words are listed with the vowel of the conjugation pattern (‘kije-’ instead ‘kij-‘) so
that it is easier to remember how to conjugate them:
Common
classifiers
kijelimeihenejiwaaaa-

Used for
food, cigarettes
drinks, medicine
houses, buildings
toys, electronic devices, pets,
musical instruments, Bibles
vehicles
everything else

Words that
add meaning
kofanejipsleeipps-

Meaning
catch of animal
son, daughter
spouse
spouse,
significant other

Uncommon
classifiers

Uncommon
classifiers

Used for

Used for

mejs-sneegiijiki-

glasses, masks
islands
eating utensils
places of
personal origin

utedaadiepslli-

bathing water
pandanus
earrings
headdresses

kxjekinie-

blankets

kctkakapite-

plants
perfume, lotion

Words that
add meaning
jeijatijinejemsnukwi-

mats, mattresses

Meaning
older sibling
younger sibling

mother
father
relative

Words that
add meaning
jerahcttajihhaajibwi-

Meaning
significant other

friend
grandfather
grandmother,
grandchild

- Since some objects belong to more than one category, sometimes more than one classifier can
be used. This can change the meaning, even if the classifier is one that doesn’t usually add any
meaning:
Bao eo kijc
Bao eo nejy
Bao eo kofa

=
=
=

Tyrak eo waah =
Tyrak eo nejyh =

bird/the/my(food)
bird/the/my(toy, pet, etc.)
bird/the/my catch
truck/the/your(vehicle)
truck/the/your(toy, pet, etc.)

= My bird (for eating)
= My pet bird
= My bird (that I caught)
= Your truck
= Your toy truck

- Remember that if you don’t know which classifier to use, you can use the general classifier aaand you will usually be understood.
- These classifiers can also be used to offer things to people, or to say who something is for. For
instance:
Kijch
Limch
Kijen Elina raij eo
Limen Lisson ni eo

=
=
=
=

yours(food)
yours(drink)
her(food)/Elina/rice/the
his(drink)/Lisson/coconut/the
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= For you [food only]
= For you [drink only]
= The rice is for Elina (to eat)
= The coconut is for Lisson (to drink)

Vocabulary
ilomej
smej
eoreak
ejjir (E: sometimes jijir)
kaaj (from English)
kajjidede
kallib
ke
voor
lcke
tchato (from English)
piknik (from English)
tanij (from English)

part of a Marshallese funeral
another part of a Marshallese funeral
third part of a Marshallese funeral
slippery
cards (for playing card games)
to guess
to plant, to bury
dolphin, porpoise
to follow
to believe in, to trust
tomato
picnic, to have a picnic
dance
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Lesson 80: I have, you have, do you have (again?)
In Lessons 27-30 you learned how to say sentences like ‘I have,’ ‘you have,’ and ‘do you
have?’ For all of these sentences you used the general classifier (‘ac,’ ‘ah,’ etc.). However, if
you are talking about anything that belongs in the category of other classifiers (such as food,
drinks, vehicles, etc.), then you need to use the appropriate classifier. Just substitute the word for
‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. in the appropriate classifier for ‘ac,’ ‘ah,’ etc. For example:
Ewcr kijc raij

=

there is/my(food)/rice

= I have rice

=

there is/?/your(drink)/medicine

= Do you have any medicine?

(not Ewcr ac/limc/wac/etc. raij)

Ewcr ke limch uno?
(not Ewcr ke ah/kijch/etc. uno?)

Ruo nejy retio
Eboov waad kcrkcr
Ewcr ke nejyh ajri?
Elcg nejy ajri
Ejjevxk nejy ajri
Elcg ke ippah?
Ewcr ippa
Ejjevxk ippa

two/my(toys, etc.)/radio
=
= I have two radios
= there are many/our(vehicle)/canoe
= We have many canoes
= there is/?/your(offspring)/child
= Do you have children?
= there is/my(offspring/child
= I have children
= there is no/my(offspring)/child
= I don’t have any children
= there is/?/your spouse,significant other = Are you married/attached?
= there is/my spouse,significant other = I’m spoken for
= there is no/my spouse,significant
= I’m single
(Make sure you don’t confuse ‘ipp-’ [‘with’] with ‘ipp-’ [‘spouse, significant other’].)

- You can do the same thing with inalienable nouns:
Ewcr ke jatyh? =
Ewcr jaty
=
Ejjevxk jaty
=
Jete jeih?
=
Ruo jeiy
=
Bwijin hctta
=
Ewcr ke jerah? =
Ewcr jera
=
Ejjevxk jera
=

there is/?/your younger sibling
there is/my younger sibling
there is no/my younger sibling
how many/your older sibling
two/my older sibling
many/my friend
there is/?/your significant other
there is/my significant other
there is no/my significant other

= Do you have any younger siblings?
= I have younger siblings
= I don’t have any younger siblings
= How many older siblings do you have?
= I have two older siblings
= I have many friends
= Do you have a boyfriend/girlfriend?
= I have a boyfriend/girlfriend
= I don’t have a boyfriend/girlfriend

- Saying ‘I have,’ ‘you have,’ ‘do you have?’ with the classifer ‘kof-’ is very commonly used to
talk about catching fish and other animals, instead of using a word for ‘to catch.’ For instance:
Ewcr ke kofah?
Ewcr ke kofah ek?
Eboov kofa
Eboov kofa ek
Ejjevxk kofa
Ejjevxk kofa ek
Jogoul kofa
Jogoul kofa baru
Juon kofaer pako
Ejagin wcr kofaer

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

there is/?/your catch
there is/?/your catch/fish
there is many/my catch
there is many/my catch/fish
there is no/my catch
there is no/my catch/fish
ten/my catch
ten/my catch/crab
one/their catch/shark
it-not yet/there is/their catch
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= Have you caught anything?
= Have you caught any fish?
= I have caught many
= I have caught many fish
= I haven’t caught anything
= I haven’t caught any fish
= I have caught ten
= I have caught ten crabs
= They caught a shark
= They haven’t caught anything yet

Dialogues
A: Elcg ke jerah snin?
B: Ejjevxk jera snin.
A: Ak ilo Amedka?
B: Ebar ejjevxk jera ie.
A: Ebajeet? Vaddik redike eok ke?
B: Rejab.
A: Ak?
B: Ga ij kappok wct.
A: Ekwe, hcttan jidik enaaj wcr jerah.

A: Do you have a boyfriend on this island?
B: I don’t have a boyfriend on this island.
A: What about in America?
B: I don’t have a boyfriend there either.
A: Why? Do boys hate you?
B: No, they don’t.
A: Why then?
B: I’m still looking.
A: Okay, soon you’ll have a boyfriend.

A: Kwaar psd ia?
B: Iaar psd iar. Kcmro Delson eaar turxg.

A: Where were you?
B: I was in the lagoon. Delson and I went
spearfishing.
A: Ewcr ke kofami?
A: Did you guys catch anything?
B: Ejjevxk kofa, ak eboov kofan Delson.
B: I didn’t catch anything, but Ali caught a lot.
A: Ek rct?
A: What kinds of fish?
B: Valem kofan kupag, jilu kofan kurlaj, B: He caught five kupag, three kurlaj, and ten
im jogoul kofan alle.
alle.
A: Kwe rihajev kiic.
A: You’re a Marshallese person now.
B: Bwe ta?
B: Why?
A: Bwe kwcjevs etan aolep kain ek.
A: Because you know the names of all kinds of
fish.

Vocabulary
to
katoto
waan jogak
bctcn (from English)
tulcgin
itulcgin
tulavin
itulavin
kapin
ute
baab

channel from the ocean to the inside of the lagoon, where ships can
pass through
to hang, to hang up
example, for example
button, pill
top, top of
at the top, at the top of
bottom, bottom of
at the bottom, at the bottom of
bottom, bottom of, western end of an island
rain on
Ex: Enaaj ute jaki eo = The mat is going to get rained on
think, be of the opinion, suppose
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Lesson 81: Belonging to the two of us (Numeratives with possessives)
In Lesson 53 you learned that you can put markers for ‘two,’ ‘three,’ ‘four or more,’ and
‘five or more’ onto pronouns to say things like ‘the two of you,’ ‘the three of us,’ etc. To review,
here are those markers again:
-ro
-jeel (Eastern dialect: -jel)
-eag (Eastern dialect: -msn)
-wcj

two
three
four or more
five or more

- In addition to putting these markers onto emphatic and object pronouns, you can also put them
onto any word for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. for any alienable or inalienable noun. This allows you to say
things like ‘belonging to the two of them’ (instead of just ‘theirs’), ‘belonging to the three of us’
(instead of just ‘ours’) etc. For example:
Pinjev eo amiro
=
Ewcr ke kijemijeel raij?=
Ewcr waadeag tyrak =
Jineerro
=
Jemsdjeel
=
Jeimieag
=

pencil/the/your-2
there is/?/your-3(food)/rice
there is/our-4+(vehicle)/truck

mother-their-2
father-our-3
older sibling-your-4+

= The pencil belonging to the two of you
= Do the three of you have any rice?
= The four (or more) of us have a truck
= The mother of the two of them
= The father of the three of us
= The older sibling of the four (or more) of you

- If you put ‘-ro’ (‘two’) onto a word that ends in ‘d,’ then the ‘d’ becomes an ‘r’:
ad

+ ro =

jined + ro =

arro
jinerro

= our-2
= mother-our-2

= belonging to the two of us
= the mother of the two of us

- You can use these kinds of words to say things like ‘mine and yours,’ ‘mine and John’s,’ or
‘yours and John’s’:
Arro
Amro John
Amiro John
Hweo ihwerro
Hcttamro John
Jinemiro John

=
=
=
=
=
=

our(inclusive)-2
our(exclusive)-2/John
your(plural)-2/John
house-the/our(inclusive)(house)-2
friend-our(exclusive)-2
mother-your(plural)-2/John

= Yours and mine
= Me and John’s
= You and John’s
= Your and my house
= Me and John’s friend
= You and John’s mother

(‘Arro’ [‘yours and mine’] is very commonly heard, and could be considered the mantra of
Marshallese generosity and hospitality.)
- You can use the number markers with ‘ipp-’ (‘with’) to say things like ‘with the two of them,’
‘with the three of us’:
Ippserro
=
Ippsmieag
=
Ehhan ippserro =

with them-2
with you-4+
it-good/with them-2
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= With the two of them
= With the four (or more) of you
= The two of them like it

Vocabulary
bujek
bwebwenatoon etto
byrookraah (from
English)
dila
bcnbcn
dspdep
ine
ninnin
jekcn (from English)
kcjjevs
jitoob (from English)
kallihur

to tie up one’s hair
legend
program, to put on a program
nail (for building things)
to count, arithmetic
to hold, keep, retain, control
seed
to suck, to nurse, breast, nipple
second (unit of time)
announce, announcement
stove
to promise

Language Tip – Ah vs. am
The difference in sound between ‘ah’ (‘your’) and ‘am’ (‘our[exclusive]’) is extremely
difficult to distinguish and pronounce. If you want to make sure that you say ‘am’ and not ‘ah,’
put a number marker like ‘ro,’ ‘jeel,’ or ‘eag’ on the end of ‘am.’ Since you can’t put a number
marker on ‘ah’ (because it’s singular), then you know that you are saying ‘our[exclusive]’ and
not ‘your.’ For instance, say ‘ameag’ (‘belonging to the 4+ of us’) instead of just ‘am’ so that it
won’t sound like ‘ah.’
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Lesson 82: Ehhan and hchan (Words starting with double consonants)
By now you may have noticed a few puzzling phenomena in Marshallese. ‘Man’ is listed
in the Marshallese-English Dictionary as ‘hhaan,’ but it is never said this way. The word for
‘good’ is sometimes ‘ehhan’ and sometimes ‘hchan.’ You say ‘elukkuun ehhan,’ but you
don’t say ‘elukkuun enana’ (you say ‘elukkuun nana’ instead). The ‘e’ in ‘ehhan’ is
sometimes part of the word, and sometimes means ‘he/she/it.’ What’s going on?
All of these strange phenomena are actually one phenomenon. In Marshallese some
words begin with a double consonant (two of the same consonant in a row). This is how the
Marshallese-English Dictionary lists them. Here are some of the most common of these words:
hhan
nnx
llu

‘good’
‘tasty’
‘angry’

ttoon
rreo
ttovxk

‘dirty’
‘clean’
‘far’

ddo
tts
vvao

‘heavy’
‘low’
‘seasick’

kkag
kkcb
kkar

‘sharp’
‘dull’
‘fit’

mminene

hhool

‘accustomed
to’
‘thanked’

Although these words start with a double consonant, you cannot pronounce them this
way, so you need to ‘fix them up’ before you pronounce them. In the Western (Ralik) dialect,
you fix them up by adding a vowel (an ‘e’ for most but not all words) before the double
consonant, and in the Eastern (Ratak) dialect you fix them up by adding a vowel (an ‘c’ for most
but not all words) between the two consonants. Both methods make the word pronounceable.
For example:
Word

How it ends up How it ends up Word
in the Ralik
in the Ratak
dialect
dialect

How it ends up How it ends
in the Ralik
up in the
dialect
Ratak dialect

hhan
nnx
llu
ttoon
rreo
ttovxk
ddo

ehhan
ennx
illu
ettoon
erreo
ettovxk
eddo

etts
evvao
ekkag
ekkcb
ekkar
imminene
ehhool

hchan
nenx
lilu
tctoon
rcreo
tctovxk
dedo

tts
vvao
kkag
kkcb
kkar
mminene
hhool

tcts
vcvao
kckag
kckcb
kckar
miminene
hchool

However, in both dialects, if another word is attached to the beginning of the word
starting with a double consonant, then the word starting with the double consonant is already
‘fixed up’ and pronounceable, so you do not need to add anything else. The most common
words that are attached to the beginning of a word and thus make it pronounceable are ‘i’ (‘I’),
‘kwc/ko’ (‘you’), ‘e’ (‘he/she/it’), ‘je’ (‘we[inclusive]’), ‘re/rc’ (‘they’), and ‘ka’ (‘to cause to
be’). For example:
i

+ rreo

=

ko + hhool =
e + ddo

=

je + ttoon

=

rc + hhan =
ka + ttoon

=

ka + rreo

=

Irreo
Kohhool
Eddo
Jettoon
Rchhan
Kattoon
Karreo

= I-clean
= you-thanked
= it-heavy
= we-dirty
= they-good
= make-dirty
= make-clean
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= I am clean
= You are thanked (Thank you)
= It is heavy
= We are dirty
= They are good
= To make dirty
= To clean

Note that these are the same in both dialects. The only time that the word comes out
differently in the two dialects is when there is no word attached to the beginning of the word
starting with a double consonant. Here are some examples of sentences in which the language
must ‘fix up’ the word according to the two different methods of the two dialects:
Sentence

How it is said in the
Ralik dialect

How it is said in the
Ratak dialect

Elukkuun hhan
Elukkuun nnx
Kwclukkuun hhool
Inaaj llu
Kwaar ttoon
Ejab hhan
Evap an ddo

Elukkuun ehhan
Elukkuun ennx
Kwclukkuun ehhool
Inaaj illu
Kwaar ettoon
Ejab ehhan
Evap an eddo

Elukkuun hchan
Elukkuun nenx
Kwclukkuun hchool
Inaaj lilu
Kwaar tctoon
Ejab hchan
Evap an dedo

Vocabulary
lxmxxr
vak

lukwarkwar
nig
nitijevs
peij (from English)
pia (from English)
pokpok
wcnhae
wyjooj in lxjet
unook
iaraj
ainbat (from English)

to save, to rescue
when (like ‘ke,’ but put after the pronoun)
Ex. Revak lale, raar ilbck = When they looked, they were
surprised.
to chase
small, young (synonym to ‘dik’)
legislative body of the Marshall Islands
page
beer
to cough
to go and meet
seaweed
to treat (a sickness, wound) with medicine
taro
iron pot, pot
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Lesson 83: Soft and loud, cheap and expensive, humble and proud
In Marshallese certain words are expressed in very different ways than in English.
Where English uses just an adjective, Marshallese sometimes uses an entire sentence. For
instance, ‘loud’ is simply an adjective in English, but in Marshallese you would say ‘its sound is
big.’ In this lesson you will learn a variety of phrases that work this way.
To make a phrase like this, you combine an adjective with an inalienable noun. For
instance, take the inalienable noun ‘ainiki-’ (‘sound, voice’). If you conjugate this for ‘its’
(‘ainikien’ = ‘its sound’) and combine it with the word for big (‘vap’), then you can say ‘its sound
is big’ (‘evap ainikien’) which means ‘it is loud.’ By conjugating ‘ainiki-’ for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc.,
you can say ‘I am loud,’ ‘you are loud,’ etc.:
Evap ainikic
=
Evap ainikieh
=
Evap ainikien
=
Evap ainikien kyta eo =
Evap ainikied
=
Evap ainikiem
=
Evap ainikiemi
=
Evap ainikieer
=

it-big/sound-my
it-big/sound-your(singular)
it-big/sound-his,her,its
it-big/sound-its/guitar/the
it-big/sound-our(inclusive)
it-big/sound-our(exclusive)
it-big/sound-your(plural)
it-big/sound-their

= I am loud
= You are loud
= He, She, or It is loud
= The guitar is loud
= We (inclusive) are loud
= We (exclusive) are loud
= You guys are loud
= They are loud

Thus, there is no adjective in the language for ‘loud,’ but you can still express the concept by
combining the word for ‘big’ with the word for ‘sound’ conjugated for the person who is loud.
Here are some other phrases that work the same way:
Word

Equivalent in English

Conjugations

edik ainiki-

Literal
Meaning
small sound

soft (in volume)

evap wcfedik wcfejjevxk wcfeitok limo-

big price
small price
no price
come interest

expensive
cheap
free (in price)
interested

ainikic, ainikieh, ainikien, ainikied,
ainikiem, ainikiemi, ainikier
wcfa, wcfah, wcfsn, wcfsd, wcfsm,
wcfsmi, wcfser

ehhan byru-

good throat
bad throat
low throat
high throat
fallen throat
hard throat
broken throat
tasty smell
bad smell
big value
small value
no value
no contents

nice
mean
humble
proud
proud (of something)
not willing to share

enana byruetts byrueutiej byruebug byruepen byruerup byruennx bwienana bwievap tokjedik tokjejjevxk tokjejjevxk kobb-

limoy, limouh, limoun, limoid, limoim,
limoimi, limoier
byruc, byruoh, byruon, byrued,
byruem, byruemi, byrueer

disappointed, heartbroken

good-smelling
bad-smelling
important, useful
unimportant
useless, doesn’t matter
empty
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bwiy, bwiih, bwiin, bwiid, bwiim,
bwiimi, bwiier
tokja, tokjah, tokjsn, tokjsd, tokjsm,
tokjsmi, tokjser
kobba, kobbah, kobban,
kobbam, kobbami, kobbaer

kobbad,

Vocabulary
baivat (from English)
bwil
egjake
iovap
iovapin
kcwainini
jabcv
jebo
baivat (from English)
jebwsbwe
jxxb (from English)

pilot
to push, to launch a boat from the beach
to feel, feelings, emotions
middle, at the middle
middle of, at the middle of
look for and gather waini (brown coconuts), harvest copra, make
copra
shovel
tied scored in a game
pilot
lost (not knowing where you are)
job, to have a job
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Lesson 84: This one, not that one (Singling out forms of demonstratives)
In Lessons 58-59 you learned the words for ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ and ‘those.’ It turns out
that there are even more words in Marshallese for these. For some of the words, there is another
form called a ‘singling out’ form which is more emphatic than the regular form. For instance, if
you are saying ‘not that house, this house,’ then the emphatic ‘this’ would be expressed with a
singling out form. Here are all the singling out forms:
Singular
Regular
form
eo
e
in
fe
ef
uweo

Singling
out form
(none)

eic or iic
(none)

fefe
iief
(none)

Plural human

Plural non-human

Meaning

Regular
form
ro
rs
rein
rafe
raf
roro

Regular
form
ko
ks
kein
kafe
kaf
koko

‘the’
near me
near both of us
near you
near neither of us
far away

Singling
out form
(none)

rsrs
(none)

rsrafe
rsraf
(none)

Singling
out form
(none)

ksks
(none)

kskafe
kskaf
(none)

These singling out forms are used just like the regular forms, but they add more emphasis:
Ni eic
=
Ajri rsraf =

coconut/this(near me)
child/those(near neither of us)

= This coconut (near me)
= Those children (near neither of us)

- Like the regular forms, the singling out forms can be used with the words for ‘house,’
‘man/boy,’ and ‘woman/girl,’ where there is sometimes a bit of irregularity:
eh + eic

=

eh + fefe =
eh + iief

=

eh + ksks =
eh +kskafe=
eh + kskaf =
li + eic

=

li + fe

=

li + ef

=

liha + rs

=

liha + rafe=
liha + raf =
ve + eic

=

ve + fefe

=

ve + iief

=

vcha + rsrs

=

vcha + rsraf =
vcha + rsrafe =

hweic
hcfefe
hweief
hcksks
hckskafe
hckskaf

= house-this
= house-that(near you)
= house-that(near neither of us)
= house-these(near me)
= house-those(near you)
= house-those(near neither of us)

liic
liefefe
liief
liharsrs
liharsrafe
liharsraf

= woman,girl-this(near me)
= woman,girl-that(near you)
= woman,girl-that(near neither of us)
= women,girls-these(near me)
= women,girls-those(near you)
= women,girls-those(near neither of us)

veic
vcfefe
veien
vcharsrs
vcharsrafe
vcharsraf

= this house
= that house (near you)
= that house (near neither of us)
= these houses (near me)
= those houses (near you)
= those houses (near neither of us)
= this woman/girl (near me)
= that woman/girl (near you)
= that woman/girl (near neither of us)
= these women/girls (near me)
= those women/girls (near you)
= those women/girls (near neither of us)

= man,boy-this(near me)
= man,boy-that(near you)
= man,boy-that(near neither of us)
= men,boys-these(near me)
= men,boys-those(near you)
= men,boys-those(near neither of us)
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= this man/boy (near me)
= that man/boy (near you)
= that man/boy (near neither of us)
= these men/boys (near me)
= those men/boys (near you)
= those men/boys (near neither of us)

- The singling out forms can also be used with ‘ij-’ to get more emphatic versions of ‘here’ and
‘there’ (remember Lesson 63):
ij + eic

=

ij + fefe

=

ij + iief

=

ij + ksks

=

ij + kskafe =
ij + kskaf

=

ijiic
ijcfefe
ijiief
ijcksks
ijckskafe
ijckskaf

= place-this(near me)
= place-that(near you)
= place-that(near neither of us)
= place-these(near me)
= place-those(near you)
= place-those(near neither of us)

= here (near me)
= there (near you)
= over there (near neither of us)
= around here (near me)
= around there (near you)
= around there (near neither of us)

Vocabulary
juur
kannick
kcpoov
raanke
karkar
kilaj
(from English ‘glass’)
kwcle
msd
hcrs
hcttan
hcttan nuknuk

to step on
meat, flesh
to go around something, to surround
to grate coconut meat out of a waini (brown coconut) for use in
cooking
to take coconut meat out of a waini (brown coconut) in chunks for
making copra
mirror, look at oneself in the mirror
nut
ripe, to ripen
dry
part of
cloth
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Lesson 85: Here it is, there they are (Sentence demonstratives)
Marshallese has a special way of saying ‘here he/she/it is’ and ‘there he/she/it is.’ To
make sentences like this, take the word ‘eg’ (which doesn’t have any meaning by itself) and put
a word for ‘this’ or ‘that’ indicating where the thing is. For example:
Eg + fe =

Egfe

= (meaningless)-that(near you)

= There it/he/she is! (near you)

Doing the same thing with all the words for ‘this’ and ‘that’ gives you the following words:
eg + e

=

eg + eic

=

eg + in

=

eg + fe

=

Ege
Egiic
Egin
Egfe
Egfefe
Egef
or Egeo
Egief
Eguweo
orEguwo

eg + fefe =
eg + ef

=

eg + iief =
eg + uweo=

= (meaningless)-this(near me)
= (meaningless)-this(near me)
= (meaningless)-this(near both of us)
= (meaningless)-that(near you)
= (meaningless)-that(near you)
= (meaningless)-that(near neither of us)
= (meaningless)-that(near neither of us)
= (meaningless)-that(far away)

= Here he/she/it is! (near me)
= Here he/she/it is! (near me)
= Here he/she/it is! (near both of us)
= There he/she/it is! (near you)
= There he/she/it is! (near you)
= There he/she/it is! (near neither of us)
= There he/she/it is! (near neither of us)
= There he/she/it is! (far away)

These words are common responses to the question ‘ewi?’ (‘where is he/she/it?’). The word
‘egfe’ (‘there it is! [near you]’) is also used to mean ‘you are doing it correctly.’
- To make ‘here they are’ and ‘they they are,’ use ‘er’ instead of ‘eg’ and use the words for
‘these’ and ‘those’ instead of ‘this’ and ‘that’ (whether or not you are talking about humans or
non-humans, use the human words for ‘these’ and ‘those’):
er + rs

=

er + rsrs

=

errs
errsrs
errein
errafe
errsrafe
erraf
errsraf
erroro

= (meaningless)-these(near me)

= Here they are! (near me)
= Here they are! (near me)
er + rein =
= (meaningless)-these(near both of us)
= Here they are! (near both of us)
er + rafe =
= (meaningless)-those(near you)
= There they are! (near you)
er + rsrafe =
= (meaningless)-those(near you)
= There they are! (near you)
er + raf
=
= (meaningless)-those(near neither of us)
= There they are! (near neither of us)
er + rsraf =
= (meaningless)-those(near neither of us)
= There they are! (near neither of us)
er + roro =
= (meaningless)-those(far away)
= They are are! (far away)
These words are common responses to the question ‘erri?’ (‘where are they?’).
= (meaningless)-these(near me)

- If you put a noun after these words, you can say things like ‘here is a pencil,’ ‘here are some
questions’:
Egin ej juon pinjev

=

Errein ej jet kajjitck =

(meaningless)-this(near both of us)
/it-PRES/one/pencil
(meaningless)-these(near both of us)
/it-PRES/some/question

= Here is a pencil
= Here are some questions

- There is another way to say this kind of sentence. Use the word ‘juon,’ then a word for ‘this’ or
‘that,’ and then the noun:
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Juon ef baru

=

Juon in problem =
kileplep

one/that(near neither of us)/
crab

one/this(near both of
us)/problem/big

= There’s a crab (there near neither of us)
or That’s a crab (there near neither of us)
= Here’s a big problem (here near both of us)
or This is a problem (here near both of us)

Vocabulary
reba (from English)
roro
rujsn
errxxlxl (E: rcrxxlxl)
ettcg dikdik
(E: tctcg dikdik)
kilcb (from English)
wcjvs
kakon
aenchhan
byraj (from English)
anijnij

river
chant, to chant (to make good luck for fishing, etc.)
chant of
Ex: Rujsn exgcd = Fishing chant
to turn around in circles
to smile
baseball glove
sail (noun)
to put (something) away
peace, peaceful, tranquil
brush, to brush
magic
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Lesson 86: As big as, not as big as, so big
In Lesson 42 you learned how to say ‘bigger,’ ‘bigger than,’ and ‘biggest.’ In this lesson
you will learn how to say ‘as big as.’
- There are two ways to make sentences like this:
A ekilep sinwct B
=
A ejab kilep sinwct B
=
Jogan an kilep A wct B
=
Ej jab jogan an kilep A wct B =

A/it-big/like/B
A/it-not/big/like/B
size of/its/big/A/only/B
it-PRES/not/size of/its/big/A/only/B

= A is as big as B
= A is not as big as B
= A is as big as B
= A is not as big as B

- If you want to say ‘I am as big as…,’ ‘You are as big as…,’ etc. using ‘jogan,’ then you must
replace ‘an’ (‘his/her/its’) with other words like ‘ac’ (‘my’), ‘ah’ (‘your’), etc.:
Jogan ac kilep wct kwe
=
Jogan ah aetok wct Joslyhn =

size of/my/big/only/you
size of/your/tall/only/Joslyhn

= I am as big as you
= You are as tall as Joslyhn

- You can use ‘jogan’ to say things like ‘as much as you can’ ‘as fast as we can’:
Jogan wct ah marog
=
Hckaj jogan wct ad marog =

size of/only/your/can
fast/size of/only/our/can

= As much as you can
= As fast as we can

- You can also use ‘jogan’ to say sentences like ‘He was so sick he died’ or ‘I was so tired I
couldn’t fish’:
Jogan an naginmej, =
eaar mej
Jogan ac hck,
=
iaar jab marog exgcd

size of/his/sick/,/
he-PAST/die
size of/my/tired/,/
I-PAST/not/can/fish
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= He was so sick he died
= I was so tired I couldn’t fish

Vocabulary
anijnij
bugbug
ibwijleplep
psst mcfakfak
barulep
depakpak
kohbani (from English)
indeeo or gan indeeo
iur
jukjukun psd
okkadkad
kajin etto

to make magic, to cast a spell
famous
very high tide, spring tide, flood
very low tide, neap tide
coconut crab (a very large, edible land crab)
wide
company, corporation
forever
fast
community
fishing by throwing a small net in the water from the shore
old Marshallese language (the way it was spoken a long time ago)
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Lesson 87: Myself, yourself, himself, herself
There is a word in Marshallese ‘make’ which means ‘alone’ or ‘by oneself.’ It goes
before the verb:
Iaar make kchhane =
Raar make jerakrck =

I-PAST/alone/do-it
they-PAST/alone/sail

= I did it alone or I did it by myself
= They sailed alone
or They sailed by themselves

- In order to say ‘by oneself’ or ‘alone,’ you can also say ‘make i-,’ conjugating ‘i-’ according to
the aa- pattern:
make iac
make iaah
make iaan
make iaad
make iaam
make iaami
make iaaer

= by myself
= by yourself
= by himself/herself/itself
= by ourselves
= by ourselves
= by yourselves
= by themselves

- ‘Make’ can also be used to make sentences like ‘you help yourself’ ‘I love myself’ where the
someone is doing something to themself. Put ‘make’ before the verb or after the object pronoun:
Kwcj make jipag eok
or Kwcj jipag eok make
Ij make ixkwe ec
or Ij ixkwe ec make

=
=
=
=

you-PRES/alone/help/you
your-PRES/help/you/alone
I-PRES/alone/love/me
I-PRES/love/me/alone

= You help yourself
= I love myself

- Before an adjective, ‘make’ means ‘very’ instead of ‘alone’:
Emake hckaj wa in =

it-very/fast/boat/this
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= This boat is very fast

Vocabulary
kilaj (from English)
menokadu
vae
hajev (from English)
pinej
penjak
kalibubu
pok
riwut
tipjek
eju
uwi

glass
sweat, to sweat
smooth, of the lagoon or ocean
muscle
to block
blocked, out of sight
to cover
confused
toy outrigger canoes, made for racing
to trip
there are many (of insects only)
fatty and delicious (of fish only)
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Lesson 88: I am eating, I am eating it (Transitive and intransitive verbs)
In Marshallese many verbs have two different forms. One form is called the ‘transitive
form’ and the other is called the ‘intransitive form.’ For instance, with the word for ‘hit,’ the
transitive form is ‘han’ and the intransitive form is ‘hanhan.’ These two forms are used a bit
differently. If there is nothing after the verb, then you must use the intransitive form. If there is
an object pronoun (like ‘ec’ = ‘me,’ ‘eok’ = ‘you,’ etc.) then you must use the transitive form. If
there is something after the verb other than a subject pronoun, then you can use either the
transitive or intransitive form, with a slight difference in meaning. To summarize:
What’s after the verb
Nothing
An object pronoun
(‘ec,’ ‘eok,’ ‘e,’ ‘i,’ ‘kcj,’ ‘kcm,’ ‘koh’ or ‘er’)
Something other than an object pronoun

What form of the verb you must use
Intransitive
Transitive
Intransitive or transitive
(but with a slight difference in meaning)

(In the third case, where both the intransitive and transitive form can be used, the intransitive
form implies something in progress or happening to an unspecific thing, while the transitive form
implies something completed or happening to a specific thing. This is a fine point, however.)
- For instance:
Ij hanhan
not Ij han
Ij han eok
not Ij hanhan eok
Ij han leddik eo
or Ij hanhan leddik eo

=

I-PRES/hit(intransitive)

= I hit

=

I-PRES/hit(transitive)/you

= I hit you

=
=

I-PRES/hit(transitive)/girl/the
I-PRES/hit(intransitive)/girl/the

= I hit the girl

- When there is a noun after the verb, you can put ‘e’ (‘him/her/it’) after the transitive form of
the verb, even though it is redundant. All of the following sentences have the same basic
meaning:
Ij hane leddik eo
=
or Ij han leddik eo
=
or Ij hanhan leddik eo =

I-PRES/hit(transitive)-her/girl/the
I-PRES/hit(transitive)/girl/the
I-PRES/hit(intransitive)/girl/the

= I hit the girl

- The transitive and intransitive forms of verbs are almost always very similar to each other.
Often the transitive form is the same as the intransitive verb, but with ‘ik’ or ‘it’ added. Other
times, the intransitive form is just the transitive form doubled (‘han’ becomes ‘hanhan’) or
with just the first consonant doubled (‘kij’ becomes ‘ikkij’ [W] and ‘kykij’ [E]). Sometimes there
is a combination of these patterns. Here are some of the most useful pairs of transitive and
intransitive verbs:
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Intransitive Transitive
form
form

Meaning

Intransitive
form

Transitive
form

Meaning

hcgs

‘eat’

hwijhwij

hwijit

‘cut’

‘write’
‘take a
picture of’
‘pay’

ukok
degdeg

ukot or ukct
degct

‘change’
‘spank’

ekksslel
(E: kcksslel)
kajjitck
kallib
uhuh
bxbo
hanhan
kadkad
jemjem
bcnbcn
kwarkor
kwavkov
ello or ellolo

ksslct

‘choose’

kajitykin
kalbwin
uhwin
bxur
han
kad
jem
bwin
kor
kwav
lo

‘ask’
‘bury’
‘bake’
‘catch’
‘hit, kill’
‘throw’
‘sharpen’
‘count’
‘tie’
‘wash’
‘see, find’

kij

‘bite’

kcfak

‘wear, love’

kiil

‘close’

teig

‘fill with
liquid’
‘get, take’

kag
(E dialect: kan)
jeek or je

jeje
pija

pijaik

kcvvs

kcvvsik

kcmmeveve
karreo
wia
kajjirere
kaabfcfc
bu
byrae
katoto
uhha
hcrc
kajihwe

kcmmeveveik
karreoik
wiaik
kajjirereik
kaabfcfcik
buuk
byraeik
katotoik
uhhaik
hcrcik
kajihweik

kabwebwe

kabwebweik

‘explain’
‘clean’
‘buy’
‘make fun of’
‘bother’
‘shoot’
‘fry’
‘hang’
‘kiss’
‘kill’
‘correct,
straighten’
‘fool’

jukwa

jukwaik

‘add sugar to’

dspdep

dspij

‘hold’

koba

kobaik

ae

ain

kappok

kappukot or
pukot

‘to put
together’
‘collect,
gather’
‘look for’

(E: lelo or lelolo)

ikkij
(E: kykij)
ekkcfak
(E: kckcfak)
ikkiil
(E: kykiil)
etteig
(E: tcteig)
ebbck
(E: bcbck)

bck

- In the Marshallese-English Dictionary, all verbs are listed under their intransitive forms. In the
parentheses next to number 2, the transitive form is listed if one exists.
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Lesson 89: I eat it, I eat them (More about transitive and intransitive verbs)
In the last lesson you learned the difference between transitive and intransitive verbs.
There are a few other things that are helpful to know on this subject.
- With most transitive verbs, ‘e’ afterwards means ‘him/her/it’ and ‘i’ means ‘them(non-human).’
However, with some transitive verbs, ‘i’ means both ‘he/she/it’ and ‘them(non-human)’ and you
cannot ever use ‘e.’ Here are these transitive verbs, with the ‘i’ in parentheses
pijaik(i)
kajihweik(i)
kabwebweik(i)
jeek(i)
kcvvsik(i)
jukwaik(i)
kcmmeveveik(i)
katotoik(i)

take a picture of
correct, straighten
fool
write
pay
add sugar
explain
hang

karreoik(i)
wiaik(i)
kajjirereik(i)
kaabfcfcik(i)
buuk(i)
byraeik(i)
uhhaik(i)
hcrcik(i)

clean
buy
make fun of
bother
shoot
fry
kiss
kill

dapij(i)
hwijit(i)
kajitykin(i)
kobaik(i)
kalbwin(i)
uhwin(i)
ain(i)
bxur(i)

hold
cut
ask
join
bury
bake
collect
catch

kij(i)
teig(i)
kiil(i)
kchakyt(i)

bwill(i)
juur(i)
bwin(i)

bite
fill
close
move
push
step on
count

For most other verbs, ‘e’ means ‘him/her/it’ and ‘i’ means ‘them(non-human)’:
Loe
=
Loi
=
Lo er
=
Hwijiti
=
(not hwijite)
Hwijiti
=
Hwijit er
=

see-him,her,it
see-them(non-human)
see/them(human)
cut-him,her,it

= See him, her, or it
= See them (non-human)
= See them (human)
= See him, her, or it

cut-them(non-human)
cut/them(human)

= See them (non-human)
= See them (human)

Thus, a word like ‘hwijiti’ could mean either ‘see him/her/it’ or ‘see them(non-human),’ but ‘loe’
means only ‘see him/her/it’ and ‘loi’ means only ‘see them(non-human).’
- Some verbs have a transitive form that is identical to the intransitive forms. Thus, if you know
the intransitive form, you can just add on object pronouns (like ‘ec’ = ‘me,’ ‘eok’ = ‘you’)
without changing the word at all. Here are some of these verbs (when there is an ‘i’ in
parentheses after the verb, it means the verb only uses ‘i’ for ‘him/her/it’ and ‘them(non-human)’
instead of using both ‘e’ and ‘i’):
kcjerbal
kchhan
kctvxk
kwavxk

use
do, make
let go
show

rogjake
voor
mevxkvxk
iioon

listen (to)
follow
forget
meet

uwaak
kapevvxk
kinaak
kallihur(i)

answer
open
tell on, report
promise

aikuj(i)
jipag
kxxt
kcttar

need
help
steal
wait for

- Some verbs have no transitive form at all. This means that you cannot put any object pronoun
after them. Here are verbs of this type:
kcfaan
ba

want, like
say

jevs
jaje/gak

know
don’t know
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al
rog

sing
hear

Thus, you cannot say ‘kcfaane’ for ‘want it,’ ‘bae’ for ‘say it,’ ‘jevs eok’ for ‘know you,’ ‘rog
er’ for ‘hear them,’ etc. Instead of you simply say the verb without any object pronoun, and the
object pronoun is implied. For example:
Ikcfaan
(not Ikcfaane)
Kwaar ba
(not Kwaar bae)
Kwcgak
(not Kwcgake)

I-like
you-PAST/say
you-don’t know

= I like
(Implied: I like him/her/it/them)
= You said
(Implied: You said it)
= You don’t know
(Implied: You don’t know it)

Sometimes you can get around this. For instance, if you want to say ‘sing it’ you can say ‘al
kake’ (‘sing about it’), and if you want to say ‘know him’ or ‘know her’ you can say ‘jevs
kajjien’ (‘know his/her identity’).

Vocabulary
ukood (E: amej)
kkar (W: ekkar, E: kckar)
ekkar gan
jekkar
byvswyt (from English)
iisekwcj
koko (from English ‘cocoa’)
baat
ekkske (E: kckske)
baah (from English)
ilarak
jaajmi (from English)

raw, to eat raw
to fit, fitting, appropriate, relevant
according to
not fit, unfitting, inappropriate, ridiculous
plywood, wood for making houses
race, to race
chocolate, hot chocolate
smoke (noun)
to jump up and down
bomb
to fish by putting a line out from a boat while moving
(trawling)
sashimi, raw fish for eating
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Lesson 90: It was taken, it was made (Passives)
In English we have a kind of sentence called a ‘passive’ sentence. For instance, ‘The
men built the house’ is a normal sentence, whereas ‘The house was built by the men’ is a passive
sentence. Since you can also say ‘The house was built,’ passive sentences are often used to say
that something happened without saying who did it.
Marshallese doesn’t have passive sentences like in English, but there are still ways you
can say the same sort of thing. One thing you can do is use ‘they’ instead of any specific person,
in order to avoid saying who did it. For instance, you can say ‘They took it,’ meaning that some
unspecified or unknown person took it. This could also be translated as ‘It was taken,’ so it is
somewhat equivalent to a passive sentence in English. For example:
Raar bcke

=

they-PAST/take-it

Ehcj aer kxxte

=

it-finished/their/steal-it

Rcnaaj kchhan juon wa =

they-FUTURE/make/one/boat

= They took it
or It was taken
= They have stolen it
or It has been stolen
= They will make a boat
or A boat will be made

- With sentences like these, you can also put the object of the sentence at the beginning of the
sentence to emphasize it, and make the sentence more like a passive sentence:
Hwiin raar kchhane =
jsn avav

house-this/they-PAST/make-it
/from/wood

= This house was made from wood

- There is no way to add ‘by John’ to these sentences, for instance to say ‘A boat will be made by
John,’ so if you want to say that, just make a normal sentence:
John enaaj kchhan =
juon wa

John/he-FUTURE/make
/one/boat

= John will make a boat
or A boat will be made by John

- Sometimes the intransitive (but not the transitive) form of a verb is used to make a passive
sentence. However, since it could also be used to make a normal sentence, there is some
ambiguity:
Kwcnaaj degdeg =

you-FUTURE/hit(intransitive form)

Jenaaj hwijhwij =

we-FUTURE/cut(intransitive form)
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= You will hit
or You will get hit
= You will cut
or You will get cut

Vocabulary
jsibo
joba (from English)
jok
kaho
kanejnej
kubaak
eokkutkut
kwarkor (transitive form: kor)
jsibo
joba (from English)
hae
nono (transitive form: no)

soup made from flour and water
sofa, couch
to land (of planes, birds, etc.)
jealous, envious
to swear at (someone), to curse (someone)
outrigger
often
to tie
soup made from flour and water
sofa, couch
until, against
to pound
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Lesson 91: How are you related to Crystal? (More about questions)
In previous lessons you have learned many question words and ways to ask questions.
This lesson introduces a few more ways.
- To ask about how two people are related to each other (that is, what family relationship they
have to each other), you can use the verb ‘teek’ (‘what relation, what relative of?’):
Crystal im Gideon rej =
teek doon?
Kwcj teek Crystal? =

Crystal/and/Gideon/they-PRES
/what relation/each other
you-PRES/what relation/Crystal

= How are Crystal and Gideon
related to each other?
= How are you related to Crystal?

For the same kinds of questions, you can use the word ‘te-’ (‘what relation, what relative of?’)
which conjugates like an inalienable noun (‘tec, teeh, teen, teed, teem, teemi, teer’). For
example:
Teeh Jenita?
Teen Joja Jenita?

what relation-your/Jenita
what relation-his/Joja/Jenita

= How are you related to Jenita?
= How is Joja related to Jenita?

As you can see, these questions are asked in very different ways than in English.
- You learned in Lesson 19 that ‘et’ means ‘do what?’ There is also a transitive form of this
word ‘iten’ which can be used to say things like ‘do what to me?’ ‘do what to you?’ For
example:
Kwaar itene? =
Eaar iten eok? =

you-PAST/do what-it
he-PAST/do what/you

= What did you do to it?
= What did he do to you?

- With a few words, when you put ‘ta’ afterwards to mean ‘what’ or ‘which,’ the form changes:
eh + ta =
ve- + ta =
li- + ta =
wa + ta =

hct or hcta
vct or vcta
lct or lcta
waat or wa ta

= house-what
= boy,man/what
= girl,woman/what
= boat,vehicle/what
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= What house?
= What boy? or What man?
= What girl? or What woman?
= What boat? or What vehicle?

Vocabulary
okjak (transitive form:
ukwcj)
piteto (from English)
pokake
ylyl
kabwebwe (transitive form:
kabwebweik(i))
idid (transitive form: id)
diwcjvxk or kadduojvxk
ixkixkwe
kooftcreak (from English)
jidihkij
kcjjehvxk
jikin uwe
ijjilck- (E: jijilck-) (with
-tok, -wcj, -vxk)

fall over, turn over, capsize
potato
to obey
axe, hatchet
to fool
to sting
to graduate, graduation
to greet, to say hello, to say goodbye
contract
sudden, in a hurry
to bring to an end, to spend time with people before leaving for a
long time
stairs, ladder, climb stairs or a ladder
intransitive form of ‘jilkin-’ (‘to send’)
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Lesson 92: Windy, cloudy, sandy, hilly (Distributives of nouns)
Many nouns have a special form called the ‘distributive’ form. When the noun is turned
into its distributive form, it becomes an adjective meaning ‘teeming with’ or ‘covered with’
whatever the noun means. For instance:
Normal form of noun Meaning Distributive form of noun
ppakoko
pako
‘shark’

Meaning
‘teeming with sharks’

For example:
Eppakoko Jaluit =

it-teeming with sharks/Jaluit

= There are tons of sharks on Jaluit

This word also illustrates the most common way to make a distributive form from a noun. Copy
the last syllable and put it at the end, and double the consonant at the beginning of the word, if
there is one. Here are some words that work this way:
Normal form
of noun

Meaning

Distributive
form of noun

Meaning

bbaruru
‘crab’
‘teeming with crabs’
ppiikik
‘pig’
‘teeming with pigs’
kkuujuj
‘cat’
‘teeming with cats’
kkidudu
‘dog’
‘teeming with dogs’
kkctoto
‘wind’
‘windy’
kkcdxdx
‘cloud’
‘covered with clouds’ or ‘cloudy’
rrxgrxg
‘hole’
‘covered with holes’
(For all the distributive forms that start with two consonants in a row, remember to ‘fix them up’
as you learned in Lesson 82: put a vowel before them if in the Western dialect, and put a vowel
between them if in the Eastern dialect.)
baru
piik
kuuj
kidu
kcto
kcdx
rxg

- With other nouns, you copy the second syllable but don’t double the first consonant when you
are making the distributive form:
Normal form
of noun

Meaning

Distributive
form of noun

Meaning

bok
fah
wcd
mar
di
tov
deks
koov
baat

‘sand’
‘mosquito’
‘coral’
‘bush’
‘bone’
‘hill, mountain’
‘rock’
‘hair’
‘smoke’

bokbok
fahfah
wcdwcd
marmar
didi
tovtov
dekske
koovov
baatat

‘covered with sand’ or ‘sandy’
‘teeming with mosquitoes’
‘teeming with coral’
‘teeming with bushes’ or ‘overgrown’
‘covered with bones’ or ‘bony’
‘hilly’ or ‘mountainous’
‘covered with rocks’ or ‘rocky’
‘covered with hair’ or ‘hairy’
‘smoky’
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- With other nouns, you make the distributive form by adding ‘e’ at the end:
Normal form
of noun

Meaning

Distributive
form of noun

Meaning

ek
armej
eh
bcb

‘fish’
‘person’
‘house’
‘pandanus tree’

ike
armeje
ihe
bcbe

‘teeming with fish’
‘teeming with people’ or ‘inhabited’
‘covered with houses’
‘teeming with pandanus trees’

Vocabulary
kcl
kilen or kiltcn
kakijen
kallimjek (transitive form:
kalimjek)
kauvavo (E: kadexeo)
snen
lel
illik (E: lilik) (transitive form:
likyt(i))
kallu (transitive form
kalluuk(i))
vwe
nah
mavog
mera
deel

way
way of
to look for and gather food
to gaze, to gaze at, to stare, to stare at
spider
to bail out water from a boat
to get hit
Ex. Elel bcra = My head got hit
to put, to consider (something as something)
to anger (somebody), to make (somebody) angry
pool, pond, lake, tide pool
pond, lake, small secondary lagoon attached to the main lagoon
of an atoll
to drown
light (in weight)
transitive form of ‘deelel’ (‘to fan’)
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Lesson 93: Always crying, always breaking (Distributives of adjectives
and verbs)
In the last lesson you learned about distributive forms of nouns. Many adjectives and
verbs also have a distributive form, which means ‘always,’ ‘frequently,’ ‘habitually,’ or ‘easily’
doing whatever the verb or adjective means. For example:
Normal Meaning Distributive
form
form
jag
jjagjag
‘cry’

Meaning
‘always crying’ ‘frequently crying,
‘habitually crying,’ ‘easy to make cry’

For instance:
Ejjagjag nignig ef =

it-always crying/baby/that

= That baby cries all the time
or That baby is easy to make cry

- Here are the distributive forms of some other verbs and adjectives (you will notice that the
distributive forms are made in the same kinds of ways that you learned in the last lesson, except
for occasional irregulars):
Normal form
hcfcfc
byrohcj
mijak
naginmej
hck
llu
ruhwij
rup
bwilxk
hcgs
rog
det
wct

Meaning
‘happy’
‘sad’
‘scared’
‘sick’
‘tired’
‘angry’
‘late’
‘break’
‘snap’
‘eat’
‘hear’
‘sunny’
‘rain’

Distributive form
mhcfcfc
bbyrohcjhcj
mmijakjak
nnaginmejmej
mhckhck
llulu
rruhwijhwij
rruprup
bbwilxklxk
hhcgsge
rrogrog
ddetdet
wcttuwct

Meaning
‘always/often happy’
‘always/often sad’
‘always/often scared,’ ‘easily scared’
‘always/often getting sick’
‘always/often getting tired’
‘always/often getting angry,’ ‘easily angered’
‘always/often being late’
‘always/often breaking,’ ‘fragile’
‘always/often snapping,’ ‘brittle’
‘always/often eating’
‘easily hearing,’ ‘good at hearing’
‘always/often sunny’
‘always/often raining,’ ‘rainy’

- In the Marshallese-English Dictionary, all nouns, verbs, and adjectives are listed by their
regular forms, not their distributive forms. When there is a distributive form of the noun, it is
listed in the parentheses as number 5.
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Vocabulary
tahtah
potak
urck
dsnnin lav
acfcf
bck eddo (E: bck dedo)
bck jikin
bctab
jaaj (from English)
jimeef (from English)
kajjihaatat
kappsllele
kcjag

blinded by the glare of the sun
full of holes (of materials only)
to fish from a boat, bottom fishing
well water
paddle, to paddle
to take charge of, to take responsibility for
to replace, to take the place of
but, however
to charge to an account
cement
to pretend to be smart, to act like you’re smart
to pretend to be American, to act like an American
transitive form of ‘kcjagjag’ (‘to play a musical instrument’)
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Lesson 94: Amazing, tiring, interesting (More about distributives)
In the last two lessons you learned about distributive forms of nouns, verbs, and
adjectives. In this lesson you will learn two new ways in which distributive forms are used.
- If you put the word ‘ka-’ (‘cause to be’) before a distributive form of a verb or adjective, then
you get adjectives like ‘amazing’ (‘causing of amazement’) and ‘tiring’ (‘causing of fatigue’).
For example:
ka + hhckhck =

kahhckhck = make-tired(distributive form)

= Tiring

Here are other words that are made in the same way (notice that sometimes the distributive form
is usually but not always used):
ka + bbwilcglcg

=

kabbwilcglcg

kabbyrohcjhcj
kahhcfcfc
ka + uwarogrog = kxuwarogrog
ka + jjookok
= kajjookok
ka + llulu
= kallulu
ka + ttoto
= kattoto
ka + rruprup-bcro = karruprup-bcro
ka + itoktok-limo = ksitoktok-limo
ka + mijak
= kaammijak
ka + mmatcrtcr = kammatcrtcr
ka + ppokpok
= kappokpok
ka + bbyrohcjhcj=
ka + hhcfcfc

=

= make-amazed,surprised
(distributive form)
= make-sad(dist. form)
= make-happy(dist. form)
= make-annoyed by noise(dist. form)
= make-ashamed(dist. form)
= make-angry(dist. form)
= make-long time(dist. form)
= make-disappointed(dist. form)
= make-interested(dist. form)
= make-scared
= make-very annoyed(dist. form)
= make-confused(dist. form)

= Amazing, surprising
= Saddening
= Causing of happiness
= Annoyingly noisy
= Shameful, embarrassing
= Enfuriating
= Time-consuming
= Disappointing
= Interesting
= Frightening, scary
= Very annoying
= Confusing, complicated

- If you put the word ‘ja-’ before some distributive forms, the ‘ja-’ means ‘not.’ For instance:
ja + ike =

jaike

= not-teeming with fish

= Not teeming with fish, scarce in fish

Here are other words that are made in the same way:
ja + bbwilcglcg =
ja + wcttuwct

=

ja + llulu

=

ja + rrogrog

=

ja + koovov

=

ja + hhcfcfc =

jabbwilcglcg
jxwctwct
jsllulu
jxrrogrog
jakoovov
jahhcfcfc

= not-easily amazed,surprised
= not-often raining
= not-easiliy angered
= not-easily hearing
= not-hairy
= not-habitually happy
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= Not easily amazed/surprised
= Not often raining
= Hard to anger
= Hard of hearing
= Not hairy
= Kill-joy

Vocabulary
kchhan __ gan __
kakilkil (transitive form:
kakil(i))
kau (from English)
kijoon
vat
mar
meva
menono
had
kchad
okaetok
riig (from English)
ruj or rooj

to make __ into __
to peel, to strip the scales off of a fish
cow, beef
to cross, to skip
coconut shell
bush, foliage, undergrowth
to clear up after raining
to breathe, heart
busy, occupied, distracted
to keep (someone) busy, to occupy, to distract
long fishing net, fish using a long fishing net
ring
transitive form of ‘roro’ (‘to chant, to chant for’)
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Lesson 95: Less strong, least strong
In Lesson 42 and 86 you learned to say ‘bigger,’ ‘biggest,’ and ‘as big as.’ In this lesson
you will learn to say ‘less big’ and ‘least’ big.
- To say ‘less strong,’ ‘less tall,’ etc. use the word ‘dik’ (‘small’) or ‘dikvxk’ (‘smaller’) and
words like ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc.
Edikvxk ac dipen
=
Edikvxk ac dipen jsn kwe =
or Edik ac dipen jsn kwe =
Edikvxk an Louise aetok =
Edikvxk an Louise aetok =
jsn Adam
or Edik an Louise aetok =
jsn Adam

it-small-er/my/strong
it-small-er/my/strong/than/you
it-small/my/strong/than/you
it-small-er/her/Louise/tall
it-small-er/her/Louise/tall/than/Adam
it-small/her/Louise/tall/than/Adam

= I am less strong
= I am less strong than you
= Louise is less tall
= Louise is less tall than
Adam

- You can also use ‘dik’ with ‘tata’ (‘-est’) to say ‘least strong,’ ‘least tall’:
Ediktata an Jonah aetok =

it-small-est/his/Jonah/tall

= Jonah is the least tall

- If you want to say ‘there is less food’ or ‘there is less water,’ than use ‘edik’ (‘there is little’)
with ‘-vxk’ (‘-er’):
Edikvxk hcgs
=
Edikvxk hcgs jsn hokta =
or Edik hcgs jsn hokta =

there is little-er/food
there is little-er/food/than/before
there is little/food/than/before

= There is less food
= There is less food than before

- If you want to say ‘there are fewer/less fish’ or ‘there are fewer/less people,’ than use ‘eiiet’
(‘there are few’) with ‘-vxk’ (‘-er’):
Eiietvxk rihajev
=
Eiietvxk rihajev
=
jsn ripslle
or Eiiet rihajev
=
jsn ripslle
Eiietvxk ek ilo Amedka=
Eiietvxk ek ilo Amedka=
jsn Hajev
or Eiiet ek ilo Amedka=
jsn Hajev

there are few-er/Marshallese person

there are few-er/Marshallese
person/than/American

= There are fewer Marshallese people

there are few/Marshallese person
/than/American

= There are fewer Marshallese
people than Americans

there are few-er/fish/in/America

= There are fewer fish in America

there are few-er/fish/in/America
/than/Marshall
there are few/fish/in/America
/than/Marshall
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= There are fewer fish in America
than the Marshall Islands

Vocabulary
tcha
yl
yl- (yly, ylyh, etc.)
wiik (from English)
kcjx
bubu (transitive form:
buuj(i))
diak
diede or dede
akwssl
jabcn kcnnaan
jssk (from English)
jihor
kcpopo

light bulb
fin on the back of a fish
fin on the back of a fish
Ex: Ewcr ylin pako = Sharks have fins on their backs
wick
to light (a fire)
to tie
to tack (switch the sail over to the other side of the canoe)
earring
to argue
saying, proverb
check, to get checked
together
intransitive form of ‘kcpooj(i)’ (‘to prepare’)
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Lesson 96: It is running away, it has run away, it is big, it is getting big
Remember all the way back from Lesson 5 that you attach adjectives directly to subject
pronouns (for instance, ‘ihcfcfc’ = ‘I am happy’). However, with almost all verbs, you must
first put the present tense marker ‘-j’ onto the subject pronoun, and put the verb after (for
instance, ‘ij iukkure’ = ‘I am playing’). These generalizations are usually true, but in this lesson
you will learn some exceptions to this that will allow you to say some new kinds of sentences.
- With adjectives, you almost always do not put the ‘-j’ onto the subject pronoun. However, if
you do, then the ‘-j’ has the meaning ‘becoming, getting.’ For example
Ekilep
=
Ej kilep =
Iryttovxk =
Ij ryttovxk =

it-big
it-PRES/big
I-old-er
I-PRES/old-er

= It is big
= It is getting big
= I am older
= I am getting older

(To say ‘get big’ you could also say ‘jino an kilep’ [‘start its big’].)
You can do this with any adjective. However, sometimes when you do so, you get a meaning
that we would translate with a different word in English. For example:
Koh tutu =
Kohij tutu =

you(plural)/wet
you(plural)-PRES/wet

Ehool
Ej hool
Reriab
Rej riab

it-true
he-PRES/true
they-false
they-PRES/false

=
=
=
=

= You guys are wet
= You guys are getting wet or taking a
shower or going swimming
= It is true
= He is right or sure or telling the truth
= They are false or They are wrong
= They are lying

- With verbs, you almost always put the present tense marker ‘-j’ onto the subject pronoun.
However, if you don’t, then it adds the meaning that the action already happened, or has already
started:
Ej ko
Eko
Ej jovxk ek eo
Ejovxk ek eo
Rej jerakrck
Rejerakrck

=
=
=
=
=
=

it-PRES/run away
it-run away
she-PRES/throw away/fish/the
it-throw away/fish/the
they-PRES/sail
they-sail

= It is running away
= It has run away
= She is throwing away the fish
= The fish has been thrown away
= They are sailing
= They are gone sailing

These are small differences, and often hard to distinguish from simply using the past tense or the
tense with ‘ehcj’ for ‘to have done something’ (for example, ‘ehcj an ko’ = ‘it has run away’).
However, it is good to at least be aware that these kinds of sentences can be made and have a
slightly different meaning.
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- With a few verbs, there is a special form when you use it without the ‘-j’ marker:
Ij kiil kcjsm eo
Ekilck kcjsm eo
Hweef ej pinej av eo
Epenjak av

=
=
=
=

I-PRES/close/door/the
it-closed/door/the
house-that/it-PRES/block/sun/the

it-blocked/sun/the

= I am closing the door
= The door is closed
= That house is blocking the sun
= The sun is blocked/out of sight

- With a few verbs, you can have the ‘-j’ marker or not, with no important difference in meaning.
These words are: ‘psd’ (‘be located’), ‘lo’ (‘see’), ‘aikuj’ (’need’), and ‘ba’ (‘say’). For
example:
Ij loe =
or Iloe =

I-PRES/see-it
I-see-it

= I see it

- For both verbs and adjectives, the distinctions that you have learned in this lesson are not made
in the future and past tense, since in these tenses you cannot have ‘-j.’ For example:
Eaar illu
=
Eaar kilepvxk =
Kwaar ko
=

he-PAST/angry
it-PAST/big-er
you-PAST/run away

= He was mad or He got mad
= It was bigger or It got bigger
= You ran away or You had run away

Vocabulary
kahcvo
kattu
naan in kauwe
kepaak (transitive form:
kepaak(i))
kyvu (transitive form:
kyvuik(i)) (from English)
dex
mssfsf
oh
oragvxk
wavap
tcgal
rytcgal
naginmej in tcgal
ikkyr (E: kykyr)

party, to have a party, to attend a party
to dip (something in something)
advice, warning
to approach
glue, to glue
beautiful (of women only)
warm, warmth, heat
hermit crab
to swallow
large sailing canoe for open-ocean voyages
to have diabetes
people with diabetes
diabetes
intransitive form of ‘kyr(i)’ (‘to call, summon’)
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Lesson 97: It is almost done, I almost died, there are almost 100 people
Marshallese has several ways to say ‘almost’ depending on what exactly is meant.
- If you mean ‘almost’ in the sense of ‘soon’ (for instance, if you are filling a bucket and you are
almost done) use ‘hcttan jidik’ (‘soon, in a little bit’):
Ehcj hcttan jidik
Eboov hcttan jidik
Eawa in jikuuv hcttan jidik
Kwcnaaj rytto hcttan jidik

=
=
=
=

it-finished/soon
it-full/soon
it-time/of/school/soon
you-FUTURE/adult/soon

= It is almost finished
= It is almost full
= It is almost time for school
= You are almost an adult

- If you mean ‘nearly’ (for instance, if you almost died) and you are using a verb, then use ‘baj,’
and put ‘wct jidik’ at the end of the sentence:
Iaar baj mej wct jidik = I-PAST/almost/die/only/a little
Raar baj ire wct jidik = they-PAST/almost/fight/only/a little

= I almost died
= They almost fought

For the same meaning you can use ‘baj wct’ instead of ‘baj’ and leave out ‘wct jidik’:
Ibaj wct mej =

I-almost/just/die

= I almost died

- If you mean ‘close to’ (for instance, if there are almost one hundred people on the island), then
use ‘nagin’ for ‘almost’ (you can put ‘wct jidik’ at the end of the sentence, but you don’t have to):
Enagin wcr jibukwi armej wct jidik =
or Enagin wcr jibukwi armej
=
Enagin bwe hcgs wct jidik
=
or Enagin bwe hcgs
=

it-almost/there are/100/person/only/a little
it-almost/there are/100/person
it-almost/there is enough/food/only/a little
it-almost/there is enough/food

= There are almost
one hundred people
= There is almost
enough food

(Thus, the word for ‘sick’ [‘naginmej’] means ‘almost dead’!)
- Occasionally, ‘nagin’ means ‘very’:
Enagin to ah jako =

it-very/long time/your/gone
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= You’ve been gone for a very long time

Vocabulary
atbxkwcj
kankan
baagke (from English)
byrotijen (from English)
katlik (from English)
debdeb (transitive form dibcj(i))
or wskar
kcjato
jukkwe
kuku
lxmeto
nsjnej
piliet (from English)
kcrat

to hug
intransitive form of ‘kanck’ (‘to pull’)
pumpkin
Protestant
Catholic
to spear, to pierce
take shelter from the rain of sun
kind of small clam that lives in the sand
to ride piggy-back
ocean (less common word than lxjet)
keep as a pet
billiards
transitive form of ‘karkar’ (‘to take the meat out of brown
coconuts for making copra’)
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Lesson 98: The fish is big, the big fish (Adjectives)
In Lesson 21 you learned that adjectives go after the noun but before the word for ‘the,’
‘this,’ ‘that,’ etc., for example ‘ek nana eo’ (‘the bad fish’). This is actually only possible for
certain adjectives. Also, when an adjective is used this way, it often changes forms. Here are
some adjectives that can be used in this way, and the forms they change into:
Word

Adjective form

nana
pen
tts
mouj
kajoor
hool
nnx

nana
penpen
ttste
moujoj
kajooror
hoolol
nnxno

Meaning
‘bad’
‘hard’
‘low’
‘white’
‘strong’
‘true’
‘tasty’

Word

Adjective form

ttoon
ddo
hcvo
bat
pix
mera
kssl

ttoonon
ddodo
hcvovo
batbct
pixeo
merara
ksslel

Meaning
‘dirty’
‘heavy’
‘cold’
‘slow’
‘cold’ (of people)
‘light’ (in weight)
‘new, fresh’

For example:
Epen teej eo
=
(not Epenpen teej eo)
Teej penpen eo
=
(not Teej pen eo)
Ekajoor kxpe eo
=
(not Ekajooror kxpe eo)
Kxpe kajooror eo
=
(not Kxpe kajoor eo)

it-hard/test/the

= The test is hard

test/hard(adjective form)/the

= The hard test

it-strong/coffee/the

= The coffee is strong

coffee/strong(adjective form)/the

= The strong coffee

- Some adjectives can be used in this way, but have two different adjective forms, one for
singular nouns and one for plural nouns:
Word

Singular Adjective Form

Plural Adjective Form

kilep
dik
nig
aetok
aidik
ainig

kileplep
jidikdik or dikdik
jinignig or nignig
aetoktok
aidikdik
ainignig

killep
jiddik or ddik
jinnig or nnig
aettok
aiddik
ainnig

Meaning
‘big’
‘small, young’
‘small, young’
‘long, tall’
‘thin’
‘thin’

For example:
Ekilep wa eo

=

it-big/boat/the

= The boat is big

=

boat/big(singular adjective form)
/the(singular)

= The big boat

=

boat/big(plural adjective form)/the(plural)

= The big boats

(not Ekileplep wa eo)
(not Ekillep wa eo)

Wa kileplep eo
(not Wa killep eo)
(not Wa kilep eo)

Wa killep ko
(not Wa kileplep ko)
(not Wa kilep ko)
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Vocabulary
tieta (from English)
ebbck (E: bcbck)
baak (from English)
bukun iju
edjog
iavap
idik
avap
korak (transitive form: kor)
lsj
mx
habug
eokkor (E: kokor)

theater, play, to put on a play
intransitive form of ‘bck’ (‘to get, to take’)
to park (a car)
constellation
to taste, to try (a food to see what it tastes like)
period of the year with large tidal variations (high tides are very
high, low tides are very low)
period of the year with small tidal variations (high tides are not
very high, low tides are not very low)
honorable term for an old man, one of the three kinds of
landowners in Marshallese society
to tie
cruel, mean
forbidden, taboo
Ex: Emx kcbaatat = Smoking is forbidden/No smoking
breakfast, to eat breakfast
intransitive form of ‘kor’ (‘to tie’)
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Lesson 99: The good fish, the fish that is good (More about adjectives)
In the last lesson you learned that only some adjectives can be put after a noun and before
the word for ‘the,’ ‘this,’ that,’ etc., and that the form often changes when you do so. For every
other adjective, you should put the adjective after the noun and after the word for ‘the’, ’this,’
‘that,’ etc. and put a ‘e’ (‘it’) before it if it is singular and a ‘re-’ (‘they’) before it if it is plural:
Wcjke eo eaiboojoj
Wcjke ko reaiboojoj
Men eo ehhan
Men ko rchhan

=
=
=
=

tree/the(singular)/it-beautiful
tree/the(plural)/they-beautiful
thing/the(singular)/it-good
thing/the(plural)/they-good

= The beautiful tree
= The beautiful trees
= The good thing
= The good things

- This is also the way to say phrases like ‘the tree that is beautiful,’ ‘the man that lives here.’ In
these phrases, the word ‘that’ is implied and you don’t need any separate word for it. All you
need is the word for ‘the’:
Wcjke eo eaiboojoj

=

tree/the(singular)/it-beautiful

Wcjke ko reaiboojoj

=

tree/the(plural)/they-beautiful

= The beautiful tree
or The tree that is beautiful
= The beautiful trees
or The trees that are beautiful

Ehhaan eo ej jokwe ijin=
Armej ro rej jokwe ijin =

man/the(singular)/he-PRES/live/here
person/the(plural)/they-PRES/live/here

= The man who lives here
= The people who live here

- You can also put ‘me’ or ‘im’ to mean ‘that’:
Wcjke eo me eaiboojoj

=

Wcjke ko me reaiboojoj

=

Ehhaan eo im ej jokwe ijin =
Armej ro im rej jokwe ijin

=

tree/the(singular)
/that/it-beautiful
tree/the(plural)
/that/they-beautiful
man/the(singular)
/that/he-PRES/live/here
people/the(plural)
/that/they-PRES/live/here
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= The tree that is beautiful
= The trees that are beautiful
= The man who lives here
= The people who live here

Vocabulary
naajdik
ovip (from English)
wcrwcr
taeo
bctta
anemkwcj
bugtobugtak
bcbrae
iia (E: jemaluut)
kiju (E: kaju)
kein kahool
mslu
ijjuur (E: jijuur)

to feed
wolf
fence, coop, pen for animals
pimple
bat (for baseball)
free, freedom
rock back and forth, sway back and forth
to prevent, to stop (someone from doing something)
rainbow
mast
proof
sweet-smelling
intransitive form of ‘juur(i)’ (‘to step on’)
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Lesson 100: To the ocean, to the lagoon (More about directionals)
In Lesson 41 you learned words for ‘to me/us’ (‘tok’), ‘to you’ (‘wcj’), and ‘to him/her/it’
(‘vxk’). There are also a variety of other words of this sort that are used in the same way:
Word
-lcgvxk
-lavvxk

Meaning
upwards

Word

downwards

-rcgavxk

-nigavxk
(East dialect:-nigeagvxk)

Meaning
northwards
southwards

(East dialect:-rckeagvxk)

-haanvxk
-likvxk
-arvxk
-nxxjvxk
-nabcjvxk

forwards
backwards or towards the
ocean side of an island
towards the lagoon side
of an island
towards the interior of an
island from the lagoon
towards the outside

-tovxk
-tavxk
(East dialect: -takvxk)

-snevxk
-metovxk
-delxgvxk

westwards
eastwards
towards an island, away
from the ocean or lagoon
towards the ocean or lagoon,
away from the island
towards the inside

- These words can be used just like ‘tok,’ ‘wcj,’ and ‘vxk,’ with most verbs that involve
movement from one place to another. For example:
reilcgvxk
reilavvxk
reidevxgvxk
uraaklikvxk
itovxk
itavxk

=
=
=
=
=
=

look-upwards
look-downwards
look-inwards
move-backwards
go-westwards
go-eastwards

= Look up
= Look down
= Look in
= Move back
= Go to the west
= Go to the east

- If the movement is towards me/us or you, rather than away from me and you, then you need to
change the ‘vxk’ to ‘tok’ (sometimes ‘tak’) for ‘to me/us,’ and to ‘wcj’ for ‘to you’:
reilcgwcj
reilcgtak
itowcj
itotok

=
=
=
=

look-upwards-to you
look-downwards-to me,us
go-westwards-to you
go-eastwards-to me,us

= Look up (to where you are)
= Look up (to where I am)
= Go to the west (to where you are)
= Come to the east (to where I am)

- These new direction words are most commonly used with the verb ‘wan-’ which means ‘go’
but is only used with direction words, never by itself. ‘Wan-’ can become ‘wcn-,’ ‘wa-,’ ‘ws-’ or
‘we-’ depending on which direction word is after it:

*

wanlcgvxk

= go up

wansnevxk

wavxkvxk*

= go down

wanmetovxk

wcnhaanvxk

= go forward

wsnigavxk

= go towards an island
from the ocean/lagoon
= go towards the
ocean/lagoon
= go north

Notice that this is an irregular. You would expect it to be ‘wanlavvxk’ (‘go downwards’) but instead it is ‘waloklok.’
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wanlikvxk
wanarvxk
wenxxjvxk

= go backwards or go to the
ocean side
= go to the lagoon side
= go to the interior of an
island

wsrcgvxk

= go south

wstovxk
wstavxk

= go west
= go east

(Remember that if the movement is also towards the speaker [me/us] or the listener [you], then
you need to replace ‘vxk’ with ‘tok’ or ‘wcj’)
- You can also use the directionals ‘to’ (‘westward’) and ‘tak’ (‘eastward’) to mean ‘to and fro,’
‘back and forth,’ or ‘around.’ This allows you to say things like ‘go to and fro,’ ‘go around,’
‘look back and forth,’ etc.:
ito-itak
=
uraakto-uraaktak =
joto-jotak
=
ksto-kstak
=
reito-reitak
=

go-west/-/go-east
move-west/-/move-east
throw-west/-/throw-east
fly-west/-/fly-east
look-west/-/look-east

= Go back and forth, go around, wander
= Move back and forth, move around
= Throw back and forth, throw around
= Fly back and forth, fly around
= Look back and forth, look around

Vocabulary
ejjino (E: jijino)
rakij(i)
byrij (from English)
koha (from English)
pidieet (from English)
iav kadu
evbcn (from English)
ekkapit (E: kckapit)
(transitive form: kapit(i))
jujen
baj ga/baj kwe/etc.
dsnnin kcmjaavav
stdik

intransitive form of ‘jino’ (‘to start’)
transitive form of ‘rarc’ (‘to clean up an area’)
bridge
comma
period (punctuation mark)
shortcut
elephant
to put oil on, to lubricate, to anoint
and so (put after a subject pronoun)
Ex: Ijujen delxg = So I went in.
now me/now you/etc. (indicating that another person had been
doing the thing, and now someone else is going to do it)
tears (when crying)
nickname
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Lesson 101: I would, you would, I should have, you should have
Marshallese people don’t say ‘I would,’ ‘you would’ nearly as often as we do in English,
but there is still a way to say it. Put the future tense marker ‘naaj’ and the past tense marker
‘kar’ after the subject pronoun, in that order:
Inaaj kar naginmej =
Kwcnaaj kar exgcd =
Enaaj kar rykaki
=

I-FUTURE/PAST/sick
you-FUTURE/PAST/fish
she-FUTURE/PAST/teacher

= I would be sick
= You would fish
= She would be a teacher

- In order to say ‘would not’ or ‘would never’ use ‘ban’ or ‘jsmin’ (‘will not’) instead of ‘naaj’
(‘jsmin’ is a little more emphatic than ‘ban’):
Iban kar naginmej
=
or Ij jsmin kar naginmej =
Koban kar exgcd
=
or Kwcj jsmin kar exgcd =
Eban kar rykaki
=
or Ej jsmin kar rykaki
=

I-will not/PAST/sick
I-PRES/will not/PAST/sick
you-will not/PAST/fish
you-PRES/will not/PAST/fish
she-will not/PAST/teacher
she-PRES/will not/PAST/teacher

= I would not/never be sick
= You would not/never fish
= She would not/never be a
teacher

- To say sentences like ‘if it were low tide, I would fish,’ ‘if you ate that, you would be sick,’ do
the following. For ‘if’ use either ‘ge’ or ‘evagge.’ For the first part of the sentence (‘if you ate
that’) use the past tense (like in English), or use the subjunctive marker ‘-n’ followed by ‘kar.’
For the second part of the sentence (‘you would be sick’), use ‘naaj kar’ for ‘would,’ or use the
subjunctive marker ‘-n’ followed by ‘kar.’ Thus, all of the following are equivalent:
Ge eaar psst, inaaj kar exgcd
=
Ge eaar psst, in kar exgcd
=
Ge en kar psst, inaaj kar exgcd
=
Ge en kar psst, in kar exgcd
=
Evagge eaar psst, inaaj kar exgcd =
Evagge eaar psst, in kar exgcd
=
Evagge en kar psst, inaaj kar exgcd =
Evagge en kar psst, in kar exgcd
=

if/it-PAST/low tide/I-FUTURE/PAST/fish
if/it-PAST/low tide/ I-SUBJ/PAST/fish
if/it-SUBJ./PAST/low tide/ I-FUTURE/PAST/fish

if/it-SUBJ./PAST/low tide/ I-SUBJ/PAST/fish
if/it-PAST/low tide/ I-FUTURE/PAST/fish
if/it-PAST/low tide/ I-SUBJ/PAST/fish
if/it-SUBJ./PAST/low tide/ I-FUTURE/PAST/fish

= If it were
low tide, I
would fish

if/it-SUBJ./PAST/low tide/ I-SUBJ/PAST/fish

- If you want to say ‘if it were not low tide, I would fish,’ add ‘jab’ after the past tense, or turn
‘-n’ into ‘ban’:
Ge eaar jab psst, inaaj =
kar exgcd
Ge eban kar psst, inaaj =
kar exgcd

if/it-PAST/not/low tide/I-FUTURE
/PAST/fish
if/it-will not/PAST/low tide/I-FUTURE
/PAST/fish

= If it weren’t low tide, I
would fish

- If you want to say ‘if it were low tide, I would not fish,’ turn ‘naaj’ or ‘-n’ into ‘ban’ or ‘jsmin’:
Ge eaar psst, iban kar exgcd =
Ge eaar psst, ij jsmin kar exgcd=

if/it-PAST/low tide/I-will not/PAST/fish
if/it-PAST/low tide/I-PRES/will not/PAST/fish
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= If it were low
tide, I wouldn’t fish

- You can use phrases like ‘in kar’ and ‘kwcn kar’ to mean ‘I should have,’ ‘you should have,’ ‘I
was supposed to,’ ‘you were supposed to’:
In kar hcgs =

I-SUBJUN./PAST/eat

= I should have eaten
or I was supposed to eat

Kwcn kar
=
ekkatak bog
Ren kar itok =

you-SUBJUN./PAST
/study/last night

= You should have studied last night
or You were supposed to study last night
= They should have come
or They were supposed to come

they-SUBJUN./PAST/come

Vocabulary
aj
ejjaromrom
(E: jcjaromrom)
lik
mab (from English)
faet- (faeta, faetah, etc.)
wydiddid
ebbeer (E: bcbweer)
ak
debwssl
karuwanene (transitive form:
karuwaneneik(i))
ruwanene
alej
teep (from English)
kakonkon
lxmxxren or lxmxxr

thatching materials for traditional Marshallese houses
lightning
lay (an egg)
map
to name
to shiver
to give up, get discouraged
frigate bird
cross (noun)
to invite, to welcome
invited
to aim at
tape, bandaid
intransitive form of ‘kakon’ (‘to put away’)
transitive form of ‘lxmxxr’ (‘to save, rescue’)
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Lesson 102: Behind me, behind you, behind it (Prepositions)
In English, in order to say ‘behind me,’ ‘behind you,’ ‘behind it,’ you simply take the
word ‘behind’ and then add a pronoun after it. In Marshallese, it is different. To say these same
phrases you take the word for ‘behind’ (‘itulik-’) and conjugate it for ‘my,’ ‘your,’ etc. like an
inalienable noun. For instance:
ituliky
itulikyh
itulikin
itulikin Laipen
itulikid
itulikim
itulikimi
itulikier

= behind me
= behind you(singular)
= behind him/her/it
= behind Laipen
= behind us(inclusive)
= behind us(exclusive)
= behind you(plural)
= behind them

- All prepositions, except for ‘ilo’ (‘in, at’), ‘jsn’ (‘from’) and ‘gan’ (‘to’) work like this. Here
they are with their conjugations (the ‘him/her/it’ form is highlighted because it is so common):
Word

Meaning

ioriuhwkapitulavitulcg-iovapihikctilowslkitur-

on
on top of, above

under, below
at the bottom of
at the bottom of

at the top of
in the middle of

in front of
between
inside of
outside of
next to
around
alongside

ipevaak-

tcrere-

Conjugations
him/her/it

me
ioy
rac
iuhy
kapy
itulavy
itulcgy
iovapy
ihac
ikctac
ilowac
slky
itury

you(sing)
iooh
raah
iuhyh
kapyh
itulavyh
itulcgyh
iovapyh
ihaah
ikctaah
ilowaah
slkyh
ituryh

ioon
raan
iuhwin
kapin
itulavin
itulcgin
iovapin
ihaan
ikctaan
ilowaan
slkin
iturun

us(incl)
ioed
raad
iuhwid
kapid
itulavid
itulcgid
iovapid
ihaad
ikctaad
ilowaad
slkid
iturid

us(excl)
ioem
raam
iuhwim
kapim
itulavim
itulcgim
iovapim
ihaam
ikctaam
ilowaam
slkim
iturim

you(plur)
ioemi
raami
iuhwimi
kapimi
itulavimi
itulcgimi
iovapimi
ihaami
ikctaami
ilowaami
slkimi
iturimi

them
ioer
raaer
iuhwier
kapier
itulavier
itulcgier
iovapier
ihaaer
ikctaaer
ilowaaer
slkier
iturier

ipevaaky

ipevaakyh

ipevaakin

ipevaakid

ipevaakim

ipevaakimi

ipevaakier

tcrerey

tcrereih

tcrerein

tcrereid

tcrereim

tcrereimi

tcrereier

- You can add the number markers ‘ro’ ‘jeel’ etc. after these words, like any words conjugated
like this:
Ikotaaerro =
Iuhwimijeel =

between-their-two
under-your(plur)-three

= Between the two of them
= Under the three of you

- There is another word ‘i’ or ‘fa i’ which means ‘in,’ ‘at’ or ‘on.’ It is commonly used with the
words for ‘ground,’ ‘island,’ ‘house,’ and several other words:
ilav
or fa ilav

=

on-ground

= on the ground

ihwiin
=
or fa ihwiin
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in-house-this

= in this house

isne
=
or fa isne
ilag
=
or fa ilag

on-island
in-sky

= on the island,
ashore
= in the sky

iMajuro
=
or fa iMajuro

in-Majuro

= in Majuro

Vocabulary
batur
ekajet
hcn ekajet
stst
(transitive form: stog)
baal
bcran baal
ncbar
akki- (akky, akkyh, etc.)
akkiin peakkiin ne sindein
Jepaan (from English)
Iglen (from English)
Jipeen (from English)
Byranij (from English)
Jsmne (from English)
aveve
annag (annagy,
annagyh, etc.)

crave meat (especially fish), really want to eat meat after not
having had it for a long time
trial, to go on trial
courthouse
to smell
kind of coral found at the edge of the ocean side reef
place where the waves break on the ocean side reef
to praise
fingernail, toenail
fingernail
toenail
so (in the sense of ‘in that way, thusly’)
Ex: Sindein aer ba = So they say/That’s what they say
Japan
England
Spain
France
Germany
fishing by tying palm fronds together in a long line to catch fish,
name of a museum in Majuro
shadow, reflection, image
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Glossary of useful words
The following is a glossary of about 1500 Marshallese words, in order of usefulness.
These are all of the words introduced in the lessons of this book. It is designed so that you can
sit down every day and learn a few new words. Since it is not in alphabetical order, it is not
designed so that you can look up words either from Marshallese or from English. For this
purpose, you should use the Marshallese-English Dictionary by Abo, Bender, Capelle, and
DeBrum. However, for expanding your vocabulary, this glossary is more useful than the
dictionary because it lists only useful words that are in current use, and omits rare words and
words that are no longer used.
Some words are not fully listed in this glossary because they are covered in the book
and/or require a lot of explanation. These are the words that are not listed:
Numbers……………………………………...
Days of the week…………………………….
Months………………………………………
Pronouns (‘I,’ ‘you,’ ‘he,’ ‘she,’ etc.)……….
‘The,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ ‘those’…….……
‘My,’ ‘your,’ ‘his,’ ‘her,’ etc………………...
Family members……………………………..

see Lesson 3
see Lesson 4
see Lesson 4
see Lessons 5, 12, 13
see Lessons 21, 58-59, 84
see Lessons 22, 66-79
see Lessons 66-79

Some words are different in the Eastern (Ratak) dialect than the Western (Rslik) dialect.
When this is the case, ‘E:’ indicates a Eastern form and ‘W:’ indicates a Western form.
To understand the difference between ‘transitive’ and ‘intransitive’ verbs, see Lessons
88-89.
To learn how to correctly say words that start with two of the same consonant in a row,
see Lesson 82.
aet
jaab
jab
(usually pronounced jeb)
ewcr or elcg

ejjevxk
aolep
juon

yes
no
not, don’t, doesn’t
there is, there are
there is none, there are none, there is no, there are no, none,
nothing, nobody
all, every, everything, everybody
one, a, an

(usually pronounced jucn)

etal
itok(E: wstok)
hcgs
idaak
ba
kohhool
ilo
im
in
ixkwe
ehhan

go
come, arrive
eat, food
drink, take (a pill or some other kind of medicine)
say
thank you
in, at
and
of
hello, goodbye, love
good
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(E: sometimes hchan)
nana
ennx
(E: sometimes nenx)
hcj
jevs
jaje or gak
ripslle
rihajev
jsn
gan
jikuuv (from English)
hcn jikuuv
kchhan
kcfaan
lo
marog
ms
ni
meveve

men
Amedka
hajev
rykaki
rijikuuv
ioon
aebcj
iar
lik
bwebwenato
bck
ak or akc
ge ej jab
sne
brother (from English)
sister (from English)
haha (from English)
baba (from English)
jerbal

jokwe

bad, inedible
tasty, tastes good, delicious, edible
finished, done
Ex. Ehcj mona = We’re finished eating
know, know how to, find out
Ex. Ijevs = I know
Ex. Ijab lukkuun jevs = I don’t really know/I’m not sure
not know, not know how to
American person/people
Marshallese person/people
from, since, than, off
to, for, in order to
school, go to school (either as a student or a teacher), attend
class
school building
do, make, fix
want, like, do often
see, find
can, may, might, possible
breadfruit, breadfruit tree
coconut, coconut tree
understand, disentangled, meaning, information
Ex. Meveve in ‘vaddik’, ‘boy’ = ‘Vaddik’ means ‘boy’
Ex. Ta meveve in ‘laddik’? = What does ‘vaddik’ mean?
thing
America, the United States
The Marshall Islands, the Marshallese language
teacher, minister, priest
student
on, on top of
drinking water
lagoon, at the lagoon, lagoon beach, at the lagoon beach
ocean side of an island, at the ocean side of an island, beach on
the ocean side, at the beach on the ocean side
talk, have a conversation, chat
take, get, receive, minus (in arithmetic)
but, what about, or (when asking questions)
or (when expressing the idea of one or the other)
island, islet, land
brother
sister
mom, mother
dad, father
work (in both the sense of ‘do work’ and ‘function’), job
Ex. Ij jerbal = I am working
Ex. Ej jab jerbal = It doesn’t work
to live (as in, to live in a certain place)
Ex. Ij jokwe ilo Ujae = I live on Ujae
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mour

to live (as in, to be alive), life, alive, cured
Ex. Emour = It is alive
kiic
now
jibbog
morning
Ex. Ejibbog kiic = It is morning now
in jibbog
in the morning
raelep
noon, afternoon
Ex. Eraelep kiic = It is the afternoon now
in raelep
in the afternoon
jota
evening, yesterday evening
Ex. Ejota kiic = It is the evening now
in jota
in the evening
bog
night, last night
Ex. Ebog kiic = It is night now
in bog
at night
hcgs in jibbog
breakfast, eat breakfast
hcgs in raelep
lunch, eat lunch
hcgs in jota
dinner, eat dinner
kcrs
woman
ehhaan (E: hchaan)
man
ek
fish
kiki
sleep, asleep, to live (in a certain place)
raan
day
kilep (when modifiying a
big, fat
noun, kileplep for singulars
Ex. Rekilep = They are big
and killep for plurals)
Ex. Juon ni kileplep = A big coconut
Ex. Ruo ni killep = Two big coconuts
dik (when modifiying a noun, small, young
jidikdik for singulars and
Ex. Edik = It is small
jiddik for plurals)
Ex. Juon ek jidikdik = A small fish
Ex. Ruo ek jiddik = Two small fish
leddik
girl
vaddik
boy
ajri
child, kid, toddler
lukkuun
very, really, absolutely, totally
Ex. Elukkuun ehhan = It is really good
Ex. Elukkuun ejjevxk = There absolutely none
ge
if, when (as if ‘when I leave,’ not for asking questions like ‘when
are you leaving?’)
tutu
wet, get wet, take a shower, take a bath
tutu iar
go swimming or take a bath in the lagoon
tutu lik
go swimming or take a bath on the ocean side of an island
jidik
a little, a little bit
kain (from English)
kind (in the sense of ‘type,’ not ‘nice’), kind of
Ex. Juon kain ek = A kind of fish
Ex. Aolep kain = All kinds/All kinds of things
sinwct
like (as in ‘it is like an apple’)
Ex. Pako rej sinwct ek = Sharks are like fish
aolep iien
always
Ex. Aolep iien kwcj jikuuv = You always come to school
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bcb
aikuj
aikuj in
ewi
exgcd
armej
bavuun
(from English ‘baloon’)
wiik (from English)
allcg
iic (from English ‘year’)
kajin
kajin pslle or pslle or Iglij
kajin hajev or hajev
katak or ekkatak
katakin
kwcle
maro
naginmej
hcfcfc
byrohcj
illu (E: lilu)
mejki
mijak
hck
hck in
lale
letok
lewcj
levxk
hcttan jidik
gsst
ta
wcn
ia
etke
jete
ewi jogan
raij
psd
jipag
aelcg
ban

pandanus, pandanus tree
need
need to, have to, should
where is it/him/her?, where is ___?
Ex. Ewi ek eo = Where is the fish?
to fish, to go fishing
person, people
airplane
week
month, moon
year
language, language of, dialect, dialect of
English language
Marshallese language
learn, study
teach
hungry
thirsty
sick, sickness, illness, disease
happy, glad
Ex. Ihcfcfc in exgcd = I am glad to fish
sad
angry
sleepy
scared, scared of, fear
Ex. Imijak bavuun = I am scared of airplanes
tired
tired of, tired from
look, look at, watch
give to me/us
Ex.Letok juon ni = Give me a coconut
give to you
give to him/her/it/them
soon, in a little bit
when?
what?, do what?
who?
where?
why?
how many?
how much?, how big?
rice
to be located somewhere
Ex. Ij psd ilo Majuro = I am in Majuro
to help
atoll, single island (not part of an atoll), country
will not, will never, cannot, unable, impossible
Ex. Eban = It’s impossible
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Ex. Iban etal = I won’t go/I can’t go
hour, time, time of the day, o’clock
time for ___
Ex. Awa in hcgs = Time to eat
bcktok
bring
aiboojoj
beautiful (of things only, not people)
iukkure (E: kukure)
to play, game
eh
house, building
iien
time, time of, time for, chance, chance for
Ex. Iien jikuuv = Time for school
alwcj
look at, watch
rainin
today
ilju
tomorrow, the future
inne
yesterday
ippsn
with, with it/him/her (in the sense of ‘accompanied by’, not in the
sense of ‘using’)
Ex. Ej hcgs ippsn Ali = She is eating with Ali
Ex. Ij hcgs ippsn = She is eating with him
kcn
with (in the sense of ‘using, by means of’), using, about,
concerning because of, due to, caused by
Ex. Bwebwenato kcn Amedka = Talking about America
Ex. Jeje kcn pinjev = Writing with a pencil
kake (E: eake)
with it (in the sense of ‘using it, by means of it’), about it,
concerning it because of it, due to it, caused by it
Ex. Bwebwenato kake = Talking about it
Ex. Jeje kake = Writing with it
lxjet
ocean (in a general sense, including both the lagoon and the
open ocean)
jouj
nice, friendly
jouj im ___
please ___
Ex. Jouj im hcgs = Please eat
kcnke
because
kajjitck
ask, question
Ex. Kajjitck ippsn Alfred = Ask Alfred
kilaj (from English ‘class’) class, grade (as in ‘first grade,’ ‘second grade,’ not as in
‘A/B/C/D/F’)
kilaj juon/kilaj ruo/kilaj
first grade/second grade/third grade/etc.
jilu/etc.
vcmfak
think (in both the sense of ‘think about something’ and ‘be of the
opinion’)
Ex. Ij vcmfak = I am thinking
Ex. Ij vcmfak inaaj etal = I think I will go
vcmfak in
plan to
Ex. Ij vcmfak in exgcd rainin = I am planning to go fishing today
metak
to hurt (as in ‘my leg hurts,’ not as in ‘don’t hurt me’)
Ex. Emetak = It hurts
hanit
custom, culture, manner
hantin
custom of, culture of, manner of
hantin hajev
Marshallese culture/custom
hantin pslle
American culture/custom
awa
awa in ___
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hane
___ hck
naan
oktak (jsn)
rog
rogjake
wia
wia kake
kcjerbal
aebcj lav
aebcj jimeef
baantuun
st
etan

bclen
baamve (from English)
bok (from English)
al
bwil
hcvo
pix
jagin or jsgin
hcn
hcn jar
hcn tutu
hcn kuk
hcn hcgs
hcn wia
jeje
riit
keroro
likyt
emaat

mat

hit, spank, kill
please ____
Ex. Itok hck = Please come
word
different (from), unusual
hear, understand what somebody says
Ex. Ij jab rog = I can’t hear/I don’t understand what you’re saying
listen, listen to
buy
sell
use, employ
well (in the ground for drinking water)
cistern (for catching and storing rain water for drinking)
water catchment (for catching and storing rain water for
drinking)
name
name of, its/his/her name, ‘um!’ (when you’re pausing to think
of something while speaking)
Ex. Ijaje etan = I don’t know his/her/its name
Ex. Etan ‘coconut’ ilo Hajev? = How do you say ‘coconut’ in
Marshallese?
maybe, possibly, probably
family
book
sing, song
Ex. Al juon al = Sing a song
hot, get burned
cold (of things only)
Ex. Ehcvo rainin = It’s cold today
cold (of humans only)
Ex. Ipix = I’m cold
not yet
Ex. Ej jagin itok = She hasn’t come yet
Ex. Ejagin bwil = It’s not hot yet
house of
church
shower house
cookhouse, kitchen
restaurant
store
write
read
be noisy, chatter, talk noisily
Ex. Jab keroro! = Be quiet!
put
none left, all gone, used up
Ex. Emaat ni = There are no coconuts left
full (of food after eating)
Ex. Kwomat ke? = Are you full?
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ofsn or wcfsn

peba
wa
wct

ekwe
bar
bar juon
ac
ibwij
psst
alen or katten

juon alen or juon katten
ruo alen or ruo katten
bar juon alen or bar juon
katten
lcg alen
bwijin

jahbo
jet
bar jet
jet ien
hool

riab

nchba (from English)
piik (from English)
tiha
txxl (from English)
tava (from English)
wct

price, price of, salary, salary of
Ex. Jete wcfsn? = How much does it cost?
Ex. Jete wcfsn rykaki? = How much do teachers get paid?
paper, card
boat, canoe, any vehicle
only, just, still
Ex. Juon wct = Only one
Ex. Rej hcgs wct = They are still eating
okay then, well then, well, then
again, also, else
one more, once more, another
swim
high tide
Ex. Eibwij = It is high tide
low tide, shallow
Ex. Epsst = It is low tide
time (as if ‘one time, two times,’ not as in ‘what time is it?’),
times (in arithmetic)
Ex. Iaar etal gan Ebeye jilu alen = I went to Ebeye three times
once
twice
again
many times, often
many, school (of fish), flock (of birds)
Ex. Bwijin kajjitck = Many questions
Ex. Juon bwijin in ek = A school of fish
Ex. Juon bwijin in bao = A flock of birds
take a walk, stroll around, wander around aimlessly, go on a trip,
trip, travel, voyage, journey
some, a few
some more, some other
sometimes
true, sure, tell the truth
Ex. Kwcj hool ke? = Are you sure?/Really?
Ex. Ga ij hool = I’m sure/I’m telling the truth
Ex. Kwcj hool = You’re telling the truth/You’re right
(Note: to say ‘I’m not sure’ say ‘Ijab lukkuun jevs,’ NOT ‘Ijab
hool’)
false, lie
Ex. Eriab = It is false
Ex. Ej riab = He is lying
Ex. Ga ij riab = I’m lying/Just kidding
number
pig
ship (noun)
towel
dollar
rain, to rain
Ex. Ewct = It is raining
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rxxl
slikin or hcjin
hokta
hokta jsn ____
Anij
bao
bao in mejatoto
bao in lav
bwebwe
iggs or iiyg
jijet
ki
vak
jovxk

kappok or pukot
jssn (from English)
mej
mevxkvxk
psd wct
taktc
hcn taktc
pevvxk
kapevvxk
ti
ruhwij
juon men
aolep men
juon armij
aolep armij
juon jikin
aolep jikin
jar
kxxt
amihcno
alikkar

irooj
lerooj
jikin

to leave (in the sense of ‘go away’, not in the sense of ‘leave
something somewhere’)
Ex. Raar rxxl inne = They left yesterday
after
before, first
before ____
God
bird, chicken
bird (specifically)
chicken (specifically)
crazy, stupid
yes (alternate forms of ‘aet’)
sit, sit down
key
lock, to lock, locked
throw away, take off (an article of clothing), quit, get rid of, break
up with, get divorced from, spend, waste
Ex. Jovxk ek eo = Throw away the fish
Ex. Jovxk iien = Waste time
Ex. Jovxk keroro! = Quit talking/Be quiet!
look for, search for
cent, money
die, dead
forget
Ex. Imevxkvxk = I forget
stay
doctor, see a doctor
Ex. Iaar taktc inne = I went to the doctor yesterday
hospital, medical dispensary
open, unlocked
to open
tea
late, slow
something
everything
somebody
everybody
somewhere
everywhere
to go to church, to attend a church service, to pray
steal
handicrafts, make handicrafts
clear, obvious
Ex. Ejagin alikkar = It isn’t clear yet/It hasn’t been decided
yet/We’re not sure yet
chief, king
chieftess, queen
place, place of/for
Ex. Jikin tutu = Place for taking a shower
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jorrssn or problem

kssl
hor
rytto
kidu
kuuj
hckaj or ehhckaj
(E: hckaj or hchkaj)
nuknuk
ruuh (from English)
peen (from English)
pen
pidodo
pilaws
pinjev
teegki
tata
vxk
wynto (from English)
wailcj
(from English ‘wireless’)
deks
babu
bait or ire
eboov
eiiet
bckvxk
etetal
iiep
jutak
kajutak
minit
hckade
tallcg
pako
ettoon
(E: sometimes tctoon)

problem, have a problem, hurt, get hurt, not working, out of
order
Ex. Ejorrssn = It’s broken
Ex. Ejjevxk jorrssn = No problem
Ex. Kwonaaj jorrssn = You’ll get hurt
new, fresh
old (of things only)
old (of people only), adult
dog
cat
fast, on time, early
Ex. Hckaj gan iien jikuuv = On time to school
clothes
room, space
pen
hard (in both the physical sense and the sense of ‘difficult’)
easy, soft
flour, bread
pencil
flashlight
-est ending, to the utmost, extremely
Ex. Kileptata = Biggest
Ex. Ehhantata = Best, extremely good
-er ending
Ex. Kilepvxk = Bigger
Ex. Ehhanvxk = Better
window
talk on a short-wave radio, use a short-wave radio
rock, stone, pebble, boulder, gravel
lie down
to fight
there are many
Ex. Eboov armej = There are many people
there are few, not very many
Ex. Eiiet armej = There are not very many people
take something to somewhere
Ex. Bckvxk ki eo gan Tenita = Take the key to Tenita
walk
basket
stand up
to raise
minute
to be really good at something
Ex. Ehckade exgcd = He is really good at fishing
climb
shark
dirty, messy
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erreo
(E: sometimes rcreo)
karreo
ettcr (E: tctcr)
pija (from English)
pileij (from English)
nignig
waini
wctvxk (E: bugvxk)
likatu
vakatu
ije or ijiic
ijin
ijcfe
ijo
ijjuweo
ie
sinwct juon
baru
eo
dsn
dsnnin ni
wiiken (from English)
ksvxk
baankek
jinoe
jinoin
kakkije
keemem
menninmour
kcto
ekkctoto
(E: sometimes kckctoto)
kweilxk
libbukwe
ruuv
hakoko (in)
nabcj
nabcjin or slkin
ettcg (E: tctcg)
rup
tebcv (from English)
tcgal
turxg
wavxk

clean
to clean, clean up
to run
picture, drawing, photograph, drawing, to draw, to take a picture,
to get one’s picture taken
plate
baby
brown coconut (older than a green coconut), copra
fall, fall down
beautiful woman, beautiful (of women only)
good-looking man, good-looking (of men only)
here (near me, but not near you)
here (near both of us, in between us, or around us)
there (near you, but not near me)
there (near neither you nor me)
there (far away)
there (in the sense of, ‘the place we are talking about’)
ex. A: Iaar etal gan Mejit. = I went to Mejit
B: Kwaar ta ie?
= What did you do there?
the same, never mind, it doesn’t matter
crab
here you go (said when giving something to someone)
water, any liquid
coconut juice
weekend
to fly, to jump, to jump out of a boat into the water
pancake
start, start it
beginning, beginning of
rest, relax, take a break, recess, go to recess
traditional party held on an infant’s first birthday, to attend or put
on such a party, birthday party
animal
wind
windy
meeting, to have a meeting, to attend a meeting
shell (as in, the shells you find on the beach, not the shell of an
egg)
rule
unwilling (to), refuse (to), really not want (to)
outside
outside of
laugh, smile
break, broken
table, desk
sweet
spearfish, go spearfishing
happen, occur, appear, rise (of the sun or the moon)
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tulxk
jipeev (from English)
uno
bwe
ac
ah
an
ad
am
ami
aer
naip (from English)
___ in lav
___ eo vxk
or ___ eo
kiil or kiili
kilck
bwe
av
ettovxk (E: sometimes
tctovxk)
pinana (from English)
kain rot or kain rct (E:
kain rot)
__ rot or __ rct (E: __ tor)
tonaaj (from English)
jag
kcrkcr
tipgcl
luuj (from English)
wiin (from English)
msj
tyrak (from English)
uwaak
wcd
iakiu or baseball (from
English)
volleyball
basket
outer island (from
English) or aelcg ko ilikin
aolepsn

to dive, to dive down, to set (of the sun)
spell, spelling
medicine, paint
so-so
Ex. Ehhan mour? Ebwe = How’s it going? So-so.
my/mine
your/yours/ (for one person only)
his, her/hers, its
our/ours (including the person being spoken to)
our/ours (not including the person being spoken to)
your/yours (for more than one person)
their/theirs
knife
next ____
Ex. wiik in lav = next month
last ____ (in the sense of ‘previous,’ not last in a list)
Ex. wiik eo vxk = last week
to close, to memorize
closed, memorized
Ex. Ekilck = It is closed
because, so that
Ex. Bwe kwchcfcfc = Because you are happy
Ex. Bwe kwcn hcfcfc = So that you will be happy
sun
far away
banana
what kind?
what kind of ___?
Ex. Ek rct = What kind of fish?
donut
cry, make a noise, be played on the radio
small outrigger canoe, paddled or with a sail
larger outrigger canoe, with a sail
lose
win
eye, face, mask, snorkeling mask, glasses
truck, car
answer (noun or verb), reply
coral, coral reef, coral head
baseball
volleyball
basketball
outer islands
all of it, all of ___, the whole ___
Ex. Aolepsn = All of it/The whole thing
Ex. Aolepsn wiik = All week
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aolepser
bcd

jovxk bcd
jihwe
kajihwe
doon
ippsn doon
jako
kcjsm
jihaat (from English) or
mslctlct
jukwa
kab
kajoor
kweet
lav
ilav
le
ve
liha
vcha
ewi toon?
fah (E: jokwajok)
peet (from English)
tihcf
iturun
wyt
wcjke
bwiro
keememej
eet?
jibwe
byby
jihha
jook
kcvvs
kcmat
mat

all of them
wrong, error, mistake, make a mistake, fault
Ex. Ebcd = It is wrong
Ex. Kwaar bcd = You are wrong/You made a mistake
Ex. Ah bcd = It’s your fault
I’m sorry, to apologize
correct, right, straight
to correct, to straighten
each other
together, with each other
gone, missing, lost, disappeared
door, gate
smart
sugar, use sugar
and also
strong, powerful
octopus
ground
on the ground
informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to a
woman or girl
Ex. Kwcj etal gan ia le? = Where are you going, girl?
informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to a
man or boy
Ex. Kwcj etal gan ia ve? = Where are you going, man?
informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to
more than one woman or girl
Ex. Ixkwe liha = Hi girls
informal word used at the end of a sentence when talking to
more than one man or boy
Ex. Ixkwe vcha = Hi guys
how long? (in the sense of ‘how much time?’)
mosquito
bed
demon
next to, close to
flower, flower headdress
tree
preserved breadfruit (a common food)
remember
Ex. Ij keememej = I remember
what’s the matter?, what’s the matter with it?
to take, to grab
grandma
grandpa
shy, embarrassed, ashamed
to pay, to get paid
to cook
cooked (not raw)
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kybwe
kwcpej (from English)
votak
retio (from English)
tsskji (from English)
teej (from English)
psstvxk
ibwijtok
kafahfah
kabbcl
kun
jabdewct
marok
kinaak
bxxj (from English)
bar
bcran
ebwe
et
inepata
jea (from English)
jitto
jittak
joob (from English)
joob in tutu
joob in kwavkov
kijeek
cousin (from English)
kcppojak (gan)
hcn kcppojak or
bathroom (from English)
ps
pedped
ippa
ippah
ippsn
ippsd
ippsm
ippsmi
ippser
tcmak
wcn
bcjrak
erri
devxg

feces
garbage
to be born
radio
taxi
test, exam, take a test
tide going out (getting lower)
tide coming in (getting higher)
mosquito coil
to turn on (a light, lamp, etc.)
to turn off (a light, lamp, etc.
any, anything, anybody
dark
to tell on, to report someone to an authority figure
boss, leader
head, head hair
head of, head hair of, tip of
there is enough
do what?
worry, worried, upset
Ex. Jab inepata = Don’t worry
chair
western half of an island
eastern half of an island
soap
soap for bathing
soap for washing
fire
cousin
to get ready (for), to prepare (for), (also a euphemism for going
to the bathroom)
outhouse, bathroom
hand, arm
reef, foundation
with me, in my opinion
Ex. Ehhan ippa = It’s good in my opinion/I like it
with you (talking to only one person), in your opinion
with him/her/it, in his/her/it opinion
with us (including the person being talked to), in our opinion
with us (not including the person being talked to), in our opinion
with you (talking to more than one person), in your opinion
with them, in their opinion
believe
Ex. Ij jab tcmak eok = I don’t believe you
Ex. Ij tcmak bwe kwcnaaj bar itok = I think you will come back
turtle
stop
where are they?, where are ___?
to enter, to go inside
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diwcj
kxkkure
jimattan
kcn menin
jovxk iien or kxkkure iien
karjin (from English)
ke
kein
kein jerbal
kein iukkure
(E: kein kukure)
kein jikuuv
kein kajuon/kein
karuo/kein kajilu/etc.
lav in
vain (from English)
hcttan ___
hwilav
pejpej
peev (from English)
rito
uklele (from English)
kautiej
baro (from English)
innsm vak hcj
kadek
ek in kadek
dsnnin kadek
men in le- (with -tok,
-wcj, and ‘vxk’)
kimej
bxxk
enret (E: slmen)
ewi wsween or ta
wsween
bwilcg or ilbck
kabwilcg or kailbck
kekcb
vsibrsre (from English)
haiv (from English)
pstcre
waj

to exit, to go outside
to mess up (something), waste, break (a rule), violate
half, half of
so (as in ‘I was sick, so I didn’t go to school’), therefore
waste time
kerosene
or (synonym to ‘ak,’ for asking questions like ‘man or woman?’),
marker used to indicate a yes/no question
thing of, thing for
Ex. Kein tutu = Things for taking a shower (bucket, dippet, etc.)
tool
toy
school supplies
first/second/third/etc.
the world, the Earth
line, clothesline, line up, form a line
in (a certain amount of time), ___ remaining
Ex. Hcttan ruo = Two left/two more
deep, profound
shallow
bell
person of, person who, person who is (put before nouns, verbs,
and adjectives)
long time
Ex. Eto am jako = You’ve been gone for a long time
ukulele, to play the ukulele
respect, to treat respectfully
borrow
and then
poisonous (of fish), poisoned (from eating fish), intoxicated,
drunk, get drunk
poisonous fish
alcohol
gift, present
Ex. Juon men in lewcj = A gift for you
palm frond
box
how?
Ex. Enret ah kchhane? = How do you do it?
how?
Ex. Ewi wsween ah kchhane? = How do you do it?
surprised, amazed
to surprise, to amaze
dipper
library
mile
battery
wristwatch
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wcnhaanvxk
ebajeet?
epaak
ahwin
bakcj (from English)
hoktata
sliktata
dike
jaki
kcjak
jilkinvxk
juuj (from English)
juujuj
keinabbu
kiaj (from English)
jevs hanit
jaje hanit or gak hanit
kiic kiic wct
kyta (from English)
lag
mejatoto
vaah
evap
edik
ne
pakij (from English)
to
wctcr (from English)
bugniin
jxtiniin
raelepniin
jibbogniin or ke ejibbog
Baibcv (from English)
byrinjibcv (from English)
avav
iuhwin
jemjem
kcjparok
pojak
keinikkan
va-

li-

to go forward, to go on, to continue
why? (always used by itself, never as part of a sentence)
close
to wash one’s hands
bucket
first (in a series of things)
last (in a series of things)
hate
mat
joke, funny, strange
Ex. Ekcjak = It’s funny
Ex. Ij kchhan kcjak = I’m making a joke/I’m just kidding
send
shoe
to wear shoes
papaya
gas
polite
rude
right now
guitar, to play the guitar
sky, weather
sky, air, climate
lamp
there is a lot, there is a lot of, a lot of
there is not very much
leg, foot (both the part of the body and the unit of measure)
package
rope, string
to order something over the radio
tonight
this evening
this afternoon
this morning
Bible
principal
wood, stick of wood
under, for (a certain amount of time)
to sharpen
to protect, to take care of, to treat gently, to conserve
Ex. Kcjparok ah mour = Take care of yourself
ready
plant (noun)
informal word attached to the beginning of a male name, to refer
to a man or boy in an informal, familiar, or affectionate way
Ex. VaAli = Ali (referred to in an informal way)
informal word attached to the beginning of a female name, to
refer to a woman or girl in an informal, familiar, or affectionate
way
Ex. LiTonika = Tonika (referred to in an informal way)
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harhar
ehhclolo (E: sometimes
hchclolo)
uwe
to
tcpar or tcprak
kadik
turun msj
aetok
kadu (E: kanu)
buvcn mar or buvcn wojke
or buvcn jungle
eita?
aujpitcv (from English)
bwilxk
aorck
kwalxk
iwcj (E: wswcj)
kab
kabkab
kcnnaan or kcnono
kajjiog

kien
kwavkov
lahcj
lxje
kahool
lxgi
hwil
pssk
tarifae
ryttarifae
leen wcjke
pejtcbcv (from English)
uhha
unin
ta unin
kijog
kanck
sinwct ___

necklace
cool (in the sense of ‘pleasantly cold’)
to get on (a boat, car, etc.), to ride
to get off (a boat, car, etc.), to come down, to climb down
to reach (a place), to get to (a place), to arrive at (a place)
Ex. Raar tcpar Majuro inne = They got to Majuro yesterday
particularly, too (as in ‘too big, ‘too small,’ etc.)
face
long, tall (of people)
short, brief
jungle, forest
what’s happening?, what’s wrong? (always said by itself, not as
part of a sentence)
hospital
snapped, broken (of long thin objects, like pencils)
important, precious, valuable
to show
go to where you are, come with you, go over to your house
Ex. Ga ij iwcj = I’m coming with you
cup
use a cup
to talk
to try (to) (in both the sense of ‘attempt to’ and ‘test something
out’)
Ex. Iaar kajjiog bwiro = I tried some preserved breadfruit
Ex. Iaar kajjiog tallcg ni eo = I tried to climb the coconut tree
government, government of, rule, rule of
Ex. Kien Hajev = Government of the Marshall Islands
wash
shout
stomach, belly
to make sure
mouth
behavior
bag
to fight a war, to fight in a war
soldier
fruit
vegetable
kiss
reason, reason of, cause, cause of
why?
often do something, usually do something
Ex. Kwaar kijog hcgs ta ilo Amedka? = What did you usually
eat in America?
to pull
it seems that ___
Ex. Sinwct inaginmej = It seems that I’m sick/I feel sick
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alikkar ____

kaal (from English)
bah (from English)
ikkij (E: kykij)
barsinwct
di
kcbaatat
degct
iu
ksiuiu
kxpe (from English)
jen
jemoot
jiit (from English)
kadkad
ke (for some words) or bwe
(for other words)

kajjien

kilin
raan
nsjin
livvap
vavvap
ennaan (E: ncnaan) or
nuuj (from English)
nuujpeba (from English)
fo
pata (from English
‘battle’)
pata eo kein karuo
pijek
raut
talboon (from English)
tyrep (from English)
wcdwcd
kea (from English)
kein eh

Ex. Sinwct ejjevxk ek = It seems that there are no fish/There
seem to be no fish
it must be the case that ___, obviously ___
Ex. Alikkar enaaj wct = Obviously it’s going to rain
Ex. Alikkar evap ah jssn = You obviously have a lot of
money/You must have a lot of money
call on the radio or telephone
pump, to pump
bite
also
bone
to smoke
spank
coconut seedling (when a coconut has hit the ground and
started to sprout leaves), the meat of a coconut seedling (a
common food)
look for and gather coconut seedlings
coffee, to drink coffee
let’s
Ex. Jen iukkure = Let’s play
let’s go
sheet
to throw
that (as if ‘I know that I can’)
Ex. Ijevs ke ehhan = I know that it’s good
Ex. Kwaar ba bwe enana = You said it was bad
identity of (used to make sentences like ‘I know John,’ ‘you
know Mary’)
Ex. Ijevs kajjien Rosemary = I know Rosemary
skin of
on top of
child of, offspring of, so, of daughter of
old woman
old man
news
newspaper
wave
Ex. Evap fo rainin = The waves are big today
war
World War II
to defecate
to urinate, urine
telephone, to call on the telephone
trip, voyage, excursion
to eat (for pandanus only)
care
Ex. Ij jab kea = I don’t care
wall, side of a house
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kckairir
bxxti
buruh
eddo
(E: sometimes dedo)
jehaan
etto
iioon
ekkag
(E: sometimes kckag)
ekkcb
(E: sometimes kckcb)
jsntcj (from English)
kxuwctata
lovxk
vog
vxg
mejsnwcd (E: jenx)
piit (from English ‘beat’)
tipi (from English)
psrcn (from English)
kcbavuun
abfcfc
kaabfcfc
baajkcv (from English)
iiavo (from English)
kyre (from English)
kyriin (from English) or
maroro
bilu (from English)
byrawyn (from English)
byrcrc
mouj
kilmeej
oran (from English)
baijin (from English)
jslele
jibuun (from English)
kcjagjag
jikin kallib
kckkssl
kckkssl nuknuk
kommeveve
kavan (from English)
kssnjev (from English)
limo
hade

hurry up
nose
broom, to sweep
heavy, responsibility
Ex. Ah eddo = It’s your responsibility
a while ago (anywhere from a few months to many years)
a long time ago (many years ago), in olden times
to meet (a person), to come across, to encounter, to find
(without looking for the thing)
sharp
dull
sentence
dangerous
to visit
ant
fly (the insect)
medium-sized clam with very brightly-colored inside, lives on
coral
dance (Western style), common type of dancing to Western
music for holiday celebrations
TV, television, TB, tuberculosis
parent (used only in the context of PTA meetings, school, etc.)
to go to the airport and wait for an airplane to come
uncomfortable, bothered
to bother, to make uncomfortable
bicycle, to ride a bicycle
yellow
gray
green
blue
brown
red
white
black
orange (the color or the fruit)
poison, poisoned, poisonous
meat for eating, meat course of a meal
spoon
to play (a musical instrument)
garden, farm
to change (in the sense of ‘switch,’ ‘replace’)
to change clothes
to explain, to disentangle
gallon
cancel, cancelled
fun (adjective)
spear
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hwijhwij
hwijbar
rxxltok
rxxlvxk
tov
wcpij (from English)
byvagkcj (from English)
or kxxj
ajej
at (from English)
atat
ilo ien eo
ejabwe
jekaro
jehlxk
jehvokin
jeraahhan
jerata
kcjota
juub (from English)
kakytctc
kakilkil
kate (E: sometimes
kakkct)
kapwor
kuuh (from English)
kalibbukwe
lukwi
lukkuun or hool in
vait (from English)
voon (from English
‘launch’) or buh-buh
tok
wcj or waj
vxk
makmake
hcrc (from English
‘murder’)
pilih (from English)
ruj
karuj
utiej
riutiej
etts (E: sometimes tcts)
wyjooj

to cut, cut (as in, a small wound on the body)
to get a haircut, to cut someone’s hair
to return (to here)
to return (to somewhere other than here)
mountain, hill
office
blanket
to divide, to pass out (something to a group of people), divided
by (in arithmetic)
hat
to wear a hat
at that time, while
there is not enough ____
coconut sap (drunk as a beverage or used in cooking)
to end, ended, done, over
end (noun)
good luck, lucky, fortunate, rich
bad luck, unlucky, unfortunate, poor
eat dinner
soup
to harass, tease, heckle
sunburned
to try hard, exert oneself, put effort into something, effort
giant clam
comb
look for shells
real one
Ex. Luwki eo = The real one
real
Ex. Juon lukkuun in armej = A real person
electric light
motorboat
to me/us, towards where I am, towards where we are (put
directly after a verb)
to you, towards where you are (put directly after a verb)
to him/her/it/them, towards where he/she/it/they are, away from
me and you (put directly after a verb)
favorite
kill, murder, murderer
film (that you put in a camera, not that you watch)
wake up
to wake (somebody) up
high
‘high person,’ honored person, VIP
low
grass
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borig (from English)
boov (from English)
abwinmake
byreejtcn (from English)
ainikien
bckwcj
diaka
kxkweet
mminene (W: imminene,
E: miminene)
jamminene
jerak
jerakrck
kuvuv
lcg
lav
msjet (from English)
jcmar (from English)
kattcr or tyraip
(from English)
pepe (in)

raj
tcprak

jidikin
ukot or ukct
wsween
papcvcr (from English)
evaptata
aet

bct
ksslct
eddeb (E:dedeb)
bwiin

bored, boring
full
afraid of demons, afraid of being alone at night
president
sound, sound of, voice, voice of
bring to you, take to you
cart, wheelbarrow
look for octopuses
accustomed to
not accustomed to, not used to
to leave (in a boat), to leave (of boats only), to sail away, to hoist
sail
to go sailing
cockroach
up, up there
Ex.: Epsd lcg = It’s up there
down, down there
Ex: Epsd lav = It’s down there
matches
summer, to spend a summer (somewhere)
drive
decide (to), decision
Ex: Iar pepe in rxxl = I decided to leave
Ex: Ah pepe or Ah wct pepe = It’s up to you/It’s your decision
whale, dolphin
results, success, successful
Ex: Evap tcprak = It was very successful/It really worked
Ex: Ejjevxk tcprak = There was no success/It didn’t work
Ex: Ejagin wcr tcprak = There haven’t been any results yet/It
hasn’t worked yet/
Ex: Etcprak = It’s successful/It works
a little bit of (it), a piece of (it)
to change (in the sense of ‘alter’)
Ex. Iaar ukct ac lcmfak = I changed my mind
way, manner, way of, manner of
Ex: Ilo bwijin wsween ko = In many ways
popular
especially, most of all, in particular
current (in a body of water)
Ex: Evap aet = There’s a strong current
Ex: Edik aet = There’s not much of a current
Ex: Ejjevxk aet = There’s no current
naughty, to be naughty, disobey, misbehave
Ex: Ebct = He is naughty
Ex: Ej bct = He is being naughty/He is disobeying
choose, elect
to husk coconuts
smell, smell of, it smells like ___
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Ex: Bwiin bwiro = It smells like bwiro
jaah
uraak
jodi (from English)
ka

kabbokbok
kain fe
kajjirere
vaita (from English)
hakytkyt or ehhakyt (E:
hakytkyt or hchakyt)
kchhakyt
obrak
ok
pssk (from English)
rarc
taifah
uh
uhuh
kamminene
kcmmslmel
ko
aij (from English)
dipen
ilowaan
jikka (from English
‘cigar’)
jiha
joiu
im men

moot or mootvxk
emootvxk (for singulars),
remootvxk (for plurals)
hare (from English)
pet
rinana
taibuun (from English)
etteig (E: tcteig)
utahwe

why? (always put after the pronoun)
Ex: Kwcjaah kchhan iiep? = Why are you making baskets?
to move (oneself to a place)
zorries, flip-flops
to cause to be (before adjectives), to cause to (before verbs) to
look for (before nouns)
Ex: Kanaginmej = To make sick
Ex: Kabaru = To look for crabs
to clap, applause
like that (what you’re doing), do that (what you’re doing)
to make fun of, to laugh at, to ridicule
lighter
to move, to move around
to move (something)
full, no room left for people or things
net
back up
to clean up an area
mosquito netting
oven, underground oven
to bake
to practice, to get used to
to practice, to test
run away, flee
ice
strong (of people only)
inside of
cigarette, cigar
and a little bit more (put after numbers)
Ex: Rogoul jiha = Twenty some/A little over twenty
soy sauce
and an unnamed other person (often the spouse of the first
person mentioned)
Ex: Lisson im men = Lisson and his wife
Ex: Elina im men = Elina and her husband
gone, gone away
ago
Ex: Juon iic emootvxk = One year ago
Ex: Ruo iic remootvxk = Two weeks ago
to marry, married
pillow
outcast, criminal, delinquent, rascal
typhoon, big storm
to fill up, put liquid in a container
busy, unable to do something due to a prior obligation, in
mourning after a death
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wctev (from English)

hotel, very big building

vxk gan

to (in lists of things)
Ex: Kilaj juon vxk gan ralitck = Grades one to eight
go up
go down
just (after verbs, indicating unimportance)
Ex: Ij jahbo bajjek = I’m just taking a walk
cheap
expensive
free (no charge)
leaf
to wear, to put on (an article of clothing), to love
to climb a coconut tree and retrieve green coconuts
pants

wanlcgvxk
wavxkvxk
bajjek
edik wcfsn
evap wcfsn
ejjevxk wcfsn
bclck
ekkcfak (E: kckcfak)
entak
jedxujij (from English
‘trousers’)
jcct (from English)
jcctct
jiiglij
likko
likko lowaan
jerkak
ehhoj (E: hchcj)
kumi
kuwata (from English)
tilekek or kyttiliek (E:
kattilcklck)
make

meram
gi
xxj (from English)
reja (from English)
ettcfak (E: tctcfak)
tykct (from English)
kadede
je or jeek(i)
ipevaakin
bukwcn
eddek or eddekvxk (E:
dedek or dedekvxk)
ryttovxk
koba
kobaik or kakobaik
aidik or ainig
byrae (from English)
(transitive form:
byraeik(i))
kabbwilcglcg

shirt
to wear a shirt
t-shirt
skirt
underskirt, slip
to get up (in the morning after waking up)
to vomit
group, team, gang
quarter (the kind of coin)
to hide, to hide (something)
alone, by oneself, self (after pronouns)
Ex: Eaar make jahbo = He took a walk by himself
Ex: Kwe make = You alone/Yourself
bright, light (adjective)
tooth
horse
razor, to shave
to dream, dream (noun), daydream
ticket
beforehand, already
transitive form of ‘jeje’ (‘write’)
around, surrounding
state, province, part of a country
to grow, to sprout, to germinate
to grow (of humans only), to grow up, to get older
together, plus (in arithmetic)
to put together, to join (something to something else)
thin (of things or people)
to fry

amazing, surprising
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anmiig
anmoof
kxxnpiip (from English)
jirog
likao
bwe
jxxl (from English)
kalbuuj (from English
‘calaboose’)
ikctaan
kile
wcr
kyriij (from English)
pinneep
slikin raelep
ekcn
tibat
kcmpclein (from English)
uwarog
wsto
weiv (from English)
pair (from English)
ae (transitive form ain(i))
bok
bokbok
bat
aha (from English)
eo
sj
kcdx
ekkcdxdo (E: sometimes
kckcdxdo)
jebta (from English)
jifo
kijdik
maag
han
parijet
rijerbal

ukood
wctcmjej
kwav
kij(i)
kinej
kinejnej
dsp or haj

left (the direction)
right (the direction)
corned beef, euphemism for peeping on someone
young woman (usually unmarried)
young man (usually unmarried)
leftovers, what’s left, the rest
salt, salty
jail, prison, be in jail, go to jail, put in jail
between
recognize, realize
lobster
grease, fat (noun)
coconut oil
afternoon (as opposed to ‘raelep,’ which can mean both
‘afternoon’ and ‘noon’)
used to (do something in the past)
teapot
complain
annoyed (by noise only)
land tract (usually a strip of the island extending from the lagoon
side to the ocean side, always with a name)
oil
fired, expelled
to gather, to collect
sand
sandy, covered with sand
slow
hammer
fishing line
to weave
cloud
cloudy, overcast
chapter (in a book or of a church)
snow
mouse, rat
pandanus leaves (used for making mats and handicrafts)
transitive form of ‘hanhan’ (‘to hit, spank, kill’)
shore, beach
worker, employee, one of the three types of owners of land in
Marshallese society (highest is irooj/lerooj, second highest is
avap, lowest is rijerbal)
raw, to eat something raw
all, every
transitive form of kwavkov (‘to wash’)
transitive form of ikkij/kykij (‘to bite’)
wound, scar
wounded
eel
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bxbo (transitive form
bxur(i))
bato (from English)
bwil
bxxk (from English)
___ eo juon
(for singulars)
___ ko jet
(for plural non-humans)
___ ro jet
(for plural humans)
ejjevxkun wct
jsnij
kcjatdikdik
jilkinvxk
kcpooj(i) (intransitive
form kcpopo)
kijerjer
makijkij
hct
hupi (from English)
pslele
rxg
tyrah
wiaik(i)
kad
ebbcl (E: bcbcl)
rabclbcl
bctcktck
ekkokowa (E: lejxgjxg)
buvajtiik (from English)
iju
jarom
jekdoon
jekdoon ta
jekdoon ge or sinwct juon
ge
jekdoon ge __, ak __
or

sinwct juon ge __, ak __

vvao (W: evvao E: vcvao)
kyrjin (from English)
kwcdeak
byrxro
hhool (W: ehhool E:
hchool)

to catch
bottle
chewing gum
fork
the other ___
Ex: Ni eo juon = The other coconut
Ex: Ni ko jet = The other coconut
Ex: Ajri ro jet = The other children

except for
trade, exchange, switch
hope
send
to prepare (something), to get something ready
anxious
often
what house?
movie, watch a movie
marriage, married
hole
drum
transitive form of ‘wia’ (‘buy’)
transitive form of ‘kadkad’ (‘throw’)
to shine
shiny
blood, bleed, menstruation
juggle, juggling
plastic
star, planet
electricity
ignore, no matter ___, it doesn’t matter
no matter what
even if, no matter if
even if ___, ___.
even though ____, ____.
Ex: Jekdoon ge epen, ak inaaj high school = Even if it’s hards, I
will go to high school
Ex: Sinwct juon ge ewct, ak inaaj exgcd = Even if it rains, I will
fish
seasick, nauseous
Christian, member of a church in good standing
beard, moustache
pregnant
thanked, to be thanked
Ex: Kohhool = You are thanked/Thank you
Ex: Kwclukkuun ehhool = You are really thanked/Thank you
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kag (E: kan)
pelav
pelcg
pevxk
eppepe (E: pepepe)
tyrabcv (from English)
lojen (from English)
pijaik(i)
karreoik(i)
didi
akkxun (from English)
iih
bajinjea (from English)
ile
injin (from English)
kwalxk mool
tyh
jsje
jevsvxkjef
jajevxkjef
kanne
lep
kwalxk kcn
kaluuj
mslim
piiv tyrep (from English)
roba (from English)
teek
wcdwcd
wctbai (from English
‘autobike’)
wylio
aen (from English)
deel
deelel (transitive form
deel)
bu (transitive form
buuk(i))
kor (intransitive form W:
eokkor E: kokor)
evagge
agkc (from English)
empivoob (from English)
or kilin leta
inne eo vxk juon

very much
Ex. Kwcbar ehhool = Thank you too
transitive form of ‘hcgs’ (‘eat’)
sink down
float up to the surface
drift at sea, lose direction while traveling at sea, miss destination
while at sea
to float
trouble
lotion (such as mosquito repellant or sunscreen)
transitive form of ‘pija’ (‘draw, take a picture’)
transitive form of ‘karreo’ (‘to clean’)
bony
charge to an account
fast
passenger
string for stringing fish while fishing
engine
tell the truth
to break, broken (of long, thin objects like string, grass, etc.)
machete, sword
education, knowledge, conscious
ignorance, ignorant, unconscious
to fill up (often said of plates being filled with someone’s portion
of food)
egg
tell about
to make lose, to beat (somebody) at a game
permission, allowed, legal
field trip, field trip ships that deliver supplies to outer islands
rubber, rubber tube at the end of a fishing spear
what relation?
Ex: Kwcj teek Jenita = How are you related to Jenita?
covered with coral, teeming with coral
motorcycle
good-looking (of men only)
iron, metal
fan (noun)
to fan (verb)
gun, to shoot
to tie
if
anchor, to anchor
envelope
the day before yesterday
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jekvaj
kcmmour
kahhoolol
iuut (from English) or
jxdikdik
kyrijhcj (from English)
sjmour
jipiij (from English)
kwalxk naan
ello or ellolo (E: lelo or
lelolo)
haan
ihaan
haantata
itulikin
pssgkcv
pilo
tof
kattoon
lcb
joda
wcda
wanlikvxk,
wanarvxk
wansnevxk
wanmetovxk
jem
kobban
al in jar
bar
bwidej
anck
bcks
kyr(i) (transitive form: W:
ikkyr, E: kykyr)
bbcj (W: ebbcj, E:bcbcj)
bxun (from English)
door (intransitive form W:
eddoor E: dedoor)
ilomej
smej
eoreak
jjir (W: ejjir, E: jijir)
kaaj (from English)
kajjidede
kallib (transitive form:
kalbwin(i))
ke

the day after tomorrow
to give birth
to thank
youth, young person
Christmas
health
speech, to deliver a speech
to deliver a speech
intransitive form of ‘lo’ (‘to see, to find’)
front
in the front, in front of
at the very front, first
behind
bracelet
blind, not see well
tune, melody
to make dirty
tomb, grave
unable to catch many fish, not very good at fishing
able to catch many fish, good at fishing
to go to the ocean side of an island
to go to the lagoon side of an island
to go towards land, away from the sea
to go towards sea, away from the land
transitive form of ‘jemjem’ (“to sharpen’)
contents, contents of
Ex: Ejjevxk kobban = It’s empty
hymn, song sung at church
rocky area of a beach, reef, or lagoon (above water at least part
of the time)
dirt, land
to copy, imitate
tide
to call, to call someone to come, to summon
swollen
pound (unit of weight)
to put (something) down, to leave (something somewhere)
part of a Marshallese funeral
another part of a Marshallese funeral
third part of a Marshallese funeral
slippery
cards (for playing card games)
to guess
to plant, to bury
dolphin, porpoise
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voor
lcke
tchato (from English)
piknik (from English)
tanij (from English)
to
katoto (transitive form:
katotoik(i))
tulcgin
itulcgin
tulavin
itulavin
kapin
waan jogak
bctcn (from English)
ute
kijcr
kcvvsiki(i)
baroik(i)
baab
bujek
bwebwenatoon etto
bcro
byrookraah (from
English)
dila
make iaan
bcnbcn (transitive form:
bwin(i))
dspdep (transitive form:
dspij(i))
ine
ito–itak
ninnin
jekcn (from English)
kcjjevs
jitoob (from English)
kallihur (transitive form:
kallihur(i))
kawcr
kahcj
lxmxxr (transitive form:
lxmxxr or lxmxxren)
vak

lukwarkwar
___ vxk

to follow
to believe in, to trust
tomato
picnic, to have a picnic
dance
channel from the ocean to inside of the lagoon, where large
ships can pass through
to hang, to hang up
top, top of
at the top, at the top of
bottom, bottom of
at the bottom, at the bottom of
bottom, bottom of, western end of an island
example, for example
button, pill
rain on
Ex: Enaaj ute jaki eo = The mat is going to get rained on
take an offer
transitive form of ‘kcvvs’ (‘to pay’)
transitive form of ‘baro’ (‘to borrow’)
think, be of the opinion, suppose
to tie up one’s hair
legend
throat, gills, seat of the emotions (like ‘heart’ in English)
program, to put on a program
nail (for building things)
alone, by oneself
to count, arithmetic
to hold, keep, retain, control
seed
go back and forth, wander around
to suck, to nurse, breast, nipple
second (unit of time)
announce, announcement
stove
to promise
to hunt for lobsters
to finish
to save, to rescue
when (like ‘ke,’ but put after the pronoun)
Ex. Revak lale, raar ilbck = When they looked, they were
surprised.
to chase
hurry up and ____
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nig (when modifying a noun,
jinignig for singulars and
jinnig for plurals)
nitijevs
peij (from English)
pia (from English)
pokpok
tovxk
tavxk (E: takvxk)
wcnhae
wyjooj in lxjet
unook
kchakyt(i)
iaraj
ainbat (from English)
baivat (from English)
bwil (transitive form:
bwill(i))
egjake
iaan
iaer
iovap
iovapin
kcwainini
jabcv
jebo
jebwsbwe
jxxb (from English)
juur(i) (intransitive form:
W: ijjuur, E: jijuur)
kannick
kcpoov
raanke
karkar (kcrat)
kilaj
(from English ‘glass’)
kctvxk
kwcle
msd
msjmsj
hcrs
hcttan
hcttan nuknuk
i or fa i
kattoto

small, young (synonym to ‘dik’)
legislative body of the Marshall Islands
page
beer
to cough
westwards
eastwards
to go and meet
seaweed
to treat (a sickness, wound) with medicine
transitive form of kchhakyt (‘to move(something)’)
taro
iron pot, pot
pilot
to push, to launch a boat from the beach
to feel, feelings, emotions
of (for phrases like ‘one of the cups,’ ‘two of the men’)
of them
middle, at the middle
middle of, at the middle of
look for and gather waini (brown coconuts), harvest copra, make
copra
shovel
tied scored in a game
lost
job, to have a job
to step on
meat, flesh
to go around something
to grate coconut meat out of a waini (brown coconut) for use in
cooking
to take coconut meat out of a waini (brown coconut) in chunks
for making copra
mirror, look at oneself in the mirror
let, allow, let go, let go of, release
nut
ripe, to ripen
to wear a mask, snorkeling mask, or glasses
dry
part of, friend of
cloth
in, on, at
time-consuming, take a long time
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reba (from English)

river

roro (transitive form: ruj
or rooj)
rujsn

chant, to chant (to make good luck for fishing, etc.)

errxxlxl (E: rcrxxlxl)
ettcg dikdik
(E: tctcg dikdik)
tu ia?
wajwaj
kilcb (from English)
wcjvs
kakon (intransitive form:
kakonkon)
jukwaik(i)
kcjag
uhwin(i)
aenchhan
byraj (from English)
anijnij
anijnij(i)
bugbug
ibwijleplep
psst mcfakfak
barulep
depakpak
kohbani (from English)
indeeo or gan indeeo
iur
jxkkutkut
jukjukun psd
okkadkad
kajin etto
kakeememej
kanooj
kiin jehaanvxk
kilaj (from English)
menokadu
vae
hajev (from English)
kahhckhck
nagin
nagin aolep
pinej
penjak
kalibubu
pok
kapok

chant of
Ex: Rujsn exgcd = Fishing chant
to turn around in circles
to smile
where exactly?
to wear a watch
baseball glove
sail (noun)
to put away
transitive form of ‘jukwa’ (‘to put sugar in’)
transitive form of ‘kcjagjag’ (‘to play a musical instrument’)
transitive form of ‘uhuh’ (‘to bake’)
peace, peaceful, tranquil
brush, to brush
magic
to make magic, to cast a spell
famous
very high tide, spring tide, flood
very low tide, neap tide
coconut crab (a very large, edible land crab)
wide
company, corporation
forever
fast
not often, seldom, rarely
community
fishing by throwing a small net in the water from the shore
old Marshallese language (the way it was spoken a long time
ago)
to remind
very, really
recently
glass
sweat, to sweat
smooth, of the lagoon or ocean
muscle
tiring, strenuous
almost
almost all, most
to block
blocked, out of sight
to cover
confused
to confuse
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riwut
tipjek
kawcnwcn
eju
uwi
kajihweik(i)
kakytctcik(i)
hcrcik(i)
ekksslev (E: kcksslel)
kajjirereik(i)
ukood (E: amej)
snbwin
kkar (W: ekkar, E: kckar)
ekkar gan
jekkar
byvswyt (from English)
iisekwcj
koko (from English
‘cocoa’)
baat
baatat
ekkske (E: kckske)
baah (from English)
ilarak
ittyt (E: tyttyt)
ittin
jaajmi (from English)
jsibo
joba (from English)
jok
kabbyrohcjhcj
kaho
kanejnej
kubaak
eokkutkut
kwarkor (transitive form:
kor)
metovxk
hae
nono (transitive form: no)
fahfah
okjak (transitive form:
ukwcj)
piteto (from English)
pokake
uhhaik(i)
kcmmeveveik(i)
hwijit(i)
teig(i)

toy outrigger canoes, made for racing
to trip
to hunt for turtles
there are many (of insects only)
fatty and delicious (of fish only)
transitive form of ‘kajihwe’ (‘to correct, to straighten’)
transitive form of ‘kakytctc’ (‘to tease, harass, heckle’)
transitive form of ‘hcrc’ (‘to murder, kill’)
intransitive form of ‘ksslct’ (‘to choose’)
transitive form of ‘kajjirere’ (‘to make fun of, laugh at, ridicule’)
raw, to eat raw
body
to fit, fitting, appropriate, relevant
according to
not fit, unfitting, inappropriate, ridiculous
plywood, wood for making houses
race, to race
chocolate, hot chocolate
smoke
smoky
to jump up and down
bomb
to fish by putting a line out from a boat while moving (trawling)
breast
breast of
sashimi, raw fish
soup made from flour and water
sofa, couch
to land (of planes, birds, etc.)
sad, saddening
jealous, envious
to swear at (someone), to curse (someone)
outrigger
often
to tie
towards the ocean or lagoon, farther into the ocean or lagoon
until, against
to pound
teeming with mosquitoes
fall over, turn over, capsize
potato
to obey
transitive form of ‘uhha’ (‘to kiss’)
transitive form of ‘kcmmeveve’ (‘to explain, to disentangle’)
transitive form of ‘hwijhwij’ (‘to cut’)
transitive form of ‘etteig, tcteig’ (‘to fill up with a liquid’)
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kcfak
ylyl
kabwebwe (transitive
form: kabwebweik(i))
idid (transitive form: id)
diwcjvxk or kadduojvxk
ixkixkwe
kooftcreak (from
English)
jidihkij
kcjjehvxk
jikin uwe
kcl
kilen or kiltcn
kakijen
kallimjek (transitive form:
kalimjek)
kauvavo (E: kadexeo)
snen
logvxk
lavvxk
lel
illik (E: lilik) (transitive
form: likyt(i))
kallu (transitive form
kalluuk(i))
vwe
nah
mavog
mera
hcjfx
hweiuk
peejnej (from English)
tahtah
potak
urck
jogan wct juon
wstovxk or itovxk
wstavxk or itavxk (E:
wstakvxk or itakvxk)
wsnigavxk (E:
wsnigeagvxk)
wsrcgavxk (E:
wsnrckeagvxk)
dsnnin lav
acfcf

transitive form of ‘ekkcfak, kckcfak’ (‘to wear, to put on (an
article of clothing), to love’)
axe, hatchet
to fool
to sting
to graduate, graduation
to greet, to say hello, to say goodbye
contract
sudden, suddenly, in a hurry
to bring to an end, to spend time with people before leaving for a
long time
stairs, ladder, climb stairs or a ladder
way
way of
to look for and gather food
to gaze, to gaze at, to stare, to stare at
spider
to bail out water from a boat
upwards
downwards
to get hit
Ex. Elel bcra = My head got hit
to put, to consider (something as something)
to anger
pool, pond, lake, tide pool
pond, lake, small secondary lagoon attached to the main lagoon
of an atoll.
to drown
light (in weight)
weak
belongings, goods
business
blinded by the glare of the sun
full of holes (of materials only)
to fish from a boat, bottom fishing
the same size
to go westwards
to go eastwards
to go southwards
to go northwards
well water
paddle, to paddle
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bck eddo (E: bck dedo)
bck jikin
kaddevxg
kadduoj
bctab
ksitoktok-limo
jaaj (from English)
jimeef (from English)
kajjihaatat
kappsllele
kchhan __ gan __
kakilkil (transitive form:
kakil(i))
kau (from English)
kijoon
vat
mar
marmar
meva
menono
had
kchad
okaetok
ppakoko (W: eppakoko,
E: pcpakoko)
riig (from English)
tcha
yl
ylin
wiik (from English)
kcjx
bubu (transitive form:
buuj(i))
diak
diede or dede
akwssl
jabcn kcnnaan
jssk (from English)
jihor
joobob
kaammijak
kahcvo
kattu
naan in kauwe
kepaak (transitive form:
kepaak(i))
kyvu (transitive form:
kyvuik(i)) (from English)
arin

to take charge of, to take responsibility for
to replace, to take the place of
to insert, to put in
to remove, to take out
but, however
interesting
to charge to an account
cement
to pretend to be smart, to act like you’re smart
to pretend to be American, to act like an American
to make __ into __
to peel, to strip the scales off of a fish
cow, beef
to cross, to skip
coconut shell
bush, foliage, undergrowth
covered with undergrowth, overgrown
to clear up after raining
to breathe, heart
busy, occupied, distracted
to keep (someone) busy, to occupy, to distract
long fishing net, fish using a long fishing net
teeming with sharks
ring
light bulb
fin on the back of a fish
fin of
Ex: Ewcr ylin pako = Sharks have fins on their backs
wick
to light (a fire)
to tie
to tack (switch the sail over to the other side of the canoe)
earring
to argue
saying, proverb
check, to get checked
together
to use soap
scary, frightening
party, to have a party, to attend a party
to dip (something in something)
advice, warning
to approach
glue, to glue
lagoon of
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mssfsf
oh
oragvxk
wavap
tcgal
naginmej in tcgal
rytcgal
waat?
kankan
kajitykin(i)
atbxkwcj
dex
baagke (from English)
byrotijen (from English)
katlik (from English)
debdeb (transitive form
dibcj(i))
or wskar
jaike
jejjo
kcjato
jukkwe
kein kakeememej
kuku
lxmeto
lct or lcta
vct or vcta
mxxr
mxxrxr
hagke (from English)
ryhwijbar
nsjnej
piliet (from English)
tieta (from English)
degdeg
ebbck (E: bcbck)
baar (from English)
baak (from English)
bukun iju
edjog
Etao or Vetao
iavap
idik
avap
Ijitc (from English)
korak (transitive form:
kor)

warm, warmth, heat
hermit crab
to swallow
large sailing canoe for open-ocean voyages
to have diabetes
diabetes
person with diabetes
what boat?
intransitive form of ‘kanck’ (‘to pull’)
transitive form of ‘kajjitck’ (‘to ask’)
to hug
beautiful (of women only)
pumpkin
Protestant
Catholic
to spear, to pierce

scarce in fish
few
take shelter from the rain of sun
kind of small clam that lives in the sand
reminder, memento
to ride piggy-back
ocean (less common word than lxjet)
what woman? what girl?
what man? what boy?
bait (noun)
to use bait, to use as bait
monkey, naked
barber
keep as a pet
billiards
theater, play, to put on a play
intransitive form of ‘denct’ (‘to hit, to spank’)
intransitive form of ‘bck’ (‘to get, to take’)
bar (in the sense of ‘saloon’)
to park (a car)
constellation
to taste, to try (a food to see what it tastes like)
legendary trickster in Marshallese folklore
period of the year with large tidal variations (high tides are very
high, low tides are very low)
period of the year with small tidal variations (high tides are not
very high, low tides are not very low)
honorable term for an old man, one of the three kinds of
landowners in Marshallese society
Easter
to tie
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lsj
vaim
kcmaag
me or im
mx
habug
kchanhanvxk
naajdik
ob
ovip (from English)
wcrwcr
petpet
taeo
ukok
addi
addin ne
addin ps
ekks wct
bctta
anemkwcj
bugtobugtak
bcbrae
iia (E: sometimes
jemaluut)
dede
ikkwetcr (from English)
jsmin
kiju (E: kaju)
kein kamool
mslu
po- (with -tok, -wcj, -vxk)
tiikri (from English)
tcrerein
ejjino (E: jijino)
rakij(i)
abcv (from English)
byrij (from English)
koha (from English)
pidieet (from English)
iav kadu
evbcn (from English)
ekkapit (E: kckapit)
(transitive form: kapit(i))
koov
ja
kxxjoj (transitive form:
kxjek)
jiij (from English)

cruel, mean
lime
look for and gather pandanus leaves
that, which (in sentences like ‘the house that I live in’)
forbidden, taboo
Ex: Emx kcbaatat = Smoking is forbidden/No smoking
breakfast, to eat breakfast
to improve
to feed
chest
wolf
fence, coop, pen for animals
to use a pillow, to use as a pillow
pimple
intransitive form of ‘ukot, ukct’ (‘to change, to alter’)
finger, toe, clamshell
finger
toe
usually
bat (for baseball)
free, freedom
rock back and forth, sway back and forth
to prevent, to stop (someone from doing something)
rainbow
ready
equator
will not, will never
mast
proof
sweet-smelling
to arrive (in a boat), to lower sail
degree
alongside, alongside of
intransitive form of ‘jino’ (‘to start’)
transitive form of ‘rarc’ (‘to clean up an area’)
apple
bridge
comma
period (punctuation mark)
shortcut
elephant
to put oil on, to lubricate, to anoint
hair, feather
in the meantime
to use a blanket, to use as a blanket
cheese
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kajjookok
jujen
piin (from English)
wawa
ikkiil (E: kykiil)
aepokpok
baj ga/baj kwe/etc.
bck- (bckac, bckaah,
etc.)
dsnnin kcmjaavav
stdik
aj
ilxk
ejjaromrom
(E: jcjaromrom)
jogan
lik
mab (from English)
faet- (faeta, faetah,
etc.)
piano (from English)
wydiddid
ebbeer (E: bcbweer)
ak
ekcjk- (ekcjka, ekcjkah,
etc.)
bcjjssn (from English)
debwssl
jarrogrog
karuwanene (transitive
form: karuwaneneik(i))
ruwanene
mijiv (from English)
cne (from English)
wain (from English)
alej
byrxk (from English)
batur
ekajet
hcn ekajet
aikiu
stst
(transitive form: stog)
baal
bcran baal
magko (from English)

shameful, embarrassing
and so (put after a subject pronoun)
Ex: Ijujen delxg = So I went in.
bean
to use a boat, to use as a boat
intransitive form of ‘kiil(i)’ (‘to close, to memorize’)
complicated
now me/now you/etc. (indicating that another person had been
doing the thing, and now someone else is going to do it)
fill of, just enough for
tears (when crying)
nickname
thatching materials for traditional Marshallese houses
go (less common than ‘etal’)
lightning
size, size of
lay (an egg)
map
to name
piano
to shiver
to give up, get discouraged
frigate bird
what is the condition of?
percent
cross (noun)
deaf, hard of hearing
to invite, to welcome
invited
missile
honey
wine
to aim at
frog
crave meat, really want to eat meat after not having had it for a
long time
trial, to go on trial
courthouse
common dish made from iu (coconut sproutling)
to smell
kind of coral found where the waves break on the ocean side
reef
place where the waves break on the ocean side reef
mango
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ncbar
fae
pi (from English)
akki- (akky, akkyh, etc.)
akkiin pe- (akkiin peiy,
akkiin peih, etc.)
akkiin ne -(akkiin nec,
akkiin neeh, etc.)
sindein
ametcma
bwebwe
Jaina (from English)
Jepaan (from English)
Iglen (from English)
Jipeen (from English)
Byranij (from English)
Jsmne (from English)
aveve
anidep
dak (from English)
annag- (annagy,
annagyh, etc.)
aj (ajy, ajyh, etc.)

to praise
against
bee
fingernail, toenail
fingernail
toenail
so (in the sense of ‘in that way, thusly’)
Ex: Sindein aer ba = So they say/That’s what they say
Marshallese candy made from grated coconut meat and coconut
sap
tuna
China
Japan
England
Spain
France
Germany
fishing by tying palm fronds together in a long line to catch fish,
name of a museum in Majuro
box made of pandanus leaves, old Marshallese game using the
same
duck (the animal)
shadow, reflection, image
liver
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